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A G O E INV

1. Eield of the Invention

This disclosure relates to network communication

5 protocols, and in particular to a point-to-point.protocol

for use with the Internet.

2. Description of the Related Art

The increased popularity of on—line services such

as AMERICA ONLINEW, COMPUSERVE®, and other services such as

10 Internet gateways have spurred applications to provide

multimedia, including video and voice clips, to online

users. An example of an online voice clip application is

VOICE E-MAIL FOR WINCIM and VOICE E-MAIL FOR AMERICA

ONLINEnh available from Bonzi Software, as described in

15 "Simple Utilities Send Voice E-Mail Online", MULTIMEbIA

WORLD, VOL. 2, NO. 9, August 1995, p. 52. Using such Voice

E-Mail software, a user may create an audio message to be

sent to a predetermined E—mail address specified by the

user.

9) 20 Generally, devices interfacingAthe Internet and
other online services may communicate with each other upon

establishing respective device addresses. One type of

device address is the Internet Protocol (IP) address, which

acts as a pointer to the device associated with the IP

Page 9 of 561
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address. A typical device may have a Serial Line Internet

Protocol or Point-to—Point Protocol (SLIP/PPP) account with

a permanent IP address for receiving e—mail, voicemail, and

the like over the Internet. E-mail and voicemail is

generally intended to convey text, audio, etc., with any

routing information such as an IP address and routing

headers generally being considered an artifact of the

communication, or even gibberish to the recipient.

Devices such as a host computer or server of a

company may include multiple modems for connection of users

to the Internet, with a temporary IP address allocated to

each user. For example, the host computer may have a

general IP address "XXX.XXX.XXX.XXX", and each user may be

XXX XXX .XXX.IO
allocated a successive IP address of xxxvxxxfxxxsxxxTio,

xxx xxx xxx. n XXX.xxx xxx \9 "
i¥X—***T¥-X-Xvfififiviin-%¥XvX¥XTX¥XTXXXT&2, etc. Such temporary

A. “L.

IP addresses may be reassigned or recycled to the users, for

example, as each user is successively connected to an

outside party. For example, a host computer of a company

may support a maximum of 254 IP addresses which are pooled

and shared betWeen devices connected to the host computer.

Permanent IP addresses of users and devices

accessing the Internet readily support point—to-point

communications of voice and video signals over the Internet.

For example, realtime video teleconferencing has been

implemented using dedicated IP addresses and mechanisms

Page 10 of 561
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known as reflectors. Due to the dvnamic nature of temporary

IP addresses of some devices accessing the Internet, point—

to-point communications in realtime of voice and video have

been generally difficult to attain.

_fiflMMABX_QE_EHE_lEYEHElQH

A point—to—point Internet protocol is disclosed

which exchanges Internet Protocol (IP) addresses between

processing units to establish a point-to-point communication

link between the processing units through the Internet.

A first point-to-point Internet protocol is

disclosed which includes the steps of:

(a) storing in a database a respective IP address

of a set of processing units that have an on—line status

with respect to the Internet;

(b) transmitting a query from a first processing

unit to a connection server to determine the on-line status

of a second processing unit; and

(c) retrieving the IP address of the second unit

from the database using the connection server, in response

to the determination of a positive on-line status of the

second processing unit, for establishing a point—tavpoint

communication link between the first and second processing

units through the Internet.

Page11 of561
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A second point—to—point Internet protocol is

disclosed, which includes the steps of:

(a) transmitting an E-mail signal, including a

first I? address, from a first processing unit;

5 (b) processing the E—mail signal through the

Internet to deliver the E-mail signal to a second processing

unit; and

(c) transmitting a second IP address to the first

processing unit for establishing a point—to-point

10 communication link between the first and second processing

units through the Internet.

EBlEE_DE§QBlEIlQfl_QE_IHE~DBAfllH§§

The features of the disclosed point-to—point

Internet protocol and system will become more readily

15 apparent and may be better understood by referring to the

following detailed description of an illustrative embodiment

of the present invention, taken in conjunction with the

accompanying drawings, where:

FIG. 1 illustrates, in block diagram format, a

20 system for the disclosed point-to—point Internet protocol;

FIG. 2 illustrates, in block diagram format, the

system using a secondary point-to-point Internet protocol;

FIG. 3 illustrates, in block diagramIformat, the

system of FIGS. 1-2 with the point-to-point Internet

25 protocol established;

Page 12 of 561 1:)
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FIG. 4 is another block diagram of the system of

FIGS. 1-2 with audio communications being conducted;

FIG. 5 illustrates a display screen for a

processing unit;

FIG. 6 illustrates another display screen for a

processing unit;

FIG. 7 illustrates a flowchart of the initiation

of the point-to-point Internet protocols;

FIG. 8 illustrates a flowchart of the performance

of the primary point-to-point Internet protocols; and

FIG. 9 illustrates a flowchart of the performance

of the secondary point—to—point Internet protocol.

DESCRIPTION OF THE RREEERRED EMBODLMEflifi

Referring now in specific detail to the drawings,

with like reference numerals identifying similar or

identical elements, as shown in FIG. 1, the present

[disclosure describes a point—to—point Internet protocol and

system 10 for using such a protocol.

In an exemplary embodiment, the system 10 includes

a first processing unit 12 for sending at least a voice

signal from a first user to a second user. The first

processing unit 12 includes a processor 14, a memory 16, an

input device 18, and an output device 20. The output device

‘20 includes at least one modem capable of, for example, 14.4

kbaud communications and operatively connected via wired

_5_

(0
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and/or wireless communication connebtions to the Internet.

One skilled in the art would understand that the input

device 18 may be implemented at least in part by the modem

of the output device 20 to allow input signals from the

communication connections to be received. The second

processing unit 22 may have a prOCessor, memory, and input

and output devices, including at least one modem and

associated communication connections, as described above for

the first processing unit 12. In an exemplary embodiment,

each of the processing units 12, 22 may be a WEBPHONEn‘

unit, available from iNTERfiET’TEEEPHSHE—eefifififiqzacapable of
operating the discl sed point-to—point Internet protocol and

system 10, as described herein.

The first processing unit 12 and the second

processing unit 22 are operatively connected to the Internet

24 by communication devices and software known in the art.

mmThe processing units 12, Meratively interconnected

through the Internet 24 E2a connection server 26, and may
also be operatively connected to a mail server 28 associated

with the Internet 24.

The connection server 26 includes a processor 30,

a timer 32 for generating timestamps, and a memory such as a

database 34 for storing, for example, E—mail and Internet

Protocol (IP) addresses of logged-in units. In an exemplary

Page 14 of 561
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embodiment, the connection server 26 may be a SPARC 5 se ver

thufihusmfim
or a SfARC 20 server, available from SUN MICROSYSTEMSC Ific R
having a central processing unit (CPU) as processor 30

operating an operating system (05) such as UNIX and

providing timing operations such as maintaining the gimer
32, a hard drive or fixed drive as well as dynamic;read=6firy'
memory (DRAM) for storing the database 34, and a keyboard -

and display and/or other input and output devices (not shown

in FIG. 1). The database 34 may be an SQL database

available from ORACLE or INFOMIX.

In an exemplary embodiment, the mail server 28 may

be a Post Office Protocol (POP) Version 3 mail server

including a processor, memory, and stored prfigrams operating

in a UNIX environment, or alternativelyjfthef'os, to process
E-mail capabilities between processing units and devices

over the Internet 24.

The first processing unit 12 may operate the

disclosed point-to—point Internet protocol by a computer

program described hereinbelow in conjunction with FIG. 6,

which::;;§ifiglemented from compiled and/or interpreted
source code in the C++ programming language and which may be

downloaded to the first processing unit 12 from an external

computer. The operating computer program may be stored in

the memory 16, which may include about 8 MB RAM and/or a

hard or fixed drive having about 8 MB. Alternatively, the

Page 15 of 561
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source code may be implemented in the first processing unit

12 as firmware, as an erasable read only memory (EPROM),

etc. It is understood that one skilled in the art would be

able to use programming languages other than C++ to

implement the disclosed point-to-point Internet protocol and

system 10.

The processor 14 receives input commands and data

from a first user associated with the first processing unit

12 through the input device 18, which may be an input port

connected by a wired, optical, or a wireless connection for

electromagnetic transmissions, or alternatively may be

transferable storage media, such as floppy disks, magnetic

tapes, compact disks, or other storage media including the

input data from the first user.

The input device 18 may include a user interface

(not shown) having, for example, at least one button

actuated by the user to input commands to select from a

plurality of operating modes to operate the first processing

unit 12. In alternative embodiments, the input device 18

may include a keyboard, a mouse, a touch screen, and/or a

data reading device such as a disk drive for receiving the

input data from input data files stored in storage media

such as a floppy disk or, for example, an 8 mm storage tape.

The input device 18 may alternatively include connections to

Page 16 of 561
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other computer systems to receive the input commands and

data therefrom.

The first processing unit 12 may include a visual

interface as the output device 20 for use in conjunction

with the input device 18 and embodied as one of the screens

illustrated by the examples shown in FIGS.A€:%;and discussed
below. It is also understood that alternative input devices

may be used in conjunction with alternative output devices

to receive commands and data from the user, such as

keyboards, mouse devices, and graphical user interfaces

(GUI) such as WINDOW T“ 3.1 available from MICROSOFTWM

CorporationAexecuted by the processor 14 using, for example,
DOS 5.0. One skilled in the art would understand that other

operating systems and GUIs, such as OSSZ and 05/2 WARP,
available from IBM CORPORATIONc‘may be used.(¥b:her
alternative input devices may include microphones and/or

telephone handsets for receiving audio voice data and

commands, with the first processing unit 12 including speech

or voice recognition devices, dual tone multi-frequency

(DTMF) based devices, and/or software known in the art to

accept voice data and commands and to operate the first

processing unit 12.

In addition, either of the first processing unit

12 and the second processing unit 22 may be implemented in a

[O
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personal digital assistant (PDA) providing modem and E-mail

capabilities and Internet access, with the PDA providing the

input/output screens for mouse interaction or for

touchscreen activation as shown, for example, in FIGS. 4-5,

as a combination of the input device 18 and output device

20.

I For clarity of explanation, the illustrative

embodiment of the disclosed point-to-point Internet protocol

and system 10 is presented as having individual functional

blocks, which may include functional blocks labelled as

"processor" and “processing unit". The functions

represented by these blocks may be provided through the use

of either shared or dedicated hardware, including, but not

limited to, hardware capable of executing software. For

.example, the functions of each of the processors and

processing units presented herein may be provided by a

shared processor or by a plurality of individual processors.

Moreover, the use of the functional blocks with accompanying

labels herein is not to be construed to refer exclusively to

hardware capable of executing software. Illustrative

embodiments may include digital signal processor (DSP)

hardware, such as the AT&T DSP16 or DSPBZC, read-only memory

(ROM) for storing software performing the operations

discussed below, and random access memory (RAM) for storing

DSP results. Very large scale integration (VLSI) hardware

Page 18 of 561
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embodiments, as well as custom VLSI circuitry in combination

with a general purpose DSP circuit, may also be provided.

Any and all of these embodiments may be deemed to fall

within the meaning of the labels for the functional blocks

as used herein.

The processing units 12, 22 are capable of placing

calls and connecting to other processing units connected to

the Internet 24, for example, via dialup SLIP/PPP lines. In

an exemplary embodiment, each processing unit assigns an
32-19%

unsigned long session number, for example, a.Z“ bit long' A.

sequence in a *.ini file for each call. Each call may be

assigned a successive session number in sequence, which may

be used by the respective processing unit to associate the

call with one of the SLIP/PPP lines, to associate a

<ConnectOK> response signal with a <ConnectRequest> signal,

and to allow for multiplexing and demultiplexing of inbound

and outbound conversations on conference lines.

For callee (or called) processing units with fixed

IP addresses, the caller (or calling) processing unit may

open a "socket", i.e. a file handle or address indicating

where data is to be sent, and transmit a <Call> command to

establish communication with the callee utilizing, for

example, datagram services such as Internet Standard network

layering as well as transport layering, which may include a

_11__

101
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Transport Control Protocol (TCP) or a User Datagram Protocol

(UDP) on top of the IP. Typically, a processing unit having

a-fixed IP address may maintain at least one open socket and

a called processing unit waits for a <Call> command to

assign the Open socket to the incoming signal. If all lines

are in use, the callee processing unit sends a BUSY signal

or message to the caller processing unit.

As shown in FIG. 1, the disclosed point—to—point

Internet protocol and system 10 Operate when a callee

processing unit does not have a fixed or predetermined IP

address. In the exemplary embodiment and without loss of

generality, the first processing unit 12 is the caller

processing unit and the second processing unit 22 is the

called processing unit.

When either of processing units 12, 22 logs on to

the Internet via a dial—up connection, the respective unit

is provided a dynamical allocated IP address by the— 
 
 connectionA

Upon the first user initiating the point—to—point

Internet protocol when the first user is logged on to the

Internet 24, the first processing unit 12 automatically

transmits its associated E-mail address and its dynamically

allocated IP address to the connection server 26. The

connection server 26 then stores these addressas in the

database 34 and timestamps the stored addresses using timer

_12_
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32. The first user operating the first processing unit 12

is thus established in the database 34 as an active on-line

party available for communication using the disclosed point—

to-point Internet protocol. Similarly, a second user

operating the second processing unit 22, upon conn ction to

the Internet 24 through fag—ELconnectionW
processed by the connection server 26 to be established in

the database 34 as an active on—line party.

The connection server 26 may use the timestamps to

update the status of each processing unit; for example,

after 2 hours, so that the on—line status information stored

in the database 34 is relatively current. other

predetermined time periods, such as a default value of 24

hours, may be configured by a systems operator.

The first user with the first processing unit 12

initiates a call using, for example, a Send command and/or a

command to Speeddial an N"'stored number, which may be

labelled [5ND] and [SPD][N], respectively, by the input

device 18 and/or the output device 20, such as shown in

FIGS. 5—6. In response to either the Send or speeddial

commands, the first processing unit 12 retrieves from memory

l6 a stored E-mail address of the callee corresponding to

the Km stored number. Alternatively, the first user may

directly enter the E-mail address of the callee.
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The first processing unit 12 then sends a query,

including the E—mail address of the callee, to the

connection server 26. The connection server 26 then

searches the database 34 to determine whether the callee is

logged—in by finding any stored information corresponding to

the callee's E—mail address indicating that the callee is

active and on—line. If the callee is active and on—line,

the connection server 26 then performs the primary point—to—

point Internet protocol; i.e. the IP address of the callee

is retrieved from the database 34 and sent to the first

processing unit 12. The first processing unit 12 may then

directly establish the point—to-point Internet

communications with the cailee using the IP address of the

calles.

If the callee is not on-line when the connection

server 26 determines the callee’s status, the connection

server 26 sends an OFF—LINE signal or message to the first

processing unit 12. The first processing unit 12 may also

display a message such as "Called Party Off—Line" to the

first user.

When a user logs off or goes off-line from the

Internet 24, the connection server 26 updates the status of

the user in the database 34; for example, by removing the

user’s information, or by flagging the user as being off-

line. The connection server 26 may be instructed to update

Page 22 of 561 / S
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the user's information in the database 34 by an off-line

message, such as a data packet, sent automatically from the

processing unit of the user prior to being disconnected from

the connection server 26. Accordingly, an off-line user is

effectively disabled from making and/or receiving point-to-

point Internet communications.

As shown in FIGS. 2—4, the disclosed secondary

point—to—point Internet protocol may be used as an

alternative to the primary point—to—point Internet protocol

described above, for example, if the connection server 26 is

non-responsive, inoperative, and/or unable to perform the

primary point-to—point Internet protocol, as a non-

responsive condition. Alternatively, the disclosed

secondary point-to—point Internet protocol may be used

independent of the primary point-to—point Internet protocol.

In the disclosed secondary point-to—point Internet protocol,

the first processing unit 12 sends a <ConnectRequest>

message via E-mail over the Internet 24 to the mail server

28. The E-mail including the <ConnectRequest> message may

have, for example, the subject

[*wp#XXXXXXXX#nnn.nnn.nnn.nnn#emailAddr]

where nnn.nnn.nnn.nnn is the current (i.e. temporary or

permanent) IP address of the first user, and xxxxxxxx is a

session number, which may be unique and associated with the

[L0
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request of the first user to initiate point-to—point

communication with the second user.

As described above, the first processing unit 12

may send the <ConnectRequest> message in response to an

5 unsuccessful attempt to perform the primary point—to-point

Internet protocol. Alternatively, the first processing unit

12 may send the <ConnectReguest> message in response to the

first user initiating a SEND command or the like.

After the <ConnectRequest> message via E-mail is

10 sent, the first processing unit 12 opens a socket and waits

to detect a response from the second processing unit 22. A

timeout timer, such as timer 32, may be set by the first

processing unit 12, in a manner known in the art, to wait

for a predetermined duration to receive a <Connect0K>

15 signal. The processor 14 of the first processing unit 12

may cause the output device 20 to output a Ring signal to

the user, such as an audible ringing sound, about every 3

seconds. For example, the processor 14 may output a *.wav

file, which may be labelled RING.WAV, which is processed by

20 the output device 20 to output an audible ringing sound.

The mail server 28 then polls the second

processing unit 22, for example, every 3-5 seconds, to

deliver the E-mail. Generally, the second processing unit

22 checks the incoming lines, for example, at regular
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intervals to wait for and to detect incoming E—mail from the

mail server 28 through the Internet 24.

Typically, for sending E—mail to users having

associated processing units operatively connected to a host

computer or server operating an Internet gateway, E—Mail for

a specific user may be sent over the Internet 24 and

directed to the permanent IP address or the SLIP/PPP account

designation of the host computer, which then assigns a

temporary IP address to the processing unit of the specified

user for properly routing the E—mail. The E—mail signal may

include a name or other designation such as a username which

identifies the specific user regardless of the processing

unit assigned to the user; that is, the host computer may

track and store the specific device where a specific user is

assigned or logged on, independent of the IP address system,

and so the host computer may switch the E—mail signal to the

device of the specific user. At that time, a temporary IP

address may be generated or assigned to the specific user

and device.

Upon detecting and/or receiving the incoming E—

mail signal from the first processing unit 12, the second

processing unit 22 may assign or may be assigned a temporary

IP address. Therefore, the delivery of the E—mail through

the Internet 24 provides the second processing unit 22 with

_l7_
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a session number as well as IP addresses of both the first

processing unit 12 and the second processing unit 22.

Point—to—point communication may then be

established by the processing units 12, 22. For example,

the second processing unit 22 may process the E-mail signal

to extract the <ConnectRequest> message, including the IP

address of the first processing unit 12 and the session

number. The second processing unit 22 may then open a

socket and generate a <ConnectOK> response signal, which

includes the temporary IP address of the second processing

unit 22 as well as the session number,

The second processing unit 22 sends the

<ConnectOK> signal directly over the Internet 24 to the IP

address of the first processing unit 12 without processing

by the mail server 28, and a timeout timer of the second

processing unit 22 may be set to wait and detect a <Ca11>

signal expected from the first processing unit 12.

Realtime point-to-point communication of audio

signals over the-Internet 24, as Well as video and

voicemail, may thus be established and supported without

requiring permanent IP addresses to be assigned to either of

the users or processing units 12, 22. For the duration of

the realtime point-tospoint link, the relative permanence of

the current IP addresses of the processing units 12, 22 is

sufficient, whether the current IP addresses were permanent
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(i.e. predetermined or preassigned) or temporary (i.e.

assigned upon initiation of the point-to—point

communication).

In the exemplary embodiment, a first user

operating the first processing unit 12 is not required to be

notified by the first processing unit 12 that an E—mail is

being generated and sent to establish the point-to—point

link with the second user at the second processing unit 22.

Similarly, the second user is not required to be notified by

the second processing unit 22 that an E-mail has been

received and/or a temporary IP address is associated with

the second processing unit 22. The processing units 12, 22

may perform the disclosed point to-point InternetMprotocolMMM
automatically upon initiation of the point-€6=pbtnt

communication command by the first user without displaying

the E-mail interactions to either user. Accordingly, the

disclosed point-t0*point Internet protocol may be

transparent to the users. Alternatively, either of the

first and second users may receive, for example, a brief

message of "CONNECTION IN PROGRESS" or the like on a display

of the respective output device of the processing units 12,

22.

After the initiation of either the primary or the

secondary point—to—point Internet protocols described above

in conjunction with FIGS. 1-2, the point—to-point
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communication link over the Internet 24 may be established

as shown in FIGS. 3—4 in a manner known in the art. For

example, referring to FIG. 3, upon receiving the <ConnectOK>

signal from the second processing unit 22, the first

processing unit 12 extracts the IP address of the second

processing unit 22 and the session number, and the session

number sent from the second processing unit 22 is then

checked with the session number originally sent from the

first processing unit 12 in the <ConnectReguest> message as

E—mail. If the session numbers sent and received by the

processing unit 12 match, then the first processing unit 12

sends a <Ca11> signal directly over the Internet 24 to the

second processing unit 22; i.e. using the IP address of the

second processing unit 22 provided to the first processing

unit 12 in the <ConnectOK> signal.

Upon receiving the <Call> signal, the second

processing unit 22 may then begin a ring sequence, for

example, by indicating or annunciating to the second user

that an incoming call is being received. For example, the

word "CALL" may be displayed on the output device of the

second processing unit 22. The second user may then

activate the second processing unit 22 to receive the

incoming call.

Referring to FIG. 4, after the second processing

unit 22 receives the incoming call, realtime audio and/or
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video conversations may be conducted in a manner known in

the art between the first and second users through the

Internet 24, for example, by compressed digital audio

signals. Each of the processing units 12, 22 may also

display to each respective user the words "IN USE" to

indicate that the point—to-point communication link is

established and audio or video signals are being

transmitted.

In addition, either user may terminate the point—

to-point communication link by, for example, activating a

termination command, such as by activating an [END] button

or icon on a respective processing unit, causing the

respective processing unit to send an <End> signal which

causes both processing units to terminate the respective

sockets, as well as to perform other cleanup commands and

functions known in the art.

FIGS. 5-6 illustrate examples of display screens

36 which may be output by a respective output device of each

processing unit 12, 22 of FIGS. 1—4 for providing the

disclosed point—to-point Internet protocol and system 10.

Such display screens may be displayed on a display of a

personal computer (PC) or a FDA in a manner known in the

art.

As shown in FIG. 5, a first display screen 36

includes a status area 38 for indicating, for example, a

—.21—.
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called user by name and/or by IP address or telephone

number; a current function such as C2; a current time; a

current operating status such as “IN USE", and other control\

icons such as a down arrow icon 40 for scrolling down a list

of parties on a current conference line. The operating

status may include such annunciators as "IN USE", "IDLE",

"BUSY" , “NO ANSWER" , "OFFLINE" , "CALL" , "DIALING" ,

"MESSAGES", and "SPEEDDIAL".

other areas of the display screen 36 may include

activation areas or icons for actuating commands or entering

data. For example, the display screen 36 may include a set

of icons 42 arranged in columns and rows including digits 0—

9 and commands such as END, SND, HLD, etc. For example, the

END and SND commands may be initiated as described above,

and the HLD icon 44 may be actuated to place a current line

on hold. Such icons may also be configured to substantially,

simulate a telephone handset or a cellular telephone

interface to facilitate ease of use, as well as to simulate

function keys of a keyboard. For example, icons labelled

L1-L4 may be mapped to function keys F1—F4 on standard PC

keyboards, and icons C1-C3 may be mapped to perform as

combinations of function keys, such as CTRL-Fl, CTRL-Fz, and

CTRL-F3, respectively. In addition, the icons labelled L1—

L4 and C1-C3 may include circular regions which may simulate

light emitting diodes (LEDs) which indicate that the
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function or element represented by the respective icon is

active or being performed.

Icons Ll-L4 may represent each of 4 lines

available to the caller, and icons C1—C3 may represent

conference calls using at least one line to connect, for

example, two or more parties in a conference call. The

icons L1-L4 and C1—C3 may indicate the activity of each

respective line or conference line. For example, as

illustrated in FIG. 5, icons L1-L2 may have lightly shaded

or colored circles, such as a green circle, indicating that

each of lines 1 and 2 are in use, while icons L3—L4 may have

darkly shaded or coler circles, such as a red or black

circle, indicating that each of lines 3 and 4 are not in

use. Similarly, the lightly shaded circle of the icon

labelled C2 indicates that the function corresponding to C2

is active, as additionally indicated in the status area 38,

while darkly shaded circles of icons labelled C1 and C3

indicate that such corresponding functions are not active.

The icons 42 are used in conjunction with the

status area 38. For example, using a mouse for input, a

line that is in use as indicated by the lightly colored

circle of the icon may be activated to indicate a party’s

name by clicking a right mouse button for 5 seconds until

another mouse click is actuated or the [ESC] key or icon is.

~23...
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actuated. Thus, the user may switch between multiple calls

in progress on respective lines.

Using the icons as well as an input device such as

a mouse, a user may enter the name or alias or IP address,

if known, of a party to be called by either manually

entering the name, by using the speeddial feature, or by

double clicking on an entry in a directory stored in the

memory, such as the memory 16 of the first processing unit

12, where the directory entries may be scrolled using the

status area 38 and the down arrow icon 40.

Once a called party is listed in the status area

38 as being active on a line, the user may transfer the

called party to another line or a conference line by

clicking and dragging the status area 38, which is

represented by a reduced icon 46. Dragging the reduced icon

46 to any one of line icons Ll-L4 transfers the called party

in use to the selected line, and dragging the reduced icon

46 to any one of conference line icons C1—C3 adds the called

party to the selected conference call.

other features may be supported, such as icons 48-

52, where icon 48 corresponds to, for example, an ALT—X

command to exit the communication facility of a processing

unit, and icon 50 corresponds to, for example, an ALT-M

command to minimize or maximize the display screen 36 by the

output device of the processing unit. Icon 52 corresponds

/
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to an OPEN command, which may, for example, correspond to

pressing the 0 key on a keyboard, to expand or contract the

display screen 36 to represent the opening and closing of a

cellular telephone. An "opened" configuration is shown in

FIG. 5, and a "closed“ configuration is shOWn in FIG. 6. In

the "opened“ configuration, additional features such as

output volume (VOL) controls, input microphone (MIC)

controls, waveform (WAV) sound controls, etc.

The use of display screens such as those shown in

FIGS. 5—6 provided flexibility in implementing various

features available to the user. It is to be understood that

additional features such as those known in the art may be

supported by the processing units 12, 22.

Alternatively, it is to be understood that one

skilled in the art may implement the processing units 12, 22

to have the features of the display screens in FIGS. 5-6 in

hardware; i.e. a wired telephone or wireless cellular

telephone may include.various keys, LEDs, liquid crystal

displays (LCDs), and touchscreen actuators corresponding to

the icons and features shown in FIGS. 5-6. In addition, a

PC may have the keys of a keyboard and mouse mapped to the

icons and features shown in FIGS. 5—6.

Referring to FIG. 7, the disclosed point—to—point

Internet protocol and system 10 is initiated at a first

processing unit 12 for point—to—point Internet

-25-
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communications by starting the point-to-point Internet

protocols in step 54; initiating the primary point-to-point

Internet protocol in step 56 by sending a query from the

first processing unit 12 to the connection server 26;

determining if the connection server 26 is operative to

perform the point-to—point Internet protocol in step 58 by

receiving, at the first processing unit 12, an on—line

status signal from the connection server 26, which may

include the IP address of the callee or a "Callee Off-Line"

message; performing the primary point—to—point Internet

protocol in step 60, which may include receiving, at the

first processing unit 12, the IP address of the callee if

the callee is active and on-line; and initiating and

performing the secondary point—to-point Internet protocol in

step 62 if the called party is not active and/or on-line.

Referring to FIG. 8 in conjunction with FIGS. 1

and 3-4, the disclosed point-to-point Internet protocol and

system 10 operates using the connection server 26 to perform

step 60 in FIG. 7 by starting the point—to-point Internet

protocol in step 64; timestamping and storing E—mail and IP

addresses of logged-in users and processing units in the

database 34 in step 66; receiving a query at the connection

server 26 from a first processing unit 12 in step 68 to

determine whether a second user or second processing unit 22

is logged—in to the Internet 24, with the second user being

_26_
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specified, for example, by an E-mail address; retrieving the

IP address of the specified user from the database 34 in

step 70 if the specified user is logged—in to the Internet;

and sending the retrieved IP address to the first processing

unit in step 72 to establish point—to—point Internet

communications with the specified user.

Referring to FIG. 9 in conjunction with FIGS. 2—4,

the disclosed secondary point—to-point Internet protocol and

system 10 operates at the first processing unit 12 to

perform step 62 of FIG. 7. The disclosed secondary point-

to-point Internet protocol operates as shown in FIG. 9 by

starting the secondary point—to—point Internet protocol in

step 74; generating an E-mail signal, including a session

number and a first IP address corresponding to a first

processing unit in step 76 using the first processing unit

12; transmitting the E-mail signal as a <ConnectRequest>

signal to the Internet 24 in step 78; delivering the E-mail

signal through the Internet 24 using a mail server 28 to a

second processing unit 22 in step 80; extracting the session

number and the first IP address from the E-mail signal in

step 82; transmitting or sending the session number and a

second IP address corresponding to the second processing

unit 22 to the first processing unit 12 through the Internet

24 in step 84; verifying the session number received from

the second processing unit 22 in step 86; and establishing a

_27_
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point—to—point Internet communication link between the first

processing unit 12 and second processing unit 22 using the

first and second IP addresses in step 88.

While the disclosed point—to—point Internet

5 protocols and system have been particularly shown and

described with reference to the preferred embodiments, it is

understood by those skilled in the art that various

modifications in form and detail may be made therein without

departing from the sc0pe and spirit of the invention.

10 Accordingly, modifications such as those suggested above,

but not limited thereto, are to be considered within the

scope of the invention.

428-
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WHAT IS CLAIMED IS:

 
 
 

  
 
 
 

1. A method for establishing point—to—po'

Internet communication comprising the steps of:

(a) storing in a database a re

Internet Protocol (IP) address of a set of rocessing units

that have an on-line status with respect 0 the Internet;

(b) transmitting a quer from a first

processing unit to a connection serv to determine the on—

line status of a second processing nit; and

(c) retrieving th IP address of the second

/
g the connection server, in

'7

between the first and second

 
 

 
 
 

 

 

 
 
 

 

unit from the database us'
 

a positive on—line status response to the determina

 
 of the second processing , for establishing a point-to-

point communication lin

processing units thro h the Internet.

2. The method of claim 1 wherein the step (b) of

transmitting the query includes the step of:

(b1) transmitting the query to the connection

server oper ively connected to the database and the

Internet; nd

wherein the step (c) of retrieving the IP

addre includes the steps of:

(c1) searching the database using the

co nection server;
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(c2) determining the on-line status of he

second processing unit;  

 
 

(c3) retrieving the IP address of the second

processing unit in response to the positive 0 line status

of the second processing unit; and

(c4) transmitting the IP ddress of the

  
 

 
 
 
 

  
 

 

 

second processing unit to the first p ccessing unit for

establishing the point—to-point co unication link between

the first and second processing its through the Internet.

3. The method claim 2 further comprising,

after step (c2), the ste

(c5) gen ng an off—line message in

response to a negativ on—line status of the second

processing unit; a

( 4) transmitting the off-line message to the

first processi g unit.

The method of claim 1 further comprising the

step of'

(d) performing a secondary communication

pro ocol in response to a non-responsive condition of the.

nection server.

-30-
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5. The method of claim 4 wherein th tep (d) of

performing the secondary communication pr ocol includes the

steps of:

(d1) transmit in an E-mail signal, including

(d3) transmitting a second IP address to the

first pro essing unit for establishing a point—to—point

commun cation link between the first and second processing

uni through the Internet.

  
 

  
 
 

 
 

 
 

 

6. An apparatus comprising:

a first processing it including:

a program 5 ored in a memory for

performing a point—to—point nternet protocol; and

cessor for executing the point—to;

point Internet prot ‘ogram to generate a query to

receive an Inter t Protocol (IP) address of a second

processing un' for transmitting the query through the
I

Internet t a connection server for determining an on-line

status f a second processing unit to the connection server,

and or establishing a point-to-point communication link to

t e second processing unit using the IP address.
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7. A system for point-to-point communi tions

over the Internet comprising:

a database for storing a set 0 Internet

Protocol (IP) addresses of at least one pr essing unit that

has on-line status with respect to the I ternet;

a first processing unit including:

a first program or performing a first

point—tospoint Internet protocol; nd

a first proc ssor for executing the

first program and for transmit ing a query;

a connection sérver, responsive to the query,

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

for determining the on-li status of a second processing

unit by searching th abase, and for transmitting an on-

line message to the processing unit for establishing a

point—to—point comm vication link between the first and

second processing nits through the Internet.

8. The system of claim 7 wherein the connection

server, res nsive to a positive determination of the on-

line stat of the second processing unit, retrieves the

respect‘ e IP address of the second processing unit from the

e and transmits the on-line message, including the IP

to the first processing unit; and

wherein the first processing unit establishes

he point—to—point communication link between the first and

_32_
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second processing units through the Internet in resp se to

receiving the IP address of the second processing nit from

the connection server.

9. The system of claim 7 wher in the connection

server, responsive to a negative deter nation of the on-

line status of the second processin unit, generates an off—

line message, and transmits the 0 —line message to the

first processing unit.

10. The system 0 claim 7 wherein the connection

server further includes timer for timestamping IP

addresses of the s rocessing units having a positive

pect to the Internet.

11. T e system of claim 7 further comprising:

a mail server for processing a E-mail signal

through the nternet to deliver the E-mail to a specified

second pro essing unit for establishing a point—to—point

communic ion link between the first and second processing

units rough the Internet; and

wherein the first processor of the first

pro essing unit executes a second program to generate and

transmit the E—mail signal, including a first IP address

_33_
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  associated with the f g unit, to the mail

  
  

  
  

 

 
 
  
 
 

 
 

 

12. A method for establishing poin to—point

Internet communication comprising the ste-z of:

(a) transmitting an E—m- 1 signal, including

a first Internet Protocol (IP) addr: s, from a first

processing unit;

(b) processing the E-mail signal through the

Internet to deliver th E—r'il signal to a second processing

unit; and

ting a second IP address to the

first processing un't establishing a point—to-point

communication 11 between the first and second processing

units through e Internet.

,3. The method of claim 12 further comprising the

step of;

(a1) generating the E-mail signal from the

fir— IP address corresponding to the first processing unit
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14. The method of claim 12 further co 
 

 

 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 

 

rising the

step of:

(a1) generating the E—mail ignal from a

session number before the step (a) of t nsmitting the E—

5 mail signal.

15. The method of cla' 12 wherein the step (b)

of processing the E-mail signa further comprises the step

of:

10 (b1) proce ing the E—mail signal using a

mail server operatively cted to the second processing

unit.

16. Th method of claim 12 further comprising the

15 step of:

(b1) generating a connection signal including

the second I address at the second processing unit before

the step ( ) of transmitting the second I? address to the

first pr cessing unit; and

20 wherein the step (c) of transmitting the

secon IP address includes the step (cl) of transmitting the

con ction signal from the second processing unit to the

fi st processing unit.
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17. An apparatus comprising:

a first processing unit inclu-a

a program stored in a

performing a point-to-point Internet pro-ocol; and

point Internet protocol program to nerate an E—mail

signal, including a first Interne Protocol (IP) address,

and for transmitting the E-mail ~igna1 through the Internet

to a second processing unit fo establishing a point—to—

point communication link to -he first processing unit.

18. The appar ‘us of claim 17 wherein the

processor is adapted t,

first IP address corr-

19. A stem for point-to-point communications

over the Intern- comprising:

a first processing unit including:

a first program for performing a point—

to-point I 'ernet protocol; and

a first processor for executing the

first p ogram and for transmitting an E-mail signal,

inclu-ing a first Internet Protocol (IP) address; and

a mail server for processing the E—mail

'-na1 through the Internet to deliver the E—mail to a

_36_
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second processing unit for establishing oint-to—point

communication link between the first nd second processing

units through the Internet.

5 20. The syste f claim 19 further comprising:

the se nd processing unit including:

program for performing the

point—to—point p tocol; and

a second processor {or executing the

10 second pro ram and for receiving the E-mail signal from the

mail se er and for generating a connection signal,

incl ing a second IP address, for establishing the point-

to oint communication link to the first processing unit.
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S RAC

A point—to—point Internet protocol exchanges

Internet Protocol (IP) addresses between processing units to

establish a point-to—point communication_link between the

processing units through the Internet. A first point-to—

point Internet protocol includes the steps of (a) storing in

a database a respective IP address of a set of processing

units that have an on—line status with respect to the

Internet; (b) transmitting a query from a first processing

unit to a connection server to determine the on—line status

of a second processing unit; and (c) retrieving the IP

address of the second unit from the database using the

connection server, in response to the determination of a

positive on-line status of the second processing unit, for

establishing a point-to—point communication link between the

first and second processing units through the Internet. A

second point—to—point Internet protocol includes the steps

of (a) transmitting an E-mail signal, including a first I?

address, from a first processing unit; (b) processing the E—

mail signal through the Internet to deliver the E—mail

signal to a second processing unit; and (c) transmitting a

second IP address to the first processing unit for

establishing a point-to-point communication link between the

first and second processing units through the Internet.
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enter the details below and make the priority claim.

A. PRIOR maxim/9cm- APPLIQTIOlHB) FILED WITHIN 12 HOMES
(6 MONTHS FOR DESIGN) PRIDE TO THIS APPLICATION

AND m PRIORITY EMT-K5 man 35 U.B.C. I119

com: (DR muons-m MT! 0’ VIEW Film cum
mortar: I, F“) M (GA , lath, _ I mm 35 I1.B.C. 119

———  

(Declaration and Power of Attorney (1-1] - page 2 of 5)
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L; \-
ALL FOREIGN APPLICATIOIHB). I! m FILED x013 mm 12 KONTEB

(6 moms FOR DESIGN) PRIOR 1'0 m5 0.6. APPLICATION

 

M8: 12 the application tiledluore than 12 months from the filing date at
this application is a PCT tiling taming the basis {or this
application entering the United States as (1) the national stage. or
(-2) a continuation. divisional. or mntlnuatlon-in~part, then also
couplets ADDED PARKS "DO ammo DW‘I‘ION AND POW!!! OP Amman! FOR
vamom. mTlON OR CID APPLICATION for benefit of the prior
11.9. or new application“) under 35 0.3.c. 5120.

PM}! 07 Arrow

I hereby appoint the following attorney(s) and/or agent(s) to
prosecute this application and transact all business in the
'Petent and Trademark .Office connected therewith. (List name and
registration number)

nsnrzn a.:nzL-unrs, Reg. No. 35,459; ancco s. nannzsn, Reg. ”0. 25 25:1
manna. arm Reg. No. 25 a: naval. cum. Reg HamPAUL J. ‘IAIIELL, Reg. No. 4 DITIR DILUCA, Reg. No 12*215;
mum-r. cannon, Reg. No 31.755; mums. mum. Reg. No 23.375;
axyrnnv.e stuns -ng. -a:,asa- assess I. sennznr, Reg. no :fi‘sz :

'IAIIDID i. IRREILL, Rog. Ho. 34.§;s 1 nusstL n.11ssnna, nag.no. 36.103;
ream: CHAD,'Reg.No.)1§.135x‘9¢011 n Iorsv Reg. No. 15.41;; ““--
IITBDIY J. llronr, Reg. no.J§i2211 IKCEIBL ». nxtuonts, Reg. so. g7l311-
IICEIRD-I. annonsxx. Reg. No. Jaijlfiu DIIIIL I. 1:33:31, Reg. No. :3‘061

snares: n. IOBBIT. :11. Reg. No. 21‘311. Juan cause, Reg. No. 13,574.
canxsmpm a. runes, neg. ELM and m I. sun-1'. Reg No. m
each at them of Dzbmnrs A ms, 333 Berle Ovington Boulevard, Uniondale.New York 1155)-

SEND CORRESPONDENCE 10:. DIRECT TELEPHONE CALLS TO:
(Name and telephone number)

W
DI 2 (516) 2 -B¢B4
33 Ea

Unioudsle, New York 11553

 
I hereby declare that all statements made herein of my own

knowledge are true and that all statements made on information
and belief are believed to be true; and further that these
statements were made with the knowledge that willful false
statements and the like so made are punishable by fine or
imprisonment, or both. under Section 1001 of Title 16 of the
United States Code, and that such willful false statements may
jeopardize the validity of the application or any patent issued
thereon.

(Declaration and Power of Attorney (1—1) - page 3 o! 5)

.0—4.‘.¢—.w..
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#i/ ”:2
SIGNATURR‘B)

flora; Carefully indicate the tsmiiy (or last) name as it should appear on
the filing receipt and all other documents.

[’00

Full name of solo or first inventor gaggg !! §¥E§2E

/Invenr.or' a signature4%—
/Date Q2- §-9f Country of Citizenship £335.45

Residence Kilaéi Zlnaifln 151’

Post Office AddressWham

llQEAQA__11L2§__________________________________________________.

 
Full name of laaond joint inventor, if any

Inventor's signature
Date Country of Citizenship
Residence
Post Office Address

 

 

Full name of third joint inventor, if any

Inventor's signature
Date Country of Citizenship
Residence

Post officem

  
  

 

Full name of fourth joint inventor, if 

 
 Inventor's signature

Date
Residence
Post office Address

Citizenship
 
 

Full name of fifth joint inventor, if any
 

Inventor's signature
Date Country of citizenship
Residence
Post office Address

 

 
 

(Declaration and Power at Attorney [1—1] - page 0 of 5)
x

‘ “a. .. ._.
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CHECK PROPER 301(38) '03 m D? m FOLLOWING
ADDED Pm(B) WHICH man A PART OF THIS DECLARATION '

D signature for subsequent joint inventors.
. Number of pages added

‘ D Signature by administrator(trix). executor(trix) or legal
representative for deceased or incapacitated inventor.
number of pages added

0' Signature for inventor who refuses to sign or cannot be
A reached by person authorized under 37 C.P‘R. 31.47.
‘ number of pages added .

iii

'1 D Added pages to combined declaration and power of attorney for
. divisional, continuation, or continuation-in-part (CIP)

‘__.~...a-n..-.._.._.
1 application . _
i Number of pages added

DD.

0 Authorization of attorney(s) to accept and follow
instructions from representative.

it!

If no further pages form a part of this Declaration then end
this Declaration with this page and check the following item.

a This declaration ends with this page.r

‘ 1
i,
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. ‘ PATENT
. Attorney’s Docket No. 649-2

Applicant or Patentfi'f Glenn Hutton

Serial or Patent No.: 0 Yet Assi ed 

Filed or issued: Concurrenti Herewith 

'For: POINT-TO-POINT INTERNET PROTOCOL
 

VERIFIED STATEl’leNT (DECLARATION) CLAIMING SMALL ENTITY
STATUS (37 CFR 1.9(0 and 1.27(b)) - INDEPENDENT “EDITOR

As a below named inventor, I hereby declare that I qualify as an independent inventor as defined in 37

CFR 1.9(e) for purpos/eyof paying reduced fees under Section 41(a) and (b) of Title 35, United States
Code, to the Patent and Trademark Office with regard to the invention entitled

POINi-T -POINT INTERNET PROTO OL

desc bé’i:
 

ID the specification filed herewith.

D application serial no , filed

D patent no. , issued

1 have not assigned, granted, conveyed or licensed and am under no obligation under contract or law to
assign, grant, convey or license, any rights in the invention to any person who could not be classified
as an independent inventor under 37 CFR 1.9(c) if that person had made the invention, or to any
concern which would not qualify as a small business concern under 37 CFR 1.9(d) or a nonprofit
organization under 37 CFR 1.9(e).

Each person, concern or organization to which i have assigned. granted, conveyed, or licensed or am
under an obligation under contract or law to assign, convey, or license any rights in the invention is
listed below:

D no such person, concern, or organization

D persons, concerns or organizations listed below“

NOTE: Separate verified statements are required from each named person, concern or organization
having rights to the invention averrlng to their status as small entities- (37 CFR 1.27).

FULL NAME

ADDRESS

D Individual D Small Business Concern D Nonprofit Organization

 

FULL NAME

ADDRESS

D individual D Small Business Concern D Nonprofit Organization

 

FULL NAME 

ADDRESS

D Individual D Small Business Concern D Nonprofit Organization

I acknowledge the duty to file, in this application or patent, notification of any change in status
resulting in loss of entitlement to small entity Status prior to paying, or at the time of paying, the

(Small Entity-Independent Inventor [7-1]--page l of 2)
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earliest of the issue fee or any maintenance fee due after the date on which status as a small entity is no
longer appropriate. (37 CPR l.28(b)).

I hereby declare that all statements made herein of my own knowledge are true and that all statements
made on information and belief are believed to be true; and further that these statements were made

with the knowledge that willful false statements and the like so made are punishable by fine or
imprisonment. or both, under Section 1001 of Title 18 of the United States Code, and that such willful

false statements may jeopardize the validity of the application. any patent issuing thereon, or any patent
to which this verified statement is directed.

Glenn Hutton
Name of inventor

‘/ K/Date 07‘13’7‘3/
ignature o inventor

Name of inventor

Date

Signature of inventor

Name of inventor

Date

Signature of inventor

(Small Entity-Independent Inventor [7-1]--page 2 of 2)
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08/533,115 09/25/95 2305

GLENN W. BUTTON, MIAMI, FL.

F'CONTINUING DnTAitiliiiiiiiti‘iiiwlli
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**FOREIGN/PCT APPLICATIONS*****'**"**
VERIFIED '

FOREIGN FILING LICENSE GRANTED 10/17/95 '*"* SHALL ENTITY '****

FILING FEE
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$479.00
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DILWORTH E BARRESE

333 EARLE OVINGTON BLVD

UNIONDALE NY 11553

POINT-TO-POINT INTERNET PROTOCOL

This is to carti that annexed hereto is 9 true co y from the records of the United States
Patent and Tra amark Office of the application w Ich is identified above.
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

Applicant: Glenn W. Hutton Examiner:

Serial No.: 08/533,115 Group: Art Unit

Filed: September 25, 1995 Dated: October 25, 1995

For: POINT—TO—POINT INTERNET

PROTOCOL RECEQVED

Commissioner of Patents INOV 21 995and Trademarks

Washington, D.c. 20231 GROUP 2300

INFORMAzlgfl QISQLOSURE §EATEM§NT

SIR:

It is respectfully requested that the disclosures

discussed below (copies enclosed) and cited in annexed Form PTO—

1449 be considered by the Examiner in connection with the above-

identified patent application, and that such art be made of

record in said application.

No representation is made or intended that a search of

the art has been made or that no more relevant disclosures than

those listed herein are available.

The items are identified as follows:

U.S. Patent No. Invengog _ Issued

5,150,360 Perlman et a1. Sept. 22, 1992

 

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 37 Q,E:,B. § ;.3(a)

I hereby certify that this correspondence is being deposited with the United
States Postal Service as first class mail, postpaid in an envelope, addressed
to the: Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks, Washington, D.c. 20231.

Date: QCthV 25: //;5‘ $577)?“ Min/f
(Name of person mailing paper)

(Sééure of person mailing paper)
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5 Patent NO. 

5,204,669

5,224,095

5,291,554

5,309,433

5,321,313

5,357,571
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5,400,335

Lngentor Issued

Dorfe et al. Apr. 20, 1993

Woest et al. Jun. 29, 1993

Morales Mar. 1, 1994

Cidon et al. May 3, 1994

McMillan et 31. Jun. 14, 1994

Banwart Oct. 18, 1994

Yamada Mar. 21, 1995

The filing of this information disclosure statement is

[

not an admission that the information cited herein is,

considered to be,

J

[K]

[

[

E

J

J

J

or is

material to patentability as defined in 37

C.F.R. s 1.56(b).

This Information disclosure statement is being

-filed concurrently with this application.

This information disclosure statement is being

filed within three (3) months of the filing date

of this application.

This information disclosure statement is being

filed within three (3) months of the date of entry

of the national stage as set forth in

37 C.F.R. 5 1.491 in an international application.

To the best of Applicant(s) knowledge, this

information disclosure statement is being filed

before the date of mailing of a first Office

Action in connection with this case.

Enclosed herewith is a certificate under 37 C.F.R.

s 1.97(e).



 
/

.5

[ J

[ J

[ ]

[X]

Enclosed herewith is a petition under 37 C.F.R. §

1.97(d)(ii).

[ ] Enclosed by check is the petition fee of

$130.00. 37 C.F.R. S 1.17(i)(1))

[ ] Please charge the $130.00 petition fee to

Deposit Account No. 04-1121.

Enclosed by check is the $200.00 fee required by

37 C.F.R. 5 1.17(p).

Please charge the $200.00 fee required by 37

C.F.R. § 1.17(p) to Deposit Account No. 04—;121.

Please charge any deficiency as well as any other

fee(s) which may become due under 37 C.F.R. § 1.16

and/or 1.17 at any time during the pendency of

this application, or credit any overpayment of

such fee(s) to Deposit Account 04—1121. Also, in

the event any extensions of time for responding

are required for the pending application(s),

please treat this paper as a petition to extend

the time as required and charge Deposit Account

NO. 04-1121 therefor. TWO (2) COPIES OF THIS

SHEET ARE ENCLOSED.

Respectfully submitted,

Anthony J. Natoli
Reg. NO. 36,223

Attorney for Applicant(s)

DILWORTH & BARRESE

333 Earle Ovingtcn Blvd.
Unionda

(516)
AJN/rmb
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 HE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 4; 5 fl,
Applicant: Glenn W. Hutton

Serial No.: 08/533,115

Filed: September 25, 1995

For: POINT-TO-POINT INTERNET PROTOCOLExaminer: -- RECEIVED
Group: 2 4Art Unit: APR I996

GROUP 23—00

CERTIFICATE OF MAILINQ

I hereby certify that he following Amendment is being deposited with the United

States Postal Service as first class mail in an envelope addressed to Assistant

Commissioner of Patents. Washington, DC. 20231 on April 5 996. 

 
  orraine McConnell

 
Assistant Commissioner for Patents

Washington. DC 20231

PRELIMINARY AMENDMENT

In the Specification

 
 
 Pa e6 line 11, change "Internet Telephone Company" to -NetSpeak

Corporation, Boca Raton, FL, ;

Page 6, line 17, Chan e “are" --may be--;

Page 7, line 2, after “|nc./," insert --Mountain View,‘CA,--;

Page 7, line 20, chan "are“ to «may be . 
 Page 9, line 6, change “4-5" to --5-6--;

Page 9, line 12, after "corporation" insert --Red ond, WA,--;

Page 9. line 15. after “CORPORATION," insert --Boca Raton. Faw iL'VéIf'17‘/96 08533115

1
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ATTORNEY DOCKET NO.: 649-2

Page 19, line 14, change “point to—point” to -—point-to-point--;

in the Claims /
Please add the following claims.

 

" J C/\ 21. A computer program product for use with a computer syste e

W co puter system having first and second processors and a server ratively coupledI

over a computer network, the computer program product co Ising: 
 

 

 
  
 

 
 

 

 

a computer usable medium having progra code means embodied in the

medium for establishing a point-to-point communi ions link between the first

processor and the second processor over th omputer network, the medium further

comprising:

' program code means rtransmitting, from the first processor to the

server, a query as to whether

network;

e second processor is connected to the computer

. progra ode means for receiving a network protocol address of the

second processor rom the server, when the second processor is connected to the

computer ne ork; and

. program code means, responsive to the network protocol address of the

secon processor, for establishing a point-to-point communication link between the first

pr essor'and the second processor over the computer network.

 
 

 
 

 

 

22. A computer program product for use with a c ter system, the ‘

computer system having first and second proces and a server operatively coupled

over a computer network, the computer gram product comprising:

a computer useable medi aving program code means embodied in the

medium for establishing oint-to-point communications link between the first

processor and a se nd processor over a computer network. the medium further

(‘J
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 comprising:

program code means for transmitting an E-mai ' al comprising a network

protocol address from the first processor e server over the computer network;

program code means for r Iving a second network protocol address from the

second processor overt computer network; and

program c means, responsive to the second network protocol address, for

establishin point-to-point communication link between the first processor and the

secon processor over a computer network

7} 23. A computer server apparatus for enabling point-to—poiWns(lietween a first and a second processor over a computer network, server apparatus
 

 

 
 

 
 

a server processor;

a network interface means, opera ‘ ely coupled to the server processor,

for connecting the server apparatus to the mputer network;

a memory. operatively c pled to the processor, for storing a network

protocol address for a plurality o rocessors connected to the computer network;

means, reSpo we to a query from the first processor. for determining the

on-iine status of the se nd processor and for transmitting the a network protocol

address of the seco d processor to the first processor in response to a positive

determination 0 he on-line status of the second processor.

 

 
 

The computer server apparatus of claim 23 further comprising a timer

mean operatively coupled to the server processor, for ' e stamping the network 

 

 

pro col addresses stored in the memory.

25. The computer server appar us of claim 23 further comprising:

DJ
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processor. for forwarding the E—m '

comprising the network proto

26.

. J ‘ “I A .

A'ITORNEY DOCKET NO.: 649—2

 

 
 

 
 

mail processing means, r onsive to an E-mail signal from the first

signal to the second processor, the E-mail signal

I address of the first processor.

 In a connection server having a database and a computer netw

- 372peratively coupled thereto, a method for enabling point-to-point communi ation
between a first processing unit and a second processing unit over a co puter network.

the method comprising the steps of:

A.

27.

0.1

0.2

28.

 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

storing in the database. a reSpective network prot col address for each of

a,plurality of processing units that have an on-l’ e status with respect to

the computer network; I

receiving a query from the first processi unit to determine the on—line

status of the second processing unit;

determining the on-line status oft e second processing unit; and

transmitting an indication of th on-line status of the second processing

unit to the first processing it over the computer network.

The method of claim wherein step C further comprises the steps of:

searching the dat ase for an entry relating the second processing unit;

and

retrieving th network protocol address of the second processing unit in

respons o a positive determination of the on-line status of the second

proce sing unit.

he method of claim 26 wherein step D further comprises the steps of:

transmitting the network protocol address ofthe second processing unit to

the first processing unit when the second processing unit is determined in
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step C to have a positive on-Iine status with respect to th computer

network.

 
29. The method of claim 26 wherein step D furt r comprises the steps of:

d.1 generating an off-line message when th econd processing unit is

determined in step C to have a nega ' e on-line status with reSpect to the

computer network; and

d.2 transmitting the off-line messa e to the first processing unit.

30. The method of claim 26 rther comprising the steps of:

E. receiving an E-mail si nal comprising a first network protocol address

from the first proce ing unit; and

F. transmitting the -mail signal over the computer network to the second

processing un‘ .

31. The met d of claim 30 wherein the E-mail signal further comprises a

session number and herein step F further comprises the step of:

f.1 trans itting the session number and network protocol address over the

co puter network to the second processor.

32. A method for establishing a point-to-point communication link from a caller

processort a callee processor over a computer network. the caller processor having a

user inte ce and being operatively coupled to the callee processor and a server over

the com uter network. the method comprising the steps of:

generating an element representing a first communication line;

generating an element representing a first callee processor;

establishing a point-to-point communication link from the caller processor

In
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to the first callee processor, in response to a user associating th element

representing the first callee processor with the element repr enting the

first communication line.

The method of claim 32 wherein step C further mprises the steps of:

querying the server as to the on-line status the first callee processor;

and

receiving a network protocol address fthe first callee processor over the

computer network from the server

The method of claim 32 furt r comprising the step of:

generating an element re resenting a second communication line.

The method of claim 4 further comprising the step of:

terminating the po' t-to-point communication link from the caller processor

to the first calle processor, in response to the user disassociating the

element repre enting the first callee processor from the element

representin the first communication line; and

establishi g a different point-to-point communication link from the caller

process rto the first callee processor, in response to the user associating

the el ent representing the first callee processor with the element

repr senting the second communication line.

T e method of claim 32 further comprising the steps of:

enerating an element representing a second callee processor; and

establishing a conference pointsto-point communication link between the

caller processor and the first and second callee processors, in reSponse
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to the user associating the element representing the second ca e’e

processor with the element representing the first communi tion line.

  
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

The method of claim 32 further comprising the ste of:

removing the second callee processor from th conference point-to-point

communication link in response to the use disassociating the element

representing the second callee proces or from the element representing

the first communication line

The method of claim 32 furt r comprising the steps of:

generating an eiement re resenting a communication line having a

temporarily disabled 5 tus; and

temporarily disabli a point-to—point communication link between the

caller processor nd the first callee processor, in reSponse to the user

associating th element representing the first callee processor with the

element re esenting the communication line having a temporarily

disabled tatus.

The ethod of claim 38 wherein the element generated in step D

represents a co munication line on hold status.

40.

 
 The method of claim 39 wherein the element generated in step D

represent a communication line on mute status.

 The method of claim 32 wherein the caller processor further comprises a

visu | display and the user interface comprises a graphic user interface.
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42. The method of claim 41 w the elements generated in steps A and B

are graphic elements and the of establishing a point-to-communication link as

described in step C/ISD ormed in response to a user manipulating the graphic
aphic user interface.

elements 0%
 

a computer usable medium having program code eans embodied in the

medium for establishing a point-to—point communicati n link from a caller processor to a

callee processor over a computer network, the ca er processor having a user interface

4
and being operatively coupled to the callee pr sor and a sewer over the computer

  

 

network, the medium further comprising:

program code means for generat' 9 an element representing a first

communication line;

program code means for g erating an element representing a first callee

processor;

program code means responsive to a user associating the element representing

the first callee processor Ith the element representing the first communication line, for

establishing a point-to- oint communication link from the caller processor to the first

callee processor.  

44. T e computer program product of claim 43 wherein the means for

establishing point-to-point communication link further comprises:

pro ram code means for querying the server as to the on-line status of the first

callee p ocessor; and

program code means for receiving a network protocol address of the first callee

pr cessor over the computer network from the serverr
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45. A computer program product of claim 43 further comprisin .

  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 
 

 

 

program code means for generating an element representing second

communication line.

46. The computer program product of claim 45f her comprising:

program code means, responsive to the user di ssociating the element

representing the first callee processor from the ele ent representing the first

communication line, for terminating the point-to- oint communication link from the caller

processor to the first callee processor; and

program code means, responsive t the user associating the element

representing the first callee processor w‘ h the element presenting the second

communication line, for establishing different point-to-point communication link from

the caller processor to the first call e processor.

47. The computer pr gram product of claim 43 further comprising:

program code mean for generating an element representing a second callee

processor; and

program code ans, responsive to the user associating the element

representing the sec nd callee processor with the element representing the first

communication lin , for establishing a conference communication link between the

caller processor nd the first and second callee processors.

48. The computer program product of claim 47 further comprising:

pr gram code means, responsive to the user disassociating the element

repres ting the second callee processor from the element representing the first

com nication line, for removing the second callee processor from the conference

communication link.
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49. The computer program product of claim 43 further compris' 9:

program code means for generating an element representin communication 
 line having a temporarily disabled status; and

program code means, responsive to user associating e element representing

the first callee processor with the element representing t communication line having a

temporarily disabled status, for temporarily disabling e point-to-point communication

link between the caller processor and the first caliee processor.

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 

50. The computer program prod t of claim 49 wherein the communication

line having a temporarily disabled statu comprises a communication line on hold

status.

51. The computer pr gram product of claim 49 wherein the communication

line having a temporarily di abled status comprises a communication line on mute

status.

52. A co uter program product of claim 43 wherein the caller processor

further comprise a visual display and the user interface comprises a graphic user

interface.

53.

ing the first communication line and the element representing the first callee

The computer program product of claim 52 wherein the element

represe

proces or are graphic elements and wherein the program code means for establishing

a poi t-to-point communication link from the caller processor to the first callee

pro ssor further comprises:

program code means, responsive to a user manipulating the graphic elements

0 the graphic user interface, for establishing the point—to-point communication link from

10
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Q: the caller processo e processor.

REMARKS

Prior to examining the above-identified application on the merits, Applicant

respectfully requests the Examiner to enter the enclosed Preliminary Amendment

Applicant has made minor changes to the specification for greater Clarity. No new

matter is believed added to the application by the above amendments. In addition,

Applicant has added claims 21-53 to more particularly point out and distinctly claim

Applicant's inventive contributions to the relevant arts. Support for these claims exists

in the specification as filed.

Claims 21-22 and 43—53 conform with in re Beauregard, 35 U.S.P.Q. 2d. 1383

(Fed. Cir. 1995) and the new Patent and Trademark Office policy.

The claims are believed allowable over any of the references cited by the

Applicant, whether considered singularly or in combination. Accordingly, Applicant

believes this application is in condition for allowance and a notice to that effect is

respectfully requested. If the Examiner has any questions regarding this amendment or

the application in general he is invited to call the Applicant's attorney at the number

listed below.

The Commissioner is hereby authorized to charge any other fees under 37

C.F.R. §1.16 and 1.17 that may be required, or credit any overpayment, to our Deposit

Account No. 20-0065.

Respectfully submitted,

  Bruce D. Jobse

Reg. No. 33,518

Bookstein & Kudirka, P.C.

One Beacon Street

11
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ATTORNEY DOCKET NO.: 649-2 ‘THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

Applicant: Glenn W. Hutton

Serial No.: 08/533,115

Filed: September 25, 1995
For: POINT-TO-POINT INTERNET PROTOCOL

Examiner: —- RECEIVED
Group:

Art Unit: APR 24 1996

Assistant Commissionerfor Patents GROUP 2300
Washington, DC. 20231

AMENDMENT TRANSMITTAL Lg! IE3

Sir:

Transmitted herewith for filing in the above identified patent application are the

following papers:

[X] Preliminary Amendment

The fee is calculated as follows:

Previously
Paid

Total Claims 53 -20 =33 X $22.OO=726100

Independent Claims 12 - 6 = 6 X $78.00=5_6_8&Q

TOTAL $1 ,194.00

The Commissioner is hereby authorized to charge any other fees under 37 C.F.R.

I.
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

 
Applicant: Glenn W. Hutton

Serial No.: 08/533,115

Filed: ’ September 25, 1995

For: ' ‘ POINT-TO-POINT INTERNET PROTOCOhExaminer: -- ECEIVED
Group:

Art Unit: I1W? 2 4 1996

Assistant Commissioner for Patents GROUP 2300
Washington, DC. 20231

AMENDMENT TRANSMITTAL LETTER

Sir:

Transmitted herewith for filing in the above identified patent application are the
following papers:

[X] Pr/eliminary Amendment

The fee is calculated as follows:

'p
I‘b

/

Previously

Total Claims 53 33 = 33 X $22.00: 726.00

lndependentClaims 12 - 6 = 6 X $78.00=MQ

TOTAL $1,194.00

The Commissioner is hereby authorized to charge any other fees under 37 C.F.R.

I!
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§§1.16 and 1.17 that may be required, or credit any overpayment, to our Deposit
Account No. 02-3038.

1 hereby penny Ihn me: comm
demallcd whh rim United Sm waukatfig
flm elm mail In an em add 1.!
minim: ran: to: Th: Com-
DC. 201:! fifozmentu and - Ina—E Wat-lingual,

é . 7474‘; g
424“”; geaaflg/f
\

April 5, 1996
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ruce D. Job

Reg. No. 35,518

BOOKSTEIN 8. KUDIRKA, P.C.

One Beacon Street

Boston, MA 02108

(617) 36741600
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ATTORNEY'S DOCKET NO.: NQQQQIZOOO 
IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

APPLICANT: Glenn W. Hutton RSERIAL NO.: 08/533,115 E \FILED: September 25. 1995 (JEIVED
FOR: POINT-TO-POINT PROTOCOL AUG 0 3 1996

G ,EXAMINER: ROUP 3300
ART u : 2305

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

I hereby certify that this correspondence is being deposited with the United States Postal Service as first class mail
in an envelope addressed to: Assistant Commissioner for Patents, Washington. DC 20231 on July 25, 1996.

Debra Mt Dgggm A % [Z21 A (lezgg
(Typed orpn’nted name ofperson mailing correspondence) (Signature of person mailing correSpondenc

Assistant Commissioner for Patents

Washington, DC 20231

Sir:

Transmitted herewith for filing is/are the following document(s):

[XX] Information Disclosure Statement, PTO Form 1449, in duplicate and
cited reference

If the enclosed papers are considered incomplete. the Mail Room and/or the Application

Branch is respectfully requested to contact the undersigned collect at (617) 367—4600,

Boston, Massachusetts.

A check in the amount of $--- is enclosed to cover the filing fee. If the fee is insufficient,

the balance may be charged to the account of the undersigned, Deposit Account No.

02-3038. A duplicate ofthis sheet is enclosed.

Respectfully submitted.

Bruce D Jdése
Reg. No.233.518
BOOKSTEIN & KUDIRKA

One Beacon Street

Boston, Massachusetts 02108

Tel: (617)367-4600

fifggfifigggcgg; NO.: N0003/7000



ATTORNEY’S DOCKET NO.: N0003I7000 
IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

REGENi-D
Applicant: Glenn W. Hutton
Serial No.: 08/533,115 AUG 0 8 I996
Filed: September 25, 1995 GROUV £3U0
For: POINT-TO-POINT INTERNET PROTOCOL

Examiner:

Art Unit: 2305

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING UNDER 37 OF. R. §1t8(a)

The undersigned hereby certifies that this document is being placed in the United States mail with

first-class postage attached, addressed to Assistant Commissioner for Patents, Washington, DC 20231 on

the 25th day of July, 1996.

Debra M. Doherty I %

Assistant Commissioner for Patents

Washington, DC 20231

STATEMENT FILED PURSUANT TO THE DUTY OF

DISCLOSURE UNDER 37 C FR. 5 1. D 1.

Sir:

Pursuant to the duty of disclosure under 37 C.F.R. §§1.56, 1.97 and 1.98, the

applicant requests consideration ofthis information disclosure statement

Com I' ce with 37 C.F.R. 1.97

This information disclosure statement has been filed before the mailing date of a

first office action on the merits in the above-identified application. No fee or certification

is required.
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:Serial No. 08/533,115 -2— Art Unit: 2305

Information Cited

The applicant hereby makes of record in the above-identified application the

information listed on the attached form PTO-1449 (modified). The order of presentation

of the references should not be construed as an indication of the relative importance of

the references.

Remarks

A copy of each of the above-identified information is enclosed unless otherwise

indicated on the attached form PTO-1449 (modified). it is respectfully requested that:

. The examiner consider completely the cited information, along with any

other information, in reaching a determination concerning the patentability

of the present claims;

. The enclosed form PTO-1449 be signed by the examinerto evidence that

the cited information has been fully considered by the Patent and

Trademark Office during the examination of this application;

- The citations for the information be printed on any patent which issues

from this application.

By submitting this information disclosure statement, the applicant makes no

representation that a search has been performed, of the extent of any search

performed, or that more relevant information does not exist,

By submitting this information disclosure statement, the applicant makes no

representation that the information cited in the statement is, or is considered to be,

material to patentability as defined in 37 C.F.R. §1.56(b).

By submitting this information disclosure statement, the applicant makes no

representation that the information cited in the statement is, or is considered to be, in

fact, prior art as defined by 35 U.S,C. §102.
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It is understood by applicant that the foregoing information will be considered

and. to the extent deemed appropriate by the examiner, will be reflected in the

examiner’s communication.

Respectfully submitted,

Bruce D. Jobséi
Reg. No. 33.518

BOOKSTEIN & KUDIRKA, P.C.

One Beacon Street

Boston, Massachusetts 02108

Tel: (617) 367-4600

Attorneys for Applicant

Docket No.: N0003/7000

Date: July 25. 1996

hilbdjtn0003t7000st. wpd
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ATTORNEY’S DOCKET No.: NDOOJNODO 
EDApplicant: Glenn W. Hutton BEBE“:

Serial No.: 08/533,115 MIG 2 ‘ m
Filed: September 25, 1995 0For: POINT-TO-POINT INTERNET PROTOCOL GROUP 230
Examiner:

Art Unit: 2305

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING UNDER 37 C.F.R. 518(3)

The undersigned hereby certifies that this document is being placed in the United States mail with

first-class postage attached, addressed to Assistant Commissioner for Patents, Washington, DC 20231 on

the 25th day of August 7, 1996.

‘ W em
Lorraine McConnell

Assistant Commissioner for Patents

Washington, DC 20231

STATEMENT FILED PURSUANT TO THE DUTY OF

OSURE NDER 7 C FR. 1 6 1. 7 D 1.98

Sir:

Pursuant to the duty of disclosure under 37 C.F.R. §§1.56, 1.97 and 1.98, the

applicant requests consideration of this information disclosure statement.

Co |' ce wit C F.R.

This information disclosure statement has been filed before the mailing date of a

first office action on the merits in the above-identified application. No fee or certification

is required.
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" Serial No. 08/5311 15 -2- Art Unit: 2305

lnfgtmation Cited

The applicant hereby makes of record in the above-identified application the

information listed on the attached form PTO-1449 (modified). The order of presentation

' of the references should not be construed as an indication of the relative importance of

the references.

Bema [ks

A copy of each of the above-identified information is enclosed unless othenNise

indicated on the attached form PTO-1449 (modified). It is respectfully requested that:

- The examiner consider completely the cited information, along with any

other information. in reaching a determination concerning the patentability

of the present claims;

. The enclosed form PTO-1449 be signed by the examiner to evidence that

the cited information has been fully considered by the Patent and

Trademark Office during the examination of this application;

- The citations for the information be printed on any patent which issues

from this application.

By submitting this information disclosure statement, the applicant makes no

representation that a search has been performed, of the extent of any search

performed, or that more relevant information does not exist.

By submitting this information disclosure statement, the applicant makes no

representation that the information cited in the statement is, or is considered to be.

material to patentability as defined in 37 C.F.R. §1.56(b).

By submitting this information disclosure statement. the applicant makes no

representation that the information cited in the statement is, or is considered to be, in

fact, prior art as defined by 35 U.S.C. §102.
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- Serial No. 08/533,115 -3- Art Unit: 2305

It is understood by applicant that the foregoing information will be considered

and, to the extent deemed appropriate by the examiner, will be reflected in the

examiner's communication.

Respectfully submitted,

flue. gflBruce D. Jobs

Reg. No. 33,518

BOOKSTEIN & KUDIRKA, P.C.

One Beacon Street

Boston, Massachusetts 02108

Tel: (617) 367-4600

Attorneys for Applicant

Docket No.: N0003/7000

Date: August 1, 1996 ‘

h.'tbdj\n0003\ 7000st. wpd
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ATTORNEY'S DOCKET no: NW 
APPLICANT: Glenn W. Hutton

SERIAL NO.: 08/533,115

FILED: September 25, 1995 RECEIVED
FOR: POINT-TO-POINT INTERNET PROTOCOL AUG 2 1 ”96

EXAMINER: GROUP 2300
ART UNIT: 2305

CER TlFlCA TE OF MAILING

lhereby certify that this correspondence is being deposited with the United States Postal Service as first class mail
in an envelope addressed to: Assistant Commissioner for Patents, Wa 'ngton, DC 20231 on August1, 1996.

Logging McConnell - ‘5
(Typed orprinted name ofperson mailing con'respondence) ( gnature of person mailing correspondence)

Assistant Commissioner for_Patents

Washington, DC 20231

Sir:

Transmitted herewith for filing is/are the following document(s):

[XX] lnfon‘nation Disclosure Statement, PTO Form 1449, and
cited reference

lfthe enclosed papers are considered incomplete, the Mail Room and/or the Application

Branch is respectfully requested to contact the undersigned collect at (617) 367-4600,

Boston, Massachusetts.

A check in the amount of $--- is enclosed to cover the filing fee. Ifthe fee is insufficient,

the balance may be charged to the account of the undersigned, Deposit Account No.

02-3038. A duplicate of this sheet is enclosed.

Respectfully submitted,

Bruce D. Joée
Reg. No.233,518
BOOKSTEIN 8: KUDIRKA

One Beacon Street

Boston, Massachusetts 02108

Tel: (617) 367-4600

PEBBFBNQKEQQCKET NO.: Nooosnooo
DATE: August 1, 1996
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1'1 [LOT toREC lVE

I ‘ IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 35" ' 6 19961

GROUP 2300

Applicant: Glenn W Hutton

Serial No.: 08/533,115

Filed: September 25. 1995

For: POINT-TO-POINT INTERNET PROTOCOL

Examiner:

Art Unit: 2305

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING UNDER 37 C.F.R. 518(3)

The undersigned hereby certifies that this document is being placed in the United States mail with

first-class postage attached, addressed to Assistant Commissioner for Patents, Washington, DC 20231 on

the 6th day of September, 1996.
~ r

Lorraine McConnell

Assistant Commissioner for Patents

Washington. DC 20231

STATEMENT FILED PURSUANT TO THE DUTY OF

DISCLOSURE UNDER 37 C.F.B. §§1.5§. 1.22 AND 1.98

Sir:

Pursuant to the duty of disclosure under 37 C.F.R. §§1.56, 1.97 and 1.98, the

applicant requests consideration of this information disclosure statement.

0 li 'th 37 C.F.R. 1.97

This information disclosure statement has been filed before the f—nailing date of a

first office action on the merits in the above-identified application. No fee or certification

is required.
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Serial No. 08/533,115 -2- Art Unit: 2305

Infglgmgtion Cited

The applicant hereby makes of record in the above-identified application the

information listed on the attached form PTO-1449 (modified). The order of presentation

of the references should not be construed as an indication of the relative importance of

the references.

Remarks

A copy of each of the above-identified information is enclosed unless othenivise

indicated on the attached form PTO-1449 (modified). It is respectfully requested that:

. The examiner consider completely the cited information, along with any

other information, in reaching a determination concerning the patentability

of the present claims;

- The enclosed form PTO-1449 be signed by the examiner to evidence that

the cited information has been fully considered by the Patent and

Trademark Office during the examination of this application;

- The citations for the information be printed on any patent which issues

from this application

By submitting this information disclosure statement, the applicant makes no

representation that a search has been performed, of the extent of any search

performed, or that more relevant information does not exist.

By submitting this information disclosure statement, the applicant makes no

representation that the information cited in the statement is, or is considered to be,

material to patentability as defined in 37 C.F.R. §1 .56(b),

By submitting this information disclosure statement, the applicant makes no

representation that the information cited in the statement is, or is considered to be, in

fact, prior art as defined by 35 U‘S.C. §102.
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It is understood by applicant that the foregoing information will be considered

and, to the extent deemed appropriate by the examiner, will be reflected in the

examiner‘s communication.

Respectfully submitted,

MD.
Bruce D. Job

Reg. No. 33,518

BOOKSTEIN & KUDIRKA, P.C.

One Beacon Street

Boston, Massachusetts 02108

Tel: (617) 367-4600

Attorneys for Applicant

Docket No: N0003/7000

Date: September 6, 1996

h.'l.bd/\n0003\7000st. Wpd
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ATTORNEYs DOCKET NO.: NW

 IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE RECElVED

PLICANT: Glenn w. Hutton SEP ' 5 W961

ERIAL NO.: 08/533,115

FILED: September 25. 1995 GROUP 2300
FOR: POINT-TO-POINT INTERNET PROTOCOL

 

   
 

  

EXAMINER:

ART UNIT:

CER TIFICA TE OF MAILING

I hereby certify that this correspondence is being deposited with the United States Postal SeNI‘ce as first class mail
in an envelope addressed to: Assistant Commissioner for Patents, Was ‘ on, DC 20231 on September 6, 1996.

0

Logging McConnell

(Typed orpn'nted name of person mailing correspondence) gnature of person mailing correspondence)

Assistant Commissioner for Patents

Washington, DC 20231

Sir:

Transmitted herewith for filing is/are the following document(s):

[XX] Information Disclosure Statement, PTO Form 1449, and
references cited ,

If the enclosed papers are considered incomplete, the Mail Room and/or the Application

Branch is respectfully requested to contact the undersigned collect at (617) 367-4600,

Boston, Massachusetts.

A check in the amount of $-0- is enclosed to cover the filing fee. If the fee is

insufficient, the balance may be charged to the account of the undersigned, Deposit

Account No 02-3038. A duplicate of this sheet is enclosed.

Respectfully submitted,

Bruce D. JOEEe
Reg. No.:33,518
BOOKSTEIN & KUDIRKA

One Beacon Street

Boston, Massachusetts 02108

Tel: (617) 367-4600
ATTORNEY DOCKET NOT: N0003l7000

DATE: September 6, 1996
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Serial No. 08/533,115

Filed: September 25, 1995

For: POINT-TO-POINT INTERNET PROTOCOL

 
 

 

Examiner:

Art Unit: 2305
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BOOKSTEIN & KUDlRKA, PC. :3
One Beacon Street 4

Boston, MA 02108 E;
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CE C TE F LING

I hereby certify that the following document is being deposited with the United States Postal

Service as first class mail in an envelope addresé‘sed go: Assistant Commissioner for Patents andTrademarks. Washington D. C 20231 on .3

Bruce D. Jobse—19;

RE TION D NEW OWER OF ATTORNEY

NetSpeak, Corporation, assignee of United States Patent Application Serial No.

08/533,115, filed 9/25/95, hereby revokes all powers of attorney previously given and

hereby appoints Arthur Bookstein. Reg. No. 22,958, Paul E. Kudirka, Reg. No. 26,931,

Paul J. Cook, Reg. No. 20,820. Bruce D. Jobse, Reg. No. 33,518, Philip L. Conrad,

Reg. No. 34,567, Peter M. Dichiara, Reg. No. 38,005, John F. Perullo, Reg. No. 39,498,

Christopher S. Daly, Reg. No. 37,303, Steven G. Saunders, Reg. No. 36,265, and

BOOKSTEEN & KUDIRKA, BC. One Beacon Street, Boston, Massachusetts 02108

jointly, and eachof them severaliy, its attorneys at law, with full power of substitution,

delegation and revocation. to prosecute this application to register, to make alterations

and amendments therein, to receive the patent, and to transact all business in the

Patent and Trademark Office connected therewith. Please direct all telephone calls to

Bruce D. Jobse at (617) 367-4600, please address all correspondence to Bruce D.
Jobse.

Date: lug, g [996
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'L giguTHEUNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE
In >3Wonp% Glenn W HuttonJMM

Serial No. 08/533,115

Filed: September 25. 1995

For: POINT-TO-POINT INTERNET PROTOCOL

Examiner:

Art Unit:

Assistant Commissioner for Patents

Washington, DC 20231

LETTER

Dear Sir: 2|HdL2d3S95
The enclosed Revocation and New Power of Attorney was submitted to the 5

United States Patent and Trademark Office on May 28, 1996 along with two patent-9'

assignments and accompanying covers sheets. A copy of the transmittal letter and

stamped return postcard which accompanied these documents is enclosed. The

Revocation and Power of Attorney form was subsequently returned, possibly

erroneously, with a Notice of Recordation of one the assignments dated September 3,

1996. Applicant is herewith submitting the Revocation of Power of Attorney form again

so that it may be made of record in the above-identified application.

If the Examiner has any questions regarding this communication or the

application in general, be is invited to call Applicant's attorney at the number listed
below.

Respectfully submitted,

  ruce D. Jobse,

Reg. No. 33,518

Bookstein & Kudirka, PC.

One Beacon Street

Boston, MA 02108

(617) 367-4600

sq.

Attorney Docket No.: NOOO3/7000

Date: September Q, 1996
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[\LQQBE
INfifiEMNITEE' STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

APPLICANT: Glenn .Hutton : PYSERIAL NO.: 38/533,115

FILED: September 25, 1995

. FOR: POINT-TO-POINT INTERNET PROTOCOL
EXAMINER: --

ART UNIT: --

Assistant Commissioner for Patents

Box Assignment

Washington, DC 20231

Sir:

Transmitted herewith for filing is/are the following document(s):

[XX] Two Patent Assignments VWth Cover Sheets

[XX] Revocation and New Power of Attorney chl[.2£1896
If the enclosed papers are considered incomplete, the Mail Room and/or the Applicatidh>

Branch is respectfully requested to contact the undersigned collect at (617) 367-4600,?
Boston. Massachusetts.

A $40.00 check is enclosed for each Assignment to cover the filing fee. If the fee is

insufficient. the balance may be charged to the account of the undersigned. Deposit

Account No. 02-3038. A duplicate of this sheet is enclosed.

Respectfully submitted.

1 hcrchy unity that this mmsmndcnoe is being
Ikpoktlcd with Ihc United Sults Postal Service as
firstcas: maltmoonenvcl nd'lrtssed lo: 111: Com-
missioner at Palcnlx and
D.C. 2023!.   

 

  
Bruce D. Jobs

Reg. No.: 33.5 8

BOOKSTEIN & KUDIRKA, PC.

One Beacon Street

Boston, Massachusetts 02108

Tel.: (617) 367—4600

ATTORNEY DOCKET NO.: N0003/7000

DATE: May 28, 1996
X 00
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ATTORNEY'S DOCKET NO. : N0003/7000 

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

APPLICANT: Glenn W. Hutton

SERIAL NO.: 08/533,115

FILED: September 25, 1995
FOR: POINT-TO-POINT INTERNET PROTOCOL

EXAMINER: --

ART UNIT: --

Assistant Commissioner for Patents

Washington, DC 20231

Sir:

Transmitted herewith for filing is/are the following document(s):

[XX] Letter

[XX] Revocation and New Power of Attorney

[XX] Copies of Previous Submission of Transmittal Letter and Stamped Post Card

(.0
(7‘
0‘)
m
T
N
*1

‘0
:K

7)?
D
.L"

If the enclosed papers are considered incomplete, the Mail Room and/or the Application

Branch is respectfully requested to contact the undersigned collect at (617) 367-4600,

Boston, Massachusetts.

If the fee is insufficient, the balance may be charged to the account of the undersigned,

Deposit Account No. 02-3038. A duplicate of this sheet is enclosed.

Respectfully submitted,

I‘ here certify that Ihls mnespondcm is betrig
depmlgyd with the Unltcd 513ch Postal Service as
film class mail In an envcl addressed In: The Corn-
rnluioner nt Patent: and rude arlut. Washington.
D.C. 2073}. on

   
 

Bruce D. Jobse

Reg. No.: 33,51

BOOKSTEIN & KUDlRKA, P.C.

One Beacon Street

Boston, Massachusetts 02108

Tel: (617) 367-4600

ATTORNEY DOCKET NO.: N0003/7000

DATE: September L2, 1996
XN DD
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PATENT
ATTORNEY DOCKET NO.N0003I7000 

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

I‘LL<1? 5:;
In Re The Application of: Glenn W‘ Hutton V ° W‘D

/ NW é 19%
Serial No. 08/533,115 ‘ '

Gaol-JP 2300
Filed: September 25, 1995

For: POINT-TO-POINT INTERNET PROTOCOL

Examiner:

Art Unit:  
BOOKSTEIN 8: KUDIRKA, P.C.

One Beacon Street

Boston, MA 02108

(617) 367—4600

§IAIQS LETTER

Please inform us of the status for the above-identifed patent

application, and when you expect to examine such.

Respectfully submitted.
I hereby cenlly that this corrcspondence is-bt 5
deposited with the United Slnru Pounl Suwcc n.\
Hm clan mail In an envelope addressed to: Com-' Wuhlngton‘

'snoncr oI Patcnu and Trademark:
m A? /D.C. mun-1 M736“

  Bruce D. Job

Reg. No. 33,518

________________d_. BOOKSTEIN & KUDIRKA, P.C.
One Beacon Street

Boston, MA 02108

(617) 367-4600

Esq. 
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ATTORNEY DOCKET NO. N0003/7000
 

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFEICE
C)

Applicant: GlennW. Hutton g g r2731
SerialNo.: 08/533,115 % ‘1 $31
Filed: September25,1995 N w E
For: POINT-TO-POINTlNTERNETPROTOCOL 8 33 m
Examiner: O U

Art Unit: 2302

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING UNDER 37 C.F.R. §1.8(a)

The undersigned hereby certifies that this document is being placed in the United States mail with

first-class postage attached. addressed to Assistant Commissioner for Patents. Washington. DC 20231 on

the 17th day oprriI, 1997.

30”“eta/WI - OAHMM
Frances M. Cunningha

Assistant Commissioner for Patents

Washington, DC. 20231

PETITION TO ADD TO ORIGINALLY NAMED |NVENTOR(S) UNDER 37 CFR 1.48(c)

Sir:

Applicant respectfully requests that the above-identified application be amended

under 37 CFR 1.48(c) to add inventors for subject matter disclosed in the application but

previously unclaimed.

Please add the following inventors:

Shane D. Mattaway
826 Periwinkle Street

Boca Raton, FL 33486

Craig B. Strickland
5713 NW 65th Terrace

Tamarac, FL 33321
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Serial No. 08/533,115 -2- Art Unit: 2302

Attached with this petition are the following:

A. Statement of facts verified by the original-named inventor establishing when the

claims to the previously disclosed unclaimed subject matter by the inventors not

named in the application were added and the diligence with which this petition

and amendment is being made with respect to these facts;

B. Declaration by each of the actual inventors as required under 37 CFR §1.63;

C. Written assent of the assignee; and

0. Payment of the fee required under 37 CFR §1.17(h) of $130.00

A check in the amount of $130.00 is enclosed to cover the filing fee. If the fee is

insufficient, the balance may be charged to the account of the undersigned. Deposit

Account No. 02-3038. A duplicate of this sheet is enclosed.

Respectfully submitted,

April 17, 1997 D
Bruce D. Jobse, sq.

Reg. No. 33,518

BOOKSTEIN & KUDIRKA. P.C.

One Beacon Street

Boston, MA 02108

(617) 367-4600
H:\BDJ\N0003\7000\PETCORR.WPD
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 Attorney Docket No. N0003/7000

- HE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

‘ ‘T Shane D. Mattaway et a1.

SERIAL NO.: 08/533,115

FILED: September 25, 1995
' FOR: POINT-TO-POINT INTERNET PROTOCOL

EXAMINER:

6110110 lNHART UNIT: 2302

.___——__—P6_LJ_
CERTIFICATE OF MAILWG

O “0 l\J

I hereby certify that this correspondence is being deposited With the United States Postal Service as first class mailfian envelopp
addressed to: Assistant Commi ioner for Patents, Washington, DC 20231, on pril 13:, 1997.
/' . ‘l’Ygflm m . l jmmgglfiam £2me m. l imm£m

(Typed or printed name of person mailin rrespondence) (Signature of person mailing correSpo nee)

Assistant Commissioner for Patents

Washington, DC. 20231

ABUE‘d
9

:1

ASSENT OF ASSIGNEE

NetSpeal-c Corporation, the assignee of record for the above-identified US Patent

Application, by way of a first assignment dated November 27, 1995 from Glenn W. Hutton to the

Internet Telephone Company, Reel 7981, Frame 0020, and a seCOnd assignment from the

Internet Telephone Company to NetSpeak Corporation dated May 14, 1996, Reel 7981, Frame

0053, hereby consents to the addition of Shane D. Mattaway and Craig B1 Strickland as inventors

to the applicatiOn.

film/[é Z
Date .

C :\WTNDOWS\TEW\ASSENTAS.WPD

 
 . hen

Chief Exe ive Officer

NetSpeak Corporation
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ATTORNEY DOCKET NO. N0003/7000

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

Applicant: Glenn W. Hutton

Serial No.: 08/533,115

Filed: September 25, 1995

For: POINT-TO—POINT INTERNET PROTOCOL

Examiner: -

Art Unit: 2302

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING UNDER 37 C.F.R. §1.8(a)

The undersigned hereby certifies that this document is being placed in the United States mail with

firsh—clasj postage attached. addressed to Assistant Commissioner for Patents, Washington, DC 20231 on
$11147“; w . “In

Frances M. Cunningham

Assistant Commissioner for Patents

Washington, DC. 20231

STATEMENT OF FACTS IN SUPPORT OF PETITION

TO ADD INVENTORS UNDER 37 CFR §1.48(C)

Statement of Facts

1. On September 25, 1995, patent application serial number 08/533,155,

entitled “Point-to-Point Internet Protocol” was filed on my behalf, as sole inventor, by

Anthony J. Natoli, Esq., Reg. No. 36,223, ofthe law firm of Dilworth & Barrese,

Uniondale, New York, NY.

2. On November 27, 1995 | assigned all right, title and interest in and to the

patent application to the Internet Telephone Company, a Florida corporation having a

place of business at One South Ocean Boulevard, Suite 305, Boca Raton, Florida

33432.

3. In March of 1996, NetSpeak Corporation, parent corporation of the

Internet Telephone Company, retained the services of Bruce D. Jobse, Esq., Reg. No.

33,518, of the law firm of Bookstein & Kudirka, Boston, Massachusetts, to prosecute

Page 101 of 561



Serial No.: 08/533,115 -2-

the above-identified application

4. On April 5. 1996 a preliminary amendment to the patent application was

filed adding claims 21-53, some of which were directed to subject matter previously

disclosed but not yet claimed

5. I became aware of the preliminary amendment and the additional claims

during a telephone conversation with attorney Bruce D. Jobse sometime in late

November 1996.

6. On December 11, 1996-l received a copy of the above-mentioned

preliminary amendment filed April 5, 1996. I acknowledge that both Shane D.

Mattaway and Craig B. Strickland contributed to the subject matter of at least one

currently pending claim of the above-identified application. The necessity of naming

Shane D. Mattaway and Craig 8. Strickland as inventors was discovered sometime

between my subsequent review of the c0py of the preliminary amendment and the date

of this Statement of Facts. A diligent effort has been made to correct this error.

I hereby declare that all statements made herein of my own knowledge are true

and that statements made on information and belief are believed to be true and further

that the statements were made with the knowledge that willful false statements and the

like so made are punishable by fine or imprisonment, or both under Section 1001 of

Title 18 of United States Code, and that such willful, false statements mayjeopardize

the validity of the application or any patents issued therefrom.

GI nn W. Hutton Date

Lia/476W

5A—97ZY H’WM 00K.) 6’ch #9- 06
Citizen: Canada 15””) I, Fe. 3 3 I qé
H:\BDJ\N0003\7000\STMTFACT.WPD
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\3‘ . o‘ . 0. > DOCKET NUMBER: N0003/7000

DECLARATION AND POWER OF ATTORNEY FOR

PATENT APPLICATION

As a below named inventOr, I hereby declare that:

My residence, post office address and citizenship are stated below next to my name:

I believe I am an original, first and joint inventor the subject matter which is claimed and for which a patent

is sought on the invention entitled POINT-TO-POE‘IT INTERNET PROTOCOL, the specification of

which was filed on September 25, 1995 under Attorney’s Docket Number N0003/7000, now US. Patent

Application Serial No. 08/533,] IS.

I hereby state that I have reviewed and understand the contents of the above identified patent application,

including the claims as amended by any amendment referred to above.

I acknowledge the duty to disclose information which is material to the patentability of this application in
accordance with 37 C.F.R. 1.56.

I hereby claim the benefit of foreign priority under 35 U.S.C. 1 l9 of any foreign application(s) for patent or

inventor’s certificate having a filing date before that of the application the priority of which is claimed:

Prior Foreign Application(s): Priority Claimed

Yes No

(Number) (Country) (Filing Date)

I hereby claim the benefit of United States priority under 35 U.S.C. 120 of any United States application(s)

listed below and, insofar as the subject matter of each ofthe claims of this application is not disclosed in a

listed prior United States application in the manner provided by the first paragraph of 35 U.S.C. II2, I

acknowledge the duty to disclose information material to the patentability of this application as defined in 37

C.F.R. 1.56 which occurred between the filing date of the prior application and the national or PCT

international filing date of this application.

(Application Serial #) (Filing Date) (Status)

(Application Serial #) (Filing Date) (Status)

(Application Serial #) (Filing Date) (Status)

I hereby declare that all statements made herein of my own knowledge are true and that all statements made

on information and belief are believed to be true; and further that these statements were made with the

knowledge that willful false statements and the like so made are punishable by fine or imprisonment, or both,

under 18 U.S.C. lOOl and that such willful false statements mayjeoparclize the validity of the application or

any patent issued thereon.

P I I2
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. POWER OF ATTORNEY: As a named inventor, I hereby appoint the following attorneys and/or agents to

prosecute this application and transact all business in the Patent and Trademark Office Connected therewith.

Bruce D. Jobse Reg. No. 33,5 I 8 Paul B. Kudirka Reg. No. 26,93l

Arthur 2. Bookstein Reg. No. 22,958 John F. Perullo Reg. No. 36,265

Philip L. Conrad ' Reg. No. 34,567 Steven G. Saunders Reg. No. 36,265

Paul J. Cook Reg. No. 20,280

Send correSpondence to Bruce D. Jobse, BOOKSTEIN & KUDIRKA, P.C., One Beacon Street, Boston,

Massachusetts, 02 I 08.

FULL NAME OF INVENTOR: Glenn W. Hutton

INVENTOR’S SIGNATURE: 5:2 4:25? 5 DATE: '7’ 2'7 7
RESIDENCE: 9725 Hammocks Boulevard, #206, Miami, FL 33196
CITIZENSHIP: Canada

POST OFFICE ADDRESS: 9725 Hammocks Boulevard, #206, Miami, FL 33 I 96

FULL NAME OF INVENTOR: Shane D. Mattaway

INVENTOR’S SIGNATURE: DATE:

RESIDENCE: 826 Periwinkle, Boca Raton, FL 33406
CITIZENSHIP: U.S.A.

POST OFFICE ADDRESS: 826 Periwinkle, Boca Raton, FL 33486

FULL NAME OF INVENTOR: Craig B. Strickland

INVENTOR’S SIGNATU RE: DATE:

RESIDENCE: 57 I3 NW 65th Terrace, Tamarac, FL 33321
CITIZENSHIP: Canada

POST OFFICE ADDRESS: 5713 NW 65th Terrace, Tamarac, FL 33321

H:\BDJ\N0003\7000\DECL.WPD

Page 2 of2
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DECLARATION AND POWER OF ATTORNEY FOR

PATENT APPLICATION

As a below named inventor, I hereby declare that:

My residence, post office address and citizenship are stated below next to my name:

I believe I am an original, first and joint inventor the subject matter which is claimed and for which a patent

is sought on the invention entitled POINT-TO-POINT INTERNET PROTOCOL, the specification of

which was filed on September 25, 1995 under Attomey’s Docket Number N0003/7000, now U.S. Patent

Application Serial No. 08/533,l 15.

I hereby state that I have reviewed and understand the contents of the above identified patent application,

including the claims as amended by any amendment referred to above.

I acknowledge the duty to disclose information which is material to the patentability ofthis application in
accordance with 37 C.F.R. 1.56.

I hereby claim the benefit of foreign priority under 35 U.S.C. 119 of any foreign application(s) for patent or

inventor’s certificate having a filing date before that of the application the priority of which is claimed:

Prior Foreign Application(s): Priority Claimed

Yes No

(Number) (Country) (Filing Date)

I hereby claim the benefit of United States priority under 35 U.S.C. I20 of any United States application(s)

listed below and, insofar as the subject matter of each of the claims of this application is not disclosed in a

listed prior United States application in the manner pr0vided by the first paragraph of 35 U.S.C. I I2, I

acknowledge the duty to disclose information material to the patentability of this applicati0n as defined in 37

C.F.R. 1.56 which occurred between the filing date of the prior application and the national or PCT

intematiOnal filing date ofthis application.

(Application Serial #) (Filing Date) (Status)

(Application Serial #) (Filing Date) (Status)

(Application Serial #) (Filing Date) (Status)

I hereby declare that all statements made herein of my OWn knowledge are true and that all statements made

on information and belief are believed to be true; and further that these statements were made with the

knowledge that willful false statements and the like so made are punishable by fine or imprisonment, or both,

under I8 U.S.C. mm and that such willful false statements may jeopardize the validity of the application or

any patent issued thereon.

Page | of2
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POWER OF ATTORNEY: As a named inventor, I hereby appoint the following attorneys and/or agents to

prosecute this application and transact all business in the Patent and Trademark Office connected therewith.

Bruce D. Jobse Reg. No. 33,5l8 Paul E. Kudirka . Reg. No. 26,931

Arthur 2. Bookstein Reg. No. 22,958 John F. Perullo Reg. No. 36,265

Philip L. Conrad Reg. No. 34,567 Steven G. Saunders Reg. No. 36,265

Paul J. Cook Reg. No. 20,280

Send correspondence to Bruce D. Jobse, BOOKSTETN & KUDIRKA, P.C., One Beacon Street, Boston,

Massachusetts, 02108.

FULL NAME OF INVENTOR: Glenn W. Hutton

INVENTOR’S SIGNATURE: DATE:

RESIDENCE: 9725 Hammocks Boulevard, #206, Miami, FL 33196
CITIZENSHIP: Canada

POST OFFICE ADDRESS: 9725 Hammocks Boulevard, #206, Miami, FL 33l96

FULL NAME OF INVENTOR: Shane D. Mattawa

 INVENTOR’S SIGNATURE: / «3 9

RESIDENCE: 826 Periwinkle, Boca Raton, FL 33486
CITIZENSHIP: U.S.A.

POST OFFICE ADDRESS: 826 Periwinkle, Boca Raton, FL 33486

FULL NAME OF INVENTOR: Craig B ckland 
 
 

INVENTOR’S SIGNATURE:

RESIDENCE: 57l 3 NW 65th Terrace, Tamarac, FL 3332l
CITIZENSHIP: Canada

POST OFFICE ADDRESS: 5713 NW 65th Terrace, Tamarac, FL 33321

H :\B DJ\N0003\7000\DECLWPD

Page 2 of 2
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ATTORNEY'S DOCKET NO.: ”9903/7000

. THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

 [$.3' ane D. Mattaway et al. (:27 m r
08/533,115 8 i: g

FILED: September25, 1995 ‘0 a; m
FOR: POINT-TO-POINT INTERNET PROTOCOL 8 E

EXAMINER: 8 3 g
ART UNIT: 2302

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING UNDER 37 C.F.R. §1.B(a)

The undersigned hereby certifies that this document is being placed in the United States mail with

first-class postage attached. addressed to Assistant Commissioner for Patents. Washington, DC 20231 on

the 17th day of April, 1997.

Egancfi WIT Omnjnfim ,
Frances M. Cunningham

Assistant Commissioner for Patents

Washington, DC. 20231

Sir:

Transmitted herewith for filing are the following documents:

[X] Declaration and Power of Attorney (2)

[X] Assent of Assignee

{X} Petition to Add to Originally Named Inventor(s)

[X] Statement of Facts

lfthe enclosed papers are considered incomplete, the Mail Room and/or the Assignment

Branch is respectfully requested to contact the undersigned collect at (617) 367-4600, Boston.
Massachusetts.

A check in the amount of $130.00 is enclosed for filing of Petition to Add to Originally Named

Inventor(s). If the fee is insufficient, the balance may be charged to the account of the

undersigned, Deposit Account No. 02-3038. A duplicate of this sheet is enclosed.

Respectfully submitted,

  
Bruce D. Jobse,

Reg No.:33,518

BOOKSTEIN & KUDIRKA, P.C.

One Beacon Street

Boston, Massachusetts 02108

April 17, 1997 TeI.: (617) 367—4600
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(FILE 'UFPAT' ENTERED AT 13:03:05 ON 16 MAY 1997)

L1 9 b MENG/XP

L2 0 s (MENG?)/XP

E AN/XP
L3 82 s E4—Ea

L4 3023 s 395/BOO/CCLS
L5 ?6 5 L3 NOT L4

L6 1 3 L5 AND «BROWSER OR INTERNET OR(WORLD WIDE WEB))

L7 6’6 3 (BROWSER OR INTERNET OR(WORLD WIDE WEB))

L8, 3 5 L5 AND (BROWSER AND INTERNET AND (WORLD WIDE WEB))

L9 3 s (BROWSER AND INTERNET AND (WORLD WIDE WEB))
L10 5 3 WORLD WIDE WEB AND BROWSER
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UNITED suresg’flpgmsu‘r OF COMMERCE
Patent and Tradémark Office _
Address: COMMISSIONER OF PATENTS AND TRADEMARKS

Washhqmn. o.c. 202:1

 
memom

08/533,115 09/25/95 HUTTON (3 549—2

r— Ram/0602 -: mm

BUOSTEIN & KUDIRKA, Pl: GREGSDN,R
ONE BEACON STREET

BOSTON MA 02.108 2302
lo

DATEMLED: 06/02/97

Please find below and/or attached an Office communicatlon concernlng this applleatlon or

proceedlng. I
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D This action is FINAL.

E] Since this application is in condition for allowance except for formal matters, prosecution as to the merits is closed
in accordance with the practice under Ex parre Quayle, 1935 CD. 11; 453 0.6. 213.

A shortened statutory period for response to this action is set to expire 3 month(si. or thirty days. whichever

is longer, irom the mailing date of this communication. Failure to respond within the period ior response will cause the

application to become abandoned. (35 U.S.C. § 133). Extensions of time may be obtained under the provisions of
37 CFR1.136la)-
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Application Papers
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Part III DETAILED ACTION

1. Claims 1-53 are presented for examination.

2. A shortened statutory period for response to this action is set to expire three (3) months from the

date of mailing of this communication. Failure to respond within the period for response will cause the

application to become abandoned. (35 U.S.C. § 133). Extensions of time may be obtained under the

provisions of 37 CFR 1.136(a).

Information Disclosure Statement

3. In view of the extremely large humber of references submitted by the Applicant(s) for

consideration of this application, the Applicant(s) are requested to identify any references which have

particular significance in the prosecution of this application for further consideration by the Examiner.

Applicant(s) should also indicate the specific features, corresponding passages, and figures of such

references which are believed to be germane to the invention claimed in the application

Specification

4. The title of the invention is not descriptive. A new title is required that is clearly indicative of the

invention to which the claims are directed.

5. The lengthy specification has not been checked to the extent necessary to determine the presence

of all possible minor errors. Applicant's cooperation is requested in correcting any errors of which

applicant may become aware in the Specification.
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Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 103

6. The following is a quotation of 35 USC. § 103 which forms the basis for all obviousness

rejections set forth in this Office action:

A patent may not be obtained though the invention is not identically disclosed or described as set

forth in section 102 of this title, if the differences between the subject matter sought to be

patented and the prior art are such that the subject matter as a whole would have been obvious

at the time the invention was made to a person having ordinary skill in the art to which said

subject matter pertains. Patentability shall not be negatived by the manner in which the invention
was made.

Subject matter developed by another person, which qualifies as prior art only under subsection

(f) or (g) of section 102 of this title, shall not preclude patentability under this section where the

subject matter and the claimed invention were, at the time the invention was made, owned by the

same person or subject to an obligation of assignment to the same pers0n.

7. Claims 1-4 are rejected under 35 USC. § 103 as being unpatentable over Civanlar, et al, (US

5,581,552) in view of Morgan, et al., (US 5,524,254). The claimed inventiOn found within Claim 1

consists of a method for establishing point~to-point Internet communications comprising (a) storing in

a database a set of IP addresses for on-line nodes, (b) transmitting a query from a node to a server to

determine the status of a second node, and ‘9 retrieving the IP address of the second node from the

database in to establish communication between the two nodes. Civanlar, et al., in 2-3, teaches a

multimedia server which uses a communication protocol in which the requesting node sends a request

for communication with another node through a address server, which contains an address database, to

obtain the address and routing information necessary to complete the communication. Civanlar, et a] .,

is silent regarding the database searching to match the address with the destination node. Morgan, et

al, in columns in columns 3-4, teaches the look-up procedure into the database which is performed to

Hegfisifdflimfifif‘ching address from the database for use in initiating communications over an network.
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It would have been obvious to one of ordinary in the art at the time the claimed invention was made to

include an database and search/retrieval mechanism to locate the needed network address because such

a mechanism permits the database to Nine modified over time to allow dynamic address assignment thus
reducing the need to larger address identifiers and thus the am0unt of data that needs to be transmitted

with each packet of data.

Regarding Claim 2, the claimed invention adds the further limitation to the invention found within

Claim 1 that steps of obtaining the on-line status and IP address of the second node include the steps of:

(b1) sending a query to a server, (c1) searching the server's database, (c2) determining the on-line status

of the second node, (c3) retrieving the IP address of the second node, (04) and transmitting the IP address

of the second node from the server to the requesting node. As was discussed above regarding Claim

1, Morgan, el al., in columns 3-4, teaches the look-up procedure into the database which is performed

to retrieve the matching address from the database for use in initiating communications over an network.

It would have been obvious to one of ordinary in the art at the time the claimed invention was made to

include an database and search/retrieval mechanism to locate the needed network address because such

a mechanism permits the database to me modified over time to allow dynamic address assignment thus

reducing the need to larger address identifiers and thus the amount of data that needs to be transmitted

with each packet of data.

Regarding Claim 3 and 4, the claimed invention in Claim 3 adds the further limitation to the

invention found within Claim 2 that the claimed process generate and transmit an error message which

is sent to the requesting node when the second node‘s status is off-line. The claimed invention Claim 4

adds the further limitation to the invention found within Claim 1 that secondary cOmmunications protocol

is used when a off-line status is found. Morgan, et al., in columns 13-14 teaches the process of handling
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error condition where the requested second node is not available, that the processing terminates

' gracefully. Implicit within this operation is the transmittal of appropriate messages to the requesting node

of this condition with the initiation of error recovery procedures.

8. Claims 5 and 12-16 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103 as being unpatentable over Civanlar, et al,

(US 5,581,552) in view of Morgan, et al., (US 5,524,254) as applied to claims 1-5 above, and further in

view of December, et al. (The World Wide Web Unleased) . The claimed invention in Claim 5 adds the

further limitation to the invention found within Claim 4 that performing the secondary communication

protocol includes (d1) transmitting an e—mail signal over Internet from the first node with its IP address,

(d2) transmitting the message thru the Internet for delivery at the second node, and (d3) transmitting a

second IP address to the first node for establishing the point-to—point communications. The combinatiOn

of Civanlar, et al., and Morgan, et al. teaches the communications mechanism claimed here in utilizing

the address server and its database to initiate communications between the two nodes. Neither of these

two references teaches the message transpon mechanism which is utilized to transmit the various

messages between the various processors on the network. December, et al., on pages 6-9 teaches the

various message and data types which are readily transported between two nodes attached to the Internet

and that each type of message is a format for which blocks of data are sent between different processors.

It would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time the claimed invention was made

to utilize Internet e-mail messages as the means to transport various requests between two processors

attached to the Internet because it is a well defined and well supported data transport means for moving

data between processors across the Internet and that the substitution of e-mail as the transport mechanism
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for any other message transport means would be within the ordinary skill of the art as these transport

means are equivalent means for moving blocks of data between nodes of the network.

Regarding Claim 12, the claimed invention consists of an independent method claim for

establishing point—to point communications comprising transmitting an e-mail signal from the first node

via the Internet to the second node, each message containing the appropriate IP address to establish, and

using these addresses to establish the point-to-point communication The claimed invention is a simplified

version of the method contained within Claim 1 above with the specification that the messages used to

communicate between the first and second nodes be transported using e-mail. The combination of

Civanlar, et al., and Morgan, et a1. teaches the communications mechanism claimed here in utilizing the

address server and its database to initiate communications between the two nodes. Neither of these two

references teaches the message transport mechanism which is utilized to transmit the various messages

between the various processors 0n the network. December, et a1, on pages 6-9 teaches the various

message and data types which are readily transported between two nodes attached to the Internet and

that each type of message is a format for which blocks of data are sent between different processors. It

would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the an at the time the claimed invention was made

to utilize Internet e—mail messages as the means to transport various requests between two processors _

attached to the Internet because it is a well defined and well supported data transport means for moving

data between processors across the Internet and that the substitution of e-mail as the transport mechanism

for any other message tranSport means would be within the ordinary skill of the art as these transport

means are equivalent means for moving blocks of data between nodes of the network.

Regarding Claim 13 and 14, the claimed invention adds the further limitation to the inventiOn

found within Claim 12 that the process of transmitting the appropriate email signal includes the first step
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of generating the signal to be sent before it is transmitted. Implicit within the teaching of Cinvanlar, et

al. Is the step of generating all messages that need t0p be transmitted to other processors before the

message is transmitted using its particular transport means.

Regarding Claim 15, the claimed invention adds the further limitation to the invention found

within Claim 12 that processing the e-mail message for delivery thru the Internet consists of the

processing the e-mail message using the e-mail server connected to the second processor. Implicit with

the teachings of December, et al. is the existence of processes running at both nodes of the Internet that

are c0mmunicating, which includes the e-mail function, to perform the steps necessary to allow the

communication to occur. As such, the transmission of data between two nodes must include the use of

a process like a mail server to Operate at the receiving end of the communication in order for the

communication to be successful. It would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the an at the time

the claimed invention was made to utilize Internet e-mail messages on regularly supported e-mail servers

as the means to transport various requests between two processors attached to the Internet because it

is a well defmed and well supported data transport means for moving data between processors across the

Internet and that the substitution of e-mail as the transport mechanism for any other message transport

means would be within the ordinary skill of the art as these transport means are equivalent means for

moving blocks of data between nodes of the network.

Regarding Claim 16, the claimed invention adds the further limitation to the invention found

within Claim 12 that step of processing the e-mail signal followed by transmitting a second IP address

include the steps of generating a connection signal which is transmitted to the first node along with the

second IP address. Civanlar, et al., in column 11, teaches the use of a signal to initiate the connection

between the two nodes along with the all necessary address information needed by the nodes. December,
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et al., teaches that the communication of these messages can be accomplished using e-mail over the

Internet. It would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time the claimed invention

was made to utilize Internet e-mail messages as the means to tranSport various requests between two

processors attached to the Internet because it is a well defined and well supported data transport means

for moving data between processors across the Internet and that the substitution of e-mail as the transport

mechanism for any other message transport means would be within the ordinary skill of the art as these

transport means are equivalent means for moving blocks of data between nodes of the network.

9. Claim 6, which teaches an apparatus claims, fail to teach or define above or beyond Claims 1-5

above and are rejected for the same reasons set forth above in the rejections of Claims 1-5, supra.

10. Claims 7-11, which also teaches a set of apparatus claims, fail to teach or det‘me above or beyond

Claims 1-5 above and are rejected for the same reasons set forth above in the rejections of Claims 1-5,

supra.

11. Claims 17-18, which teaches a set of apparatus claims, fail to teach or define above or beyond the

apparatus found within Claims 12-16 above and are rejected for the same reasons set forth above in the

rejections of Claims 12-16, supra.

12. Claims 19-20, which also teaches a set of apparatus claims, fail to teach or define above or

beyond the apparatus found within Claims 12-16 above and are rejected for the same reasons set forth

above in the rejections of Claims 12-16, supra.
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13. Claim 21, which teaches a computer program product claim, fail to teach or define above or

beyond Claims 1-5 above and are rejected for the same reasons set forth above in the rejections of Claims

1-5, supra.

14. Claim 22, which teaches a computer program product claim, fail to teach or define above or

beyond Claims 12-16 above and are rejected for the same reasons set forth above in the rejections of

Claims 12-16. supra.

15. Claims 23-25, which also teaches a set of apparatus claims, fail to teach or define above or

beyond Claims 1-5 above and are rejected for the same reasons set forth above in the rejections of Claims

1-5, supra.

16. Claims 26-31, which teaches a set of method claims, fail to teach or define above or beyond the

apparatus found within Claims 1-5 above and are rejected for the same reasons set forth above in the

rejections of Claims 1-5, supra.

17. Claims 32-42, which also teaches a set of method claims, fail to teach or define above or beyond

the apparatus found within Claims 12-16 above and are rejected for the same reasons set forth above in

the rejections of Claims 12-16, supra.
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18. Claims 43-53, which teaches a set of computer program product claims, fail to teach or define

above or beyond the apparatus found within Claims 12—16 above and are rejected for the same reasons

set forth above in the rejections of Claims 12-16, Supra.

Conclusion

19. The prior art made of record and not relied upon is considered pertinent to applicant's disclosure:

a. Heylighen teaches the basics of Internet communication and the addressing means used
therein.

20. Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the examiner should

be directed to Richard J. Gregson whose telephone number is (703) 305-4392. The examiner can

normally be reached on Monday-Thursday from 8:00 am. to 5:30 pm, as well as on alternate Fridays

during these same hours.

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner's supervisor, Alyssa

H. Bowler, can be reached on (703) 305-9702. The fax phone number for this Group is (703) 308-5358.

Any inquiry of a general nature or relating to the status of this application or proceeding should

be directed to the Group receptionist whose telephone numberis (703) 305-9700.

/ «MW-“Wigs
/ Pkfimap‘gm

' ’ emu" 9

Richard {Freg on, Esq. 0
Patent Examiner *

Art Unit 2302 a;A
6o
 

May 22, 1997
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Sir:

Pursuant to the duty of disclosure under 37 C.F.R. §§1.56, 1.97 and 1.98, the

applicant requests consideration of this Information Disclosure Statement.

This Information Disclosure Statement is being filed before the mailing date of a

first Office Action on the merits and thus no certification is required.

The undersigned hereby certifies that each item of Information contained in the

attached Information Disclosure Statement was cited in a communication from a foreign

patent office in a counterpart foreign application mailed not more than three months

prior to the filing of this Statement. Each item was cited in Annex to Form

PCT/ISA/206, Communication Relating to the Results of the Partial International Search

mailed June 13, 1997, in International Application No. PCT/US 96/15504, filed

September 25, 1996.
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of the references should not be construed as an indication of the relative importance of

the references.

Remarks

A copy of each of the above-identified information items is enclosed. It is

respectfully requested that:

o The examiner consider completely the cited information,

along with any other information, in reaching a determination

concerning the patentability of the present claims;

. The enclosed form PTO-1449 be signed by the examiner to

evidence that the cited information has been fully considered

by the Patent and Trademark Office during the examination

of this application;

. The citations for the information be printed on any patent

which issues from this application

By submitting this information disclosure statement, the applicant makes no

representation that a search has been performed, of the extent of any search

performed, or that more relevant information does not exist.

By submitting this information disclosure statement, the applicant makes no

representation that the information cited in the statement is, or is considered to be.

material to patentability as defined in 37 C.F.R. §1.56(b).

By submitting this information disclosure statement, the applicant makes no

representation that the information cited in the statement is, or is considered to be, in

fact, prior art as defined by 35 U.S.C. §102.

It is understood by applicant that the foregoing information will be considered

and, to the extent deemed appropriate by the examiner, will be reflected in the

examiner‘s communication.

Respectfully'submitted,
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Bruce D. Job , Reg. No. 33,518

BOOKSTEIN KUDIRKA, BC.

One Beacon Street

Boston. Massachusetts 02108

Tel: (617) 367-4600
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@ Automatic discovery of network elements.

@ Disclosed is a computer network node discovery system that provides a general way of discovering
network elements. or nodes. connected to a computer network. and a specific algorithm for discovenng
nodes connected to a TCPiiP network. using the SNMP protocol available within the TOP/1P network
software. Some nodes on a network. called discovery agents. can convey knowiedge of the existence of
other nodes on the network. The network discovery system queries these agents and obtains the
information they have about other nodes on the network. it then queries each of the nodes obtained to
determine if that node is also a discovery agent in this manner. most of the nodes on a network an be
discovered. The process of querying discovery agents to obtain a list of nodes known to the discovery
agents is repeated at timed intervals to obtain infon'natlon about nodes that are not always active. In a
TCPIlP network. discovery agents are nodes that respond to queries {or an address translation table
which translates intemet protocol (iP) addresses to physical addresses. The data from each node‘s
address translation table is used to obtain both the N3 and the physicai address of other nodes on the
network. These nodes are then queried to obtain additional information. After all the nodes on a
network are discovered, the list of nodes is written to a database where it can be displayed by the
network manager or other users at the network.
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FIELD OF THE lNVENTlON

This invention relates to computer systems and

more particularly to computer networks that intercon-

nect computers. Even more particularly. the invention
relates to determining the nodes connected to a net-
work.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Computer networks are collections of hardware

and software that connect computers and allow them

to send information from one computer to another

electronically. A computer network is comprised of the
physical hardware connections between the various

computers. for example telephone lines or a coax
cable. and the software used to send and receive data

and to route the data to the selected computer on the
network.

A local area network (LAN) is a network connec-
tion between computers In close proximity. typically

less than one mie, and usually connected by a single

cable such as coax cable. A wide area network (WAN)
is a network of computers located at longer distances.

often connected by telephone lines or satellite links.

Network software may sometimes be u5ed with both

types of networks. For example. a popular network is

the Department of Defense intemetworklng protocol
suite. known as Transmission Control Protocol/Inter-

net Protocol (TCP/lP). This system was originally
developed by the Defense Advanced Research Pro-

Jecte Agency (DARPA) and has now been widely dis-

tributed to Universities and industry.

When a network ls fast growing. that is. network

elements or nodes are being added frequently. a net-

work administrator may not know all of the nodes con-
nected to the network. Also. a network administrator

new to his or heriob may not be familiar with the nodes

on the network. Determining the nodes manually is a
difficult problem. The administrator may contact all
the users of the network known to the administrator.

however. infrequent users may be forgotten and not
contacted. Also, if a node is connected to the network.

but not active because the computer is not powered

up or is inoperative. that node may not be included In

the list. in a very short local area network. a network

administrator may physically trace the cable of the
network to determine which nodes are located on the

network. However, Since longer local area networks

can extend as far as a mile. through many floors and

offices within a building. physical casing may be

impossible. In a wide area network. physical tracing is
almost always impossible.

For some commonly used networks. special

equipment can be purchased that will determine the
nodes located on the network and the distance be-

tween them. This equipment. called a probe. is often

limited by the other components of the network. haw-
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ever. For example. in a local area network. a repeater

unit may be used to extend the effective distance of
the local area network to a distance greater than is

capable with a single cable. A repeater unit amplifies
signals. and therefore will not allow a probe to deter-

mine the locatlon of nodes beyond the repeater.
Other units connected to the network may

obscure nodes. For example a bridge unlt connects

two similar networks but only passes messages that

are being sent from a node on one side of the bridge
to a node on the other side of the bridge. It will not
pass messages between nodes on the same side. in
order to reduce the traffic on the other side of the

bridge. A bridge will prevent a probe from determining

the nodes on the other side of the bridge. A gateway
is a unit that connects dissimilar networks to pass

messages. Because a gateway may have to reformat

a message to accommodate a different network pro-
tocol. it will prevent a probe from finding nodes

beyond the gateway.
There is need in the art than for a method ofdeter-

mining the nodes on a local area network. There is

further need in the art for deten‘nlnlng such nodes
without the use of special equipment. A still further
need is for a method that will determine which nodes

are located beyond the repeater units. bridges, and

gateways on a network.

SUMMARY OF THE lNVENTlON

it is an object of the present invention to provide
a method of determining the elements or nodes con-
nected to a network.

It is another object of the invention to provide a

method of discovering network nodes on a TCP/lP
network.

Another object of the invention is to determine

which discovered nodes are discovery agents and

can convey knowledge of the existence of other
nodes on the network.

Another object is to query all discovery agents
and ask for other nodes on the network

A further object is to query all TCPIlP nodes to rot—
rieve the address translation table from the TCP/lP
node.

The above and other objects of the invention are

accomplished in a system which provides a general

way of discovering network elements. or nodes. and

a specific algorithm for discovering nodes within a
TCPIIP network. using a standard Simple Network

Management Protocol (SNMP). which is available
within the TCP/lP network.

Some nodes on a network can convey knowledge
of the existence of other nodes on a network. and are

called discovery agents. When a neMork contains

discovery agents, these agenm can be queried to
obtain the information they have about other nodes on

the network. By obtaining a list of nodes from a singlel
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discovery agent. and querying each of the nodes

obtained to determine if it is also a discovery agent.
most of the nodes on a network can be discovered.

The process of querying discovery agents to
obtain a list of nodes known to be discovery agents.

must be repeated at timed intervals. At any given time
on a network. one or more nodes may notbe respond-

ing to the network. either because it is inoperative. or
bemuse it is not powered up. Therefore. if the discov-

ery process is attempted during this time, these
unavailable nodes will not be discovered. By repeat—

ing the discovery process over time at regular inter-
vals. additional nodes on a network can be
discovered.

in a TOP/1P network. discovery agents are nodes
that respond to queries for an address translation

table. Within TOP/1P network. every node will have an

intemet protocol (IP) address. This address is a 32 bit
number and is unique to all nodes within the TC P/IP

network. Although the iP address is probably unique
to all nodes everywhere that use the TCPItP protocol.
the physical address of a node on a particular network

will be difierent from the IP address. For example.

some types of LANe use an 8 bit address. and can
therefore use the low order 8 bits of the IP address.

however. some other types of LANs use a 48 bit
address and cannot use the internet address. There—

fore. every node within a TCPItP network must have
an address translation table which translates the iP

address to the physical address. The data from each
node‘s address translation table can be used to obtain

both the IP and the physical address of other nodes

on the network. Again. as described in the above gen-
eral algorithm. the queries should be repeated at

timed intervals to insure that recently activated nodes

are discovered. Another reason for repeating the dis-
covery process over timed intervals in a TCPItP net~
work is that some of the inton'nation within a node's

address translation table may be purged if the node

does not use the infonnation after a period 01 time.
This purge is used to reduce the table size require-

manta within a node. By repeating the queries at timed
intervals. the greatest amount of translation table

information may be obtained.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

The above and other objects. features. and
advantages of the invention will be better understood

by reading the following more particular description of
the invention. presented in conjunction with the fol-

lowing drawings. wherein:

Fig. 1 shows a block diagram of the hardware of
the node that runs the process of the present
invention:

Fig. 2 shows a diagram of a typical computer
interwar-"Minn "AMM-
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modules of the discovery system of the present
invention:

Fig. 6 shows a flowchart of the main module of the
invention:

Fig. 7 shows a flowchart of the self-seed module
of the invention:

Fig. 6 shows a flowchart of the process-node

module of the invention;
Fig. 9 shows a flowchart of the process-ping mod-
ule of the invention;

Fig. 10 shows a flowchart of the process-IFIP
module of the Invention;

Fig. 11 shows a flowchart of the store-1P module
of the invention;

Fig. 12 shows a flowchart of the store-IF module
of the inventiOn:

Fig. 13 shows a flowchart ofthe invalldnode mod-
ule of the invention;

Fig. 14 shows a flowchart of the findnode module
of the invention;

Fig. 15 shows a flowchart of the addnode module
of the invention:

Fig. 16 shows a flowchart of the process-AT mod-
ule of the invention; and

Fig. 17 shows a flowchart of the store-AT module
of the invention.

DESCRIPTiON OF THE PREFERRED
EMBODIMENT

The following description is of the best presently

contempiated mode of can-ying out the present inven-
tion, This description is not to be taken in a limiting

sense but is made merely for the purpose of describ-

ing the general principles of the invention. The scope

of the invention should be determined by referencing
the appended claims.

Fig. 1 shows a block diagram oi the computer
hardware that contains the discovery system of the

present invention. Referring now to Fig. ‘i. a computer

system 100 contalns a processing element 102. The
processing element 102 communicates to other ele-

ments within the computer system 100 over a system

bus 104. A keyboard 106 is used to input information

from a user of the system. and a display 108 is used
to output information to the user. A network interface

112 is used to interiace the system 100 to a network '
118 to allow the computer system 100 to act as a node
on a network. A disk 114 is used to store the software

of the discovery system of the present invention. as

well as to store the data base collected by the discov-

ery system. A printer 116 can be used to provide a

hard copy output of the nodes of the network discov-

ered by the discovery system. A main memory 110

within the system 100 contains the discovery system

120 of the present invention. The discovery system
1 on communicates with in nmmtinn svsfem 12? and



network 118.

Fig. 2 shows a diagram of a network. Referring
now to Fig. 2. a network 202 contains a node 206.

Node 206 contains the processor 100 (Fig. 1) which
contains the discovery system software of the present

Invention. Node 206 Is attached to a first network seg-
ment 118. The network segment 118 is connected to
a repeater 212 which is connected to a secOnd net—

work sequent 214. This second network system 214
has nodes 216 and 218 attached to it. A repeater,

such as repeater 212. allows network sequents to be
connected to ailow a network to be extended over a

longer distance. An important characteristic of a repa-

ater is that there is no translation of data passing
through it. That is. every message that is transmitted
on one network segment. will pass unchanged

through a repeater to the other network segment.
Therefore. any messages broadcast. for example. by

node 206 will be received by node 216 and node 218
after these messages pass through repeater 212.

Network segment 1 13 is also attached to a bridge
208 which connects it to a third network sequent 21 o.

A bridge will only pass messages that are being trans-

mitted from a node on one side of the bridge to a node
on the other side of the bridge. it will block messages
that are transmitted from a node on one side of the

bridge to a node on that same side of the bridge. This
characteristic reduces network traffic on various

sequents of a network.

Segment 1 18 Is also attached to a router/gateway

220 which connects Is to a faurth network segment
222. Routers are devices that connect network seg-

ments which have similar characteristics. Gateways

are devices which connect networks having different
types of characteristics. For example. a gateway

might connect a local area network to a wide area net-
work.

Because bridges. routers. and gateways. must

process the messages sent over the network. they
also must contain information about which nodes are

on the network. Therefore. bridges. routers. and gate-
ways are authoritative sources of infomatlon for

determining the nodes on the network. A protocol

defines the format of messages that are sent across
a network. One popular protocol is the Department of

Defense lntemetworklng Protocol Suite. populariy

known as TOP/1P. Because it was developed by the
Department of Defense, this protocol is widely avail~

able and used extensively. particularly In a university
environment. Also. this suite of protocols is very popu-

lar on the UNiX operating system and has seen wide
distribution there. The internet protocol (IP) uses a

single thirty-two blt address for all nodes that can be

connected to the Internet at any location. Physicai

addresses within a particulartype of network. are nor-

mally different from an iP address. If a network

address is very small. perhaps eight bits. it may be the

same as the low order eight bits of the lP address. ii
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a network address is large. for example, some LANs

use forty—eight bit addresses. it is impossibte for these

addresses to correspond directly to IP addresses.
Therefore. both an "3 address and a physical address
exist for each node on a network. Devices such as

routers. gateways. and bridges. which can send mes»
sages from one netwdrk to another must be able to

translate between IP addresses and physical addres-
ses. Therefore. these devices have translation tables

which allow them to translate between these two

types of addresses. By accessing these translation
tables. one of the nodes on a network can obtain infor-
mation about the other nodes on the network. The
existence of these translation tables allow the method

of the present invention to perform its function.
A network probe 224 is aiso attached to the net—

work 1 18. A network probe 224 ls a device that assists

in locating defective nodes and assists in repairing

those nodes. Since it is a testing device. it may or may
not be attached to a network at any given time. When

a probe is attached to a network. the disccwery system
of the present invention can query the probe and use

information obtained from the probe to assist in dis-

covering other nodes on the network.

Figs. 3 through 5 show a hierarchy diagram ofthe
modules of the software of the present invention. Ref-

erring now to Figs- 3 through 5. discovery module 302
is the main module of the system. Discovery calls self—
seed block 304 to start the process of building a

database about the network. and It calls process-

node block 306 to process information about each
node that it obtained from self-seed. Process-node

block 306 calls process-ping block 308 to query a
node on the network to determine if that node is

active. Process-node block 306 also coils process-
IFIP block 310 for each lP address that itobtains. Pro-

cess‘lFlP block 310 calls store-lP block 402 for each

IP address. and store-IF block 402 calls lnvaiidnode

block 405, flndnode block 408. and addnoda block

410. for each lP address. For each iF entry (physical
address) received. process-IFIP block 310 calls
store—iF block 404. For each address translation table

entry, process-node block 306 calls process—AT block
312 which in turn calla store‘AT block 502. Store-AT

block 502 calls lnvaiidnoda at biock 504. flndnode

biock 506. and eddnode block 503.

Fig. 6 shows a flowchart of the discovery module

block 302 (Fig. 3). Referring now to Fig. 6, after entry
block 602 gets any options that the user wishes to
enter. Block 604 than initializes the database used to

permanently store the nodes. and loads node listfrom
existing entries in the database. If a database for the

network does not exist. the discovery system has the

ability to create that database. Ifa database of the net—

work already exists. the discovery system will use the
node information which is already available in that

database to query other nodes within the system.
Block 606 then initializes domains. A domain

4
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defines the limit beyond which the user of the discov-

ery system does not wish to find nodes. That is. the

domain limits the range ofthe discovery process. This
limitation is necessary on large netwarks. to keep the

amount of processing to reasonable level. Further.

more. a user usually is only interested in the nodes on

a particular netwont segment. or the network segment
connected by repeaters and possibly bridges.

Block 608 then cells Fig. 7 to self-seed the sys-
tem. tf no entries were available in the database. the

discovery system can self-seed by sending a broad—
cast message and determine who responds to that

message. After returning from self-seed. block 610

points to the first node list entry. As discussed earlier.

the node list will contain a list of the nodes already

known to the system. This list can be input from the
database. or the list can be started from self-seed

module. After pointing to the first entry. block 612

determines if there are more entries to process- if
there are no more entries to process. block 612 trans-

fers to block 614 which will wait a predetermined

period of time before reprocessing the entire nodelist.

Typimlly. biodr 614 will wait for approximately thirty

seconds. By reprocessing the node list periodically.
additional nodes can be discovered. This is because

a node may be inactive on the system at any given

tlrne and might not be discovered by a single pass

through the network By waiting and reprocessing the
node list. nodes that were inactive may now be active
and additional information can be obtained.

if more entries in the node list exist. block 612

bansfers to block 616 to process one of the nodes.

After processing that node. block 616 transfers to

block 618 which points to the next node llst entry and
returns to block 612 to process the next node.

Fig. 7 shows a flowchart for the self-seed block

304 (Fig. 3) which obtains Initial information about

nodes on the network- Referring now to Fig. 7. after

entry. block 702 sends an SP broadcast request to all

nodes on the network. SNMP stands for Simple Net-

work Management Protocol. and is a part of the

TCPIlP networkaoftware.After sending the broadcast

request. block 702 transfers to block 704 which

receives SNMP messages from the nodes. If more
SNMP messages are available. block 704 transfers to
block 708 which adds a node to the node list for each

message received. in this manner, ail nodes that are

currently active on the network can be queried to
obtain initial information about the node. Atter all

SNMP messages have been received. block 704
returns to the alter.

Another way of salt-seeding is to query the

address banslation table for the node that is executing
the discovery system. This table will contain the
addresses of other nodes on the network. and these

addresses are then used to start the discovery pro-
case.
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(Fig. 3). The process-node module of Fig. Bis called

from the discovery module of Fig. 6 once for each

entry in the node list. Therefore. whin Fig. 8 is called.
the address ofa single node is passed to it. Referring

now to Fig. 8. after entry. block 802 determines
whether the node is within a domain. As discussed

earlier. the domain defines the limits beyond which

the discovery program does not wish to discover new

nodes. lf the node is within the domain, block 602
transfers to block 804 which calls the process-ping
module of Fig. 9 to determine whether the node is

active. After returning from Fig. 9. block 804 transfers
to block 806 to determine whether the state of the

node has changed since the last information was

obtained. That Is. when the process-ping module
queries the node. it determines the state of the node

at the present time. This state is compared. in block
808. with the state of the node as it was known previ-

ously in the database. lfthat state has changed. block
806 transfers to block 808 to store the new state in the
database. Control then returns to block 810 which

calls prooess-IFIP to retrieve the IF and IP tables from

the node. After returning from Fig. 10. block 810 trans-
fers to block 312 which determines whether the node

responded to an SNMP request. if the node did res-
pond to the SNMP request. block 812 transfers to
block 814 which determines whether the node is cur-

rendy in the database. If the node is not In the datab-
ase. block 814 transfers to block 816 to add the node

to the database. Control then continues at block 313

which cells Fig. 16 to retrieve the address translation
table from the node. Control then returns to the caller.

Fig.9 shows a flowchart of the process-ping mod-
ule block 308 (Fig. 3). This module is called to deter-
mine whether a node is active on the network.

Referring now to Fig. 9. after entry block 902 deter-

mines whether the ping lnterval has elapsed. The ping

interval is used to prevent a node from being queried

too often. If the ping interval has not elapsed. block

902 returns to the caller. If the ping interval has etap-
sed. block 902 transfers to block 904 which sends an

lCMPecho message to the node. The lCMP-echo
protocol is defined as a part of TCPIIP and is used to

cause the node to return an acknowledgement to a

message. Block 904 then transfers to block 906 whlch
determines whether a response has been received

from the other node. If a response has not been

received within a predetermined amount of time. typi-

cally block 906 transfers to block 910 which sets a flag
to indicates that the node failed to respond. lfthe node

does respond. block 906 transfers to block 906 which

sets a flag to indicate that the node did respond and

then block 912 sets a new ping Interval which will pre-
vent the node from being pinged for the period of the

interval. The ping interval is typically five minutes.
Block 912 then returns to the caller.

Fig. 10 shows a flawchart of the process-lFlP



available in a node to define the translation ofphysical
addresses to IP addresses. The lnfomtetion is avail-

able as two different tables. with an index contained
In the IF table to cross-reference to the iP tabla within

the node. By obtaining these two tables. the discovery
system can deten'nine what the other Interfaces to
which a node is connected. and therefore determine
other networks to which the node is connected. Ref-

erring now to Fig. 10. after entry. block 1002 deter-
mines whetherthe tFlP interval has elapsed. The IFIP

interval is similar to the ping interval described with

respect to Fig. 9. and Is used to keep a node from

being queried too often. If the IFIP interval has not
elapsed. block 1002 returns to the caller. if the iFlP
has elapsed. block 1002 transfers to block 1004 which

sends an SNMP message to request the node to send

its next 113 table entry to the discovery node. When an

entry is received. block 1006 calls store-IP module of

Fig. 11 to store the node within the node list. Block
1007 then transfers back to block 1004 if more lP
entries are available. After all the entries are all stored

in the node list. block 1007 transfers to block 1008

which sets a new IFlP interval oftypically greaterlhan

10 hours. Block 1010 then sends an SNMP message

to request that the node send its next IF table entry to

the discovery node. When an IF table entry is

received. block 1012 calls the store—lF module of Fig.
12. Block 1014 then transfers back to block 101 if

more entries are available. After receiving and storing
all the lF table entries. block 1014 returns to the caller.

Each IF table entry contains an index into the IP table.

By using this Index. physical addresses in the IF table
can be matched with the 1P address.

Fig. 11 shows a flowahart of the store-1P process

block 402 (Fig. 4). Referring now to Fig. 11, after entry
block 1102 calls Fig. 14 to find the node in the node

list. The node will be found if the discovery system has

already encountered this node In Its process. Block
1304 then determines whether the node exists. and If

the node does not exist. block 1104 transfers to block

1105 which cells Fig. 13 to determine whether the
node ls valid. Block 1 108 then determines if the node

is valid and if it is valid, block 1108 transfers to biock

1110 to add the node to the node list. After adding the

node. or if the node already existed. control goes to
block 1112 which updates the state Information about

the node. After updating the node state lnfon'nation or

If the node was not valid. Fig. 11 returns to the caller.

Fig. 12 is a flowchart of the store-IF process of

block 404 (Fig. 4). This module ls called for each table
entry in the IF table received from a node. Referring

now Fig. 12. after entry. block 1202 finds the 113 index
within the IF record. As described earlier. each IF

table entry will have a corresponding lP table entry.

and the lP entry ls referenced by an index value con~
tained in the IF entry. Block 1204 then determines

whether a matching IP record exists. if a matching iP
record does exist, block 1204 transfers to block 1206
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which moves the physical address from the iP record
to the node record in the node list. Block 1208 then

updates any state information in the node record.

After updating the state infomiatlon. or If there were

no matching lP record. Fig. 12 returns to its caller.
Fig. 13 shows a flowchart of the invalidnode mod«

ule block 406 (Fig. 4). Referring now Fig. 13. after
entry. block 1302 determines whether the address of
the node is simply the Ioopback address of another
node. Each node has a loopback address associated

with it for use in testing the node. Because the loop-
back address refers to the same node. no additlonal
information can be obtained from that node and the

loopback address is never stored as a node address.

if the IP address is not equal to the Ioopback address.
block 1302 transfers to block 1304 to determine

whether the node is withln the domain. As described

earlier. the domain is used to determine the limits

beyond which the discovery system will not attempt to
discover new nodes. If the node is within the domain.
block 1304 transfers to block 1306 which returns an

indication that the node is valid. if the node is not

within the domain or ifthe IP address equals the loop-
back address. control transfers to block 1303 which

returns an error indication indicating that node is not
valid. Control then returns to the caller.

Fig. 14 Is a flowchart ofthe lindnode module block
408 (Fig. 4). The moduie is used to find a node within
the node list. Referring now Fig. 14, after entry. block

1402 gets the node list entry. Block 1404 then deter-
mines whether the IP address matches the entry in
the list. if a match does occur. block 1404 Uansfers to
block 1405 which returns an Indication that the node

is in the node list. If the 1P address does not match.

block 1404 transfers to block 1406 which gets the next
node list entry and block 1410 then determines
whether the end of table has been reached. if the end

of the list has not been reached. block 1410 transfers

back to block 140410 check the entry just found. lfthe
and of the list has occurred. block 1410 transfers to

block 1412 which returns an error indication indicating
that the node is not In the node list.

Fig. 1 5 shows a flowchart ofthe process of adding

a node to the node list. Referring now to Fig. 15. after

entry. block 1502 performs a hash operation on the IP
address to create a pointer into the node list. Block

1504 then elioeetes memory for a node record. and
block 1506 stores the data avaiiable for the node into

the node record at the location pointed to by the
hashed IP address. Block 1506 then returns to the cal-
ler.

Fig. 16 shows a flowchart of the procese~AT mod-

ule of block 312 (Fig- 3). This module is called by the

process-node module for each entry in the node list.

Referring now to Fig. 16. after entry. block 1602 deter«

mines whether the AT interval has expired. The AT
interval is used to prevent a node from being polled

too frequently. lfthe AT Interval has not expired. block
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1602 simply returns to the calier. If the AT interval has
expired. block 1602 transfers to block 1604 which

sends an SNMP message to request that the node
send its next address translation table entry to the dis-

covery node. When an entry is received. block 1606
is called to store the table entry. Block 1607 then
transfers back to block 1604 if more table entries are

available. After storing all the table entries. block 1607
transfers to block 1808 which updates the node's
state information in the node list. Block 1610 then sets

a new AT interval. typically fifteen seconds. and
returns to the caller.

Fig. 17 shows a flowchart of the store-AT module

of block 502 (Fig. 5). Referring now to Fig. 17. after
entry, block 1702 calls the findnode module Fig. 14 to
determine whether the node is already in the node list.
if the node is in the node list. block 1704 transfers to

block 1712. If the node is not in the node list. block

1704 transfers to block 1706 which calls Fig. 13 to
determine whether the node is a valid node. if the

node is not valid. block 170R returns to the caller. lithe

node is validl'biook 1708 transfers to block 1710

which cells Fig. 15 to add the node to the node list.

Aflnr adding the node to the node list. or if the node

already existed. control to transfers block 1712 which
updates the state information about the node in the

node list before returning to the caller.
in addition to querying nodes on the network. the

discovery system can also query any network probes

that may be attached to the network. Information
about other nodes on the network can be obtained

Rom these probes. and the discovery system can use

this information to assist in discovering other nodes
on the network.

Having thus described a presently preferred
embodiment of the present invention. it will now be

appreciated that the obiects of the invention have

been fully achieved, and ltwill be understood by those
skilled in the art that many changes in construction

and circuitry and widely differing embodiments and
applications of the invention will suggest themselves

without departing from the Spirit and scope of the pre-
sent invention. The disclosures and the description

herein are intended to be illustrative and are not in any

sense limiting of the invention. more preferably

defined in scope by the following claims.

Claims

1. A computer network node discovery process

(120) for determining nodes (206. 216. 218) con-
nected to a computer network (1 1 8). said process

(120) comprising the steps of:

(a) obtaining (306). from one node of a set of
known nodes on said computer network (1 1 8). '
a list of addresses of one or more other nodes
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(b) repeating step (a) for each of said other
nodes obtained: and

(c) storing said list of node addresses in a file

(808): whereby said list of node addresses

may be displayed to a user of said computer
network.

2. The process ofclalm1 further comprising the step
of:

(d) repeating steps (a) through (c) at regular
time intervals.

3. The process of claim 2 further comprising the step
of:

(a1) obtaining from each bridge unit (208) con-

nected to said network (118) a list of addres-

see of all nodes accessible by said bridge unit
(208).

4. The process ofclaim 3 further comprising the step
of:

(a2) obtaining from each router unit (220) con-

nected to said network (.118) a list of addres-
ses of all nodes accessible by said router unit
(220).

5. The process ofclaim 4 further comprising the step
of:

(a3) obtaining from each gateway unit (220)

connected to said netwont (113) a list of
addresses of all nodes accessible by said

gateway unit (220).

6. The process ofcleim 5 furthercomprising the step
of:

(a4) obtaining from any network probe device

(224) connected to said network (1 18) a list of
addresses of all nodes known to said network

probe device (224).

7. A computer network node discovery process

(120) for determining nodes corrnected to a

TCP/IP computer network (118). said process

comprising the steps of:

(a) obtaining (308). from one node of a set of
known nodes on said computer network. an

address translation table containing a list of
addresses of other nodes with which said one

node communicates;

(b) repeating step (a) for each of said other
nodes in said address translation tabla:

(c) storing said list of nodes in a file (808); and
(d) repeating steps (a) through (c) at regular
time intervals.

3. The process of claim 7 further comprising the
steps of:
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nected to said netwark (116) an address

translation table containing a list of addresses
of nodes accessible from said bridge unit
(206):

(a2) obtaining from each router unit(220) con-

nected to said network (118) an address
translation table containing a list of addresses
of nodes accessible from said r0uter unit

(220):

(e3) obtaining from each gateway unit (220)

connected to said network (118) an address
translation table containing 3 list of addresses

of nodes accessibie from said gateway unit
(220):

(34) obtaining from any network probe

devices (224) attached to said network (113)
a list of addresses of all nodes known to said

network probe (224); and

(35) obtaining from each node in said network

(113) an interface table and an internat pro-
tocol table which defines other networks and

nodes to which said node is connected.

9. A computer network node discovery process

(120) for determining nodes connected to a com-
puter network (113). said process comprising the
steps of:

(a) sending a general response message
(307) to all nodes on said network;

(b) creating a node list (410) containing the

address of each node responding to said gen-
eral response message;

(c) obtaining (306). from each node in said
node list. a second list of addresses of other
nodes with which said node communicates:

(d) adding each node (410) in said second list
to said node list;

(e) repeating steps (c) through (d) (or each of
said nodes In said second list;

(i) storing said node list in a file (808); and

(g) repeating steps (a) through (i) at regular
time intervals.

10. The process of claim 9 further comprising the

steps of:

(c1) obtaining from each bridge unit (208) con-

nected to said network (“8) a list of addres-
ses of all nodes accessible by said bridge unit

(208):

(c2) obtaining from each router unit (220) con-

nected to said network (118) a list of adores
ses ofall nodes accessible by said router unit

(220);

(c3) obtaining from each gateway unit (220)
connected to said network (118) a list of

addresses of all nodes accessible by said

gateway unit (220): and A

(c4) obtaining from any network probe devices
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(224) attached to said network (118) a list of
addresses 0! all nodes known to the network

probe (224).
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@ Migration communication control device.

@ Disclosed is a migration communication con—
trol device constructed to control a continuous
communication between a mobile node and a

node unaffected the mobile node‘s migration.
The migration communication control device
comprises a first migration control unit. a sec-
ond migration control unit on the mobile node,
and a third migration control unit an the partner
node. The first migration control unit comprises
a packet transfer unit and an address post unit.
The packet transfer unit receives a packet
which was destined for an outdated address of

the mobile node. generates a conversion packet
which holds an updated address instead ot‘ the
outdated address. and then transmits the con-

version packet. while an address poet unit
transmits an address post message which indi-
cates the updated address to the third migration
control unit. The second migration control unit
comprises a migration post unit and a packet
resumption unit The migration post unit trans-
mits to the first migration control unit a mi-
gration post message which indicates the
updated address when the mobile node mi-
grates to another network while a packet re-
sumption unit receives the conversion packet
from both the first migration control unit and
the third migration control unit and resumes an
original packet from the conversion packet The
third migration control unit comprises a packet
conversion unit which converts a destination

address of a packet into the updated address.
then transmits it to the mobile node.
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BACKGROUND OF THE lNVENTION

(1) Field of the Invention

The present invention relates to a migration com-
munication control device that controls a communica-

tion between a mobile node and a corresponding
node to enable them to communicate continuously

when the former migrates by managing addresses
assigned to the farmer each time it migrates across
networks.

(2) Description of the Related Art 5

Recent progress in the field of electronic technol-

ogy makes it possible to assemble smaller and lighter

portable computers. These portable computers refer-

red to as mobile nodes are designed so that they can

migrate across networks: they are unplugged from a

network and plugged in another and communicate
with a stationary node. Thus. each of them is as-

signed a specific address to prove its identity. The ad-

dress. in general, includes location information as to

which network the mobile nodes are Currently plug-

ged in. and for this reason. a new address is assigned
each time they migrate.

For example. the address composed of a net—

work address unit for specifying a network in which

the mobile node is currently plugged in and a node
address unit for proving the mobile node's identity in
the network, or the address used in a conventional

network architecture such as Internet Protocol(de-
tails of which are in Internet Protocol. RFC791. Jon

Postal. Sep.. 1981). they must be changed every time
the mobile nodes migrate.

However. once the mobile node migrates to an-.

other network. a communication with the stationary
node will be terminated. This is because a packet is

transmitted to its old address only to be wasted.

Thus. to enable the mobile node and stationary

node to communicate continuously when the former
migrates. it is necessary to control the communica—

tion by managing the steadily changing address.

To date. two address managing methods have
been proposed: one by Sony Computer Science Lab-

oratory Inc. and one by the Department of Computer

Science at Columbia University.

Sony Computer Science Laboratory Inc. pro-

posed a method using VlP(Virtual Internet Protocol)
details of which are on "VIP : Lower Layer Internet
Protocol". Fumio Teraoka. Yasuhiko Yokote. Mario To-

koro. Proceed of Data Processing Convention : Mul-
timedia Communication and Distributed Processing.

In this method. each mobile node is assigned a
VIP(Virtual Internet Protocol) address and a
PlP(PhysIcal Internet Protocol) address. The former
is an unchanged address used in a communication
application for packet transmission and reception;
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and the latter is an address changed for every migra-

tion to specify an update physical location of the mobil
node. Data related to both addresses are held. In a

cache of a gateway. Under these conditions, the sta—

tionary node transmits a packet to the mobile node to
the VIP address thereof. and the packet is converted
into another packet addressed to the PIP address

when It passes the gateway, thence transmitted to

the mobile node via the gateways placed in a mute

onwards. These gateways collect data related to a
correlation between the VIP and PIP addresses from

the header of the packet upon the receipt thereof.
thus updates data in the cache. and hence are able

to convert other packets addressed to the VIP ad-
dresses lnto the packets addressed to the PIP ad-
dresses based on the correlation entered in the
cache.

In this method. in short. the use of the address

constituting with the VIP and PIP addresses enables

the mobile node and the stationary node to commu-
nicate continuously when the former migrates.

The Department of Computer Science at Colum-

bia University proposed a method using an Internet
Protocol address of which network address unit does

not specify the network which the mobile node is cur-

rently plugged in but declares Itself to be the mobile

node. hence a certain value is given as the network
address unit to all the mobile nodes. As well. the

method uses an MSS(Mobile Support Station) instal-

led at each network to manage the IP addresses and
control a packet route to the mobile node. The M33

is designed so that it collects data related to the'up-

date physical location of the mobile nodes by refer-
ring other M385.

Given these conditions. when the stationary
node tranSmits a packet to the mobile node when it

migrates. it first transmits the packet to a first M88 in-
stalled in its network; thence the first MSS transfers

the packet to a second MSS installed in a network

which the mobile node is currently plugged In; and fl-
nally the second MSS transfers the packet to the mo-
bile node.

In this method. inehort. the use of the M55 en-

ables the mobile node and the stationary node to con-

tinue the communication when the former migrates.
In the first method. however. all the nodes must

be constructed so that they understand both the VIP

and PIP addresses. causing them to extend a scale

functionally. otherwise making it impossible to apply
this method to apparatuses employed in existing net-

works. In addition. the oommunlcation via the gate-

ways reduces communication efficiency compared
with direct packet transmission. because the gate-
ways check whether they have received the packet
addressed to the VIP address or PIP address each

time they receive it. as well as whether or not to col-
(act the data therefrom to update those in the cache.

In the second method. each network must have



the M55. and the c0mmunication via the M885

makes it impossible to transmit the packet directly.

thereby reducing the communication efficiency.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

The present invention therefore has an object to

provide a migration communication control device

that is available to any apparatus employed in exist—
ing networks. Also the present invention has another

object to provide a migration communication control
device that enables the mobile node and stationary

node to communicate continuously when the former

migrates by transmitting and receiving the packet di-

rectly besides transferring the packet as has been
done when the mobile node migrates across the net-
works.

Ths above objects are fulfilled by a migration
communication control device constructed to control

a communication between a mobile node and a part-

ner node. the mobile node mlgrating across networks

and obtaining an address assigned on each network
while the partner node being a communication part-

ner of the mobile node. comprising a first migration
control unit. a second migration control unit. a third mi-

gration centrol unit. the second migration control unit
being placed on the mobile node and the third migra-

tion control unit being placed on the partner node.
wherein the first migration control unit comprises a

packet transfer unit for receiving a packet which was
destined for an outdated address of the mobile node.

the outdated address assigned when the mobie node
migrated to a network to which the firstmigration con-

trol unit is attached. generating a conversion packet
which holds an updated address instead of the out-

dated address. and transmitting the conversion pack-
et; and an address post unit for transmitting an ad-

dress post message which indicates the updated ad-

dress of the mobile node to the third migration control

unit. the third migration control unit transmitting the
packet received by the packet transfer unit, and the

second migration control unit comprises a migration
post unit for transmitting to the first migration control

unit a migration post message which indicates the up-
dated address of the mobile node when the mobile

node migrates to another network: and a packet re-

sumptlon unit for receiving the conversion packet

from both the first migration control unit and the third

migration control unit and resuming an original packet
from the conversion packet. and the third migration

control unit comprises a packet conversion unit for

converting a destination address of a packet. the
packet to be transmitted to the mobile node. into the

updated address indicated by the address post mes—

sage. the address post message sent by the first mi-

gration control unit. and transmitting it to the mobile
node.

The migration post unit in the second migration
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control unit may transmit an identification key includ-
ed in the migration post message. the identification
key being employed to identify the mobile node.

The identification key may be an address of the
mobile node assigned at one network before the net-

work to which the mobile node is currently attached.

The identification key may be an address of the

mobile node assigned before its initial migration.

The second migration control unit may be con—
structed to transmit to the third migration control unit
the packet which has the same format as the re-
sumed packet.

The first migration control unit may further com-

prise an address hold unit for holding the outdated ad-

dress and the updated address by corresponding
them with each other; and an address comparison

unit for comparing the destination address of the re-
ceived packet with the outdated address. wherein the

packet transfer unit generates the conversion packet
and transmits it when the address comparison unit
detects that the destination address of the received

packet coincides with the outdated address.

The first migration control unit may further com-

prise an address hold unit for holding the outdated ad-

dress and the updated address by corresponding
them with each other: and an address comparison

unit for comparing the destination address of the

packet received by the packet transfer unit with the
outdated address. wherein the address post unit

transmits the address post message which indicates
the updated address ofthe mobile node to the third

migration control unit. the third migration controi unit

transmitting the packet received by the packet trans-
fer unit. when the address comparison unit detects

that the destination address of the packet coincides
with the outdated address.

The second migration control unit may further

comprise an address hold unit for holding the outdat-

ed address and the updated address by correspond—
ing them with each ot her: and an address comparison

unit for comparing the updated address with the dos-
tination address of the packet received from one of

the first migration control unit and the third migration

control unit. wherein the packet resumption unit re-

sumes the original packet from the conversion packet
when the address comparison unit detects that the

updated address coincides with the destination ad-

dress of the packet received from one of the first mi-

gration control unit and the third migration control
unit.

The third migration control unit may fLIrthercOm<
prise an address hold unit for holding the outdated ad-

dress and the updated address of the mobile node by

corresponding them with each other: and an address
comparison unit for comparing the outdated address
in the address hold unit with the destination address

of the padtet to be transmilfed to the mobile node.
wherein the packet conversion unit converts the des-
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tination address of the packet to be transmitted to the‘
mobile node into the updated address which corre-

sponds to the outdated address in the address hold

unit when the address comparison unit detects the
outdated address in the address hold unlt coincides

with the destination address of the packet.

There may be a plurality of the first migration con-

trol units. and the second migration control unit trans-

mits the migration post message to at least one of the
first migration control units. '

The migration post unit in the second migration

control unit may transmit the migration post message
to the first migration central unit which is attached to
the network to which the mobile node was attached

_ before its migration. each ofthe first migration control
units has a migration post unit for transmitting to one

of the other first migration control units a migration
post message to post the same address as the updat-

ed address indicated by the migration post message
received from the second migration control unit. and

each of the first migration control units has a migra-
tion post unit for transmitting a migration post mes-
sage from one ofthe other first migration control units

to another first migration control unit to post the same
address as the updated address indicated by the re-

ceived migration post message.

Each of the first migration control units and the

second migration control unit may further comprise a
pointer hold unit for holding pointers related to the first

migration control unit to which the migration post mes-

sage is transmitted. and wherein the migration post

unit in each of the first migration control units and the

migration post unit in the second migration control unit

transmit the migration post message to each of the
addresses related to each of the pointers.

Each of the pointers may be a broadcast address

of the network to which one ofthe first migration con-
trol units is attached.

Each of the pointers may be an address which is

assigned to one of the first migration control units

uniquely.

Each of the pointers may be the address of the
mobile node which is assigned when the mobile node

is attached to the same network as is the first migra-
tion control unit. and the migration post unit in the first

migration control unit and the migration post unit in

the second migration control unit obtain the broad-
cast address of the network to which each of the first

migration control units is attached with referring to the

address of the mobile node. and transmits the migra—
tion post message to the obtained broadcast address.

The pointer hold unit in the second migration con-

trol unit may hold a pointer related to a first migration
control unit for the latest migration‘ which is the first

migration control unit being attached to one network
before the network to which the mobile node is cur-

rently attached. and the pointer hold unit in the first
migration control unit holds a pointer related to an-
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other first migration control unit attached to the same
network as was the mobile node attached before mi-

grating to the network to which the first migration con-
trol unit is attached.

The second migration control unit may further

transmit to the first migration control unit the pointer
by sending thereto the migration post message. the

pointer to be held by the first migration control unit.

The first migration control unit may store into the

pointer'hold unit the pointer when it receives from the
second migration control unit the migration post mes-

sage by corresponding the pointer with the updated
address indicated by the received migration poet
message.

Each of the first migration control units may fur-
ther comprise an address hold unit for holding the out-
dated address and the updated address by corre-

sponding them with each other. wherein a migration

post message unit stores into the address hold unit
the Outdated address and the updated address by

corresponding them with each other when it receives

from the second migration control unit the migration
post message. while converts the updated address in

the address hold unit into the updated address indi-
cated by the migration post message when it receives

from the first migration control unit the migration‘ post
message and the outdated address indicated by the

migration post message coincides with one of the up—
dated addresses in the address hold unit

The first migration control unit may be placed on

a gateway. which connects networks.

The first migration control unit may be placed on
the network as an individual node.

The migration post unit in the second migration

control unit may transmit the migration post message

to a home migration control unit. the home migration
control unit being the first migration control unit which
is attached to a network where the mobile node left

for its initial migration, and the home migration control

unit may further comprise a home migration post unit

for transmitting a migration post message to a first mi-

gration control unit for the latest migration. the first

migration control unitforthe latestmigration being the
first migration control unit which is attached to the
network where the mobile node left for the latest mi-

gration. to post the same updated address as is indi-

cated by the migration post message received from

the second migration control unit.

The first migration control unit may further com-

prise a migration post unit for transmitting the migra-

tion post message indicating the updated address of

the mobile node to one of the other first migration
control units when the conversion.packet destined for
the outdated address of the mobile node was sent

therefrom to the first migration control unit.
The migration post unit in the second migration

control unit may transmit to the home migration con-

trol unit the migration post message where a home



address and the updated address are corresponded
with each other. the home address assigned when
the mobile node is attached to the same network as

is the home migration control unit. and each of the
packet transfer unit and the address post unit in the

home migration control unit may transmit the conver—
sion packet and the address post message respeo

tively with referring to the above home address and
the updated address.

The second migration control unit may further
comprise an outdated address post unit for transmit-

ting to the first migration control unit for the latest mi-

gration an outdated address post message where the
outdated address and the home address are corre-

sponded with each other. the outdated address being

assigned to the mobile node before the latest migra-
tion. the home migration post unit in the home migra-

tion control unitrnay transmit to the said first migration

control unit for the latest migration the migration post
message where the above home address and the up-

dated address are corresponded with each other. and
the packet transfer unit and the address post unit in

the first migration control unit for the latest migratiOn
may transmit the conversion packet and the address

post message respectively in accordance with the

outdated address and the updated adpress. the out-

dated address and the updated address being corre-
sponded with each other via the home address.

The outdated address post unit in the second mi—

gration control unit may transmit the above outdated
address post message at a migration of the mobile

node preceding the latest migration. and each of the .

migration post units in the second migration control

unit and the home migration post unit in the home mi-
gration control unit may transmit the above migration

post message at the latest migration of the mobile
node.

The second migration control unit may further

comprise a home migration control unit pointer hold

unit for holding a pointer related to the home migration

control unit. the migration post unit in the second mi-
gration control unit transmits the migration post mes-
sage to the address related to the pointer. the home

migration control unit may further comprise a pointer

hold unit for the latest migration for holding a pointer
related to the first migration control unit for the latest

migration. and the home migration post unit in the

home migration control unit may transmit the migra-
tion post message to the address related to the poin-
tor.

Each of the above pointers may be the broadcast
address of the network to which each of the first mi-

gration control units is attached.
Each of the above pointers may be the address

assigned to each of the first migration control units
uniquely.

The second migration control unit may further

comprise a pointer obtainment unit for requesting to
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the first migration control unit for the latest migration
the pointer related to the first migration centroi unit for

the latest migration. and the migration post unit in the

second migration control unit may post the obtained

pointer to the home migration control unit together
with the updated address by sending thereto the mi~

gration post message.
The migration post unit in the second migration

control unit may post to the home migration control
unit the pointer at the migration of the mobile node

preceding the latest migration. while the migration

post unit may post the above updated address at the

latest migration of the mobile node.

The first migration control unit may further com-
prise an address post suppressing unit for suppress-

ing transmission of the address post message from

the address post unit to the third migration control

unit. and the address post suppressing unit may sup-

press transmissiOn of the address post message
when none ofthe firstmigration control units is attach-
ed to the same network as is the mobile node.

The ascend migration control unit may further

comprise a detect unit for detecting whether or not the

first migration control unit is attached to the network

to which the mobile node migrates, the migration post
unit in the second migration control unit may transmit

to the home migration control unit the migration post

message which includes the detecting result of the
above detect unit together with the updated address.

the home migration post unit in the home migration

control unit may transmit to the first migration control
unit for the latest migration the migration post mes~

sage which includes the detecting result of the above

detect unit together with the updated address. and

the address post suppressing unit in each or the

home migration control unit and the first migration
control unit for the latest migration may suppress the

transmission of the address post message in accor-
dance with the detecting result of the above detect
unit.

The first migration control unit may further com-

prise a packet transfer suppressing unit for suppress-
ing transfer of the packet conducted by the packet
transfer unit.

The first migration control unit may further com—

prise an address post suppressing unit for suppress-
ing transmission of the address post message from

the address post unit to the third migration control

unit. and the address post suppressing unit in the first

migration control unit being attached to a network to
which the mobile node is not attached. may Suppress

the transmission of the address post message when

the packet transfer suppressing unit in the first migra-

tion control unit for the latest migration suppresses
transfer of the packet.

The second migration control unit may further

comprise a detect unit for detecting whet her or not the
packet transfer suppressing unit in the first migration
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control unit suppresses the transfer of the packet. the

first migration control unit being attached to the net-
work to which the mobile node migrates. and the mi-

gration post unit in the second migration control unit
transmits to the home migration control unit the mi-

gration post message which includes the detecting re-

sultofthe above deteclunittogether with the updated
address. the home migration postunit in the home mi-

gration control unit may transmit to the first migration

control unit for the latest migration the migration post
message which includes the detecting result of the

detect unit together with the updated address. and

the address post suppressing unit in each of the
home migration control unit and the first migration

control unit for the latest migration may suppress the

transmission of the address post message in accor-
dance with the detecting result of the above detect
unit. '

The packet transfer suppressing unit in the first

migration control unit forthe latest migration may sup-

press the transfer of the packet conducted by the
packet transfer Unit. when the packet transfer sup-

pressing unit in the first migration control unit being
attached to the network to which the mobile node ml-

grates Suppresses the transfer of the packet.

The above objects may also be fulfilled by a pack-

et transfer migration control unit in a migration corn

munication control device. the migration communica-

tion control device being constructed to control a corn-
munica'ion be'wecn a mobile node and a partner

node, the mobile node migrating across networks and

obtaining an address assigned on each network while .
the partner node being a communication partner of

the mobile node. comprising a packet transfer unit for

receiving a packet which was transmitted by the part-
ner node to an outdated address of the mobile node.

the outdated address being assigned when the mo-
bile node migrated to a network to which the packet

transfer migration control unit is attached. generating
a conversion packet which holds an updated address

instead of the outdated address. and transmitting the

conversion packet; and an address post unitfor trans-

mitting an address post message which indicates the
updated address of the mobile node to the partner

node. the partner node transmitting the packet re-

ceived by the packet transfer unit.

The above objects may further be fulfilled by a
mobile node migration control unit in a migration com-

munication control device, the migration communica-

tion control device being constructed to control a com-

munication between a mobile node which migrates
across networks and obtains an address assigned on

each network and a partner node which is a commu-

nication partner of the mobile node. being placed on
the mobile node and comprising a migration post unit

for transmitting to a packet transfer migration control

unit a migration post message which indicates an up-
dated address of the moblle node when the mobile
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node migrates to another network. the packet trans-

fer migration control unit for receiving a packet which
was transmitted by the partner node to an outdated
address of the mobile node. the outdated address as-

signed when the mobile node migrated to a network

to which the migration control unit for packet transfer
is attached. generating a conversion packet which

holds the updated address instead of the outdated

address. and transmitting the conversion packet; and

a packet resumption unit for receiving the conversion
packet from both the packet transfer migration control

unit and the mobile node. and resuming an original
packet from the conversion packet.

The above objects are finally fulfilled by a partner

node migration control unit in a migration communica-
tion control device. the migration communication con-
trol device being constructed to control a communica-
tion between a mobile node which migrates across

networks and obtains an address assigned on each
network and a partner node which is a communica—

tion partner of the mobile node. being placed on the

mobile node and comprising an address post mes-

sage receiving unit for receiving an address postmes-
sage which indicates an updated address of the mo-

bile node from a packet transfer migration control unit.
the packet transfer migration control unit transmitting
an address post message which indicates the updat-
ed address of the mobile node to the partner node:

and a packet conversion unit for converting a destin-
ation address of a packet. the packet to be transmit-

ted to the mobile node. into the updated address in-

dicated by the address post message, and transmit-

ting it to the mobile node

AccOrding to the above construction. the migra-
tion communication control device of the present in-

vention transfers and converts the packet using the

address assigned to the mobile node each time it ml-

grates across networks. obviating perticularaddress-
es or devices such as the VIP address used conven-

tionally. For this reason. the migration communica-

tion control device ofthe present invention can be ap-
plied to the existing partner node and mobile node so

that they can communicate continuously by transfer-

ring the packet. Moreover, it is advantageous that the

migration communication control device of the pres-

ent invention is not necessarily applied to all the
nodes to enhance communication efficiency; the

present invention can be applied only to where nec-

essary on the existing networks. More precisely.

when any existing partner node communicates with
the mobile node when it migrates. the packet can be

transmitted directly from the mobile nodes to the ex-

isting partner node; and it can be transferred via the

first migration control unit tram the existing partner
node to the mobile node. thereby enhancing commu-

nication efficiencyl

Furthermore. when the partner node employs

the migration communication control device of the



present invention. communication efficiency is fur-
ther enhanced thanks to the_direct packet transmis-

sion and reception made possible by posting the up-
date address of the mobile node from the first migra-

tion control unit to the third migration control unit.
Also. the devices such as M33 or a gateway em-

ploying the VIP are not necessarily installed at every
network to which the mobile node migrates. To be

precise. according to the present invention. the con-
tinuous communication is implemented even when

the mobile node migrates to a network at which no
special devices including above ones are installed.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

These and the other objects. advantages and
features of the invention will become apparent from

the following deScriptIOn thereof taken in conjunction

with the accompanying drawings which illustrate a
specific embodiment of the invention. In the draw-

ings:

FIG. 1 is a block diagram depicting a construction
of a migration communication control device in a
first embodiment of the present invention;

FIG. 2 is a block diagram depicting adetsiled con-

struction of the migration communication control
device employed as a mobile node in the first em-
bodiment of the present invention:

FIG. 3 is a block diagram depicting a detailed con-

struction of the migration communication control

device employed as a gateway in the first em-
bodiment of the present invention:

FIG. 4 is a block diagram shewing a detailed con-

struction of the migration communication control
device employed as a stationary node in the first
embodiment of the present invention:

FiGl 5 is a block diagram showing a detailed con-
struction of the migration communication control

device employed as an individual node in the first
embodiment of the present invention;

FIG. 6 is an illustration showing a first example of

a network to which the migration communication
control devices in FIG. 2. 3. 4 are attached:

FIG. 7 is an illustration showing a second exam-

ple ofthe network to which the migration commu-
nication control devices In FIG. 2. 3. 4 are attach-
ed:

FIG. 8 is an illustration showing a third example

of the network to which the migration communi-
cation control devices in FIG. 2. 3. 4 are attached;

FIG. 9 is an Illustration showing a fourth example
of the network to which the migration communi-
cation control devices in FIG. 2. 3. 4 are attached:

FIG. 10 is an illustration showing (a) data in a data

hoid unit 1 in the mobile node (In) data in a data

hold unit 1 In the migration communication control

devices each employed as the gateway. the sta-

tionary node. and the individual node.
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FIG. 11 is an illustration sh0wing a format of a
packet in the first embodiment of the present in-
vention:

FIG. 12 is an illustration showing a format of a
packet in the first embodiment of the present in-
vention;

FIG. 13 is an illustration showing a content of the

data hoid unit 1 in the migration communication

control device employed as the gateway;
FIG. 14 is an iilustration sh0wing a content of the

data held unit 1 in the migration communication

control device employed as the individual node:

FIG. 15 is an illustration showing an example of
a network to which the migration communication
control device is attached in a second embodi~

ment of the present invention:

FIG. 16 is a detailed block diagram depicting a
home migration communication control device in
the second embodiment of the present invention:

FIG. 17 is an illustration showing a content of a
home mobile host list hold unit in the second em-

bodiment of the present invention:

FIG. 18 Is a detailed block diagram depicting the

visitor migration communication control device in
the seCOnd embodiment of the present invention:

FIG. 19 is an illustration showing a content of a
visitor mobile host fist hold unit in the sec0nd em-

bodiment of the present invention;

FIG. 20 is a detailed block diagram depicting a mi-
gration address unit in the second embodiment of
the present invention;

FIG. 21 is an illustration showing a content of an
address hoid unit in the migration address unit in
the second embodiment of the present invention:

FIG. 22 is a detailed block diagram depicting a mi-
gration address unit in the second embodiment of
the present invention:

FIG. 23 Is an illustration showing a content of the
address hoid unit in the migration address unit in

the second embodiment of the present invention:

FIG. 24 is an illustration showing a format of a
data packet in the second embodiment of the
present invention;

FIG. 25 is an iiiustration showing a format of a

packet transfer message in the second embodi-

ment of the present invention;
FIG. 26 is an illustration showing a flow of a data
packet transmitted between devices in the sec-

Ond embodiment of the present invention;

FIG. 27 is an illustration showing a communica-
tion sequence in FIG. 26;

FIG. 28 is an illustration showing a construction
of each data packet In FIG. 26;

FIG. 29 Is an illustration showing a change in the
content of each hold unit in FIG. 26;

FIG. 30 is an illustration showing a flow of each
data packet transmitted between devices at an

operation example In the second embodiment of
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the present invention: :

FIG. 31 is an illustration showing a communica-
tion sequence in FIG. 30;

FIG. 32 is an illustration showing a construction
of each data packet in FIG. 30:

FIG'. 33 is an illustration showing a change in the
address hold unit in each device in FIG. 33:

FIG. 34 is an illustration showing allow of a data
packet transmitted between devices at an opera-

tion example in the second embodiment of the
present invention;

FIG. 35 is an illustration showing the communica-
tion sequence in FIG. 34:

FIG. 35 is an illustration showing a construction
of each data packet In FIG. 34;

FIG. 37 is an illustration showing a change in the
address hold unit in each device in FIG. 34;

FIG. 38 is an illustration showing a (low of each
data packet transmitted between devices at an

operation example in the second embodiment ol
the present invention:

FIG. 39 Is an illustration showing a communica-
tion sequence in FIG. 38;

FIG. 40 is an illustration showing a construction
of each data packet In FIG. 38;

FIG. 41 is an illustration showing a change in the
address hold unit in each device in FIG. 38:

FIG. 42 is an illustration showing a flow of each
data packet transmitted between devices in the

second embodiment ol the present invention;

FIG. 43 is an illustration showing a flow of each
data packet transmitted between devices in the

second embodiment of the present invention;

FIG. 44 is an illustration showing a flow of each
data packet transmitted between devices in the

second embodimentofthe present invention; and

FIG. 45 is an illustration showing a flow oi each
data packet transmitted between devices in the

second embodiment of the present invention.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED

EMBODIMENT

[Embodiment 1]

Aconstruction o! a migration communication c0n-
trol device in a first embodiment of the present inven-

tion is described hereunder with referring to Fle.
Hereinafter. the mobile node and partner node In the
related art as well as in the summary ofthe invention

are referred to as a rnnbile Lost and a stationary host.
respectively.

FIG. 1 is an illustration showing the construction
of the migration communication control device com-

prising a data hold unit 1. an application unit 2. a mi-
gration address unit 3. and a communication control
unit 4.

The data hold unit 1 holds a couple 0! addresses
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of a mobile host by corresponding them. Each of the

addresses in the data hold unit 1 is assigned before
and after a migration of the mobile host.

The application unit 2 checks 3 connection as
well as monitors a'timer. The unit 2 is relevant for a

higher layer in OSI model. which includes an applica-
tion layer. For example. the unit 2 operates as TCP at

TCP/IP (Transmission Control Protocol/InternetPro-

tocol) or a layer which is higher than TOP.

The migration address unit 3 processes a migra-

tion address with referring to data in the data hold unit
1. The concrete operation of the migration address

unit 3 varies depending on a type of the migration

communication control device comprising the unit 3.
and this will be described in detail later.

The communication control unit 4 controls the

communication. The unit 4 is relevant for a Iowerlayer
in the OSI model. For example. the unit 4 operates as
a layer which Is lower than IP at TOP.

The application unit 2 and the communication
control unit 4 are the same units as ones Implemented

on a general host. Besides the unit 2 and 4. the mi-
gration communication device in the first embodiment

ofthe present Invention Includes the data hold unit 1

and the migration address unit 3; thereby Implements
an operation unique to this case. That is. the data hold

unit 1 and the migration address processing unit 3 are

attached to the mobile host which migrates across
networks. or a stationary host which is attached to a

network fixedly (for exampie. a gateway or a server):
otherwisa. they operate alone. Each device compris-

ing the unit 1 and 3 Supports a continuous communi-

cation unaffected by migration of the mobile host be-

sides providing its own function.
The data hold unit 1 and the mobile address unit

3. which are included in the devices attached to the

network, are described in Fle. 2. 3. 4. 5. FIG. 2

shows a migration communication control device
where the unit 1 and the units are attached to the mo-

bile host which migrates across networks: FIG. 3

shows a migration communication control device

where the unit 1 and the unit 3 are attached to a gate-
way which connects the networks: FIG. 4 shows a mi-

gration communication control device where the unit

1 and the unit 3 are attached to the stationary host.

which is the communication partner of the mobile

host; and FIG. 5 shows a migration communication
control device attached to the network itself.

The migration communication control device In

FIG. 2 (hereinafter referred to as a mobile host) fur-
ther includes the application unit 2. the communica-
tion control unit 4. and an address obtainmentunit 25.

besides the data hold unit 1 and the migration ad-
dress unit 3.

Each of the application unit 2 and the communi-
cation control unit 4 operates as the above; while the

unit 2 together with the unit 4 operate as a conven-

tional stationary host.



The address obtainment unit 25 obtains an ad-

dress of the mobile host assigned when it has migrat-
ed to another network. Although other options can be

considered. such as employing a manual setting by
an operator or communicating with a server computer
which administrates addresses of the network. it is

supposed here that the address is obtained in accor-

dance with an instruction ofa system administrator or
the operator. The address obtainment unit 25 is also

possessed by a general host and will not be described
in detail.

The addresses held in the data hold unit 1 are ob-

tained by the address obtalnment unit 25.

The migration address unit 3 (enclosed with a

broken line) consists of a response message trans-
mission unit 20. a marked packet conversion unit 21,

a migration address setting unit 26. a mlgratlon post
transmission unit 27. a reception packet unit 28. and

a marked packet reSumption unit 29.

The response message transmission unit 20
transmits the packet which responds to the received

packet if the response is needed.
The marked packet conversion unit 21 converts

a packet received from the response message trans-
mission unit 20 as well as the application unit 2 into a

marked packet by converting the address of the re-
ceived packet and marking the packet.

The migration address setting unit 26 stores the
address obtained by the address obtainment unit 25

into the data hold unit 1. The address obtained by the
unit 25 is the address of the mobile host assigned af-

ter the migration. and the unit 26 stores it Into unit 1

by corresponding it to the address 0! the mobile host

assigned before the migration.
The migration post transmission unit 27 posts via

the communication control unit4 that the address ob-

tained by the unit 25 is held in the data hold unit 1 to-

gether with the correspondence between a couple
addresses each of which assigned before and after
the migration.

The reception packet unit 28 detects whether or

not the received packet is marked. and sends the un-

marked packet to the applicatioa unit 2 while sending

the marked packet to the marketed packet resump-
tion unit 29.

The marked packet resumption unit 29 resumes
the marked packet.

The migration communication control device in

FIG. 3 (hereinafter referred to as a gateway) further
includes the application unit2 and the communication
control unit 4 besides the data hold unit1 and the mi-

gration address unit 3 (enclosed with a broken line).

Each of the application unit 2 and the communi‘
cation control unit 4 operates described the above.

and the unit 2 together with the unit 4 operate as a

conventional gateway.
The data hold unit 1 holds the correspondence

between a couple ofthe addresses ofthe mobile host
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each of which assigned before and after migration.
The migration address unit 3 consists of a recep—

tion packet unit 35. a migration post information unit
36. an address comparison unit 37. an address con-

version post transmission unit 33. and a marked pack-
et conversion unit 39.

The reception packet unit 35 detects whether or

not the received packet is the packetcomprising a mi-
gration post message, which is transmitted by the mo-

bile host. The unit 35 then sends the migration post
message to the migration post information unit 36

while sending the other packets to the address com-
parison unit 37.

In accordance with the migration post message

received from the reception packet unit 35. the migra-
tion post Information unit 36 stores in the data hold

unit 1 the correspondence between a couple of the

addresses of the mobile host each of which assigned
before and after the migration. The unit 36 also sends

the migratiOn post message to the address conver-
sion post transmission unit 38.

The address comparison unit 37 detects whether

or not the destination address of the packet received

from the reception packet unit 35 coincides with the
address ofthe mobile host assigned before migration.
which is held in the data hoid unit 1. When they coin-
cide with each other. the unit 37 further sends to the

marked packet conversion unit 39 the address as-

signed after the migration. which corresponds to the
address which coincides with the destination ad-

dress. as well as the packet received from the recep-

tion packet unit 35. On the other hand. when they do
not coincided with each other. the unit 37 implements

a function of a gateway by sending the packet to the
application unit 2.

The address conversion post transmission unit
38 transmits to the destination address of the above

packet received from the reception packet unit 35 an

address conversion post message to inform that the

address of the mobile host changes when the ad-
dress comparison unit 37 detects a coincidence. Also

the unit 33 transmits the address conversion post

message to the network which satisfies the following
two conditions: (1) the network where the address

assigned before the migration. which is held in the

data hold unit 1. is other than 0(2) the migration com-
munication control device employs as the gateway is
not attached to the network. When the address con-

version post message is transmitted to the network.

which satisfies the above conditions. its destination
_ address is a broadcast address of the network. rhe

broadcast address consists of a network part and a

host part. and every bit of the host part is 1.

The marked packet conversion unit 39 generates
a marked packet when the address comparison unit

37 detects a coincidence. The unit 39 generates it by

marking a general packet after converting the destin-
ation address of the packet. Then, the unit 39 trans-
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mits it. x

The migration communication control device in

FIG. 4 (hereinafter referred to as a stationary host)
further includes the application unit 2 and the com-
munication control unit 4 besides the data hold unit 1

and the migration address unit 3 (enclosed with a
broken line).

Each of the application unit 2 and the communi-
cation control unit 4 operates as described the ab0ve.

and the unit 2 together with the unit 4 operate as a

conventional stationary host (not migrate).
The data hold unit 1 holds the correspondence

between a couple ofthe addresses of the mobile host

each of which assigned before and after the migra-
tion.

The migration address unit 3 consists of a recep-
tion packet unit 45. a marked packet resumption unit

46. an address conversion post information unit 47.

an address comparison unit 48. and a marked packet
conversion unit 49.

The reception packet unit 45 detects whether the

received packet is the packet comprising the address

conversion post message. the marked packet. or the

other packets. The address conversion post message
is transmitted by the gateway. Than the unit 45 sends

the address conversion post message to the address
conversion post information unit 47. the marked

packet to the marked packet resumption unit 46. and
the other packets to the application unit 2.

The marked packet resumption unit 46 resumes

the unmarked packet from the marked packet. which
is received from the reception packet unit 45.

The address conversion post inlormation unit 47

obtains from the packet comprising the address con-
versions post message. which is received from the re-

ception packet unit 45. the correspondence between

the address of the mobile host assigned before the

migration and the one assigned after the migration.
and stores it into the data hold unit 1.

The address comparison unit48 detects whether

or not destination address of the packet received from
the application unit 2 coincides with the address of

the mobile host assigned before migration. which is

held in the data hold unit 1. When they coincide with
each other. the unit 43 further sends to the marked

packet conversion unit 49 the address assigned after
the migration. which corresponds to the address
which coincides with the destination address. as well

as the packet received from the application unit 2. On
the other hand. when they 'do not coincided with each

other. the unit 48 sends the packet to the communi-
cation oontroi unit 4.

The marked packet conversion unit 49 generates
a marked packet when the address comparison unit

37 detects a coincidence. The unit 49 generates it by

marking a general packet after converting the destin-
ation address of the packet. Then, the unit 49 trans-
mits it.
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The migration communication control device in

FlG- 5. which is attached to the netw0rk by itself. con-

sists ofthe data hold unit 1 . the migration address unit
3 (enclosed with a broken line). and the communica-
tion control unit 4.

The data hold unit 1 holds the correspondence
between a couple of the addressee ofthe mobile host

each of which assigned before and after the migra-
tion.

The migration address unit 3 EOnsists of the re-

ception packet unit 35. the migration post information
unit 36. the address comparison unit 37. the address

conversion post transmission unit 38. and the marked

packet conversion unit 39. The units integrating the
migration address unit 3 operate substantially same

as eduivalent units integrating the gateway in FIG. 3
except the following.

In FIG. 3 the address conversion post transmis-

sion unit 38 transmits the address conversion post

message to the network satisfying both of the two
conditions. which are described in the above; where-

as. the address conversion post transmission unit 38

in FIG. 5 transmits the address conversion post mes-

sage to the broadcast address ofthe network as long
as the network satisfies the first condition. that is it

transmits the address conversion post message to

the network when the address assigned before the
migration, which is held in the data hold unit 1. is other
than 0.

FlG. 6 shows a first example of a network to

which the migration communication control device as

the mobile host in FIG. 2. the migration communica-
tion control device as the gateway in FIG. 3. and mi-
gralion communication control device as the station-

ary host In FIG. 4 are attached. in the figure nUmeral
11 denotes a mobile host in FIG. 2. which migrates‘
from a network A to a network B and obtains an ad-

dress o assigned on the network A as well as an ad-

dress [5 assigned on the network B.

Numeral 12 denotes a stationary host in FIG. 3.
which is attached to the network 8 and obtains an ad-

dress y assigned thereon.

Numeral 12' denotes a stationary host in FIG. 3.
which is attached tothe network A and obtains an ad-

dress y' assigned thereon.

Numeral 13 denotes a gateway in FIG. 3. which

has an address 9. The gateway 13 is attached to both
the network A and the network B.

The address on each network is assigned by a
system administrator.

FIG. 7 shows a second example of a network to

which the mobile host in FIG. 2. the gateway in FIG.

3. and the stationary host in FIG. 4 are attached. The
stationary host is not illustrated In FIG. 7 since its lo-
cation does not affect the communication with the
mobile host.

in the figure the mobile host 11 migrates across
network 14. and obtains an address m. m'. m". m”



assigned on each network respectively.
The network 5 as well as each of the network 1-

4 (hereinafter referred to as the net 5. and the net 1-
4 respectively) are connected with each other by a

gateway 1-4. as shown in the figure.
A gateway 1—4 (hereinafter referred to as gw1-gw

4) is the migration communication control device em-
ployed as the gateway in FIG. 3.

FIG. 8 shows a third example of the network to

which the mobile host in FIG. 2. the gateway in FIG.
3. and the stationary host In FIG. 4 are attached. Con-

struction of this network is substantially same as the

second example of the network in FIG. 6 although op-
eration thereof is different from the second example.
which will be described later.

FIG. 9 shows a fourth example ofthe network to

which the mobile host in FIG. 2. the migration com-

munication control device in FIG. 5. the stationary

host in FIG. 4 are attached. The migration communi—
cation control device as the stationary host will not be
described here.

In the figure. numeral 11 denotes the mobile host
which migrates across the network 1-4 and obtains
the address m. m‘. m". m” assigned on each network

respectively.
The network 5 as well as each of the network 1-

4 (hereinafter referred to as the net Stand the net 1‘
4 respectively) are connected with each other by a 9w

1-4. as shown in the figure,

Each of the migration communication control unit
1—4 (hereinafter referred to as 81-54) is relevant for
the one in the FIG. 5.

An address used in the first embodiment of the

present invention is described hereunder. Each ad-

dress consists of a network part. which is assigned on

each network and shared by every host attached to

that network. as well as a host part. which is assigned

to each host uniquely.
A broadcast address is a special kind of address,

which can be divided into two types. The first one is
the broadcast address used as the destination ad-

dress In transmitting a packet from a network to an-
other network. such as the broadcast address where

every bit of the host part is 1. When the first type of
the broadcast address is used as the destination ad—

dress of the packet. the packet is transferred by the

gateway to the network directed by the network part

of the broadcast address. The other one is used in
transmitting a packet within a network, such as the

broadcast address where-every bit of both the host
part and the network part is 1. When the second type
of the broadcast address is used as the destination

address‘ of the packet, the packet is transmitted to all
the devices attached to the network. which includes

the broadcast address. However. the gateway does
not transfer the packet to any other network.

Operations of the migration communication con-
trol device in the first embodiment of the present in-
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vention are described hereunder with referring to
drawings.

(operation example in FIG. 6)

In FIG. 6. when the mobile host migrates from the
network A to the network 8. the migration communi-
cation control device is operated as follows.

in a first operation. the mobile host and the gate-
way operate when the mobile host migrates across
networks.

In a second operation. the stationary host trans-
mits a packet to an address of the mobile host which

was assigned before the migration.
In a third operation, the stationary host transmits

the packet to an address of the mobile hostwhlch has

been assigned after the migration.
In a fourth operation. the mobile host recaives

the packet which Is transmitted by the stationary host.
in a fifth operation. the mobile host sends a re-

sponse message to the stationary host.

(first operation in FIG. 6)

In FIG. 6 the mobile host 11 attached to the net-

work A (enclosed with a broken line) migrates to the

network B to complete ongoing communication with
the stationary host 12. which is attached to the net—

work 3. When migrating to the network 8. the ad—

dress obtainment unit 25 in the mobile host 11 (FIG.

2) obtains the address 0 assigned on the network B.

Immediately after obtaining the address B. the

address obtainment unit 25 gives the address 13 to the

migration address setting unit 26 and the migration
post transmission unit 27. The migration address set-

ting unit26 stores the address 0 into the data hold unit

1 by corresponding it to the address a. which is the

address assigned before the migration. FIG. 10 (a)

shows the content of the data hold unit 1. The migra-
tion post transmission unit 27 gives to the gateway 13
via the cemmunication controi unit 4 a packet com-

prising migration post message and the correspon-

dence between the address a and the address 0. so
that the gateway 13 will know that the mobile host 11
has migrated to the network 8. The mobile host 11
can transmit the packet both before and after the mi-

gration. in FIG. 6 a packet 51 is transmitted before the

migration. and its format is shown in FIG. 11 (a). As

shown in FIG. 11 (a), the packet 51 consists ofa des-
tination address 91. a source address 92. and data

93. The data 93 further comprise a message type 98.
an address before migration 94. and an address after

migration 95.

Receiving from the communication control unit 4

the packet 51. the gate way 13 sends it to the recep-

tion packet unit 35. the unit 4 and the unit 35 being in

FIG.:3. From the message type 98 In FIG. 11 (a). the

gateway 13 identifies the packet 51 with the migra—



tion post message. and gives the packet 51 to the m'tr
gration post information unit 36. The migration post in-
formation unit 36 obtains from the data 93 in the data

packet 51 the address before migration u. and the ad-

dress ailer the migration [3; then stores them into the

data hold unit 1 by corresponding them with each
other. The content of the data in the data hold unit 1

is shown in FIG. 10 (b),

Additionaily. the destination address 91 of the
packet in FIG. 11 (a). can be the broadcast address

of the network A. where the network part names the

network A and every bit of the host part is 1. When

the broadcast address is employed. every stationary

host attached to the network A. including the gate
way 13. receives the correspondence of the address-

es each ofwhich assigned before and after the migra-
tion. In this case communication control unit 4 in the

stationary host 12' receives the data packet 51, and

gives it to the reception packet unit 45. the unit4 and

the unit 45 in FIG. 4. From the message type 98 in
FIG. 11 (a). the reception packetunit 45 identifies the

packet 51 with the migration post message. and gives
the packet 51 to the address conversion post infor-
mation unit 47. The unit 47 obtains from the data 93

in the data packet 51 the address before migration a
and the address after the migration 13 and stores them

into the data hold unit 1 by corresponding them with
each other. Once those addresses are stored in the

data hold unit 1. the stationary host 12' can transmit

a packet to the address assigned alter the migration
instead of transmitting it to the address before the mi-

gration. the same to other stationary hosts attached
to the network A,

(second operation in FIG. 6)

In the second operation. the stationary host 12

transmits :. packet :oihe address assigned before the

migration after the mobile host 11 migrates to the net-

work B and obtains the address [3 assigned on the
network 8. It is supposed that the mobile host 11

transmits the packet 51. which comprises the migra-
tion post message. to the gateway 13 rather than to
the broadcast address of the network A.

The stationary host 12. which is not notified that

the mobile host 11 has migrated to the network B.
transmits the packet to the address a of the mobile

host. which was assigned before the migration. A

packet 52 in FIG. 6 is transmitted by the stationary
host 12 to the address a of the mobile host 11. and

its format is shewn in FIG. 11 (f). The packet 52 is re-
ceived by the gateway 13. Because the gateway 13
is located between the source address of the packet

52 and the address of the mobile host a assigned be-
fore the migration. and also it is attached to the net-
work A. to which the mobile host 11 was attached be-

fore the migration.

The gateway 13 employs its devices in FIG. 3 to
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implement its functions including reception of the
packet. That is, the communication control unit 4 in

the gateway 13 receives the packet 52, and sends it

to the reception packet unit 35 in the migration ad-
dress unit 3. The reception packet unit 35 identifies

the packet 52 with ageneral packet and gives it to the
address comparison unit 37. The unit 37 compares

the destination address a of the packet 52 with the

address before the migration. which is held in the data

hold unit 1; then detects whether Or not they are co-
incide with each other. When the destination address

of the received packet does not coincide with the ad-

dress assigned before the migradon. the address

comparison unit 37 sends the packet to the applica-

tion unit 2. On the other hand, when they coincide
with each other, the address comparison unit 37 ob-

tains from the data hold unit 1 the address it of the
mobile host assigned after the migration. which cor-
responds to the address a; then sends it both to the

address converslon post transmission unit 38 and the
marked packet conversion unit 39.

As is described the above. the packet 52 is trans-

mitted to the address a of the mobile host 11 by the
stationary host 12. Therefore. the address conver-

sion post transmission unit 33 notifies the stationary
host 12 that the address of the mobile host 11 has

changed by transmitting thereto the packet 53. FIG.

11 (b) shows the packet 53. Simultaneously. the

marked packet conversion unit 39 converts the pack

at 52 into the packet 53 by rewriting the destination

address of the packet 52 to the address 13 assigned

after the migration. returning thereto the previous
destination address of the packet 52 as additional In-

formation, and marking to show that its destination
address has changed; then sends the packet to the

communication control unit 4. Thereby. the packet52.
which is converted into the marked packet 52'. Is
transferred from the address a of the mobile host 11

assigned before the migration to the address iii as-

signed after the migration. FIG. 12 (9) shows the
packet 52'.

Receiving the packet 53 from the communication

control unit 4 in the stationary host 12. it sends its
packet 53 to the reception packet unit 45. the unit 4

and the unit 45 being in FIG. 4. From the message

type 98 in FIG. 11 (b). the reception packet unit 45
identifies the packet 53 with the address conversion

postmessage. and gives the packet 53 to the address

conversion post information unit 47. The address con-
version post information unit 47 obtains from the data

93 in the data packet 53 the address before migration

0 and the address after the migration [3; then stores
them into the data hold unit 1 by corresponding them
with each other. Thereby. the stationary host 12 ab-

tains the address ofthe mobile host 11 assigned after
the migration. so that a direct communication be-

tween the stationary host 12 and the mobile host 11
is implemented.



In the second operation the migration communi-

cation control device comprising the units in HO. 4 Is
employed as the stationary host 12. However. 5 mm
ventlonal stationary host. which is not constructed as
the migration communication control device can also

be communication partner ofthe mobile host if it is at-
tached to a network. Therefore. hereunder a commu—
nication between the mobile host 11 and the conven-

tion stationary host is described.

When the conventional stationary host transmits
a packet to the address of the mobile host 11 as-

signed before the migration after the mobile host 11
has migrated to another network. the gateway 13
transfers the packet to the address of the mobile host

11 assigned after the migration as well as sends to

the stationary host the packet 53 comprising the ad-
dress conversion post message in FIG. 11 (c). This
operation is same as the above.

However. when receiving the packet 53. the sta-
tionary host disposes it since it does not support the

address conversion post message and judges the
packet 53 is not a required packet. Thus. the com/en-
tional stationary host cannot utilize the packet 53 to

detect the address of the mobile host assigned after

the migration nor hold the correspondence of the ad-
dresses each assigned before and after the migra—
tion. ‘

Therefore. the stationary host gives the packet

only to the address ofthe mobile host 11 assigned be-
fore the migration. Then. the gateway transfers the

packet to the address of the mobile host 11 assigned

after the migration, and the mobile host 11 receives
the packet. The message from the mobile host 11.

such as the response message, is transmitted to the

stationary host directly. so that it is received by the
stationary host withOut fail.

Thus. the conventional stationary host transmits

a packet to the mobile host indirectly and receives a

packet from the mobile host directly. Centinuous com-

munication unaffected by the mobile host's migratl0n
can be Implemented. even when the conventional sta-

tionary host is employed.

(third operation in FIG. 6)

in the third operation. the stationary host 12
transmits the packet to the address 13 of the mobile

host 11 assigned after the migration with referring to
the correspondence of the addresses each assigned

before and after the migration. which is held in the
data held unit 1. The third operation is described here-

under with refernng to FIG. 4.

The stationary host 12 employs its devices ln
FIG. 4 to implement conversion ofthe destination ad-
dress and the transmission of the packet. both of

which integrate the third operation. That is. applica-
tion unit 2 sends to the address comparison unit 43

the packet 54. whose destination address is the ad-
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dress u of the mobile host 11 assigned before the mi-
gration. FIG. 11 (f) shows a format of the packet 54.
Then. the comparison unit 43 obtains the destination

address ofthe packet 54 and detects whether or not

it coincides with the address before the migration.
which is held in the data hold unit 1.

The comparison unit 43 sends the packet 54 to
the communication control unit 4 when the above ad—

dresses do not coincide with each other while it sends

the packet 54 to the marked packet conversion unit
49 when the above addresses coincide with each

other. In the third operation the coincidence is detect—

ed since the corresponded between the address a
and the address [3 is stored in the data hold unit 1.
Therefore, the packet 54 is sent to the marked packet

conversion unit 49. Then the marked packet conver—
sion unit 49 obtains from the data hold unit 1 the ad-

dress B of the mobile host assigned after the migra-
tion. which corresponds to the address a as well as

converts the packet 54 Into the packet 54‘ by convert-

ing the destination address a into the address [3. re-

turning thereto the original destination address a as

additional information. and marking the packet 54 to
show that its destination address has changed: then
sends the packet 54' to the communication control

unit 4. FlG. 11 (c) shows a format of the packet 54‘.
Since the destination address of the packet 54' is an

updated address of the mobile host 11. the packet
54‘ is given to the mobile host 11 without fail.

(fourth operation in FIG. 6)

In the fourth operation, the mobile host 11 re-

ceives the marked packet54' and obtains the original
unmarked packet 54 by resuming the packet 54‘. This

operation is described hereunder with referring to
FIG. 2.

The mobile host 11 employs its devices In FIG. 2
to implement its operation. That is. the communica-

tion control unit 4 receives the packet 54' and sends

it to the reception packet unit 28. The reception pack-

at unit 28 detects that the received packet 54' is
marked. and sends it to the marked packet resump-

tion unit 29. The unit 29 obtains the original destina-
tion address a, which is held in the additional informa—

tion 97. and replaces the current destlnatlon address

s of the packet 54‘ with the address a. Then it sends

the packet 54' to the application unit 2. Thus. the mo-
bile host 11 can receive the packet destined for its out-
dated address. '

(fifth operation in FIG. 6)

In the fifth operation. the mobile host 11 sends to

the stationary host 12 a packet comprising a re-

sponse message (hereinafter referred to as a re-

sponse packet) or a packet excluding the response

message (hereinafter referred to as a non-response
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packet). A type of the received packet determines
whether or not it is responded with the response
packet.

When the packet 54' is responded with a re-

sponse packet. the mobile host 11 employs its devic-
es in FIG. 2 to send the response packet. That is. the

response message transmission unit 20 builds the re-

sponse packet. and sends it to the marked packet
conversion unit 21 together with the destination ad-
dress a of the packet 54'. ‘-

The mobile host 12 also employs its devices to

send the non-response packet 55. That is. the appli-

cation unit 2 gives the address a assigned before the
migration and the non-response packet to the
marked packet conversion unit 21. The unit 21 sends

the received packet to the stationary host 12 via the

communicatIOn control unit 4 without marking it. FIG.

11 (9) shows the packet sent by the unit 21 to the sta-

tionary host 12.
The communication control unit 4 in the station’

ary host 4 receives the packet 55. and gives it to the
reception packet unit 45. The unit 45 detects that the

packet 55 is the non-response packet. so that it gives
the packet 55 to the application unit 2. Thus. the sta-

tionary host and the mobile host implement a contin-

uous communication unaffected by mobile host's rni—

gration. Although the migration communication con-

trol device is employed as the stationary host 12 in
this embodiment. the conventional host can also be

employed to transmit the non-response packet.
In the above. the unmarked response packet and

the unmarked non-response packet are sent to the

mobiie stationary host 12. On the other hand. here-
under the operation of the mobile host 11 at conver-

sion of the response packet and the non~response
packet into the marked ones is described. This will be

employed effectively in a communication between
mobile hosts.

Receiving the unmarked packet from the applica-

tion unit 2. the marked packet conversion unit 21 gen-
erates a packet 55‘ where the destination address

and the source address are the address y of the sta-

tionary host 12 and the address is assigned after the

migration respectively. Also in generating the packet
55'. the application unit 2 gives to the received packet

the address a. assigned before the migration as addi-
tional information as well as marks the received pack-
et to indicate that the destination address has con-

verted. FIG. 11 (d) shows a format of the packet 55‘.
Then the application unit 2 sends the packet 55' to
the stationary host 12 via the communication control
unit 4.

The communication control unit 4 in the station-

ary host 12 receives the packet 55'. and sends it to
the reception packet unit 45. Detecting the packet

55‘ is the marked packet. the reception packet unit45

sends it to the marked packet resumption unit46. The

unit 46 resumes the packet 55' into the packet 55 by
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unmarking it and replacing the scurce address there-

of with the address a assigned before the migration.
which is held as the additional information. A format

ofthe packet 55 is shown in FIG. 11 (e). Thus. the sta-

tionary host and the mobile host implement a contin-
uous communication unaffected by mobile host's mi-

gration.

(operation example in FIG. 7)

In FIG. 7. when the mobile host migrates across
the network 1. 2. 3. and 4. and obtains a temporary

address assigned on each network. the newest ad-
dress ot the mobile host is transmitted to the station-

ary host. which operates as communication partner.

(migration from network 1 to network 2)

The address of the mobile host is m when it is at-

tached to the network 1. When migrating from the

network 1 to the network 2. the mobile host 11 replac-
es its address with m‘ assigned on the network 2.

Then the mobile host 11 notifies the migration com-
munication control device attached to the network 1

that it has migrated to the network 2 by sending
thereto a packet comprising a migration post mes-

sage. In FIG. 7 the migration communication control

device gw1. gw 2 attached to the network 1 receive

the migration post packet 61. and store it into its own
data held unit 1. The operation in FIG. 7 is substan-

tially same as the operation in FIG. 6 except that in

FIG. 7 the packdt§1 holds the address of the mobile
host assigned before the last migration besides the

correspondence of the addresses each assigned be-
fore and after the current migration. The address as-

signed before the last migration makes the gws pre-

pare for further migration of the mobile host. which
will be described later. A format of the packet 61 is

shown in FIG. 12 (3). Since the migration from the
network 1 to the network 2 is the first migration in

FIG. 7. the packet 61 holds 0 atthe address assigned

before the last migration.

The 9w 1 and the gw 2 store in the data held unit
1 the correspondence of the addresses each as-

signed before and after the migration. as well as the
address assigned before the last migration. As shown

in FIG. 13 (a). m-m' and O are stored in the data hold

unit 1 of each of the gw1 and‘the gw 2.
Then. the 9w 1 and the gw 2 detects from 0 at the

address assigned before the lastmigration that no mi-
gration had been conducted before the current migra-
tion.

The broadcast address of the network 1 can be

employed as the destination address of the migration
post packet 61. If the packet is destined for the broad-

cast address. every host attached to the network 1.

which includes the 9w 1 and the gw 2. will hold the
correspondence of the addresses each of which as-



signed before and after the migration as well as the

address assigned before the last migration. Thereby.
the hosts attached to the network 1 can communicat-

ed with the mobile host directly.

(migration from network 2 to network 3)

When migrating from the network 2 to the net-
work 3. the mobile host 11 obtains m" at the address

assigned after the migration. Then the mobile host 11

notifies the gw 2 and a gw 3. both of which are attach—
ed to the network 2. that the mobile host 11 has mi—

grated to the network 3 by transmitting thereto a

packet comprising the migration post message. refer-

red to as a packet 62 in FIG. 7. FIG. 12 (bj shows a
formatofthe packet 62. which is transmitted to the gw
2. The broadcastaddress ofthe network2 can be em-

ployed as the destination address of the packet 62.
When the packet 62 is transmitted to the broadcast

address of the network 2. every host attached to the

network 2. which includes the gw 2 and the gw 3.
holds the correspondence of the addresses each as—

signed before and alter the migration.

The gw 2 employs its devices in FIG. 3 to process

the packet 62. That is. receiving the packet 62. the gw
2 sends it to the migration post information unit 36 via
the communication control unit 4 and the reception

packet unit 35. then refers to the data hold unit 1
where m—>m' and 0 are still held at the address cor-

respondence and at the address assigned before the
last migration respectively. The migration post infor-
mation post unit 36 obtains frorn the packet 62 m‘- ,

m" as the newly assigned correspondence between

the addresses each of which assigned before and af-

ter the current migration. the migration from the net-
work 2 to the network 3. Then. it detects whether or

not the address m' coincides with the address held in
the data hold unit 1 as the address assigned after the

last migration. Since the unit 36 detects the coinci-
dence. it replaces the address m' in the unit 1 with the

' address m" as well as replaces the correspondence

m-m' with the correspondence m—rn".

Also the migration post information unit 36 sends
to the data hold unit 1 the address rn assigned before

the last migration together with the address corre-
spondence m'-m" obtained from the current migra-

tion. Now the date hold unit 1 In the gw 2 holds the

address m at the address assigned before the last mi-

gration and the address correspondence m‘-m" at
the correspondence of the addresses each of which

assigned before and after the migration as well as the
address 0 at the address assigned before the last mi-
gration as well as the address correspondence m-
m' at the correspondence of the addresses each of

which assigned before and after the migration. After

updating as well as adding the addresses in the data
hold unit 1, the migration post information unit 36
sends to the address conversions post transmission
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unit 36 m'-m“ as the newly obtained correspondence

of the addresses before and after the current migra-
tion.

The address conversiOn post transmission unit

38 detects the network satisfying the loliowing con—
ditions with referring to the data hold unit 1 and then

transmits the address conversion post message to
the broadcast address of the detected network. That

is. the address conversion post message is transmit-
ted to the network where the address assigned be-

fore the migration. which is held in the data hold unit

1. is other than 0 as well as the migration communi-

cation control device employed as the gateway is not
attached. Although in the migration from the network
2 to the network 3. the data hotd unit 1 holds m at the

address assigned before the last migration. the gw 2
is attached to the network 1; therefore. the unit 38

does not transmit the address conversion post to the
network 1.

The packet 62 is also received by gw 3. When re-
ceiving the packet 62. the gw 3 employs its own de-

vices in FIG. 3 to process the packet 62, which is sub-

stantially same as does the gw 2 except the following.

That is. the address conversion post transmission

unit 38 of the gw 3 detects that tne gw 3 is not attach-
ed to the network 1 . Also it is detected that the mobile

host 11. attached to the network 1. has the address

m as the address assigned before the last migration.

Therefore. the unit 38 of the gw 3 transmits to the
broadcastaddress ofthe network 1 a packet compris-

ing the address conversion post message. which is
referred to as a packet 63. FIG. 12 (c) shows the
packet 63. ‘

The packet 63 is received by the gw 2, the gw 1.

both ofwhich are attached to the network 1. Although

it is also received by the stationary host 11. this will
not be described here. Obtaining the current address
correspondence m'-m" from the packet 63. where
m' coincides with the address which has been held in

the hold unit 1 at the address obtained after the mi-

gration. the gw 1 changes the m-m' in the data hold

unit 1 into the m-m" by replacing rn‘ with m" as the

address assigned after migration.
On the other hand. the data hold unit 1 of the gw

2 had gained from the packet 62 the ab0ve informa—

tion before receiving the packet 63. Therefore the

content of the unit 1 of the gw 2 does not change

across reception ofthe packet63. This Is because the

gws o! the present Invention locate on a gateway.
which connects a oeupie of networks. Due to its loca-

tion. each gw receives packets from two networks.
However. actually the packet 62 Is destined for the

network 2 and the packet 63 is destined for the net—

work 1. Therefore. even though the gw 2, which are
attached to both the network 1 and the network 2. re-

ceives both the packet 62 and 63 by the gw 2. lhls will
not cause 'any problem In the communication be-
tween the stationary host 12 and the mobile host 11.



FIG 13 (b) shows the content of the data hold unit

1 in each of the gws.

(migration from network 3 to network 4)

When migrating from the network 3 to the net-
work 4. the mobile host 11 obtains m'“ as the address

assigned after the migration. Then the mobile host 11

sends to the gw 3 and a gw 4. both of which are at-

tached to the network 3. a packet comprising the mi-
gration post message. The packet received by the gw
3 is referred to as a packet 64. The broadcast address

of the network 3 can be employed as the destination
address ofthe packet 64. When the packet 64 is dee-
tined for the broadcast address of the network 3. ev-

ery host attached to the network 2. which includes

the gw 3 and the gw 4. obtains from the packet the
correspondence of the addresses each of which as-

signed before and after the migration from the net-
work 3 to the network 4.

The gw 3 employs its devices in FIG. 3 to process

the pacitet34. That is. receiving the packet 64. the gw

3 converts the content of the data hold unit 1 by re-
placing the address correspondence m-m" with m-
m‘“. newly holding m"-m'“ obtained from the packet 64

as well as the address m' assigned before the last rni-
gration. Then. the address conversion post transmis»

sion unit 38 of the gw 3 transmits the address conver-

sion post message to the network satisfying the fol-
lowing condition. That is. the address conversion post
message is transmitted to the network where the ad-

dress assigned before the mlgration. which Is held in .

the data hold unit 1. is other than 0 as well as the gw

3 it self is not attached. The packet including the ad-
dress convereion post message is referred to a pack-
et 65. and the packet is transmitted to the broadcast

address oithe network 1. FIG. 7 (c) shows the packet
65.

The packet 64 is also received by gw 4. When re-

ceiving the packet 64. the 9w 4 renews the content
of the data hold unit 1 by replacing m'-m" with m'-rn“'

as well as newly holding the address m‘ as the ad-

dress assigned before the Iast migration. Further. the
address conversion post transmission unit 38 of the

gw 4 detects that the gw 4 is not attached to the net-
work 2 which has the address other than 0 at the ad-

dress assigned before the last migration; therefore.
the unit 36 of the gw 4 transmits a packet comprising

the address conversion post message. which is refer-
red to as a packet 66. to the broadcast address ofthe

network 2. FIG. 7 (c) shows the packet 66.

Receiving the packet 65. 65. the 9w 2 and the gw
1 renew the content of its data held unit 1, which is

substantially the same as the above.

The gw 3 and the gw 2 receives the same infor-
mation twice since the former receives the packet 64

and 65 while the latter receives the packet 65 and 66.
This is because gws ofthe present invention locate on
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a gateway and receives packets from a couple of net-
works. which is described the above.

FIG. 13 (c) shows the contentofthe data hold unit

1 in each of the gws. Thus. according to the gws of
the present invention. the packet transmitted to any

of the addresses m. m'. rn" ls transferred by the gws
to the updated address of the mobile host. the gws

also notify the stationary host of the updated ad-
dress.

For example. when the stationary host is not no-
tified of the updated address of the mobile host and

transmits a packet to the address m'. the packet ls re-

ceived by the gw 2 and the 9w 3. both of which are
attached to the network 2. Then. the gw 2 and the gw
3 transfers the packet to the updated address of the

mobile host as well as notifies the stationary host oi
the updated address. Thereby. the stationary host
obtains the updated address of the mobile host. so
that it will be able to communicate with the mobile

host directly. The packet destined for the address

m' is received by both the gw 2 and the gw 3, since
they are attached to the network 2. Thus. the mobile
host receives the same packet twice. once from the

gw 2 and the other time from the gw 3. and the sta—
tionary host receives the same message twice; how-

ever, the repeated packet or the message can be sim-
ply ignored. so that this will not cause any problem in

the communication between the stationary host and
the mobile host. The repeated packet or the message

is observed when the two gws are attached to each
network in FIG. 7: whereas it is not observed when

only one migration communication control device is
attached to each network. which will be described lat-

er at the operation in FIG. 9.

(operation example in FIG. 8)

In FIG. 6. FIG. 7. the stationary host transmits the
data packet to the outdated address after‘mobile host

notifies the gws that it has migrated to another net-

work. Then the gws transmit the address conversion

post message to the stationary host. However. in FIG.

8 the gws convert the destination address of data the

packet from the outdated address into the updated

address assigned afterthe migration instead of trans
mining the address conversion poet message.

A packet 71. 72 In FIG. 8 are substantially same
as the packet 51. 52 in FIG. 6. The operation conduct-

ed before the packet 72 is transmitted by the station-

ary host 12 and Is received by the gateway 13 is sub-
stantially same as the firstoperatlon in FIG. 6. The op-

eration which follows reception ofthe packet72 is de-

scribed hereunder with referring to FIG. 3.

The gate way 13 employs its units in FIG. 3 to
process the packet T2. The communication control

unit4 receives the packet 72 and gives it to the recep-
tion packetunit 35 in the migration address unit 3. De-

tecting that the packet 72 is a general packet. the re-



ception packet unit 35 sends it to the address compar-
ison unit 37. The address comparison unit 37 detects

whether or not the destination address of the packet
72 coincides with the address in the data held unit 1

at the address assigned before the migration.

When no coincides ls found. the address compar-

ison unit 37 gives the packet 72 to the application unit
2. On the other hand. a coincidence is fOund. the ad-

dress assigned after the migration, which corre-
sponds with the address identical to the destination

address of the packet 72. is obtained from the data
hold unit 1. and is sent to the marked packet conver-

sion unit 39 together with the packet 72. The marked
packet conversion unit 39 generates a packet
72' where the destination address of the packet 72 is

replaced with the address assigned after the migra-

tion. which is sent by the address comparison unit 37.
the destination address of the packet 72 is added as
additional address. and a mark is set to indicate that
the destination address has converted. Then the

packet 72' is sent to the communication control unit4.

FIG. 12 (e) shows a format of the packet 72'. where
identical numerals denotes the same units in FIG. 11 .

The packet 72' is sent to the mobile host 11 without
fail since its destination address is the updated ad-
dress thereof. \

(operation example in FIG. 9)

In FIG. 9. the mobile host migrates across net-

work 1. 2. 3. and 4. In FiG. 7 the gw1-gw 4 are em-

ployed as the migration communication control devic-

es: whereas in FIG. 9 the gw 1-gw 4 are employed

simply as gateways to connect networks. and also an-
other migration communication control device is at-

tached to each network. The operation of the migra-
tion communication controi device, which is connect—

ed to the network alone. at processing the migration

post message or the address conversion post mes-

sage is substantially same as one of the gw1-gw 4 in
FIG. 7. The flow of the migration post message and
the address migration post message are mainly de-
scribed hereunder.

(migration from network 1 to network 2)

When migrating from the network 1 to the net-
work 2. the mobile host 11 sends a packet comprising
the migration poet message to the migration commu-
nication control device. which is attached to the net—

work 1. In FIG. 9 (a) a migration post packet 81 is

transmitted to a migration communication control de-
vice 31. which is attached to the network 1. The des-

tination address of the packet 81 can be the broad-
cast address of the network 1.

The device S1 processes the packet 81 by em-

playing its devices in FIG. 3. Receiving the packet 81.
the device S1 stores into the data hold unit 1 the cor—
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respondence of the addresses each assigned before
arid after the migration as well as the address as-

signed before the Iast migration. The migraticm post
information unit 35 transmits the packet 81 to the ad—
dress conversion post transmission unit 33: however.

since the unit 38 detects that the address assigned
before the last migration is 0. it does not transmit the

address conversion post message to any network.
The content of the data hold unit 1 in the 81-54 are

shown in FIG. 14 (a).

(migration from network 2 to network 3)

When migrating from the network 2 to the net-
work 3. the mobile host 11 notifies the 82. whlch is

attached to the network 2. that itghas migrated to the
network 3 by transmitting thereto the packet compris-

ing the migration post message. which is referred to

as a packet 82 in FIG. 9 (b).
The S2 employs its devices in FIG. 3 to process

the packet 82. That is. it converts the content of the

data hold unit1 by renewing and adding new informa-
tion. and finally holds in the unit 1 the address m'-

m" at the correspondence of the addresses each of

which assigned before and after the migration as well
as the address m assigned before the last migration.

Then. the migration post information unit 36 gives the
newly obtained correspondence m'-m" to the ad-

dress conversion post transmission unit 38.

The address conversion post transmission unit

38 detects whether or not the address assigned be-

fore the last migration. which is held in the data held
unit 1. is O. lfthe address is not 0. the unit 38 transmits

the address conversion post message to the broad-
cast address of the network which includes the de-

tected address. In FIG. 9 (b) the address m is held at

the address assigned before the fest migration. so
that the unit 38 transmits the packet 83 to the broad—
cast address of the network 1.

When receiving the Packet 83. the migration
communication control device 51. which is attached

to the network 1, renews the content of the data hold

unit 1 by newiy holding the address correspondence
mm" as well as the address 0 at the address as-

signed before the Iast migration. Detecting 0 at the
address assigned before the last migration. the ad

dress conversion post transmission unit 38 does not

transmit the address conversion post to any network.
The content of the data hold unit 1 In the 81-54 are

shown in FIG. 14 (b). '

(migration from network 3 to network 4)

When migrating from the network 3 to the net-
work 4. the mobiie host 11 notifies the communica-

tion migration controi device 83. which is attached to

the hetwork 3. that it has migrated to the network 4

by transmitting thereto a packet comprising the mi-



‘ 33

gration post message. referred to as a packet 84 it:

FlG. 9 (c).

The migration communication control device 53
employs Its devices In FIG. 3 to process the packet

84. That is. it newly holds into the data hold unit 1 the
address correspondence m"-m"' as well as the ad—

dress m‘ assigned before the last migration. Then,

the address conversion post transmission unit 38 in
the 33 transmits a packet comprising the address

conversion post message. referred to a packet 85 in

FIG. 9 (c). to the broadcast address of the network 2
since the address rn‘ is held at the address assigned

before the last migration in the data host unit 1.
When receiving the packet 85, the migration

communication control device 82 employs its devices

in FIG. 3 to process it. That is. it newly holds into the
data hold unit 1 the address correspondence m‘-

m“ as well as the address rn assigned before the last

migration Then. the address conversion post trans-
mission unit 38 in the 82 transmits a packet compris-

ing the address conversion postmessage. referred to

a packet 36 in FIG. 9 (c), to the broadcast address of
the network 2 since the address m is held at the ad-

dress assigned before the last migration in the data
hold unit 1.

When receiving the packet 86. the migration

communication control device 51 employs its devices

in FIG. 3 to process it. That is. it newly holds into the
data hold unit 1 the address correspondence m—m"

as well as the address 0 at the address assigned be-

fore the last migration. The address conversion post
transmission unit 38 in the 81 does transmit the ad-

dress conversion post since 0 is detected at the ad-

dress assigned before the Iast migration. The content
of the data hoid unit 1 in each ofthe 81-54 are shown

in FIG. 14 (c). Thus. according to the migration com-
munication control device 51—84 of the present inven—

tion. the 51-84 are notified of the updated address of

the mobile host at every migration. so that the packet
transmitted to any ofthe addresses m. m‘. m" is trans-

ferred thereby to the updated address of the mobile

host. The 81-54 also notify the stationary host of the
updated address of the mobile host.

The operation in FIG. 9 differs from the operation

in FIG. 7 in that each network has just one communi-

cation migration control device (one ofthe 81-54), so
that the migration post and the address conversion
transmitted to 51-84 are not duplicated.

In the format shown in FIG. 11 and 12. the mark

96 or the message type 93 indicates kind of packet.
That is. mark 96 indicates whether or not the packet

is marked while the message type 93 indicates
whether it is the packet comprising the migration post

message. the packet comprising the address conver-

sion post message. and the general packet. Further.
a protocol type can also be employed to indicate

which migration communication control device is em-

ployed. For example. when TCPIIP is employed. the
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protocol number at the IP header thereof distin-

guishes the packetemployed in the embodimentfrom
other packets. That is. when the protocol number in

the packet is identical with the one. which has been

assigned to the protocol number field. the packet is

the one employed in the embodiment.

In the first embodiment of the present invention.

a nonvolatile storage can be employed as the data
» hold unit 1 of the mobile host. If so. the communica-

tion can be resumed even after the host or the gatt.L

way is turned off as well as after the system Is reset.
Also even when the stationary host employs the

nonvolatile storage as the date hold unit 1. it can re-
sume the communication. which has interrupted by

the switch off or the system reset. rather fast since it
obtains from another host the updated address of the

mobile host instead of receiving from the gateway the

address conversion post message which shows the
updated address.

For example. it is supposed in FIG. 7 that the mo—

bile host 11 migrates from the network 1 to the net-

work 4. The data hold unit 1 of the migration commu-
nication device holds the address correspondence
m-m'“ since It has communicated with the mobile

host. which is attached to the network 4. at least

once. According to the migration communication con-
trol device In the embodiment described the above.

the packet is transferred from the outdated address

to the updated address of t he mobile host and the sta-

tionary host is notified ofthe updated address: there—
fore. even when the address information in the data

hold unit is lost by switch off thereof. the stationary
host will obtain the updated address. Restart of the
communication can also be implemented by employ-

ing a specific host such as a server. That Is. the sar-

ver may be constructed to obtain the updated ad-
dress of the mobile host at every migration. and give

it to the stationary host whenever requested. In this
case a packet comprising the address inquiry should

be generated beforehand.

Also in the fifth operation in FIG. 6. the mobile

host 11 employs the application unit 2 and sends to
the marked packet conversion unit 21 the address as-

signed before the migration when transmitting the

non-response address to the stationary host after it

has migrated to another network. Instead of sending
‘-the non-response address. the application unit 2 can

transmit a connection identifier to the marked packet
conversion unit 21. in this case the data hold unit of

the migration communication control device. em-

ployed as the mobile host. holds a correspondence
between the connection identifier and the address

that had been assigned when the connection was es-

tablished instead of holding the correspondence be-
tween the correspondence of the addresses each as—

signed before and after the migration. Then. the unit
21 obtains the source address of the packet by de-

tecting the address which corresponds to the identi-



fier. which is held in the data hold unit 1.

As is described the above. the mobile host can

employlthe broadcast address of the network when

transmitting the migration post to the migration com-
munication control devices. When the broadcast ad-

dress is employed. every host attached to the net-

work. to which the migration communication control
device is also attached. obtains the updated address
of the mobile host. This implements a direct commu-

nication between the mobile host and the stationary

host. which improves efficiency of the communica-
tion.

The address assigned before the last migration.
which is held in the hold unit 1. can be replaced with

the broadcast address assigned to the network to
which the mobile host is attached before the last mi-

gration. if the broadcast address is employed. the

gateway employed as the migration communication

control device (gws) or the migration communication

control device (33) needs to include the broadcastad—

dress in the address conversion post message. in this
case both devices can obtain the broadcast address

from the data hold unit: therefore. the operation
thereof at requesting the broadcast address will be
eliminated.

When storage capacity of the data hold unit 1 is
limited. the data hold unit 1 holds only the useful data
by disposing the unueeful data. which is least recently
retrieved therefrom by the address comparison unit.

[Embodiment 2]

In FIG. 15 network A. B. and C are connected in

a line via gateways 143 and 143‘. the gateway 143
placing between the network A and 3 while the gate-
way 143‘ placing between the network 8 and C.

A home migration communication control device

101 including a migration address unit 144 is attached

to the network A: a visitor migration communication

control device 109 including a migration address unit
145 is attached to the network B: and a visitor migra-
tion communication control device 109‘ including a

migration address unit 145' is attached to the network
0. A mobile host 146 including a migration address
unit 115 is attached to the network Aas its home net-

work. and a stationary host 151 including a migration
address unit 125 is also attached to the network A.

The mobile host 146 migrates across the network

A. B. and C. It has a home address a assigned when
it is attached to the network A, as well as other ad-

dresses-assigned depending on where it migrates.

such as a temporary address 9 on the network 8 and

a temporary address y on the network C.
Also each of the home migration communication

control device 101. the visitor migration communica-
tion control device 109. 109' which are identical in its

construction and the stationary host 151 has an ad-

dress Ha. Va. Va“. and Sa respectively assigned on
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the network.

Detailed function of the above devices 101. 109.

109'. 146. and 151 is described hereunder. in which

like components are labeled with like reference nu-
morals.

[home migration communication control device 101]

When the mobile host 146 migrates from the

home network to another network. it is assigned the
temporary address. However if the stationary host
151 is not notified of that migration. it transmits an

original data packet (hereinafter referred to as a non-
capsulated data packet) to the home address a of the

mobile host 146. When the noncapsulated data pack-
et is destined for the outdated address of the home

mobile host 146. the home migration communication
control device 101 transfers that noncapsulated data

packet from there to the updated address. that is the

temporary address 13 or y ofthe mobile host. Then. the

device 101 posts to the stationary host 151 the tem-

porary address B ory here. so that the stationary host

151 will be able to communicate directly with the mo—

bile host. The device 101 also posts the same infor-
mation to the visitor migration communication control
device 109. 109'. so thatthe devices 109. 109' will im-

plement the same function with the home migration
communication control device 101.

As shewn in FIG. 16 the home migration commu-

nication control device 101 consists of the migration
address unit 144 and a communication control unit

108. The migration address unit 144 further compris-

es a home mobile host (MH) list hold unit 102. a pack-

et transfer unit 103. a mobile host (Mt-l) transfer unit
104. an address inquiry unit 105. a packet monitoring
unit 106. an address post unit 107.

Next the function of each component integrating
the device 101 will be described. The communication

control unit 108 mainly controls the communication of

protocols located in lower layer: including a physical
layer. such as the protocol lower than IP.

The address post unit 107 receives from the mo-

bile host 146 an data packetincluding an address post

message. The address post message is generated
when the mobile host 146 migrates to the network 8

or C. and posts the temporary address [5 or y of the
mobile host to the device 101. The unit 107 sends the

address post message to the mobile host transfer unit

104 as well as sends a response message to the mo-
bile host 146. FIG. 28 (3) is an example ofthe address

post message. which includes the home address a as

well as the temporary address 13 or y of the mobile

host 146. a value of an autonomous flag F. and a '
broadcast address Bba. Cba on the network B. C.

The autonomous flag F will be described later. FIG. 28

(4) is an example of the response message.
A mobile host transfer unit 104 stores the address

post message into the home mobile host list hold unit
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102. notifies the Visitor migration communication con;
trol device 109 or 109' of the migration of the mobile
host 146 by sending thereto a mobile host transfer

message. and receives the data packet including the

response. Further. according to a direction given by
the packet transfer unit 103. the unit 104 transmits

the mobile host transfer message both to the station-
ary host 151 and the device 109 or 109‘. The unit 103

gives the direction when the value of the autonomous
flag F is 1.

FIG. 32 (3) and FIG. 35 (5) are examples of the

mobile host transfer message including the home ad-
dress a. the temporary address it or y. and the auton-
omous flag F. Since the mobile host transfer message
is sent to the stationary host 151 is sent only when the

autonomous flag F is 1; therefore. It does not neces

sarily include the value Of the flag F. However. the
identical message is sent both to the stationary host
151 and the visitor migration communication control

device 109. 109' in this embodiment to simplify the
construction of the mobile host transfer unit 104. FIG

32 (4) is an example of the response message.
As shown In FIG. 17, the home mobile host list

hold unit 102 holds the home address a. the tempor-
ary address [3. y. the value of the autonomous flag F.
and the broadcast address Bba, Cba on the network
8. C. all of which are obtained from the mobile host
transfer unit 104.

The packet monitoring unit 106 receives the
packet destined forthe home address a of the mobile

host 146. then sends it to the packet transfer unit 103

when the stationary host 151 transmits the packet to
the home address a of the mobile host 146 after the

mobile host 146 has migrated to another network.

The packet transfer unit 103 has a payload includ-
ing the noncapsulated data packet and the packet

transfer message informing the transfer of the non-

capsulated data packet. generates another data
packet. and sends it to the temporary address B. y of

the mobile host 146. FIG. 32 (2) is an example of the
packet transfer message. As is described the above.
the packet transfer unit 103 directs the mobile host
transfer unit 104 to transmit the mobile host transfer

message to the stationary host 151 only when the au-
tonomous flag in the home mobile host list hold unit

102 shows the value of 1. The operation conducted

when the flag F is 1 will be described later.

When the stationary host 151 has problems in

communicating with the mobile host 146 such as re-

ceiving the unusual mobile host transfer message.

the address inquiry unit 105 is employed to solve the

problems. That is. receiving from the stationary host
151 an address Induiry message. the address inquiry
unit 105 transmits to the stationary host 151 a data

packet which responds to the address inquiry by
showing the address to be used in the DOmmunica»

lion. The address inquiry message includes a type
field 132. a flag field 133. a sequence field 134. and
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a home address field 138. each of which having value
5. l. a certain number. and a respectively: while the

response message includes a temporary address
field 139 filled with the temporary address 0, y as well

as the flag field with 2. besides the type field 1 32. the
sequence field 134. and the home address field 138

fitted with the same values in the address inquiry
message.

[visitor migration communication control device 109]

The visitor migration communication control de-
vice 109 implements the same function with the home

migration communication control device 101. That is,
when the stationary host 151 transmits an encapsu-

lated data packet to the temporary address [3 of the
mobile host 146. which is the updated address there-

of since the mobile host has migrated to the network
C. the visitor migration communication control device

109 transfers that encapsulated data packet from the

temporary address {3 to temporary address 7. Then.
the device 109 posts to the stationary host 151 the
temporary address y. so that the stationary host 151

will be able to communicate directly with the mobile
host 146. However. whether or not the device 109

provides the above packet transfer service will be de-

termined in accordance with a processing load out on

the device 109 or with a Initial setting given by a sys-
tem operator; thus. the packet transfer service of the

device 109 is not necessarily an obligation.
As shown in FIG. 18. the visitor migration commu-

nication control device 109 consists of the migration
address unit 145 and the communication control unit

1 08. The migration address unit 145 further compris-

es the packet monitoring unit 106. a visitor mobile
host list hold unit 110. a packet transfer unit 111 . a mo—
bile host transfer unit 112. a mobile host visit unit 11 3.

and an autonomous support unit 114. The unit 106
and the unit 108 function the same as those in the

home migration communication control device 101.
Receiving an autonomous packet transfer sup-

port cheok message inquiring if the visitor migration
communication control device 109 provides the pack-

et transfer service. the autonomous support unit 114

responds to it with the response message where the
autonomous flag F shows 1 when the device 109 pro.

vides that service or 0 when it does not provide that

service. FIG. 28 (1) is an example of the autonomous

packet transfer support check message. while FIG.

28 (2) is an example of the response message includ-

ing the autonomous flag F and the broadcast address
Bba.

Receiving from the mobile host 146 the mobile
host visit message which informs thatthe mobile host

146 has migrated to the network 3. the mobile host
unit 113 responds it with the response message after

storing the mobile host visit message into the visitor
mobile host list hold unit 110. The mobile host visit



message includes the home address a and the tem-

porary address is of the mobile host 146. FIG. 28 (5)
is the format of the mobile host visit message. whlle

the FIG. 28 (6) is the format of the response mes-
sage.

Receiving from the mobile host transfer unit 104

in the device 101 the mobile transfer message in-
forming that the mobile host 146 has migrated to the
network C. the mobile host transfer unit 112 stores in

the visitor mobile host list hold unit 110 the updated

temporary address y of the mobile host 146 and the

value of the autonomous flag F by corresponding
them to the home address a. The unit 112 also trans-

mits to the stationary host 151 the mobile host trans-

fer message in accordance wit h the direction from the
packet transfer unit 111, as does the mobile host
transfer unit 104 in the device 101.

As shown in FIG. 19. the visitor mobile host list

hold unit 110 holds the home address a and the tern-

porary address {3 on the network 8. which are ob-
tained from the mobile host 146 via the mobile host

visit unit 113. as well as the temporary address y and
value on the autonomous flag F. which are obtained

from the home migration communication control de-
vice 101 via the mobile host transfer unit 112.

The packet transfer unit 111. as does the packet

transfer unit 103 in the home migration communica-
tion control device 101. transmits to the temporary ad-

dress y the data packet including the transfer mes-

sage as well as orders the mobile host transfer unit

112 to transmit the mobile host transfer message. '

[mobile host 146]

As shown in FIG. 20. the mobile host 146 includes

the migration address unit 115. an address obtain-
ment unit 116. the communication control unit 108.

end an application processing unit 124 which mainly
controls the communication of protocols located in

higher layers including an application layer. such as

TCP or layers located higher than it.

The migration address unit 115 comprises the a
packet transmission unit 1 1 7. a transfer packet recep-

tion unit 118. an address hold unit 119, a migration unit
120. an autonomous Support unit 121. an address

post unit 122. a mobile host visit unit 123.

The migration address unit 115 comprising the
above units is employed in transfer of data to the tem-

porary address [3 or y when the mobile host 146 mi-

grates to the network 8 or C. Also receiving the data

packet destined for the temporary address B or y in-
cluding the packet transfer message and the noncap-
suiated data packet. the device 115 transmits the

noncapsulated data to the application processing unit
124.

In accordance with the order given by the appli—

cation processing unit 124 when the mobile host mi-

grates to the network 3. C, the migration unit 120 con-
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trols the address obtalnment unit 116. the autono-

mous support unit 121 , the address post unit 122. the
mobile host visit unit 123, and the address hold unit
119.

Directed by the migration processing unit 120.
the address obtainment unit 116 obtains the tempor-

ary address [3. y of the mobile host 146 assigned when

it migrates to the network B. C respectively. BOOTP
in "Bill Croft and John Gilmore. BOOTSTRAP PRO-

TOCOL RF6951. Sep.. 1965" is an example ofobtain—

ing the temporary address: besides employing the

BOOTP. the operator may input the temporary ad-
dress ]3. y assigned by a system administrator of the
network 8. C.

Directed by the migration unit 120, the autono-
mous support unit 121 sends the autonomous packet

transfer support check message to inquire if the visi-
tor migration communication control device 109.
109' attached to the network 8, C, provides the pack-
et transfer service and receives the response mes-

sage to the inquiry. The autonomous packet transfer
Support check message is also sent to obtain the
broadcast address Bba and Cba on the network 8

and C respectively.

Directed by the migration unit 120. the address

post unit 122 sends the address post message to no—

tify the home migration communication control device

101 of the temporary address 9. y. The address post
message also informs whether or not the device 109.
109‘ provides the packet transfer service as well as

the broadcastaddress Bba. Cba on the network 3. C.

if the response message from the visitor migration
communication control device 109. 109' has the val-

ue 1 of the autonomous flag F. the mobile host vislt

unit 123 transmits to the visitor migration communica-
tion control device 109. 109' the mobile host visit

message including the home address a as well as the
temporary address 13. y respectively.

As shown in FIG. 21. the address hold unit 119

previously holds the home address a of the mobile
host 146 and the broadcast address Aba on the net-

work A. Now. the unit 119 newly holds the temporary
address [3 or y obtained from the address obtainment

unit 116 via the migration unit 120 and the broadcast
address Bba or Cba obtained from the autonomous

support unit 121 .via the migration unit 120.
When the mobile host 146 is attached to the net-

work A and receiving a data packet destined for the

home address a. the transfer packet reception unit
118 sends data etc. in the noncapsulated data packet

to the application processing unit 124. On the other
hand. when the mobile host 146 is attached to the

network 8 and receiving a data packet destined for

the temporary address [3, the data packet including

the packet transfer message and the noncapsulated
data packet destined for a, the unit 118 sends to the

appifcation processing unit 124 data etc. in the non—
capsulated data. Thus. the application processing



unit 124 receives the data without being affected by
the migration of the mobile across the networks.

Receiving the data to be transmitted and the in—

struction from the application processing unit 124. the
packet transmission unit 117 generates a noncapsu-
fated data packet whose destination address is the
home address a and transmits it.

[stationary host 151]

As shown in FIG. 22. the stationary host 151

comprises the migration address unit 125 and the ap-

plication processing unit 161 which mainly controls
the communication of a protocol located in higher lay-
ers including application layer. such as TCP or layers

located higher than the TCP and the communication
control unit 108.

The migration address unit 125 comprises a

transfer packet transmission unit 126. a packet recep-
tion unit 127. an address hold unit 128. an address in-

quiry unit 129. and the mobile host transfer unit 130.

The migration address unit 125 comprising the
above units generates a noncapsulated data packet
and sends it to the home address a when it is not no-

tified that the mobile host 146 migrate to the network

B or C and obtained the temporary address 0 or 1 re-
spectively. The unit 125 also generates an encapsu-

lated data packet including as a payload the noncap-
sulated data packet and a data transfer message.
which informs transfer of the noncapsulated data

packet and sends it to the temporary address 8. y.

when it is notified of the migration.

Receiving from the home migration commu nice-

tion control device 101 and the visitor migration com-
munication control device 109. 109‘ the data packet

including the mobile host transfer message which in-

forms the migration of the mobile host 146. the mo—
bile host transfer unit 1 30 stores into the address hold

unit 128 the home address a and the temporary ad-

dress 0 or y of the mobile host 146 assigned on the

network B or C respectively. .
As shown in FIG. 23. the address hold unit 128

holds the home address a. the temporary address [3

or y by corresponding them.
Directed by the application unit 161. the transfer

packet transmission Unit 123 generates a data packet
destined for the home address a, and transmits it.

However. if the address hold unit 128 holds the term

porary address I} or y besides the home address a.

the unit 126 generates an encapsulated data packet

destined for the temporary address 13 or y. which in-

cludes as a payload a noncapsulated data packet and
a packet transfer message. which informs transfer of

the noncapsulated data packet. and transmits it.

As is described the above. both the home migra-
tion communication control device 101 and the visitor

migration communication control device 109.

109’ generate the encapsulated data packet includ—
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ing the packet transfer message and the noncapsu-
lated data and transmits it to the current temporary

address of the mobile host 146. Owing to the device
101 or 109. 109'. the stationary host 151 is able to
transmit to the mobile host 146 both the noncapsulat-
ed data packet destined for the home address a and

the encapsulated data packet destined for the tem-

porary address [3 or 7 without failure even when the
address hold unit 128 fails to hold the current tempor-

ary address 13 or y and the stationary host 151 trans-
mits the data packet to the outdated address of the
mobile host 146.

The packet reception’unit 127 receives a data
packet which is sent from the mobile host 148 and has
Sa as its destination address. and sends the data etc.

in it to the application unit 161.

When the address inquiry unit 129 has problems

such as that it received an illegal mobile host transfer
message or that it cannot communicate with the mo-

bile host 146 successfully. it transmits a data packet

including an address inquiry message in order to in-

quire of the host migration communication control de-

vice 101 the address which is currently used to com-

municate with the mobile host 146.

[construction of data packet]

As shown in FIG. 24 (a). (b). (c). there are three
kinds of data packets. each data packet 210, 220.

230. includes each of header 211. 221. 231 and pay-
load 212. 222. 232 respectively.

The header 211 of the data packet 210 includes
a destination address 201. and a source address 202.

Also the payload 212 consists of a transmission data
203.

The header 221 of the data packet 220 includes
the destination address 201 and the source address

202. Also the payload 222 consists of a message 204.
The header 231 of the data packet 230 includes

the destination address 201 and the source address

202. Also the payload 232 consists of the message
204. which is employed as the packet transfer mes-

sage. and a noncapsulated data packet 210. Also
each header 211. 221. 231 includes information

showing presence or absence of the message 204 as
a protocol number etc.

The message 204 includes some of the fields in

FIG. 25 in accordance with its type.

The type of the message 204 is indicated in the
message type field 132. Besides the above types.

the message 204 is also empIOyed as an echo mes-
sage for examining whether or not a host employs an
appropriate operation in accordance with the mes-
sage.

Aflag field 133 indicates whether or not the mes-

sage 204 is a response. When the message 204 is not
the response. the field 133 further indicates whether

or not the message 204 requests a response.



A sequence field 134 gives a single number both
to the request message and its response message.

thereby the request message and the response mes—

sage are corresponded.
An autonomous flag field 135 contains a value of

the autonomous flag F indicating whether or not the

visitor migration communication control device
1 09.109‘ provide the packet transfer service.

A counter field 136 contains a counter indicating

the number of the visitor migration communication
control devices empi0yad to transfer the encapsulat-

ed deta packet consisting of the packet transfer mes-

sage and the noncapsulated data packet. The visitOr

migration communication control device increments

the counter in the received message packet by 1 . and

gives it to the message to be transmitted. When the
incremented number is greater than the predeter-

mined number. the received message packet is dis-
posed. .

A status field 137 of the response message indi-
cates presence or absence of an error in a tranSmis»

sion/reception of the data packet. For example. it in-
dicates an error in authentication information. which

will be described later. or the address inquiry mes-

sage which cannot or should not be responded.

A home address field 138, a temporary address
field 139. and a broadcast address field 140 indicates

the home address as well as the temporary address
of the mobile host 146 or the broadcast address on

its home network or on the network it migrates. Hew-
ever. what the broadcast address field 140 indicates

depends on type of the message 204. Whether the

message 204 is the request or the response also de-
vices the content ofthe broadcast address field 140.

The authentication information field 141 indi-

cates if a source address coincides with the sender‘s

address.

[outline of communication operation]

The home migration communication control de»

vice 101 and the visitor migration communication con-

trol device 109.109' is basically employed to transfer
th 9 data packet transmitted by the stationary host 1 51

as well as post to the stationary host 151 the updated
temporary address of the mobile host 146. Under—

standing of such operations will be helped by the fol-

lowing two points. .
1. Transfer of the data packet and posting of the

updated temporary address are conducted only

when the mobile host 146 migrates from its home
network to another network. The home network

refers to the one to which the home migration
communication control device is attached.

2. Posting of the updated temporary address is
conducted Only when the autonomous fiag F is 1.

which indicates the visitor migration communica-
tion controi device 109. attached to the same net«
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work as is the mobile host 146. provides the

packet transfer service. Otherwise. the data

packet transmitted by the stationary host 151 to
the posted temporary address will not be re—
ceived by the mobile host 146 when the mobile

host 146 migrates to another network.

[communication operation 1]

An example of the communication operation is

described hereunder. In the communication operation

1 the visitor migration communication control device
109.109' provides the packet transfer service when

the mobile host 146 migrates from the network A to
the network B. further from the network 8 to the net-
work C.

[migration from network A to network B]

The operation at the migration of the mobile host
146 from the network A to the network 8 is deScribed

with referring to FIGs. 26-29. FIG. 26 shows a flow of
the data packet transmitted between the devices;

FIG. 27 shows a communication sequence ofthe data
packet; FIG. 28 shows construction of each data

packet; and HG. 29 shows the content ofthe address
hold unit 119 etc.

When the mobile host 146 is attached to the net-

work A. the home mobile host list hoid unit 102 in the

home migration communication control device 101
holds the home address (1 both as the home address

and the temporary address of the mobile host 146.
Thereby the home migration communication control
device 101 detects that the mobile host 146 is attach-

ed to the network A.

The address hold unit 119 in the mobile host 146

holds the home address a and the broadcast address

Aba on the network A.

When the mobile host 146 migrates to the net-
work 8. the application unit 124 orders the operation

of the migration unit 120 in accordance with the in-

struction given by the operator. The temporary ad—

dress 13 is assigned to the mobile host 148 on the net—
work 8. and the address obtainment unit 116 obtains

it. The migration unit 120 stores into the address hold

unit 119 the temporary address 5 together with the
home address a and the broadcast address Aba.

(1) The autonomous support unit 121 tranSmits to
the visitOr migration communication oOntrol de-

vice 109. which is attached tothe network B. the

data packet including the autonomous packet
transfer support check message 147 which holds

the home address a and the temporary address

[3. The destination address of the data packet is

the broadcast address shared by every network.
such as an address where every hit is 1. The mes»

sage 147 does not necessarily hold the home ad-
dress a and the temporary address 13 although
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they can be used in checking the security of the

network if it does. Also the message 147 holding
the home address a and the temporary address

y can take the place of a mobile host visit mes-
sage 145, which will be described later.

(2) The autonomous support unit 114 in the visitor

migration communication control device 109 re-

sponds to the autonomous support unit 121 with
the response message 147R where broadcast

address Bba is set and the autonomous flag F in

the autonomous flag field 135 indicates 1 to in-
form that the device 109 provides the packet
transfer service.

The mobile hosl146 transmits the data pack-

et to the visitor migration communication control
device 109. The broadcast address Bba is em-

ployed as the destination address of the data

packet and it is set in the response message
147R; however. this is not an obligation.

That is. when the response message 147R
does not hold the broadcast address Bba. the fol-

lowing means can be employed. First. the broad-
cast address shared by every network can be
employed. which is described in the above. Sec.
ond. the source address. which is set in the head—

er of the data packet comprising the response
message 147R. can be employed. Third. a so

called name service can be employed. where a
server device on the network system informs the

broadcast address Bba. Finally. when the ad—
dress assigned to each of the devices. which are
attached to the network. consists of the network

address being unique for the network and a de-

vice address being unique for the devices. and
the broadcast address on each network consists

of such network address and the device address

where the value of every bit is 1, the network ad-

dress She can be generated by employing the
network address included in the temporary ad-

dress B of the mobile host 146.
(3) The address post unit 122 transmits to the

home migration communication control device

101 the address post message 148. The mes-
sage 1 48 includes the value 1 ofthe autonomous

flag F. which is obtained from the response mes-

sage. home address a, the temporary address (3
on the network 8. and the broadcast address

She. and the broadcast address Aba is the des-

tinatiOn address of the address poet message
148.

When the address post unit 107 in the home
migration communication comrol device 101 re-

ceives the address poet message 148, the mo
bile host transfer unit 104 stores in the home mo-

bile host list hold unit 102 the temporary address

13. the value 1 of the autonomous flag 1. and the

broadcast address Bba by corresponding them to
the home address a. Since the home address a
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' had been stored as the temporary address before

the temporary address {3 was stored. the mobile
host transfer unit 104 knows that the mobile host

146 has migrated from the network A to the net-
work 8; therefore. it does not transmit the mobile

host transfer message to the visitor migration
communication control device 109.109‘. That is.

the data packet transmitted by the stationary host
151 to the home address a ofthe mobile host 145

is 'received by the home migration communica-

tion control device 101 and transferred thereby to

the temporary address 0; therefore. the visitor
migration communication control device

109.109' is not employed here.
(4) The address post unit 107 notifies the address
post unit 122 that it has received the address post

message 148 by sending the response message
148R.

(5) Since the visitor migration communication

control device 109 provides the packet transfer
service. the mobile host visit unit 123 transmits to

the visitor migration communication control de-

vice 109 the mobile host visit message 149 in-

cluding the home address Cl and the temporary
address B. so that the device 109 Is notified that

the mobile host 146 has migrated to the network

8. The mobile host visit message 149 is destined
for the broadcast address Bba.

The mobile host visit unit 11 3 In the visitor mi-

gration communication coabol device 109 re-

ceives the mobile host visit message 149 and
stores into the visitor mobile hostlist hold uriit 110

the home address a as well as the temporary ad-
dress [3. The temporary address {3 is stored also

as the updated temporary address of the mobile

host 146. which will be assigned when the mobile
host 146 migrates from the network B to another

network: thereby. the visitor migration communi-
cation controi device 109 detects that the mobile

host is currently attached to the network 8.
(6) The mobile host visit unit 113 notifies the mo-

bile host visit unit 123 by sending the response
message 149R that it has received the mobile

host visit message 149.

[communication between the stationary host 151
and the mobile host 146 on the network 8]

The operation at the communication between the

stationary host 151 and the mobile host 1 46 when the
mobile host is attached to the network B is described

hereunder with referring to Fle. 30-33, which are re!-
event for FlGe.28-29.

(1) The application unit 161 in the stationary host
151 directs the transmission of the noncapsulat—

ed data packet. whose destination is the home

address a. despite the migration of the mobile

host 146. Immediately after the mobile host 146



migrates to the network 8. that is. when the ad—
dress hold unit 128 does not hold the home ad—

dress u and the temporary address [3. the trans-
fer packet transmiSSiOn unit 126 is not notified of

the migration; therefore. it generates the noncap—
sulated data packet 152 and transmits it to the
home address a in accordance with the direction

from the application unit 151.

The noncapsulated data packet 152 is not re

ceived by the mobile host 146. which is not at-

tached to the network A. but by the packet mon—

itoring unit 106 in the home migration communi-
cation control device 101 since the home mobile

host list hold unit 102 in the device 101 holds the

home address a. as well as the temporary ad-

dress 0. which coincides with the destination ad-
dress of the noncapsuiated data packet 152.

(2) The packet transfer unit 103 in the home mi~

gration communication control device 101 gener-

ates an encapsulated data packet including the
noncapsuleted data packet 152. which is re-

ceived by the packet monitoring unit 106. and the
packet transfer message 153. which informs the
transfer of the noncapsulated data packet 152:

and transmits it to the temporary address 0. The

packet transfer message 153 includes the value
0 in the field 133. which indicates that no re-

sponse is requested. as well as the value 0 on the
counter in the field 136. which indicates that the

packet transfer message is the first message
added to the noncapsulated data packet 152. As

is described. no response is requested by the ,
packet transfer message 153. That is. the appli-
cation unit 161 ofthe stationary host 151 and the
application unit of the mobile host 146. rather

than the home migration communication control
device 101 and the migration address unit 115.
confirm that the mobile host 146 receives the

noncapsuleted data packet 152.

The transfer packet reception unit 118 in the
mobile host 146 receives the encapsulated data

packet including the packet transfer message
153 and the noncapsulated data packet 152.

since it is destined for the temporary address {3.
which is held in the address hold unit 119. The

unit 118 then detects that the destination address

of the noncapsuiated data packet 152 is the

home address a. and sends the data etc. in the

noncapsulated data packet 152 to the application
unit 124.

Thus. the communication between the appli-

cation unit 124 and the application unit 161 is not

affected by the migration of the mobile host 146.

(3) The packet transfer unit 103 transmits the en-
capsulated data packet including the data packet

transfer message. It also directs. after detecting

that the autonomous flag F indicates 1. the mo-
bile host transfer unit 104 to transmit to the sta-
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tionary host 151 the data packet including the

mobile host transfer message 154 where the
home address u and the temporary address ll are
set. Finally, the unit 1 04 transmits the data packet

to the stationary host 151.
The mobile host transfer unit 130 in the sta-

tionary host 151 receives the mobile host transfer

message and stores into the address hold unit

128 the home address a and the temporary ad-
dress D.

(4) The mobile host transfer unit 130 responds to
the mobile host transfer unit 104 with the re-

sponse message 154R.

(5) when the application unit 161 directs the
transmission of the noncapsulated data packet to
the home address a after the address hold unit

128 holds the home address a and the temporary
address 6. the transfer packet transmission unit
126 first generates a noncapsulated data packet

destined for the home address a. then generates

an encapsulated data packet including it and a

packet transfer message 155. The encapsulated
data packet is then transmitted to the temporary

address 9. Thus. once the home migration com-
munication control device 101 notifies the sta-

tionary host 151 of the home address a and the

temporary address 0. the stationary host 151 is

able to transmit the data packet to the temporary
address {3 of the mobile host 146. and the home

migration communication control device 101 is
not employed.

On the other hand. when data is transmitted from

the mobile host 146 to the stationary host 151. the 5a
is employed as the destination address u and the

home address is employed as the source address;

and the noncapsulated data packet is transmitted
from the address a to the address 6a.

Thus. even when all the noncapsulated data

transmitted by the stationary host 151 is destined for

the home address a. the home migration communics~
tion device 101 transfers the data to the updated tem-

porary address of the mobile host: thereby. the com-
munication between the mobile host 146 and the sta»

tionary host 151 is implemented. and the convention-

al device can be employed as the stationary host 151.

which broadens a practicability of the network sys-
tem.

Whereas. when the network system checks the

original source address of the data packet or a trans-

fer path of the data packet. the transmission unit may
be built in the mobile host 146 like the transfer packet

transmission unit 126 in the statiOnary host 151. and

also the reception unit may be built in the stationary
host 151 like the transfer packet reception unit 118 in

the mobile host 146: and the encapsulated data pack-

et including the packet transfer message and the non-

caps’ulated data packet may be transmitted there-
between.
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[migration from network 8 to network C] ;

The operation at the migration of the mobile host
146 from the network B to the network C is described

hereunder with referring to FIGs. 34-37. relevant for
FIGS. 26-29t

(1H4) The operation related to transmission of an
autonomous packet transfer support check mes-

sage 147'. a response message 147R'. an ad-
dress post message 148‘. and a response mes-

sage 148' between the mobile host 146 and the

visitor migration communication control device

109' is substantially same as the operation relat-
ed to transmission of messages between the mo-
bile host 146 and the visitor migration communi—
cation control device 109. which is conducted

when the mobile host 146 migrates to the net-
work B. However. the operation at the migration

from the network A to the netw0rk B and the op-
eration at the migration from the network 3 and
the network C are different from each other in

part of the operation ofthe home migration com-
munication control device 101 conducted after it

responds to the received address post message

148' with the response message 148R.
(5) When the address post unit 107 receives the

address post message 148'. the mobile host

transfer unit 104 in the home migration commu-
nication control device 101 detects that the mo—

bile host been attached to the network 3 before

migrating to the network C since the temporary

address 13 has been stored as the temporary ad- _
dress. Then the mobfle host transfer unit 104

sends to the visitor migration communication

control device 109 the data packet including both

the home address a and the temporary address
y. so that the device 109 transfers the data packet

transmitted‘by the stationary host 151 from the
temporary address L1 to the temporary address 7.

The data packet received by the visitor migration
communication control device is destined for the

broadcast address Bba.

In accordance with the address post mes-
sage 148'. the mobile host transfer unit 104
stores into the home move host Ilst hold unit 102

the temporary address y. the value 1 of the au-

tonomous flag F. and the broadcast address Cba
by corresponding them to the home address (1.

Receiving the data packet including the mo-
bile host transfer message 150. the mobile host
transfer unit 112 in the visitor migration commu-
nication control device 109 stores into the visitor

mobile host list hold unit 110 the temporary ad-
dress y newly assigned to the mobile host 146

and the value 1 ofthe autonomous flag F by cor-
responding them to the home address a.
(6) The mobile host transfer unit 112 notifies the
mobile host transfer unit 1 04 that it has received
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the mobile host transfer message 150 by sending

thereto the response message 150R.

(7). (8) The transmission of a mobile host vlslt
message 149‘ and a response message
149R' between the mobile host 146 and the vis-

itor migration communication control device 109'.
which is conducted when the device 109' pro-

vides the packet transfer service is substantially

same as the transmission of messages between

the mobile host 146 and the visitor migration
communication control device 109. which is con-

ducted when the mobile host 146 migrates to the
network 8.

[communication between mobile host 146 attached

to network C and stationary host 151]

Transmission of the data packet from the station-

ary host 151 to the mobile host 148 when the mobfle
host is attached to the network C is described with re-

ferring to FIG. 38-41. which are relevant for FIG. 26-
29f

The transmission is substantially same as the

transmission between the stationary host 151 and
the mobile host 146 when the mobile host 146 is at-

tached to the network at except that the visitor migra-
tion communication control device 109 instead ofthe

home migration communication control device 101 is
employed.

(1) When the stationary host 151 is not notified
that the mobile host 146 has migrated from the

network B to‘the network 0. the stationary host
151 generates the encapsulated data packet in-

cluding the noncapsulated data packet. which is
destined for the home address a. and the packet

transfer message 156; then transmits it to the
temporary address [5. This is substantially the
same as (5) in the communication between the

stationary host 151 and the mobile host 146 at-
tached the network B.

The data packet transmitted by the station-

ary host is not received by the mobile host 146
since the mobile host is not attached to the net-

work 8. The data packet is received by the packet

monitoring unit 106 in the visltor migration corn-
munication control device 109 since the visitor

mobile host list hold list unit thereof holds the

temporary address I} besides the temporary ad-

dress Y-

(2) The visitor migration communication control
device 109 transmits to the temporary address 7

of the mobile host 146 the data packet including

the packet transfer message 157. which is eub-

stantially same as (2) in the communication be-
tween the stationary host 151 and the mobile
host 146 on the network B except a difference
described hereunder.

The home mobile host migration communi-



cation control device 101 receives the noncapsu-

fated data packet 152 and generates an encapsu—
lated data packet comprising the received non-
capSulated data packet 152 and the packet trans-

fer message 153. On the other hand. the visitor
migration communication control device 109 re-

ceives the encapsulated data packet comprising
the packet transfer message 156 and the packet
transfer unit 111 converts the data packet by

changing the destination address from the tem-

porary address a into the temporary address 7 as

well as canverting the packet transfer message

156 into the packet transfer message 157, whose

value on the counter is incremented by 1.

(3)-(5) The visitor migration communication con-
trol device 109. the stationary host 151. and the

mobile host 146 on the network C operate sub—

stantlally same as the home migration communi-

cation controi device 101. the stationary host
151. and the mobile host 146 on the network 3.

which is described the above in (3)-(5): thereby
the mobile host transfer message 158 and the re—

sponse message 158R are transmitted, and the
data packet including the packet transfer mes-

sage 160 is transmitted by the stationary host
151 to the mobile host 146 attached to the net—
work C.

it the stationary host 151 does not transmit any

data packet to the mobile host 146. which is attached
to the network 8. the stationary host is not notified of

either the temporary address [3 or the temporary ad-
dress y; therefore, the stationary host 151 transmits

the data packet to the home_address 0. even when the
mobile host 146 has migrated from the network B to

the network C. When this occurs. the home migration
communication control device 101. as does the visitor

migration communication device 109. transfers the
data packet from the home address a to the temper-

ary address 1; then notifies the stationary host 151 of
the updated temporary address y of the mobile host

146 so that the stationary host 151 will be able to di-

rectly transmit the data packet. which comprises the

packet transfer message. to the mobile host 146 at-
tached to the network C. .

Further. when the mobile host 146 migrates to

the network. to which the visitor migration communi-
cation control device ls attached to provide the packet

transfer service. the stationary host 151 may transmit

the data packet destined for any of the addresses a.
B. or y. When the data packet is transmitted to the
home address a or the temporary address y. the

home migration communication control device 101 or

the visitor migration communication control device
109'. which is notified of the updated temporary ad-

dress of the mobile host 146. transfers the data pack-

et to the updated temporary address; then it notifies

the stationary host 151 of the updated temporary ad-
dress of the mobile host.
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When the data packet is transmitted to the tem-

porary address 0 of the mobile host 146. the visitor
migration communication control device 109 receives

it. Since the device 109 is notified ofonly the tempor’
ary address y, it transmits the data packet comprising

the packet transfer message to the temporary ad-

dress y as well as transmits the mobile host transfer

message to notify the stationary host 151 ofthe tem-

porary address y. The visitor migration communica-
tion control device 109‘ receives the data packet com-

prising the packet transfer message. which is des-
tined for the temporary address y. and transmits it to

the updated temporary address of the mobile host

146; then transmits the mobile host transfer message

to notify the stationary host 151 of the updated tam-
porary address. Also the visitor migration communi-
cation control device 109‘ obtains the address of the

visitor migration communication control device 109
from the source address of data packet transmitted

thereby. and transmits the mobile host transfer mes-

sage to the device 109. Thus. the visitor migration
communication control device 109‘ obtains the updat’

ed temporary address of the mobile host 146. and
transfers the data packet to the mobile host 146 as

well as notifies stationary host 151 ofthe obtained up—

dated temporary address.

[communication operation 2]

Another example of the communication opera-

tion is described hereunder. In the communication op-

eration 2 the visitor migration communicatioa control
device 109 does not provide the packet transfer ser-
vice when the mobile host 146 migrates from the net-
work Ato the network B, further from the network B
to the network C.

As shown in FIG. 42. when the device 109 does

not provide the packet transfer service, the autono-

mous packet transfer support check message 181,

transmitted by the mobile host 146 which has migrat-
ed from the network Ato the network B. is responded

with the response message 181R where the autono-

mous flag F in the autonomous flag field 135 indi-

cates 0. Thereby. the autonomous flag field 135 in

the address post message 182. which is transmitted
by the mobile host 146 to the home migratiOn commu-
nication control device 101. obtains the value 0. and

the value 0 is held in the home mobile host list hold

unit 102 in the device 101. The mobile host 146 does

not transmit the mobile host visit message to the vis-
itor migration communication control device 109.

As shown in FIG. 43, receiving from the station-

ary host 151 the noncapsulated data packet 183.
which is destined for the home address a. the home

migration communication control device generates

the encapsulated data packet comprising the re-

ceived noncapsulated data packet 163 and the pack-
at transfer message 184. and transmits it to the tem-
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porary address B. as is in the communication opera-
tion 1.

However. recognizing the value 0 on the autono-
mous flag F. which is held in the home mobile hostlist
hoid unit 102. the device 101 does not transmit to the

stationary host 151 the mobile host transfer message
including the temporary address {3. Therefore. every

data packet transmitted by the stationary host 151 is
destined for the home address a. and it is transferred

to the mobile host 146 by the home migration commu-
nication control device 101. Thus. the stationary host

151 is not notified of the temporary address 0 since
the data packet transmitted to the address other than

the home address a is not transferred by the device

109; therefore it is not received by the mobile host 146
when it departs the network B to migrate to the net-
work C.

when the visitor migration communication con-
trol device 109‘. which is attached to the network, pro-

vides the packet transfer service. the home migration
communication control device 101 notifies the sta—

tionary host 151 of the temporary address y when it
transmits the noncapsuiated data to the home ad-

dress (1.. so that the stationary host 151 is abie to di-

rectly transmit the data packet comprising the non-
capsulated data packet and the packet transfer mes-
sage to the mobile host 146 on the network C.

When the visitor migration communication con-

trol device 109 does not provide the packet transfer

service. the home migration communication control

device 101 does not neoessariiy notify the device 109
of the temporary address 7 of the mobite host 146 as-

signed when it has migrated from the network B to the
network 0. However. the construction of the device

1 01 will be simplified ifit conducts the same operation

either or not the packet transfer service Is provided

since the visitor migration communication control de-

vice 109 ignores the mobile host transfer message.
Also the device 109 may respond to the autono-

mous packet transfer support check message 181
only when it provides the data packet transfer service;

therefore. the presence or absence of the response

message 181R indicates to the mobiie host 146
whether or not the data packet transfer service is pro—

vided. In the above operation the vaiue 0 of the au-
tonomous F also indicates that the packet transfer

service is not previded. whereas absence of the re-

sponse message to the message 181 can indicate the
absence of the packet transfer service. which wiil sim-
plify construction of mobile host 146.

[communication operation 3]

The final example of the communication opera-
tion is described hereunder. in the communication op-

eration 3 the visitor migration communication control

device 109' does not provide the packet transfer ser-
vice while the 'visitor migration communication control
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device 109 does.

As shown in FIG. 44. when the packet transfer

service is not provided by the visitor migration com-
munication control device 109‘. the mobile host 146

transmits to the home migration communication con-
trol device 101 the address post message 182' where

the value 0 is set at the autonomous fiag F. Then. the
home migration communicatiOn control device 101
transmits to the device 109 the mobile host transfer

message 185 by setting the vaiue 0 at the autono-
mous flag F.

When detecting the value 0 at the autonomous

flag F. the visitor migration communication control de-
vice 109 ceases to provide the packet transfer ser-
vice.

As shown in FIG. 45, even after cease of the data

packet transfer service. the stationary host 151 may

transmit to the temporary address the data packet
comprising the noncapsulated data packet and the
packet transfer message 186.

When this happens. the visitor migration commu-
nication control device 109 obtains the noncapsuiet

ed data packet 167 from the received encapsulated
data packet and transmits it to its destination address.

the home address a. The noncapsuiated data packet
187 is then received by the home migration commu-
nication control device 101. which is attached to the

network A. Finally. the home migration communica-
tion control device 101 transfers the noncapsuiated

data Packet 1B7 together with the packet transfer

message 188 to the temporary address y of mobile
host 146. which is attached to the network 0.

The visitor migration communication control de-

vice 109 notifies the stationary host 151 that the mo-
bile host 146 is attached to the networkA instead of

the network C by sending the mobile host transfer
message 189 where the home address a is set in the

temporary address field 139. Then. the stationary

host 151 transmits the noncapsulated data packet
167 to the home address (1. and it is h‘ansferred by the

home migration communication control device 101.

which is employed to take the place of the visitor mi-

gration communication control device 109. As an-

other option. the device 109 may send the mobile

host transfer message 189 where the invalid address
is set. such as the address where every bit is 1. Then.

the home migration communication controi device
101 may notify the stationary host 151 of the home

address a in accordance with the address inquiry ob-

tained from the stationary host 151.
The operation desoribed the above will be em-

ployed when the visitor migration communication
control device 109 ceases to provide the packet

transfer service operation regardless whether or not

the device 109' provides the packet transfer service.
On the other hand. the visitor migration commu-

nication device 109 may restart the packet transfer
service even when the device 109' ceases to previde



the service.

In this case, the home migration communication
control device 101 needs to provide the visitor migra-
tion communication control device 109 with the up-

dated temporary address at every migration of the
mobile host 146 unless the mobile host migrates to

the network to which another visitor migration com-
munication control device is attached and provides

the packet transfer service. To realized it. for exam-

ple, when the value of the autonomous flag F in the
address post message is 0 to indicate that the device
109' does not provide the packet transfer service. the
broadcast address Bba as the destination address of

the mobile host transfer message. which is transmit-
ted to the device 109. will not be renewed.

Additionally, the broadcast address as the des-

tination address of the data packet. which is transmit-
ted by the mobile host 146. can be replaced wilh the
address Ha. Va. Va'. each of which is unique to each

device. The address unique to each device will be ob-

tained by detecting the source address of the data
packet received from each device. or by employing a
so called name service.

Also in the second embodiment. the home migra-
tion communication control device 101 detects

whether or not the mobile host 146 is attached to the
same network from what is held as the temporary ad—
dress in the address hold unit; to be precise. whether

or not the home address a is held as the temporary
address. However, this can also be detected by know-

ing in which table the temporary address is held. For
example. when the device 101 and the mobile host
146 are attached to the same network. the first table

holds the addresses. such as the home address a;
whereas. the second table holds the addresses when
the device 101 and the mobile host 146 are attached

to the different network from each other. Value of the

autonomous flag F, 0 or 1. can also be utilized in the
same way.

Further. the home migration communication con-

trol device 101 and the visitor migration communica-
tion control device 109, 109' may be employed as a

host Such as the mobile host 146 or the stationary
host 151.

Finally, the home migration communication con-
trol device 101. the visitor migration communication
control device 109. the mobile host 146, and the sta-

tionary host 156 may be constructed identically and
can be replaced with each other.

Although in the embodiment the application unit
124 starts Its operation before being notified ofupdat-

ed temporary address B; therefore it always transmits

the data packet to the home address or of the mobile

host 146. it can transmit the data to the temporary ad-

dress |3 if is starts its Operation after obtaining the

temporary address 13.

Although the present invention has been fully de-

scribed by way of examples with reference to the ac-
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companying drawings. it is to be noted that various
changes and modifications will be apparent to those
skilled in the art. Therefore. unless otherwise such

changes and modifications depart from the scope of
the present invention. they should be constructed as

being included therein.

Claims

1. A migration communication control device con-
structed to control a communication between a

mobile node and a partner node. the mobile node

migrating across networks and obtaining an ad-
dress assigned on each network while the part-
ner node being a communication partner of the

mobile node. comprising a first migration control

unit. a second migration control unit. a third mi-

gration control unit. the second migration control
unit being placed on the mobile node and the

third migration control unit being placed on the
partner node.

wherein the first migration control unit

comprises: ‘

packet transfer means for receiving a
packet which was destined for an outdated ad-
dress of the mobile node. the outdated address

assigned when the mobile node migrated to a

network to which the first migration control unit is

attached, generating a conversion packet which
holds an updated address instead of the outdated

address. and transmitting the conversion packet;
and

address post means for transmitting an ad-
dress post message which indicates the updated

address ofthe mobile node to the third migration
control unit. the third migration control unit trans-

mitting the packet received by the packet transfer
means. and

the second migration control unit compris-
es:

migratiOn post means for transmitting to
the first migration control tun“ :- mfgratisn post
message which indicates the updated address of

the mobile node when the mobile node migrates
to another network: and

packet resumption means for receiving the
conversion-packet from both the first migration

control unit and the third migration control unit
and resuming an original packet from the conver-
sion packet. and

the third migration control unit comprises:

packet conversion means for converting a
destination address of a packet. the packet to be

transmitted to the mobile node, into the updated

address indicated by the address post message

the address post message sent by the first migra-
tion control unit. and transmitting it to the mobile
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node. v

The migration communication controf device of

Claim 1. wherein the migration post means in the
second migration control unit transmits an identi-
fication key included in the migration post mes-

sage. the identification key being employed to

identify the mobile, node.

The migration communication control device of

Claim 2. wherein the identification key is an ad-

dress of the mobile node assigned at one net-
work before the network to which the mobile

node is currently attached.

The migration communication control device of
Claim 2. wherein the identification key is an ad-

dress of the mobile node assigned before its ini-
tial migration.

The migration communication control device of

Claim 1; whercir. the second migration control

unit is constructed to transmit to the third migra-
tion control unit the packet which has the same

format as the resumed packet.

The migration communication control device of

Claim 1. wherein the first migration control unit
further comprises:

address hold means for holding the cut-
dated address and the updated address by cor—

responding them with each other: and

address comparison means for comparing
the destination address of the received packet
with the outdated address. wherein

the packet transfer means generates the
conversion packet and transmits it when the ad-
dress comparison means detects that the destin-

ation address of the received packet coincides
with the outdated address.

The migration communication control device of

Claim 1. wherein the first migration control unit
further comprises:

address hold means for holding the out-
dated address and the updated address by cor-

responding them with each other; and

address comparison means for comparing

the destination address of the packetreceived by
the packet transfer means with the outdated ad-
dress. wherein

the address post means transmits the ad-

dress post message which indicates the updated

address of the mobile node to the third migration
control unit. the third migration control unit trans-

mitting the packet received by the packet transfer
means. when the address comparison means de—

tects that the destination address of the packet
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coincides with the outdated address.

The migration communication control device of

Claim 1. wherein the second migration control
unit further comprises:

address hold means for holding the out-
dated address and the updated address by cor-

responding them with each other: and

address comparison means for comparing
the updated address with the destination ad—
dress of the packet received from one of the first

migration control unit and the third migration con-
trol unit. wherein

the packet resumption means resumes

the original packet from the conversion packet
when the address comparison means detects
that the updated address coincides with the des-

tination address of the packet received from one

of the first migration control unit and the third mi—

gration control unit.

The migration communication control device of
Claim 1. wherein the third migration control unit

further comprises: . g
address hold means for holding the out-

dated address and the updated address of the

mobile node by corresponding them with each
other: and

address comparison means for comparing
the outdated address in the address hold means

with the destination address of the packet to be
transmitted to the mobile node. wherein

the packet conversion means converts

the destination address of the packet to be trans—
mitted to the mobile node into the updated ad—

dress which corresponds to the outdated address
in the address hold means when the address

comparison means detects the outdated address
in the address hold means coincides with the

destination address of the packet.

The migration acmmunication control device of

Claim 1. wherein there are a plurality of the first

migration control units. and the second migration

control unit transmits the migration post message

to at least one of the first migration control units.

The migration communication control device of

Claim 10. wherein the migration post means in
the second migration control unit transmits the

migration post message tothe firstmigration con-
trol unit which is attached to the network to which

the mobile node was attached before its migra-
tion.

each of the firstmigration control units has

migration poet means for transmitting to one of

the other first migration control units a migration
post message to post the same address as the



12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

updated address indicated by the migration post

message received from the second migration
control unit. and

each ofthe first migration control units has

migration post means for transmitting a migration

post message from one of the other first migra-
tion control units to another first migration control
unit to past the same address as the updated ad-

dress indicated by the received migration post
message.

The migration communication control device of

Claim 11 . wherein each ofthe first migration con-

trol units and the second migration control unit
further comprise pointer hold means for holding

pointers related to the first migration control unit

to which the migration post message is transmit-
ted. and wherein

the migration post means in each of the

first migration control units and the migration post
means in the sec0nd migration control unit trans—

mit the migration post message to each of the ad-
dresses related to each of the pointers.

The migration cemmunication control device of
Claim 12. wherein each of the pointers is a broad.
cast address of the network to which one of the

first migration control units is attached.

The migration communication control device of
Claim 12. wherein each of the pointers is an ad-

dress which ls assigned to one of the first migra-
tion control units uniquely.

The migration communication control device of
claim 12, wherein each of the pointers is the ad-

dress of.t.he mobile node which is assigned when

the mobilehod‘e is attached to the same network
as is the first migration control unit. and

the migration poet means in the first mi-
gration control unit and the migration post means

in the second migration control unit obtain the
broadcast address of the network to which each

ofthe first migration control units is attached with

referring to the address of the mobile node. and
transmits the migration post message to the ob-
tained broadcast address.

The migration communication control device of
Claim 12. wherein the pointer hold means in the

second migration control unit holds a pointer re-

lated to a first migration control unit for the latest

migration, which is the first migration control unit

being attached to one network before the net-
work to which the mobile node is currently attach-
ed.and

the pointer hold means in the first migra-
tion control unit holds a pointer related to another
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17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

first migration control unit attached to the same
network as was the mobile node attached before

migrating to the network to which the first migra-
tion control unit is attached.

The migration communication control device of
Claim 12. wherein the second migration control

unit further transmits to the first migration control

unit the pointer by sending thereto the migration

post message. the pointer to be held by the first
migration control unit.

The migration communication control device of

Claim 17. wherein the first migration control unit
stores into the pointer hold means the pointer

when it receives from the second migration con-

trol unit the migration post message by corre-
sponding the pointer with the updated address

indicated by the received migration post mes-
sage.

The migration communication control device of

Claim 11. wherein each of the first migration con-
trol units further comprises:

address hold means for holding the out-
dated address and the updated address by cor—
responding them with each other. wherein

migration post message means stores into
the address hold means the Outdated address

and the updated address by corresponding them
with each other when it receives from the second

migration control unit the migration post mes-
sage. while converts the updated address in the
address hold means into the updated address in-

dicated by the migration post message when it re-

ceives from the first migration control unit the mi—
gration post message and the outdated address

indicated by the migration post message coin-
cides with one of the updated addresses in the
address hold means.

The migration communication control device of

Claim 1. wherein the first migration control unit is
placed on a gateway. which connects networks.

The migration communicatiOn control device of

Claim 1. wherein the first migration central unit is

placed on the network as an individual node.

The migration communication control device of

Claim 10. wherein the migration post means in

the second migration control unit transmits the
migration post message to a home migration con—

trol unit. the home migration control unit being the

first migration control unit which Is attached to a
network where the mobile node left for its initial

migration. and

the home migration control unit further
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24.

25.
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comprises home migration post means for trans-
mitting a migration post message to a first migra-
tion control unit for the latest migration. the first

migration cOntroi unit for the latest migration be-
ing the first migration control unit which is attach~
ed to the network where the mobile node left for

the latest migration. to post the same updated ad-
dress as is indicated by the migration post mes-

sage received from the second migration control
unit.

The migration communication control device of
Claim 22. wherein the first migration control unit

further comprises migration post means for trans-

mitting the migration post message indicating the
updated address of the mobile node to one of the

other first migration control units when the con-
version packet destined for the outdated address
of the mobile node was sent therefrom to the first

migration control unit.

The migration communication control device of
Claim 22. wherein the migration post means in

the second migration control unit transmits to the

home migration control unit the migration post
message where a home address and the updated
address are conesponded with each other. the

home address assigned when the mobile node is
attached to the same network as is the home mi-

gration control unit.
and each ofthe packettransfer means and

the address post means in the home migration
control unit transmits the conversion packet and

the address post message respectively with re-
ferring to the ab0ve home address and the update
ed address.

The migration communication control device of
Claim 24. wherein the second migration control

unit lurther comprises an outdated address post

means for transmitting to the lirst migration con-

trol unit for the latest migration an outdated ad-

dress post message where the outdated address
and the home address are corresponded with

each otherr the outdated address being assigned
to the mobile node before the latest migration.

. the home migration post means in the
home migration control unit transmits to the said

first migration control unit for the latest migration

the migration post message where the above
home address and the updated address are cor.

responded with each other, and
the packet transfer means and the ad-

dress post means in the first migration control

unit for the latest migration transmit the conver-
sion packet and the address poet message re-
spectively in accordance with the outdated ad-

dress and the updated address. the outdated ad-
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dress and the updated address being corre-
sponded with each other via the home address.

The migration communication control device of
the Claim 25. wherein the outdated address post

means in the second migration control unit trans-

mits the above outdated address post message

at a migration of the mobile node preceding the
latest migration. and

each of the migration post means in the

second migration control unit and the home mi-

gration post means in the home migration control
unit transmits the above migration post message

at the latest migration of the mobile node.

The migration communication control device of

Claim 22. wherein the second migration control

unit further comprises home migration control

unit pointer hold means for holding a pointer re-
lated to the home migration control unit.

the migration post means in the second

migration control unit transmits the migration post
message to the address related to the pointer.

the home migration control unit further

comprises pointer hold means for the latest mi-

gration for holding a pointer related to the first mi-

gretion controi unit for the latest migration. and

the home migration post means in the

home migration control unit transmits the migra-

tion post message to the address related to the”
pointer.

The migration communication control device of
Claim 27‘ wherein each of the above pointers is
the broadcast address of the network to which

each of the first migration control units is attach-
ed.

The migration communication control device of
Claim 27‘ wherein each of the above pointers is

the address assigned to each of the first migra-
tion control units uniquely.

The migration communication control device of

Claim 27. wherein the second migration control
unit further comprises pointer obtainment means

for requesting to the first migration control unit for
the latest migration the pointer related to the first

migration control unit for the latest migration, and

the migration post means in the second
migration control unit posts the obtained pointer

to the home migration control unit together with
the updated address by sending thereto the ml-

gration post message.

The migration communication control device of

Claim 30, wherein the migration post means in

the second migration conbol unit posts to the



32.

33.

34.

35.

home migration control unit the pointer at the mi—

gration of the mobile node preceding the latest

migration. while the migration post means posts

the above updated address at the latest migra—
tion of the mobile node.

The migration communication control device of
Claim 22. wherein the first migration control unit

further comprises address post suppressing
means for suppressing transmission of the ad—

dress post message from the address post

means to the third migration control unit. and

the address poet suppressing means sup-
presses transmlssion of the address post mes-

sage when none of the first migration control
units is attached to the same network as is the

mobile node.

The migration communication control device of
Claim 32. wherein the secOnd migration controi

unit further comprises detect means for detecting
whether or not the first migration control unit is at-
tached to the network to which the mobile node

migrates. ‘
the migration post means in the second

migration control unit transmits totthe home mi-
gration control unit the migration post message

which includes the detecting result of the some
detectmeans together with the updated address,

the home migration post means in the
home migration control unit transmits to the first

migration control unit for the latest migration the
migration post message which includes the de-

tecting result of the above detect means together
with the updated address. and

the address post suppressing means in

each of the home migration control unit and the

first migration control unit for the latest migration
suppress the transmission of the address post

message in accordance with the detecting result
of the above detect means.

The migratiOn communication control device of
Claim 22. wherein the first migration control unit

further comprises packet transfer suppressing

means for suppressing transfer ofthe packetcon-
ducted by the packet transfer means.

The migration communication control device of
Claim 34. wherein the first migration control unit

further comprises address post suppressing

means for suppressing transmission of the ad-

dress post message from the address post

means to the third migration control unlt. and the
address post suppressing means in the first mi-

gration control unit being attached to a network to
which the mobile node is not attached. suppress-

es the transmission of the address post message
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36.

37.

38.

when the packet transfer suppressing means in
the first migration control unit for the latest migra-
tion suppresses transfer of the packet.

The migration communication control device of

Claim 35. wherein the second migration control

unit further comprises detect means for detecting

whether or not the packet transfer suppressing
means in the first migration control means sup-

presses the transfer of the packet. the first migra-
tion control means being attached to the network
to which the mobile node migrates. and

the migration post means in the second

migration control unit transmits to the home mi-

gration control unit the migration post message
which includes the detecting result of the above

detectmeans together with the updated address.

the home migration post means in the

home migration central unit transmits to the first

migration control unit for the latest migration the
migration post message which includes the de-

tecting result of the detect means together with
the updated address. and

the address post suppressing means in
each of the home migration control unit and the

first migration control unit for the latest migration

suppresses the transmission of the address post

message in accordance with the detecting result
of the above detect means.

The communication control device of Claim 36.

wherein the packet transfer suppressing means
in the first migration control unit for the latest mi-
gration suppresses the transfer of the packet

conducted by the packet transfer means, when

the packet transfer suppressing means in the first

migration control unit being attached to the net-

work to which the mobile node migrates sup-
presses the transfer of the packet

Apacket transfer migration control unit in a migra-

tion communication control device. the migration

communication control device being constructed
to control a communication between a mobile

node and a partner node. the mobile node migrat-
ing across networks and obtaining an address

assigned on each network while the partner node

being a communication partner of the mobile

node. comprising: .

packet transfer means for receiving a
packet which was hansmilted‘ by the partner
node to an outdated address of the mobile node.

the outdated address being assigned when the
mobile node migrated to a network to which the

packet transfer migration control unit is attached.
generating a conversion packet which holds an

updated address instead of the outdated ad-
dress. and transmitting the conversion packet:
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and ;

address post means (or transmitting an ad—

dress post message which indicates the updated
address of the mobile node to the Partner node.

the partner node transmiuing the packet received 5
by the packet transfer means.

39. Amobile node migration control unit in a migration
cct‘armnicaiioi. control device. the migration

communication control device being constructed :0
to control a communication between a mobile

node which migrates across networks and ob-

tains an address assigned on each network and
a partner node which is a communication partner

of the mobile node, being placed on the mobile is
node and comprising:

migration post means for transmitting to a
packet transfer migration control unit a migration

post message which indicates an updated ad-
dress 0! the mobile node when the mobile node 20

migrates to another network. the packet transfer

migration control unit for receiving a packetwhich

was transmitted by the partner node to an outdat-
ed address 0! the mobile node, the outdated ad-

dress assigned when the mobile node migrated 25
to a network to which the migration control unit for

packet transfer is attached, generating a conver-
sion packet which holds the updated address in-

stead of the outdated address. and transmitting
the conversion packet; and 30

packetresumption means (or receiving the
conversion packet from both the packet transfer

migration control unit and the mobile node and
resuming an original packet from the conversion
packet. 35

40. A partner node migration control unit in a migra-

tion communication control device. the migration
communication control device being constructed
to control a communication between a mobile at)

node which migrates across networks and ob-

tains an address assigned on each network and
a partner node which is a communication partner

or the mobile node. being placed on the mobile
node and comprising: 45

address post message receiving means

for receiving an address post message which in-
dicates an updated address of the mobile node

from a packet transfer migration control unit. the

packet transfer migration control unit transmitting 50
an address post message which indicates the up—

dated address of the mobile node to the partner
node; and

packet conversion means for converting a
destination address ofa packet, the packet to be 55
transmined to the mobile node. into the updated

address indicated by the address post message.
and transmitting it to the mobile node.
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Migration communication control device.

@ Disclosed is a migration communication con-
trol device constructed to centrol a continuous
communication between a mobile node and a

node unaffected the mobile node's migration
The migration communication control device
comprises a first migration control unit a sec-
ond migration control unit on the mobile node.
and a third migration control unit on the partner
node. The first migration control unit comprises
a packet transfer unit and an address post unit,
The packet transfer unit receives a packet
which was destined for an outdated address of

the mobile node. generates a conversion packet
which holds an updated address instead of the
outdated address. and then transmits the con-

version packet. while an address post unit
transmits an address post message which indi-
cates the updated address to the third migration
control unit. The second migration control unit
comprises a migration post unit and a packet
resumption unit. The migration post unit trans-
mits to the first migration control unit a mi-
gration post message which indicates the
updated address when the mobie node mi-
grates to another network while a packet re-
sumption unit receives the conversion packet
from both the first migration control unit and

the third’migration control unit and resumes an
original packet from the conversion packet. The
third migration control unit comprises a packet
conversion unit which converts a destination

address of a packet into the updated address. ,
than transmits it to the mobile node.
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Backggoggd o; the Inventiog

The invention relates to monitoring and managing

communication networks for computers.

Todays computer networks are large complex systems

with many components from a large variety of vendors.

These networks often span large geographic areas ranging

from a campus-like setting to world wide networks. While

the network itself can be used by many different types of

organizations, the purpose of these networks is to move

information between computers. Typical applications are

electronic mail, transaction processing, remote database,

query, and simple file transfer. Usually, the

organization that has installed and is running the

network needs the network to be running properly in order

to operate its business. since these networks are

complex systems, there are various controls provided by

the different equipment to control and manage the

network. Network management is the task of planning,

engineering, securing and operating a network.

To manage the network properly, the Network

Manager has some obvious needs. First, the Network

Manager must trouble shoot problems. As the errors

develop in a running network, the Network Manager must

have some tools that notify him of the errors and allow

him to diagnose and repair these errors. Second, the

Network Manager needs to configure the network in such a

manner that the network loading characteristics provide

the best service possible for the network users. To do

this the Network Manager must have tools that allow him

visibility into access patterns, bottlenecks and general

loading. with such data, the Network Manager can

reconfigure the network components for better service.

There are many different components that need to

be managed in the network. These elements can be, but
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are not limited to: routers, bridges, PC's, workstations,

minicomputers, supercomputers, printers, file servers,

switches and pbx's- Each component provides a protocol

for reading and writing the management variables in the

machine. These variables are usually defined by the

component vendor and are usually referred to as a

Management Information Base (NIB). There are some

standard HIB's, such as the IETF (Internet Engineering

Task Force) HIB I and MIB II standard definitions.

Through the reading and writing of NIH variables,

software in other computers can manage or control the

component. The software in the component that provides

remote access to the HIE variables is usually called an

agent. Thus, an individual charged with the

responsibility of managing a large network often will use

various tools to manipulate the MIB's of various agents

on the network. .

Unfortunately, the standards for accessing MIBS

are not yet uniformly provided nor are the NIB
definitions complete enough to manage an entire network.‘

The Network Manager must therefore use several different

types of computers to access the agents in the network.

This poses a problem, since the errors occurring on the

network will tend to show up in different computers and

the Network Manager must therefore monitor several

different screens to determine if the network is running

properly. Even when the Network Manager is able to

accomplish this task, the tools available are not

sufficient for the Network Manager to function properly.

Furthermore, there are many errors and loadings on

the network that are not reported by agents. Flow

control problems, retransmissions, on—off segment

loading, network capacities and utilizations are some of

the types of data that are not provided by the agents.
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simple needs like charging each user for actual network

usage are impossible.

ngmggy of the Invention

In general, in one aspect, the invention features

monitoring communications which occur in a network of

nodes, each communication being effected by a

transmission of one or more packets among two or more

communicating nodes, each communication complying with a

predefined communication protocol selected from among

protocols available in the network. The contents of

packets are detected passively and in real time,

communication information associated with multiple

protocols is derived from the packet contents.

Preferred embodiments of the invention include the

following features. The communication information

derived from the\packet contents is associated with

multiple layers of at least one of the protocols.

In general, in another aspect, the invention

features monitoring communication dialogs which occur in

a network of nodes, each dialog being effected by a

transmission of one or more packets among two or more

communicating nodes, each dialog complying with a

predefined communication protocol selected from among

protocols available in the network. Information about

the states of dialogs occurring in the network and which

comply with different selected protocols available in the

network is derived from the packet contents.

Preferred embodiments of the invention include the

following features. A current state is maintained for

each dialog, and the current state is updated in response

to the detected contents of transmitted packets._ For
each dialog, a history of events is maintained based on

information derived from the contents of packets, and the

history of events is analyzed to derive information about

the dialog. The analysis of the history includes
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counting events and gathering statistics about events;

The history is monitored for dialogs which are inactive,

and dialogs which have been inactive for a predetermined

period of time are purged.' For example, the current

state is updated to data state in response to observing

the transmission of at least two data related packets

from each node. Sequence numbers of data related packets

stored in the history of events are analyzed and

retransmissions are detected based on the sequence

numbers. The the current state is updated based on each

new packet associated with the dialog; if an updated

current state cannot be determined, information about

prior packets associated with the dialog is consulted as

an aid in updating the state. The history of events may

be searched to identify the initiator of a dialog.

The full set of packets associated with a dialog

up to a point in time completely define a true state of

the dialog at that point in time, and the step of

updating the current state in response to the detected

contents of transmitted packets includes generating a

current state (e.g., "unknown") which may not conform to

the true state. The current state may be updated to the

true state based on information about prior-packets

transmitted in the dialog. '

Each communication may involve multiple dialogs

corresponding to a specific protocol. Each protocol

layer of the communication may be parsed and analyzed to

isolate each dialog and statistics may be kept for each

dialog. The protocols may include a connectionless-type

protocol in which the state of a dialog is implicit in

transmitted packets, and the step of deriving information

about the states of dialogs includes inferring the_states

of the dialogs from the packets. Keeping statistics for

protocol layers may be temporarily suspended when parsing
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and statistics gathering is not rapid enough to match the

rate of packets to be parsed.

In general, in another aspect, the invention

features monitoring the Operation of the network with

respect to specific items of performance during normal

operation, generating a model of the network based on the

monitoring, and setting acceptable threshold levels for

the specific items of performance based on the model. In

preferred embodiments, the operation of the network is

monitored with respect to the specific items of

performance during periods which may include abnormal

operation. '

In general, in another aspect, the invention

features the combination of a monitor connected to the

network medium for passively, and in real time,

monitoring transmitted packets and storing information

about dialogs associated with the packets, and a

workstation for receiving the information about dialogs

from the monitor and providing an interface to a user. In

preferred embodiments, the workstation includes means for

enabling a user to observe events of active dialogs.

In general, in another aspect, the invention

features apparatus for monitoring packet communications

in a network of nodes in which communications may be in

accordance with multiple protocols. The apparatus

includes a monitor connected to a communication medium of

the network for passively, and in real time, monitoring

transmitted packets of different protocols and storing

information about communications associated with the

packets, the communications being in accordance with

different protocols, and a workstation for receiving the
information about the communciations from the monitor and

providing an interface to a user. The monitor and the

workstation include means for relaying the information

about multiple protocols with respect to communication in
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the different protocols from the monitor to the

workstation in accordance with a single common network

management protocol.

In general, in another aspect, the invention

features diagnosing communication-problems between two

nodes in a network of nodes interconnected by links. The

operation of the network is monitored with respect to

specific items of performance during normal operation. A

model of normal operation of the network is generated

based on the monitoring. Acceptable threshold levels are

set for the specific items of performance based on the

model. The operation of the network is monitored with

respect to the specific items of performance during

periods which may include abnormal operation. When

abnormal operation of the network with respect to

communication between the two nodes is detected, the

problem is diagnosed by separately analyzing the

performance of each or the nodes and each of the links

connecting the two nodes to isolate the abnormal
operation.

In general, in another aspect, the invention

.features a method of timing the duration of a transaction

of interest occurring in the course of communication

between nodes of a network, the beginning of the

transaction being defined by the sending of a first

packet of a particular kind from one node to the other,

and the end of the transaction being defined by the

sending of another packet of a particular kind between

the nodes. In the method, packets transmitted in the

network are monitored passively and in real time. The

beginning time of the transaction is determined based on

the appearance of the first packet. A determination_is

made of when the other packet has been transmitted. The

timing of the duration of the transaction is ended upon

the appearance of the other packet.
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In general, in another asPect, the invention

features, tracking node address to node name mappings in

a network of nodes of the kind in which each node has a

possibly nonunique-node name and a unique node address

within the network and in which node addresses can be

assigned and reassigned to node names dynamically using a

name binding protocol message incorporated within a

packet. In the method, packets transmitted in the

network are monitored, and a table linking node names to

node addresses is updated based on information contained

in the name binding protocol messages in the packets.

One advantage of the invention is that it enables

a network manager to passively monitor multi-protocol

networks at multiple layers of the communications. In

addition, it organizes and presents network performance

statistics in terms of dialogs which are occurring at any

desired level of the communication. This technique of

organizing and displaying network performance statistics

provides an effective and useful view of network

performance and facilitates a quick diagnosis of network

problems.‘

other advantages and features will become apparent

from the following description of the preferred

embodiment and from the claims.

WWW

Fig. 1 is a block diagram of a network;

Fig. 2 shows the layered structure of a network

communication and a protocol tree within that layered

environment;

Fig. 3 illustrates the structure of an

ethernet/IP/TCP packet;

Fig. 4 illustrates the different layers of a

communication between two nodes;

Fig. 5 shows the software modules within the

Monitor;
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Fig. 6 shows the structure of the Monitor software

in terms of tasks and intertask communication mechanisms;p

Figs. 7a—c show the STATS data structures which

store performance statistics relating to the the data

link layer;

Fig. 8 is a event/state table describing the

operation of the state machine for a TCP connection;

Fig. 9a is a history data structure that is

identified by a pointer found in the appropriate dialog

statistics data within STATS;

Fig. 9b is a record from the history table;

Fig. 10 is a flow diagram of the

Look_for_Data_state routine;

Fig. 11 is a flow diagram of the

Look_for_Initiator routine that is called by the—

Look’for_Data_state routine;

Fig. 12 is a flow diagram of the

Look_for_Retransmission routine which is called by the

Look_at_History routine; \

Fig. 13 is a diagram of the major steps in

processing a frame through the Real Time Parser (RTP);

Fig. 14 is a diagram of the major steps in the

processing a statistics threshold event;

Fig. 15 is a diagram of the major steps in the

processing of a database update;

Fig. 16 is a diagram of the major steps in the

processing of a monitor control request;

Fig. 17 is a logical map of the network as

displayed by the Management Workstation;

Fig. 18 is a basic summary tool display screen;

Fig. 19 is a protocol selection menu that may be

invoked through the summary tool display screen;

Figs. ZOa-g are examples of the statistical

variables which are displayed for different protocols;
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Fig. 21 is an example of information that is

displayed in the dialogs panel of the summary tool

display screen; _

Fig. 22 is a basic data screen presenting a rate

values panel, a count values panel and a protocols seen

panel;

Fig. 23 is a traffic matrix screen;

Fig. 24 is a flow diagram of the algOLitnm for

adaptively establishing network thresholds based upon

actual network performance;

Fig. 25 is a simple multi—segment network;

Fig. 26 is a flow diagram of the operation of the

diagnostic analyzer algorithm;

Fig. 27 is a flow diagram of the source node

analyzer algorithm;

Fig. 28 is a flow diagram of the sink node

analyzer algorithm;

Fig. 29 is a flow diagram of the link analysis

logic;

Fig. 30 is a flow diagram of the DLL problem

checking routine;

Fig. 31 is a flow diagram of the 1? problem

checking routine; -

Fig. 32 is a flow diagram of the IP link component

problem checking routine;

Fig. 33 is a flow diagram of the DLL link

component problem checking routine;

Fig. 34 shows the structure of the event timing

database;

Fig. 35 is a flow diagram of the operation of the

event timing module (ETM) in the Network Monitor;

Fig. 36 is a network which includes an AppletalkO

segment;

Fig. 37 is a Name Table that is maintained by the

Address Tracking Module (ATM);
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Fig. 38 is a flow diagram of the operation of the

ATM; and

Fig. 39 is a flow diagram of the operation of the

ATE.

Also attached hereto before the claims are the

following appendices:

Appendix I identifies the SNMP HIE subset that is

supported by the Monitor and the Management Workstation

(2 pages);

Appendix II defines the extension to the standard

HIB that are supported by the Monitor and the Management

Workstation (25 pages);

Appendix III is a summary of the protocol

variables for which the Monitor gathers statistics and a

brief description of the variables, where appropriate (17

pages) ; '

Appendix IV is a list of the Summary Tool Values

Diaplay Fields with brief descriptions (2 pages); and

Appendix V is a description of the actual screens

for the Values Tool (34 pages).

§££B££QI£_QDQ_92§IQLLQD

Ihs_fls§!QIE=

A typical network, such as the one shown in Fig.

1, includes at least three major components, namely,

network nodes 2, network elements 4 and communication

lines 6. Network nodes 2 are the individual computers on

the network. They are the very reason the network

exists. They include but are not limited to workstations

(W5), personal computers (PC), file servers (PS), compute

servers (CS) and host computers (e.g., a VAX), to name

but a few. The term server is often used as though it

was different from a node, but it is, in fact, just a

node providing special services.

In general, network elements 4 are anything that

participate in the service of providing data movement in
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They include, but are not limited to, LAN's, routers,

bridges, gateways, multiplexers, switches and connectors.

Bridges serve as connections between different network

segments. They keep track of the nodes which are

connected to each of the segments to which they are

connected. When they see a packet on one segment that is

addressed to a node on another of their segments, they

grab the packet from the one segment and transfer it to

the proper segment. Gateways generally provide _

connections between different network segments that are

operating under different protocols and serve to convert

communications from one protocol to the other. Nodes

send packets to routers so that they may be directed over

the appropriate segments to the intended destination

node.

Finally, network or communication lines 6 are the

components of the network which connect nodes 2 and

elements 4 together so that communicatons between nodes 2

may take place. They can be private lines, satellite

lines or Public Carrier lines. They are expensive

resources and are usually managed as separate entities.

Often networks are organized into segments 8 that are

connected by network elements 4. A segment 8 is a

section of a LAN connected at a physical level (this may

include repeaters). Within a segment, no protocols at

layers above the physical layer are needed to enable

signals from two stations on the same segment to reach

each other (i.e., there are no routers, bridges,

gateways...).

 

In the described embodiment, there are two basic

elements to the monitoring system which is to be

described, namely, a Network Monitor 10 and a Management
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Workstation 12. Both elements interact with each other

over the local area network (LAN).

Network Monitor 10 (referred to hereinafter simply

as Monitor 10) is the data collection module which is

attached to the LAN. It is a high performance real time

front end processor which collects packets on the network

and performs some degree of analysis to search for actual

or potential problems and to maintain statistical

information for use in later analysis. In general, it.

performs the following functions. It operates in a

promiscuous mode to capture and analyze all packets on

the segment and it extracts all items of interest from

the frames. It generates alarms to notify the Management

Workstation of the occurence of significant events. It

receives commands from the Management workstation,

processes them appropriately and returns responses.

Management Workstation 12 is the operator

interface. It collects and presents troubleshooting and

performance information to the user. It is based on the

SunNet Manager (SNM) product and provides a graphical

network-map-based interface and sophisticated data

presentation and analysis tools. It receives information

from Monitor 10, stores it and displays the information

in various ways. It also instructs Monitor 10 to perform'

certain actions. Monitor 10, in turn, sends responses

and alarms to Management Workstation 12 over either the

primary LAN or a backup serial link 14 using SNMP with

the M18 extensions defined later.

These devices can be connected to each other over

various types of networks and are not limited to

connections over a local area network. As indicated in

Fig. 1, there can be multiple Workstations 12 as well as

multiple Monitors 10.

Before describing these components in greater

detail, background information will first be reviewed
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regarding communication protocols which specify how

communications are conducted over the network and

regarding the structure of the packets.

mhe Protocol Iree: I

' As shown in Fig. 2, communication over the network

is organized as a series of layers or levels, each one

built upon the next lower one, and each one specified by

one or more protocols (represented by the boxes). Each

layer is responsible for handling a different phase of

the communication between nodes on the network. The

protocols for each layer are defined so that the services

offered by any layer are relatively independent of the

services offered by the neighbors above and below.

Although the identities and number of layers may differ

depending on the network (i.e., the protocol set defining

communication over the network), in general, most of them

share a similar structure and have features in common.

For purposes of the present description, the Open

Systems Interconnection (051) model will be presented as

representative of structured protocol architectures. The

051 model, developed by the International organization

for Standardization, includes seven layers. As indicated

in Fig. 2, there is a physical layer, a data link layer

(DLL), a network layer, a transport layer, a session

layer, a presentation layer and an application layer, in

that order. As background for what is to follow, the

function of each of these layers will be briefly

described.

The physical layer provides the physical medium

for the data transmission. It specifies the electrical

and mechanical interfaces of the network and deals with
bit level detail. The data link layer is responsible for

ensuring an error-free physical link between the

communicating nodes. It is responsible for creating and

recognizing frame boundaries (i.e., the boundaries of the
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packets of data that are sent over the network.) The

network layer determines how packets are routed within

the network. The transport layer accepts data from the

layer ahOVe it (i.e., the session layer), breaks the

.packets up into smaller units, if required, and passes

these to the network layer for transmission over the

network. It may insure that the smaller pieces all

arrive properly at the other end. The session layer is

the user's interface into the network. The user must

interface with the session layer in order to negotiate a

connection with a process in another machine. The

presentation layer provides code conversion and data

reformatting for the user's application. Finally, the

application layer selects the overall network service for

the user's application.

Fig. 2 also shows the protocol tree which is

implemented by the described embodiment. A protocol tree

shows the protocols that apply to each layer and it

identifies by the tree structure which protocols at each

layer can run "on top of" the protocols of the next lower

layer. Though standard abbreviations are used to

identify the protocols, for the convenience of the

reader, the meaning of the abbreviations are as follows:

ARE Address Resolution Protocol

ETHERNET Ethernet Data Link Control

FTP File Transfer Protocol

ICMP Internet Control Message Protocol

1? Internet Protocol

LLC 802.2 Logical Link Control

MAC 802.3 CSMA/CD Media Access Control

NFS Network File System

NSP Name Server Protocol

RARP Reverse Address Resolution Protocol

SMTP Simple Hail Transfer Protocol

SNMP simple Network Management Protocol
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TCP Transmission Control Protocol

TFTP Trivial File Transfer Protocol

UDP User Datagram ProtOCol

Two terms are commonly used to describe the protocol

tree, namely, a protocol stack and a protocol family (or

suite). A protocol stack generally refers to the

underlying protocols that are used when sending a message

over a network. For example, FTP/TCP/IP/LLC is a

protocol stack. A protocol family is a loose association

of protocols which tend to be used on the same network

(or derive from a common source). Thus, for example, the

‘TCP/IP family includes IP, TCP, UDP, ARP, TELNET and FTP.

The Decnet family includes the protocols from Digital

Equipment Corporation. And the SNA family includes the

protocols from lBH.

W:

The releyant protocol stack defines the structure

of each packet that is sent over the network. Fig. 3,

which shows an TCP/IP packet. illustrates the typical

structure of a packet. In general, each level of the

protocol stack takes the data from the next higher level

and adds header information to form a protocol data unit

(PDU) which it passes to the next lower level. That is,

as the data from the application is passed down through

the protocol layers in preparation for transmission over

the network, each layer adds its own information to the

data passed down from above until the complete packet is

assembled. Thus, the structure of a packet ressemhles

that of an onion, with each PDU of a given layer wrapped

within the PDU of the adjacent lower leVel.

At the ethernet level, the P00 includes a

destination address (DEST MAC ADDR), a source address

(SRC MAC ADDR), a type (TYPE) identifying the protocol

which is running on top of this layer, and a DATA field

for the PDU from the 1? layer.
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Like the ethernet packet, the POD for the IP layer

includes an IP header plus a DATA field. The IP header

includes a type field (TYPE) for indicating the type of

service, a length field (LGTH) for specifying the total

length of the PDU, an identification field (ID), a

protocol field (PROT) for identifying the protocol which

is running on top of the IP layer (in this case, TCP), a

source address field (SRC ADDR) for specifying the IP

address of the sender, a destination address field (DEST

ADDR) for specifying the IP address of the destination

node, and a DATA field.

The PDU built by the TCP protocol also consists of

a header and the data passed down from the next higher

layer. In this case the header includes a source port

field (SRC PORT) for specifying the port number of the

sender, a destination port field (DEST PORT) for

specifying the port number of the destination, a sequence

number field (SEQ no.) for specifying the sequence number

of the data that is being sent in this packet, and an

acknowledgment number field (ACK no.) for specifying the

number of the acknowledgment being returned. It also

includes bits which identify the packet type, namely, an

acknowledgment bit (ACK), a reset connection bit (RST), a

synchronize bit (SYN), and a no more data from sender bit

(FIN). There is also a window size field (WINDOW) for

specifying the size of the window being used.

e o ' o :

The concept of a dialog is used throughout the

following description. As will become apparent, it is a

concept which provides a useful way of conceptualizing,

organizing and displaying information about the

performance of a network - for any protocol and for any

layer of the multi—level protocol stack.

As noted above, the basic unit of information in

communication is a packet. A packet conveys meaning
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between the sender and the receiver and is part of a

larger framework of packet exchanges. The larger

exchange is called a dialog within the context of this

document. That is, a dialog is a communication between a

sender and a receiver, which is composed of one or more

packets being transmitted between the two. There can be

multiple senders and receivers which can change roles.

In fact, most dialogs involve exchanges in both

directions.

Stated another way, a dialog is the exchange of

messages and the associated meaning and state that is

inherent in any particular exchange at any layer. It

refers to the exchange between the peg; entities

(hardware or software) in any communication. In those

situations where there is a layering of protocols, any

particular message exchange could be viewed as belonging

to multiple dialogs. For example, in Fig. 4 Nodes A and

B are exchanging packets and are engaged in multiple

dialogs. Layer 1 in Node A has a dialog with Layer 1 in

Node B. For this example, one could state that this is

the data link layer and the nature of the dialog deals

with the message length. number of messages, errors and

perhaps the guarantee of the delivery. Simultaneously,

Layer n of Node A is having a dialog with Layer n of node

B. For the sake of the example, one could state that

this is an application layer dialog which deals with

virtual terminal connections and response rates. One can

also assume that all of the other layers (2 through n-l)

are also having simultaneous dialogs.

In some protocols there are explicit primitives

that deal with the dialog and they are generally referred
to as connections or virtual circuits. However, dialogs

exist even in stateless and connectionless protocols.

Two more examples will be described to help clarify the

concept further, one dealing with a connection oriented
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protocol.

In a typical connection oriented protocol, Node A

sends a connection request (CR) message to Node B. The

CR is an explicit request to form a connection. This is

the start of a particular dialog, which is no different

from the start of the connection. Nodes A and 8 could

have other dialogs active simultaneously with this

particular dialog. Each dialog is seen as unique. A

connection is a particular type of dialog. _

In a typical connectionless protocol, Node A sends

Node B a message that is a datagram which has no

connection paradigm, in fact, neither do the protocol(s)

at higher layers. The application protocol designates

this as a request to initiate some action. For example,

a file server protocol such as Sun Microsystems' Network

File System (NPS) could make a mount request. A dialog

comes into existence once the communication between Nodes

A and B has begun. It is possible to determine that

communication has occurred and to determine the actions

being requested. If in fact there exists more than one

communication thread between Nodes A and B, then these

would represent separate, different dialogs.

MW:

Monitor 10 includes a MIPS R3000 general purpose

microprocessor (from MIPS Computer Systems, Inc.) running

at 25 MHz. It is capable of providing 20 mips processing

power. Monitor 10 also includes a 64Kbyte instruction

cache and a 64Kbyte data cache, implemented by SHAH.

The major software modules of Monitor 10 are

implemented as a mixture of tasks and subroutine

libraries as shown in Fig. 5. It is organized this way

so as to minimise the context switching overhead incurred

during critical processing sequences. There is No

PREEMPTION of any module in the monitor subsystem. Each
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module is cognizant of the fact that it should return

control to the kernel in order to let other tasks run.

Since the monitor subsystem is a clased environment, the

software is aware of real time constraints.

Among the major modules which make up Monitor 10

is a real time kernel 20, a boot/load module 22, a driver

24, a test module 26, an SNMP Agent 28, a Timer module

30, a real time parser (RTP) 32, a Message Transport

Module (HTH) 34, a statistics database (STATS) 36, an

Event Manager (EH) 38, an Event Timing Module (ETH) 40

and a control module 42. Each of these will now be

described in greater detail.

Real Time Kernel 20 takes care of the general

housekeeping activities in Monitor 10. It is responsible

for scheduling, handling intertask communications via

queues, managing a potentially large number of timers,

manipulating linked lists, and handling simple memory

management.

Boot/Load Module 22, which is FProm based, enables

Monitor 10 to start itself when the power is turned on in

the box. 'It initializes functions such as diagnostics,

and environmental initialization and it initiates down

loading of the Network Monitor Software including program

and configuration files from the Management Workstation.

Boot/load module 22 is also responsible for reloading

program and/or configuration data following internal

error detection or on command from the Management

Workstation. To accomplish down loading, boot/load

module 22 uses the Trivial File Transfer Protocol (TFTP).

The protocol stack used for loading is

TFTP/UDP/IP/ethernet over the LAN and ‘TFTPI/UDP/IP/SLIP
over the serial line.

Device Driver 24 manages the network controller

hardware so that Monitor 10 is able to read and write

packets from the network and it manages the serial
.
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interface. It does so both for the purposes of

monitoring traffic (promiscuous mode) and for the

purposes of communicating with the Management Workstation

and other devices on the network. The communication

occurs through the.network controller hardware of the

physical network (e.g. Ethernet). The drivers for the

LAN controller and serial line interface are used by the

boot load module and the MTH. They provide access to the

chips and isolate higher layers from the hardware

specifics.

Test module 26 performs and reports results of

physical layer tests (TDR, connectivity,...) under

control of the Management Workstation. It provides

traffic load information in response to user requests

identifying the particular traffic data of interest. The

load information is reported either as a percent of

available bandwidth or as frame size(s) plus rate.

SNHP Agent 28 translates requests and information

into the network management protocol being used to

communicate with the Hanagement Workstation, e.g., the

simple Network Management Protocol (SNHP).

Control Module 42 coordinates access to monitor

control variables and performs actions necessary when

these are altered. Among the monitor control variables

which it handles are the following:

set reset monitor — transfer control to reset

logic;

set-time of day - modify monitor hardware clock

and generate response to Management Workstation;

get time of day — read monitor hardware clock and

generate response to Workstation;
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set trap permit - send trap Control ITM to EM and

generate response to Workstation;

get trap permit — generate response to

Workstation:

Control module 42 also updates parse control records

within STATS when invoked by the RTP (to be described) or

during overload conditions so that higher layers of

parsing are dropped until the overload situation is

resolved. when overload is over it restores full

parsing.

Timer 30 is invoked periodically to perform

general housekeeping functions. It pulses the watchdog

timer at appropriate intervals. It also takes care of

internal time stamping and kicking off routines like the

EH routine which periodically recalculates certain

numbers within the statistical database (i.e., STATS).

Real Time Parser (RTP) 32 sees all frames on the

network and it determines which protocols are being used

and interprets the frames. The RTP includes a protocol

parser and a state machine. The protocol parser parses a

received frame in the "classical" manner, layer-by-layer,

lowest layer first. The parsing is performed such that

the statistical objects in STATS (i.e., the network

parameters for which performance data is kept) are

maintained. Which layers are to have statistics stored

for them is determined by a parse control record that is

stored in STATS (to be described later). As each layer

is parsed, the RTP invokes the appropriate functions in

the statistics module (STATS) to update those statistical

objects which must be'changed. '

The state machine within RTP 32 is responsible for

tracking state as appropriate to protocols and

connections. It is responsible for maintaining and

updating the connection oriented statistical elements in
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STATS- In order to track connection states and events,

the RTP invokes a routine within the state machine. This

routine determines the state of a connection based on

past observed frames and keeps track of sequence numbers.

It is the routine that determines if a connection is in

data transfer state and if a retransmission has occurred.

The objectives of the state machine are to keep a brief

history of events, state transitions, and sequence

numbers per connection;.to detect data transfer state so

that sequence tracking can begin; and to count

inconsistencies but still maintain tracking while falling

into an appropriate state (e.g. unknown).

RTP 32 also performs overload control by

determining the number of frames awaiting processing and

invoking control module 42 to update the parse control

records so as to reduce the parsing depth when the number

becomes too large.

Statistics Module (STATS) 36 is where Honitor 10

keeps information about the statistical objects it is

charged with monitoring. A statistical object represents

a network parameter for which performance information is

gathered. This information is contained in an extended

MIB (Management Information Base), which is updated by

RTP 32 and EM 38.

STATS updates statistical objects in response to

RTP invocation. There are at least four statistical

object classes, namely, counters, timers, percentages

(%), and meters. Each statistical object is implemented

as appropriate to the object class to which it belongs.

That is, each statistical object behaves such that when

invoked by RT? 32 it updates and then generates an alarm

if its value meets a preset threshold. (Meets means that

for a high threshold the value is equal to or greater

than the threshold and for a low threshold the value is
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equal to or less than the threshold. Note that a single

object may have both high and low thresholds.)

STATS 36 is responsible for the maintenance and

initial analysis of the database. This includes

coordinating access to the database variables, ensuring

appropriate interlocks are applied and generating alarms

when thresholds are crossed. Only STATS 36 is aware of

the internal structure of the database, the rest of the

system is not.

STATS 36 is also responsible for tracking events

of interest in the form of various statistical

reductions. Examples are counters, rate meters, and rate

of change of rate meters. It initiates events based on

particular statistics reaching configured limits, i.e.,

thresholds. The events are passed to the EM which sends

a trap (i.e., an alarm) to the Management Workstation.

The statistics within STATS 36 are readable from the

Management Workstation on request.

STATS performs lookup on all addressing fields.

It assigns new data structures to address field values

not currently present. It performs any hashing for fast

access to the database. More details will be presented

later in this document.

Event Manager (BM) 38 extracts statistics from

STATS and formats it in ways that allow the Workstation

to understand it. It also examines the various

statistics to see if their behavior warrants a

notification to the Management Workstation. If so, it

uses the SNMP Agent software to initiate such

notifications.

If the Workstation asks for data, BM 38 gets the

data from STATS and sends it to the Workstation; It also

performs some level of analysis for statistical,

accounting and alarm filtering and decides on further

35 action (e.g. delivery to the Management Workstation).
r
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EM 38 is also responsible for controlling the delivery of

events to the Management Workstation, e.g., it performs

event filtering. The action to be taken on receipt of an

event (e.g. threshold exceeded in STATS) is specified by

the event action associated with the threshold. The

event is used as an index to select the defined action

(e.g. report to Workstation, run local routine xxxx,

ignore). The action can be modified by commands from the

Management Workstation (e.g., turn off an alarm) or by

the control module in an overload situation. An update

to the event action, however, does not affect events

previously processed even if they are still waiting for

transmission to the Management Workstation. .Discarded

events are counted as such by BM 38.

EM 38 also implements a throttle mechanism to

limit the rate of delivery of alarms to the console based

on configured limits. This prevents the rapid generation

of multiple alarms. In essence, Monitor 10 is giVen a

maximum frequency at which alarms may be sent to the
Workstation. Although alarms in excess of the maximum

frequency are discarded, a count is kept of the number of

alarms that were discarded. ‘.

BM 38 invokes routines from the statistics module

(STATS) to perform periodic updates such as rate

calculations and threshold checks. It calculates time

averages, e.g., average traffic by source stations,

destination stations. EM 38 requests for access to

monitor control variables are passed to the control

module.

BM 38 checks whether asynchronous traps (i.e.,

alarms) to the Workstation are permitted before

generating any.

EH 38 receives database update requests from the

Management Workstation and invokes the statistics module

(STATS) to process these. '
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Message Transport Module (HTM) 34, which is DRAM

based, has two distinct but closely related functions.

First, it is responsible for the conversion of

Workstation commands and responses from the internal

format used within Monitor 10 to the format used to

communicate over the network. It isolates the rest of

the system from the protocol used to communicate within

Management Workstation. It translates between the

internal representation of data and ASN.1 used for SNHP.

It performs initial decoding of Workstation requests and

directs the requests to appropriate modules for

processing. it implements SNHP/UDP/IP/LLC or ETHERNET

protocols for LAN and SNMP/UDP/IP/SLIP protocols for

serial line. It receives network management commands

from the Management Workstation and delivers these to the

appropriate module for action. Alarms and responses
destined for the Workstation are also directed via this

module.

Second, HTH 34 is responsible for the delivery and

reception of data to and from the Management Workstation

using the protocol appropriate to the network. Primary

and backup communication paths are provided transparently

. to the rest of the monitor modules (e.g. LAN and dial up

link). It is capable of full duplex delivery of messages

between the console and monitoring module. The messages

carry event, configuration, test and statistics data.

Event Timing Module (ETM) 40 keeps track of the

start time and end times of user specified transactions

over the network. In essence, this module monitors the

responsiveness of the network at any protocol or layer

specified by the user;

Address Tracking Module 42 keeps track of the node

name to node address bindings on networks which implement

dynamic node addressing protocols.

'1
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Memory management for Monitor 10 is handled in

accordance with following guidelines. The available

memory is divided into four blocks during system

initialization. One block includes receive frame

buffers. They are used for receiving LAN traffic and for

receiving secondary link traffic. These are organized as

linked lists of fixed sized buffers. A second block

includes system control message blocks. They are used

for intertask messages within Monitor 10 and are

organized as a linked list of free blocks and multiple

linked lists of in process intertask messages. A third

block includes transmit buffers. They are used for

creation and transmission of workstation alarms and

r65ponses and are organized as a linked list of fixed

sized buffers. A fourth block is the statistics. This -

is allocated as a fixed size area at system

initialization and managed by the statistics module

during system operation.

Wiser:

The structure of the Monitor in terms of tasks and

intertask messages is shown in Fig. 6. The rectangular

blocks represent interrupt service routines, the ovals

represent tasks and the circles represent input queues.

Each task in the system has a single input queue

which it uses to receive all input. All inter—process '

communications take place via messages placed onto the

input queue of the destination task. Each task waits on

a (well known) input queue and processes events or inter—

task messages (i.e., ITH's) as they are received. Each

task returns to the kernel within an appropriate time

period defined for each task (e.g. after processing a

fixed number of events).

Interrupt service routines (ISR's) run on receipt

of hardware generated interrupts. They invoke task level
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processing by sending an ITM to the input queue of the

appropriate task.

The kernel scheduler acts as the base loop of the

system and calls any runnable tasks as subroutines. The

determination of whether a task is runnable is made from

the input queue, 1.3., if this has an entry the task has

work to perform. The scheduler scans the input queues

for each task in a round robin fashion and invokes a task

with input pending. Bach task processes items from its

input queue and returns to the scheduler within a defined

period. The scheduler then continues the scan cycle of

the input queues. This avoids any task locking out

others by processing a continuously busy input queue. A

task may be given an effectively higher priority by

providing it with multiple entries in the scan table.

Database\accesses are generally performed using

access routines. This hides the internal structure of

the database from other modules and also ensures that

appropriate interlocks are applied to shared data.

The EH processes a single event from the input

queue and then returns to the scheduler.

The HTH Xmit task processes a single event from

1

its input queue and then returns control to the

scheduler. The HTH Recv task processes events from the

input queue until it is empty or a defined number (e.g.

10) events have been processed and then returns control

to the scheduler.

The timer task processes a single event from the

input queue and then returns control to the scheduler.

RTP continues to process frames until the input

queue is empty or it has processed a defined number (e.g.
10) frames. It then returns to the scheduler.

The following sections contain a more detailed

description of some of the above—identified software

modules.
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W:

The functions of the statistics module are:

* to define statistics records;

* to allocate and initialize statistics records;

* to provide routines to lockup statistics records,

e.g. lookup_id_addr;

* to provide routines to manipulate the statistics

within the records, e.g. stats_age, stats_incr and

stats_rate;

* to provide routines to free statistics records,

e.g. stats_allocate and stats_deallocate

It provides these services to the Real Time Parser

(RTP) module and to the Event Manager (EM) module.

STATS defines the database and it contains

subroutines for updating the statistics which‘it'keeps.

STATS contains the type definitions for all

statistics records (e.g. DLL, IP, TCP statistics). It

provides an initialization routine whose major function

is to allocate statistics records at startup from
cacheable memory. It provides lockup routines in order

to get at the statistics. Each type of statistics record

has its own lockup routine (e.g. lockup_ip_address) which

returns a pointer to a statistics record of the

appropriate type or NULL.

As a received frame is being parsed, statistics

within statistics records need to be manipulated (e.g.

incremented) to record relevant information about the

frame. STATS provides the routines to manipulate those

statistics. For example, there is a routine to update

counters. After the counter is incremented/decremented

and if there is a non-zero threshold associated with the

counter, the internal routine compares its value to the

threshold. If the threshold has been exceeded, the Event

Manager is signaled in order to send a trap to the

Workstation. Besides manipulating statistics, these
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routines, if necessary, signal the Event Manager via an

Intertask Message (1TH) to send a trap to the Management

Workstation.

The following is an erample of some of the

5 statistics records that are kept in STATS.

0 monitor statistics

0 mac statistics for segment

11c statisics for segment

statistics per-ethernet/lsap type for segment

10 ip statistics for segment

icmp statistics for segment

tcp statistics for segment

udp statistics for segment

nfs statistics for segment

ftp control statistics for segment

ftp data statistics for segment

telnet statistics for segment

smtp statistics for segment

arp statistics for segment

15 000000000000
20 0 statistics per mac address

0 statistics per ethernet type/lasp per mac

address

statistics per ip address (includes icmp)

statistics per tcp socket

25‘ statistics per udp socket

statistics per nfs socket

statistics per ftp control socket

statistics per ftp data socket

statistics per telnet socket.

30 statistics per smtp socket
000000000

arp statistics per ip address

0
statistics per mac address pair

0
statistics per ip pair (includes icmp)
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statistics per ltcp connection

statistics per udp pair

statistics per nfs pair

statistics per ftp control connection

statistics per ftp data connection

statistics per telnet connection
0000000

statistics per smtp connection

connection histories per udp and tcp socket
0

All statistics are organized similarly across protocol

10 types. The details of the data structures for the DLL

level are presented later.

As noted earlier, there are four statistical

object classes (i.e., variables), namely, counts, rates,

percentages (t), and meters. They are defined and

15 implemented as follows.

A count is a continuously incrementing variable

which rolls around to O on overflow. It may be reset on

command from the user (or from software): A threshold

may be applied to the count and will cause an alarm when

20 the threshold count is reached. The threshold count

fires each time the counter increments past the threshold

value. For example, if the threshold is set to 5, alarms

are generated when the count is 5, 10,-15,...

A rate is essentially a first derivative of a

25 count variable. The rate is calculated at a period

appropriate to the variable. For each rate variable, a

minimum, maximum and average value is maintained.

Thresholds may be set on high values of the rate. The

maximums and minimums may be reset on command. The

30 threshold event is triggered each time the rate

calculated is in the threshold region.

As commonly used, the t is calculated at a period

appropriate to the variable. For each % variable a
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minimum, maximum and average value is maintained. A

threshold may be set on high values of the %. The

threshold event is triggered each time the % calculated

is in the threshold region.'

Finally, a meter is a variable which may take any

discrete value within a defined range. The current value

has no correlation to past or future values. A threshold

may be set on a maximum and/or minimum value for a meter.

The rate and % fields of network event variables

are updated differently than counter or meter fields in

that they are calculated at fixed intervals rather than

on receipt of data from the network.

Structures for statistics kept on a per address or

per address pair basis are allocated at initialization

time. There are several sizes for these structures.

Structures of the same size are linked together in a free

pool. As a new structure is needed, it is obtained from

a free queue, initialized, and linked into an active

list. Active lists are kept on a per statistics type

basis.

As an address or address pair (e.g. mac, ip,

top...) is seen, RTP code calls an appropriate lockup

routine. The lockup routine scans active statistics

structures to see if a structure has already been

allocated for the statistics. Hashing'algorithms are

used in order to provide for efficient lockup. If no

structure has been allocated, the lookup routine examines

the appropriate parse control records to determine

whether statistics should be kept, and, if so, it

allocates a structure of the appropriate size,

initializes it and links it into an active list.

Either the address of a structure or a NUfiL is

returned by these routines. If NULL is returned, the RTP

does not stop parsing, but it will not be allowed to
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store the statistics for which the structure was

requested.

The RTP updates statistics within the data base as

it runSc This is done via macros defined for the RTP.

5 The macros call on internal routines which know how to

manipulate the relevant statistic. If the pointer to the

statistics structure is NULL, the internal routine will

not be invoked.

The EH causes rates to be calculated. The STATS

10 module supplies routines (e.g. stats_rate) which must be

called by the BM in order to perform the rate

calculations. It also calls subroutines to reformat the

data in the database in order to present it to the

Workstation (i.e., in response to a get from the

15 Workstation). M

The calculation algorithms for the rate and %

fields of network event variables are as follows.

The following rates are calculated in units per

second, at the indicated (approximate) intervals:
20 l. 10 second intervals:

e.g. DLL frame, byte, ethernet, 802.3, broadcast,

multicast rates

2. 60 second intervals

e.g., all DLL error, ethertype/dsap rates

25 all IP rates.

TCP packets, bytes, errors, retransmitted packets,

retransmitted bytes, acks, rsts

UDP packet, error, byte rates

FTP file transfer, byte transfer, error rates

30 For these rates, the new average replaces the

previous value directly. Maximum and minimum values are

retained until reset by the user.

The following rates are calculated in units per

hour at the indicated time intervals:

35 l. 15 minute interval.
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e.g., TCP — connection rate

Telnet connection rate

FTP session rate .

The hourly rate is calculated from a sum of the

last twelve 5 minute readings, as obtained from the

buckets for the pertinent parameter. Each new reading.

replaces the oldest of the twelve values maintained.

Maximum and minimum values are retained until reset by

the user.

There are a number of other internal routines in

STATS. For example, all statistical data collected by

the Monitor is subject to age out. Thus, if no activity

is seen for an address (or address pair) in the time

period defined for age out, then the data is discarded

and the space reclaimed so that it may be recycled. In

this manner, the Monitor is able to use the memory for

active elements rather than stale data. The user can

select the age out times for the different components.

The EH periodically kicks off the aging mechanism to

perform this recycling of resources. STATS provides the

routines which the EM calls, e.g. stats_age.

There are also routines in STATS to allocate and

de-allocate Statistics, e.g., stats_allocate and

stats_de-allocate. The allocate routine is called when

stations and dialogs are picked up by the Network

Monitor. The de-allocate routine is called by the aging

routines when a structure is to be recycled.

Ehg_D2£A_§IIH§§BI§§_XD_§IAI§

The general structure of the database within STATS

is illustrated by Figs. 7a-c, which shows information

that is maintained for the Data Link Layer (DLL)_and its

organization. A set of data structures is kept for each

address associated with the layer. In this case there

are three relevant addresses, namely a segment address,

35 ‘indicating which segment the node is on, a MAC address
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for the node on the segment, and an address which

identifies the dialog occurring over that layer. The

dialog address is the combination of the MAC addresses

for the two nodes which make up the dialog. Thus, the

overall data structure has three identifiable components:

a segment address data structure (see Fig. 7a), a MAC

address data structure (see Fig. 7b) and a dialog data

structure (see Fig. 7c). ‘

The segment address structure includes a doubly

linked list 102 of segment address records 104, each one

for a different segment address. Each segment address

record 104 contains a forward and backward link (field

106) for forward and backward pointers to neighboring

records and a hash link (field 108). In other words, the

segment address records are accessed by either walking

down the doubly linked list or by using a hashing

mechanism to generate a pointer into the doubly linked

list to the first record of a smaller hash linked list.

Each record also contains the address of the segment

(field 110) and a set of fields for other information.

Among these are a flags field 112, a type field 114, a

parse_control field 116, and an EM_control field 118.

Flags field 112 contains a bit which indicates whether

the identified address corresponds to the address of

another Network Monitor. This field only has meaning in

the HAG address record and not in the segment or dialog

address record. Type field 114 identifies the HIE group

which applies to this address. Parse control field 116

is a bit mask which indicates what subgroups of

statistics from the identified MIB group are maintained,

if any. Flags field 112, type field 114 and parse

control field 116 make up what is referred to as the

parse control record for this MAC address. The Network

Monitor uses a default value for parse control field 116

upon initialization or whenever a new node is detected.
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The default value turns off all statistics gathering.

The statistics gathering for any particular address may

subsequently be turned on by the Workstation through a

Network Monitor control command that sets the appropriate

bits of the parse control field to one.

Efl_control field 118 identifies the subgroups of

statistics within the NIB group that have changed since

the EH last serviced the database to update rates and

other variables. This field is used by the EM to

identify those parts of STATS which must be updated or

for which recalculations must be performed when the EM
next services STAT.

Each segment address record 104 also contains

three fields for time related information. There is a

start_time field 120 for the time that is used to perform

some of the rate calculations for the underlying

statistics; a first_seen field 122 for the time at which-
the Network Monitor first saw the communication; and a

last_seen field 124 for the time at which the last

communication was seen. The last_seen time is used to

age out the data structure if no activity is seen on the

segment after a preselected period of time elapses. The

first_seen time is a statistic which may be of interest

to the network manager and is thus retrievable by the

Management Workstation for display.

Finally, each segment address record includes a

stats_pointer field 126 for a pointer to a DLL segment

statistics data structure 130 which contains all of the

statistics that are maintained for the segment address.

If the bits in parse_contrcl field 116 are all set to

off, indicating that no statistics are to be maintained.

for the address, then the pointer in stats_pointer field

126 is a null pointer.

The list of events shown in data structure l30 of

Fig. 7a illustrates the type of data that is collected
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for this address when the parse control field bits are

set to on. Some of the entries in DLL segment.statistics

data structure 130 are pointers to buckets for historical

data. In the case where bhckets are maintained, there

are twelve buckets each of which represents a time period
of five minutes duration and each of which generally

contains two items of information, namely, a count for

the corresponding five minute time period and a MAX rate

for that time period. MAX rate records any spikes which

have occurred during the period and which the user may

not have observed because he was not viewing that

particular statistic at the time.

At the end of DLL segment statistics data

structure 130, there is a protocol_Q pointer 132 to a

linked list 134 of protocol statistics records 136

identifying all of the protocols which have been detected

running on top of the DLL layer for the segment. Each
record 136 includes a link 138 to the next record in the

list, the identity of the protocol (field 140), a frames

count for the number of frames detected‘for the '

identified protocol (field 142); and a frame rate (field

144).

The MAC address data structure is organized in a

similar manner to that of the segment data structure (see

Fig. 7b). There is a doubly linked list 146 of MAC

address records 148, each of which contains the same type

of information as is stored in DLL segment address

records 104. A pointer 150 at the end of each MAC

address record 148 points to a DLL address statistics

data structure 152, which like the DLL segment address

data structure 130, contains fields for all of the

statitics that are gathered for that DLL MAC address.

Examples of the particular statistics are shown in Fig.

7b.
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At the end of DLL address statistics data

structure 152, there are two pointer fields 152 and 154,

one for a pointer to a record 158 in a dialog link queue

160, and the other for a pointer to a linked list 162 of

protocol statistics records 164. Each dialog link queue

entry 158 contains a pointer to the next entry (field

168) in the queue and it contains a dialog_addr pointer

170 which points to an entry in the DLL dialog queue

which inVolves the HAG address. (see Fig. 7c). Protocol

statistics records 164 have the same structure and

contain the same categories of information as their

counterparts hanging off of DLL segment statistics data

structure 130.

The above-described design is repeated in the DLL

dialog data structures. That is, dialog record 172

includes the sane categories of information as its
. counterpart in the DLL segment address data structure and

the.HAC address data structure. The address field 174

contains the addresses of both ends of the dialog

concatenated together to form a single address. The

first and second addresses within the single address are

arbitrarily designated nodes 1 and 2, respectively. In

the stats_pointer field 175 there is a pointer to a

dialog statistics data structure 178 containing the

relevant statistics for the dialog. The entries in the

first two fields in this data structure (i.e., fields 180

and 182) are designated protocol entries and protocols.

Protocol entries is the number of different protocols

which have been seen between the two MAC addresses. The

protocols that have been seen are enumerated in the -

protocols field 182. 5 .
DLL dialog statistics data structure 178,

illustrated by Fig. 7c, includes several additional

fields of information which only appear in these

structures for dialogs for which state information can be
r
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identify the transport protocol (e.g., TCP) (field 184)

and the application which is running on top of that

protocol (field 186). They also include the identity of

the initiator of the connection (field 188), the state of

the connection (field 190) and the reason that the

connection was closed, when it is closed (field 192).

Finally, they also include a state_pointer (field 194)

which points to a history data structure that will be

described in greater detail later. Suffice it to say,

that the history data structure contains a short history

of events and states for each end of the dialog. The

state machine uses the information contained in the

history data structure to loosely determine what the

state of each of the end nodes is throughout the course

of the connection. The qualifier "loosely“ is used

because the state machine does not closely shadow the

state of the connection and thus is capable of recovering

from loss of state due to lost packets or missed

communications. ‘

The above-described structures and organization

are used for all layers and all protocols within STATS.

Baal.Time_2arasr_lBIEl

The RTP runs as an application task. It is

scheduled by the Real Time Kernel scheduler when received

frames are detected. The RTP parses the frames and

causes statistics, state tracking, and tracing operations

to be performed.

The functions of the RT? are:

* obtain frames from the RTP Input Queue;

* parse the frames;

* maintain statistics using routines supplied by the

STATS module; '

* maintain protocol state information;
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* notify the MTM via an ITM if a frame has been
received with the Network Monitor's address as the

destination address; and

* notify the EM via an ITM if a frame has been

received with any Network Monitor's address as the

source address. -

The design of the RTP is straightforward. It is a

collection of routines which perform protocol parsing.

The RTP interfaces to the Real Time Kernel in order to

perform RTP initialization, to be scheduled in order to

parse frames, to free frames, to obtain and send an ITM

to another task; and to report fatal errors. The RT? is

invoked by the scheduler when there is at least one frame

to parse. The appropriate parse routines are executed

per frame. Each parse routine invokes the next level

parse routine or.decides that parsing is done.

Termination of the parse occurs on an error or when the

frame has been completely parsed.

Each parse routine is a separately compilable

module. In general, parse routines share very little

data. Each knows where to begin parsing in the frame and

the length of the data remaining in the frame.

The following is a list of the parse routines that

are available within RTP for parsing the different

protocols at the various layers.

Data Link Layer Parse - rtp_dll_parse:

This routine handles Ethernet, IEEE 802.3, IEEE

802.2, and SNAP; See RFC 1010, Assigned Numbers

for a description of SNAP (Subnetwork Access

Protocol). ‘

Address Resolution Protocol Parse — rtp_arp_parse_
ARP is parsed as specified in RFC 826.

Internet Protocol Parse - rtp_ip_parse

1? Version 4 is parsed as specified in RFC 791 as

amended by RFC 950, RFC 919, and RFC 922.
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Internet Control Message Protocol Parse — rtp_icmp.parse

ICHP is parsed as specified in RFC 792.

Unit Data Protocol Parse - rtp_udp_parse

UDP is parsed as specified in RFC 768.

Transmission Control Protocol Parse — rtp-tcp_parse

TCP is parsed as specified in RFC 793.

Simple Mail Transfer Protocol Parse — rtp_smtp_parse

SMTP is parsed as specified in RFC 821.

File Transfer Protocol Parse — rtp_ftp_parse

FTP is parsed as specified in RFC 959.

Telnet Protocol Parse — rtp_telnet;parse‘

The Telnet protocol is parsed as specified in RFC

854 .

Network File System Protocol Parse — rpt_nfs_parse

The Hrs protocol is parsed as specified in RFC

1094.

The RTP calls routines supplied by STATS to look

up data structures. By calling these lockup routines,

global pointers to data structures are set up. Following

are examples of the pointers to statistics data

structures that are set up when parse routines call

Statistics nodule lockup routines.

mac_segnent, mac_dst_segsent, nac_this_segnent,

nac_src, mac_dst, mac_dialog

ip_src_segment, ip_dst_segment, ip_this_segment,

ip_src, ip_dst, ip_dialog

tcp_src.segment, tcp_dst_segnent,

tcp_this_segnent,

tcp_src, tcp_dst, tcp_src_socket, tcp_dst_socket,

tcp_connection

The mac_src and mac_dst routines return pointers

to the data structures within STATS for the source MAC

address and the destination MAC address, respectively.

The lockup_mac_dialog routine returns a pointer to the

data structure within STATS for the dialog between the
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two nodes on the MAC layer. The other STATS routines

supply similar pointers for data structures relevant to

other protocols. a

The RTP routines are aware of the names of the

statistics that must be manipulated within the data base

(e.g. frames, bytes) but are not aware of the structure

of the data. When a statistic is to be manipulated, the

RTP routine invokes a macro which manipulates the

appropriate statistics in data structures. The macros

use the global pointers which were set up during the

lookup proCess described above.

After a frame has been parsed (whether the parse

was successful or not), the RTP routine examines the

destination mac and ip addresses. If either of the

addresses is that of the Network Monitor, RTP obtains a

low priority ITM, initializes it, and sends the 1TH to

the HTH task. One of the fields of the ITK contains the

address of the buffer containing the frame.

The RTP must hand some received frames to the EM

in order to accomplish the autotopology function

(described later). After a frame has been parsed

(whether the parse was successful or not), the RTP

routine examines the source mac and ip addresses. If

either of the addresses is that of another Network'

Monitor, RTP obtains a low priority ITM, initializes it

'and sends the ITH to the EH task. The address data

structure (in particular, the flags field of the parse

control record) within STATS for the MAC or the IP

address indicates whether the source address is that of

another Network Monitor. One of the fields of the ITH

contains the address of the buffer containing the frame.
The RT? receiVes traffic frames from the network

for analysis. RTP operation may be modified by sending

control messages to the Monitor. RTP first parses these

messages, then detects that the messages are_destined for
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the Monitor and passes them to the MTM task. Parameters

which affect RTP operation may be changed by such control

messages. _

The general operation of the RT? upon receipt of a

traffic frame is as follows: '

Get next frame from input queue

get address records for these stations

For each level of active parsing

{

get pointer to start of protocol header

call layer parse routine

determine protocol at next level .

set pointer to start of next layer protocol

}end of frame parsing

if this is a monitor command add to HTH input

queue

if this frame is from another monitor, pass

to EH

check for overload —if yes tell control

machine:

In the described embodiment, the state machine

determines and keeps state for both addresses of all TCP

connections. TCP is a connection oriented transport

protocol, and TCP clearly defines the connection in terms

of states of the connection. There are other protocols

which do not explicitly define the communication in terms

of state, e.g. connectionless protocols such as NFS.

Nevertheless, even in the connectionless protocols there

is implicitly the concept of state because there is an

expected order to the events which will occur during the

course of the communication. That is, at the very least,

one can identify a beginning and an end of the

communication, and usually some sequence o£_events which

will occur during the course of the communication. Thus,
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even though the described embodiment involves a

connection oriented protocol, the principles are

applicable to many connectionless protocols or for that

matter any protocol for which one can identify a

beginning and an end to the communication under that

protocol.

whenever a TCP packet is detected, the RTP parses

the information for that layer to identify the event

associated with that packet. It then passes the

identified event along with the dialog identifier to the

state machine. For each address of the two parties to

the communication, the state machine determines what the

current state of the node is. The code within the state

machine determines the state of a connection based upon a

set of rules that are illustrated by the event/state

table shown in Pig. a.

The interpretation of the event/state table is as

follows. The top row of the table identifies the six

possible states of a TCP connection. These states are

not the states defined in the TCP protocol specification.

The left most column identifies the eight events which

may occur during the course of a connection. within the

table is an array of boxes, each of which sits at the

intersection of a particular event/state combination.

Each box specifies the actions taken by the state machine

if the identified event occurs while the connection is in

the identified state. When the state machine receives a

new event, it may perform three types of action. It may

change the recorded state for the node. The state to

which the node is changed is specified by the S="STATE"

entry located at the top of the box. it may increment or
decrement the appropriate counters to record the

information relevant to that event's occurrence. (In the

table, incrementing and decrementing are signified by the

++ and the —- symbols, respectively, located after the
~
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identity of the variable being updated.) Or the state

machine may take other actions such as those specified in

the table as start close timer, Look_for_Data_State, or

Look_at_Kistory (to he described shortly). The

particular actions which the state machine takes are

specified in each box. An empty box indicates that no

action is taken for that particular event/state

combination. Note, however, that the occurrence of an

event is also likely to have caused the update of

statistics within STATS, if not by the state machine,

then by some other part of the RTP. Also note that it

may be desirable to have the state machine record other

events, in which case the state table would be modified

to identify those other actions.

Two events appearing on the table deserve further

explanation, namely, close timer expires and inactivity

timer expires. The close timer, which is specified by

TCP, is started at the end of a connection and it

establishes a period during which any old packets for the

connection which are received are thrown away (i.e.,

ignored). The inactivity timer is not specified by TC?

but rather is part of the Network Honitor's resource

management functions. Since keeping statistics for

dialogs (especially old dialogs) consumes resources, it

is desirable to recycle resources for a dialog if no

activity has been seen for some period of time. The

inactivity timer provides the mechanism for accomplishing

this. It is restarted each time an event for the

connection is received. If the inactivity timer expires

(i.e., if no event is received before the timer period

ends), the connection is assumed to have gone inactive

and all of the resources associated with the dialog are

recycled. This involves freeing them up for use by other

dialogs.
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‘ The other states and events within the table

differ from but are consistent with the definitions

provided by TCP and should be self evident in view of

that protocol Specification.

The event/state table can be read as follows.

Assume, for example, that node 1 is in DATA state and the

RTP receives another packet from node 1 which it

determines to be a TCP FIN packet. According to the

entry in the table at the intersection of PIN/DATA (i.e.,

eVent/state), the state machine sets the state of the

connection for node 1 to CLOSING, it decrements the

active connections counter and it starts the close timer.

when the close timer expires, assuming no other events

over that connection have occurred, the state machine

sets node 1's state to CLOSED and it starts the

'inactivity timer. If the RT? sends another SYN packet to

reinitiate a new connection before the inactive timer

expires, the state machine sets node 1's state to

CONNECTING (see the SYN/CLOSED entry) and it increments

an after close counter.

When a connection is first seen, the Network

Monitor sets the state of both ends of the connection to

UNKNOWletate. If some number of data and acknowledgment

frames are seen from both connection ends, the states of

the connection ends may be promoted to DATA state. The

connection history is searched to make this determination

as will be described shortly.

Referring to Figs. 9e-b, within STATS there is a

history data structure 200 which the state machine uses

to remember the current state of the connection, the

state of eath of the nodes participating in the_

connection and a short history of state related

. information. History data structure 200 is identified by

a state_pointer found at the end of the associated dialog

statistics data structure in STATS (see Fig. 7c). within
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history data structure 200, the state machine records the

current state of node 1 (field 202), the current state of

node 2 (field 206) and other data relating to the

corresponding node (fields 204 and 208)., The other data

includes, for example, the window'size for the receive

and transmit communications, the last detected sequence

numbers for the data and acknowledgment frames, and other

data transfer information.

History data structure 200 also includes a history

table (field 212) for storing a short history of events

which haVe occurred over the connection and it includes

an index to the next entry within the history table for

storing the information about the next received event

(field 210). The history table is implemented as a

circular buffer which includes sufficient memory to

store, for example, 16 records. Each record, shown in

Fig. 9b, stores the state of the node when the event was

detected (field 218), the event which was detected (i.e.,

received) (field 220), the data field length (field 222),

the sequence number (field 224), the acknowledgment

sequence number (field 226) and the identity of the

initiator of the event, i.e., either node 1 or node 2 or

0 if neither (field 228).

Though the Network Honitor operates in a

promiscuous mode, it may occasionally fail to detect or

it may, due to overload, lose a packet within a

communication. If this occurs the state machine may not

be able to accurately determine the state of the

connection upon receipt of the next event. The problem

is evidenced by the fact that the next event is not what

was expected. When this occurs, the state machine tries

to recover state by relying on state history information

stored in the history table in field 212 to deduce what

the state is. To deduce the current state from

historical information, the state machine uses one or the
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two previously mentioned routines, namely,

Look_for_Data_State and Lookfiat_flistory.

Referring to Fig. 10, Look_for_Data_State routine

230 searches back through the history one record at a
time until it finds evidence that the current state is

‘DATA state or until it reaches the end of the circular

buffer (step 232). Routine 230 detects the existence of

DATA state by determining whether node 1 and node 2 each

have had at least two data events or two acknowledgment

combinations with no intervening connect, disconnect or

abort events (step 234). If such a sequence of events is

found within the history, routine 230 enters both node 1

and node 2 into DATA state (step 236), it increments the

active connections counter (step 238) and then it calls a

Look_for_Initiator routine to look for the initiator of

the connection (step 240). If such a pattern of events

is not found within the history, routine 230 returns

without changing the state for the node (step 242).

As shown in Fig. 11, Look_for_Initiator routine

240 also searches back through the history to detect a

telltale event pattern which identifies the actual

initiator of the connection (step 244). More

Specifically, routine 240 determines whether nodes 1 and

2 each sent connect-related packets. If they did,

routine 24o identifies the initiator as the first node to

send a connect-related packet (step 246). If the search

is not successful, the identity of the connection

initiator remains unknown (step 243).

The Look_at_History routine is called to check

back through the history to determine whether data

transmissions have been repeated. In the case or
retransmissions, the routine calls a

Look_for_Retransmission routine 250. the Operation of

which is shown in Fig. 12. Routine 250 searches back

through the history (step 252) and checks whether the
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same initiator node has sent data twice (step 254). It

detects this by comparing the current sequence number of

the packet as provided by the RT? with the sequence

numbers of data packets that were previously sent as

reported in the history table. If a retransmission is

spotted, the retransmission counter in the dialog

statistics data structure of STATs_is incremented (step

256). If the sequence number is not found within the

history table, indicating that the received packet does

not represent a retransmission, the retransmission

counter is not incremented (step 258).

other statistics such as Window probes and keep

alives may also be detected by looking at the received

frame, data transfer variables, and, if necessary, the

history. ’

Even if frames are missed by the Network Monitor,

because it is not directly "shadowing'I the connection,

the Network Monitor still keeps useful statistics about

the connection. If inconsistencies are detected the

Network Monitor counts them and, where appropriate, drops

back to UNKNOWN state. Then, the Network Monitor waits

for the connection to stabilize or deteriorate so that it

can again determine the appropriate state based upon the,

history table.

W:

The transactions which represent the major portion

of the processing load within the Monitor, include

monitoring, actions on threshold alarms, processing

database get/set requests from the Management

Workstation, and processing monitor control requests from

the Management Workstation. Each of these mechanisms

will now be briefly described.

Monitoring inVOIVes the message sequence shown in

Fig. 13. In that figure, as_in the other figures

involving message sequences, the numbers under the
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heading SEQ. identify the major steps in the sequence.

The following steps occur:

1‘

5.

ISR puts Received traffic frame ITM on RTP input

queue

request address of pertinent data structure from

STATS (get parse control record for this station)

pass pointer to RTP

update statistical objects by call to statistical

update routine in STATS using pointer to pertinent

data structure

parse completed - release buffers

The major steps which follow a statistics

threshold event (i.e., an alarm event) are shown in Fig.

14'

1‘

2.

7.

The steps are as follows:

statistical object update causes threshold alarm

STATS generates threshold event ITH to event

manager (EH)

look up appropriate action for this event

perform local event processing

generate network alarm 1TH to HTH Xmit (if

required)

format network alarm trap for Workstation from

event manager data

send alarm to Workstation

The major steps in processing of a database update

request (i.e., a get/set request) from the Management

workstation are shown in Fig. 15. The steps are as

follows:

ll

2.

LAN ISR receives frame from network and passes it

to RT? for parsing
RTP parses frame as for any other traffic on

segment.

RTP detects frame is for monitor and sends

received Workstation message over LAN ITM to MTM

Recv.
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MTM Recv processes protocol stack.

MTH Recv sends database update request 1TH to EH.

EM calls STATS to do database read or database

Write with appropriate ma

STATS performs database access and returns

response to BK.

EH encodes response to Workstation and sends

database update response ITH to HTM Xmit

HTH Xmit transmits.

The major steps in processing of a monitor control

request from the Hanagement Workstation are shown in Fig.

16.

1.

2.

8.

9.

The steps are as follows:

Lan ISR receives frame from network and passes

received frame 1TH to RTP for parsing.

RTP parses frame as for any other traffic on

segment.

RTP detects frame is for monitor and sends

received workstation message over LAN 1TH to HTH

Recv. ‘

MTH Recv processes protocol stack and decodes

workstation command.

HTH Recv sends request ITH to BK.

EH calls Control with monitor control IHPB.

control performs requested operation and generates

response to EM.

EH sends database update response ITM to MTH Xmit.

HTH Xmit encodes response to Workstation and

transmits.

W:

The interface between the Monitor and the

Management Workstation is based on the SNHP definition

(RFC 1089 SNHP; RFC 1065 SMI; RFC 1066 SNMP MIB - Note:

RFC means Request for Comments). All five SNHP PDU types

are supported:

get-request
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get-next-request

get-response

set-request

trap

The SNHP HID extensions are designed such that where

possible a user request for data maps to a single complex

NIB object. In this manner, the get-request is simple

and concise to create, and the response should contain

all the data necessary to build the screen. Thus, if the

user requests the IP statistics for a segment this maps

to an IP Segment Group.

The data in the Monitor is keyed by addresses

(MAC, IP) and port numbers (telnet, FTP). The user may

wish to relate his data to physical nodes entered into

the network map. The mapping of addresses to physical

nodes is controlled by the user (with support from the

Management Workstation system where possible) and the

Workstation retains this information so that when a user

requests data for node 'Joe' the Workstation asks the

Monitor for the data for the appropriate address(es).

The node to address mapping need not be one to one.

Loading and dumping of monitors uses TFTP (Trivial

File Transfer Protocol). This operates over UDP as does

SNHP. The Monitor to Workstation interface follows the

SNMP philosophy of operating primarily in a polled mode.

The Workstation acts as the master and polls the Monitor

slaves for data on a regular (configurable) basis.

The information communicated by the SNHP is

represented according to that subset of ASN.1 (ISO 8824

Specification of ASN.1) defined in the Internet standard

Structure of Management Information (SMI - RFC 1065).

The subset of the standard Hanagement Information Base

(HIE) (RFC 1066 SNMP HIB) which is supported by the

Workstation is defined in Appendix III. The added value

provided by the Workstation is encoded as enterprise
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specific extensions to the HIB as defined in Appendix Iv.

The format for these extensions follows the SHI

recomendations for object identifiers so that the

Workstation extensions fall in the subtree

l.3.6.l.4.l.x.l. where x is an enterprise specific node

identifier assigned by the IAB.

Appendix V is a summary of the network variables

for which data is collected by the Monitor for the

extended HIB and which can be retrieved by the

Workstation. The summary includes short decriptions of

the meaning and significance of the variables, where

appI'Opriate . '

Wan:

The Hanagement Workstation is a SUN Sparcstation .

(also referred to as a Sun) available from Sun‘

Hicrosystems, Inc. It is running the Sun flavor of Unix

and uses the-Open Look Graphical User Interface (GUI) and

the SunNet Manager as the base system. The options

required are those to run SunNet Hanager with some

additional disk storage requirement. ‘

The network is represented by a logical map

illustrating the network components and the relationships

between them, as shown in Fig. 17. A hierarchical

network map is supported with navigation through the

layers of the hierarchy, as provided by SNH. The

Management Workstation determines the topology of the

network and informs the user of the network objects and

their connectivity so that he can create a network map.

To assist with the map creation process, the Management

Workstation attempts to determine the stations connected

to each LAN segment to which a Monitor is attached.

Automatic determination of segment topology by detecting

stations is performed using the autotopology algorithms

as described in copending U.S. Patent Application 5.x.

***,*** entitled "Automatic Topology Monitor for Hulti-
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(Attorney Docket No. l3283—NE.APP), incorporated herein

by reference.

In normal operation; each station in the network

is monitored by a single Monitor that is located on its

local segment. The initial determination of the Monitor

responsible for a station is based on the results of the

autotopology mechanism. The user may override this

initial default if required.

The user is informed of new stations appearing on

any segment in the network via the alarm mechanism. As

for other alarms, the user may select whether stations

appearing on and disappearing from the network segment

generate alarms and may modify the times used in the

aging algorithms. When a new node alarm occurs, the user

must add the new alarm to the map using the SNM tools.

In this manner, the sun system becomes aware of the

nodes.

The sequence of events following the detection of

a new node is: _

l. the location of the node is determined

automatically for the user.

2. the Monitor generates an alarm for the

user indicating the new node and providing

some or all of the following information:

mac address of node

ip address of node

segment that the node is believed to

be

located on

Monitor to be responsible for the
node

3. ‘ the user must select the segment and add

the node manually using the SNM editor
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4. The update to the SN)! database will be

detected and the file reread. The

Workstation database is reconstructed and

the parse control records for the Monitors

updated if required.

5. The Monitor responsible for the new node

has its parse control record updated via

SNHP set request(s).

An internal record of new nodes is required for

the autotopology. When a new node is reported by a

Network Monitor, the Management Workstation needs to haVe

the previous location information in order to know which

Network Honitors to involve in autotopology. For

example, two nodes with the same IP address may exist in

separate segments of the network. The history makes

possible the correlation of the addresses and it makes

possible duplicate address detection.

Before a new Monitor can communicate with the

Management Workstation via SNHP it needs to be added to
the SNH system files. As the SNH files are cached in the

database, the file must be updated and the SNH system

forced to reread it.

Thus, on the detection of a new Monitor the

following events need to occur in order to add the

Honitor to the Workstation:

1. The Monitor issues a trap to the

Management Workstation software and

requests code to be loaded from the Sun

Hicrosystems boot/load server.

2. The code load fails as the Monitor is not

known to the unix networking software at

this time.

3. The Workstation confirms that the new

monitor does not exceed the configured

system limits (e.g. S Monitors per
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Workstation) and terminates the

initialization sequence if limits are

exceeded. An alarm is issued to the user

indicating the presence of the new Monitor

5 and whether it can be supported.

4. The user adds the Monitor to the

SNHP.HOSTS file of the sun system, to the

etc/hosts file of the Unix networking

system and to the SNH map.

10 5. When the files have been updated the user

resets the Monitor using the set tool

(described later).

6. The Monitor again issues a trap to the

Management Workstation software and

15 requests code to be loaded from the Sun

boot/load server.

7. The code load takes place and the Honitor

issues a trap requesting data from the

Management Workstation.

20 8. The Monitor data is issued using SNHP set

requests.

Note that on receiving the set request, the SNHP proxy

' rereads in the (updated) SNHP.BOSTS file which now

includes the new Monitor. Also note that the SNHP hosts

25 file need only contain the Monitors, not the entire list

of nodes in the system.

9. On completion of the set request(s) the Monitor

run command is issued by the Workstation to bring

the Monitor on line.

30 The user is responsible for entering data into the

sun database manually.‘ During operation, the Workstation
monitors the file write date for the SNM database. when

this is different from the last date read, the SNM

database is reread and the Workstation database .

35 reconstructed. In this manner, user updates to the SNH
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database are incorporated into the Workstation database

as quickly as possible without need for the user to take

any action.

When the Workstation is loaded, the database is

created from the data in the SEN file system (which the

user has possibly updated). This data is checked for '

consistency and for conformance to the limits imposed by

the Workstation at this time and a warning is generated

to the user if any problems are seen. If the data errors

are minor the system continues operation; if they are

fatal the user is asked to correct them and Workstation

operation terminates.

The monitoring functions of the Management

Workstation are provided as an extension to the SNH

system. They consist of additional display tools (i.e.,

summary tool, values tool, and set tool) which the user

invokes to access the Monitor options and a Workstation

event log in which all alarms are recorded.

As a result of the monitoring process, the Monitor
makes a large number of statistics available to the

operator. These are available for examination via the

Workstation tools that are provided. In addition, the

Monitor statistics (or a selected subset thereof) can be

made visible to any SNHP manager by providing it with

knowledge of the extended HIB. A description of the

statistics maintained are described elswhere.

Network event statistics are maintained on a per

network, per segment and per node basis. Within a node,

statistics are maintained on a per address (as

apprOpriate to the protocol layer - IP address, port

number, ...) and per connection basis. Per network

statistics are always derived by the Workstation from the

per segment variables maintained by the Monitors.

Subsets oi the basic statistics are maintained on a node

to node and segment to segment basis.
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If the User requests displays of segment to

segment traffic, the Workstation calculates this data as

follows. The inter segment traffic is derived from the

node to node statistics for the intersecting set of

nodes. Thus, if segment A has nodes 1, 2, and 3 and

segment 3 has nodes 20, 21, and 22, then summing the node

to node traffic for

1 -> 20,21,22

2 -> 20.21.22

3 -> 20,21,22

produces the required result. On—LAN/off—LAN traffic for

segments is calculated by a simply summing node to node

traffic for all stations on the LAN and then subtracting

this from total segment counts.

Alarms are reported to the user in the following

ways: ‘

1. Alarms received are logged in a Workstation log.

2. The node which the alarm relates to is highlighted

on the map.

3. The node status change is propagated up through

the (map) hierarchy to support the case where the

node is not visible on the screen. This is as

provided by SNH.

Summary Tool

After the user has selected an object from the map

and invokes the display tools, the summary tool generates

the user‘s initial screen at the Management Workstation.

It presents a set of statistical data selected to give an

overview of the operational status of the object (e.g., a

selected node or segment). The workstation polls the

Monitor for the data required by the Summary Tool display

screens. '

The Summary Tool displays a basic summary tool

screen such as is shown in Fig. la. The summary tool

35 screen has three panels, namely, a control panel 602, a
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values panel 604, and a dialogs panel 606. The control

panel includes the indicated mouse activated bottons.

The functions of each of the buttons is as follows. The

file button invokes a traditional file menu. The view

button invokes a view menu which allows the user to

modify or tailor the visual protperties of the tool. The

properties button invokes a properties menu containing

choices for viewing and sometimes modifying the

preperties of objects. »The tools button invokes a tools

menu which provides access to the other Workstation

tools, e.g. Values Tool.

The Update Interval field allows the user to

specify the frequency at which the displayed statistics

are updated by polling the Monitor. The Update Once

button enables the user to retrieve a single screen

update. when the Update Once button is invoked not only

is the screen updated but the update interval is

automatically set to "none".

The type field enables the user to specify the

type of network objects on which to operate, i.e.,

segment or node.

The name button invokes a pop up menu containing

an alphabetical list of all network objects of the type

selected and apply and reset buttons. The required name

can then be selected from the (scrolling) list and it

will be entered in the name field of the summary tool

when the apply button is invoked. Alternatively, the

user may enter the name directly in the summary tool name

field.

The protocol button invokes a pop up menu which

provides an exclusive set of protocol layers which the

user may select. Selection of a layer copies the layer

name into the displayed field of the summary tool when

the apply operation is invoked. An example of a protoaol

selection menu is shown in Fig. 19. It displays the
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available protocols in_the form of a protocol tree with

multiple protocol familes. The protocol selection is two

dimensional. That is, the user first selects the

protocol family and then the particular layer within that

family.

As indicated by the protocol trees shown in Fig.

19, the capabilities of the monitor can be readily

extended to handle other protocol families. The

particular ones which are implemented depend upon the

needs of the particular network environment in which the

Monitor will operate.

The user invokes the apply button to indicate that

the selection process is complete and the type, name,

protocol, etc. should be applied. This then updates the

screen using the new parameter set that the user

selected. The reset button is used to undo the

selections and restore them to their values at the last

apply operation.

The set of statistics for the selected parameter

set is displayed in values panel 604. The senbers of the

sets differ depending upon, for example, what protocol

was selected. Pigs. zoa-g present examples of the types

of statistical variables which are displayed for the DLL,

IP, UDP, TCP, ICHP, NPS, and ARP/RARP protocols,

respectively. The meaning of the values display fields

are described in Appendix I, attached hereto.

Dialogs panel 606 contains a display of the

connection statistics for all protocols for a selected

node. Within the Management Workstation, connection

lists are maintained per node, per supported protocol.

When connections are displayed, they are sorted on "Last

Seen" with the most current displayed first. A single

list returned from the Monitor contains all current

connection. For TCP, however, each connection also

contains a state and TCP connections are displayed as
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Past and Present based upon the returned state of the

connection. For certain dialogs, such as TCP and “PS

over UDP, there is an associated direction to the dialog,

i.e., from the initiator (source) to the receiver (sink).

For these dialogs, the direction is identified in a DIR-

field. A sample of information that is displayed in

dialogs panel 606 is presented in Fig. 21 for current

connections.

Values Tool

The values tool provides the user with the ability

to look at the statistical database for a network object

in detail. When the user invokes this tool, he may

select a basic data screen containing a rate values panel

620, a count values panel 622 and a protocols seen panel

626, as shown in Fig. 22, or he may select a traffic

matrix screen 628, as illustrated in Fig. 23.

In rate values and count values panels 620 and

622, value tools presents the monitored rate and count

statistics, respectively, for a selected protocol. The

parameters which are displayed for the different

protocols (i.e., different groups) are listed in Appendix

II. In general, a data element that is being displayed

for a node shows up in three rows, namely, a total for

the data element, the number into the data element, and

the number out of the data element. Any exceptions to

this are identified in Appendix II. Data elements that

are displayed for segments, are presented as totals only,

with no distinction between Rx and TX.

When invoked the Values Tool displays a primary

screen to the user. The primary screen contains what is

considered to be the most significant information for the

selected object. The user can view other information for

the object (i.e., the statistics for the other

parameters) by.scrolling down.
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The displayed information for the count values and

rate values panels 620 and 622 includes the following.

An alarm field reports whether an alarm is currently

active for this item. It displays as "*“ if active alarm

is present. A Current Value/Rate field reports the

current rate or the value of the counter used to generate

threshold alarms for this item. This is reset following

each threshold trigger and thus gives an idea of how

close to an alarm threshold the variable is. A Typical

Value field reports what this item could be expected to

read in a "normal'I operating situation. This field is

filled in for those items where this is predictable and

useful. It is maintained in the Workstation database and

is modifiable by the user using the set tool. An

Accumulated Count field reports the current accumulated

value of the item or the current rate. A Max Value field

reports the highest value recently seen for the item.

This value is reset at intervals defined by a user

adjustable parameter (default 30 minutes). ‘This is not a

rolling cycle but rather represents the highest value

since it was reset which may be from 1 to 30 minutes ago

(for a rest period of 30 minutes). It is used only for

rates. A Min Value field reports the lowest value

recently seen for the item. This operates in the same

manner as Max Value field and is used only for rates.

A Percent (%) field reports only for the following

variables:

off seg counts:

100(in count / total off seg count)

100(out count / total off seg count)

100(transit count / total off seq count)

100(local count / total off seg count)

off seg rates

100(transit rate / total off seq rate), etc.

protocols
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100(frame rate this protocol / total frame

rate) A

On the right half of the basic display, there the

following addtional fieldsi a High Threshold field and a

5 Sample period for rates field.

Set Tool

The set tool provides the user with the ability to

modify the parameters controling the operation of the

monitors and the Management workstation. These

10 parameters affect both user interface displays and the

actual operation of the Monitors. The parameters which

can be operated on by the set tool can be divided into

the following categories: alarm thresholds, monitoring

control, segment Monitor administration, and typical
15 values. ”

The monitoring control variables specify the

actions of the segment Monitors and each Monitor can have

a distinct set of control variables (e.g., the parse

control records that are described elsewhere). The user

20 is able to define those nodes, segments, dialogs and

protocols in which he is interested so as to make the

best use of memory space available for data storage.

This mechanism allows for load sharing, where mulitple

Honitors on the same segment can divide up the total

25 number of network objects which are to be monitored so

that no duplication of effort between them takes place.

The monitor administration variables allow the

user to modify the operation of the segment Honitor in a

more direct manner than the monitoring control variables.

30 Using the set tool, the user can perform those operations

such as reset, time changes etc. which are normally the

prerogative of a system administrator.

Note that the above descriptions of the tools

available through the Management Workstation are not

35 meant to imply that other choices may not be made
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regarding the particular information which is displayed

and the manner in which it is displayed.

adanti2el2_astLing_Ee:222E_H9nitor_2hrssholds=

The workstation sets the thresholds in the Network

monitor based upon the performance of the system as

observed over an extended period of time. That is, the

Workstation periodically samples the output of the

Network Monitors and assembles a model of a normally

functioning network. Then, the Workstation sets the

thresholds in the Network Monitors based upon that model.

It the observation period is chosen to be long enough and

since the model represents the "average" of the network

performance over the observation period, temporary

undesired deviations from normal behavior are smoothed

out over time and model tends to accurately reflect

normal network behavior.

Referring the Fig. 24, the details of the training

procedure for adaptively setting the Network Honitor

thresholds are as follows. To begin training, the

Workstation sends a start learning command to the Network

Monitors from which performance data is desired (step

302). The start learning command disables the thresholds

within the Network Monitor and causes the Network Monitor

to periodically send data for a predefined set of network

parameters to the Management workstation. (Disabling the

thresholds, however, is not necessary. One could have

the learning mode operational in parallel with monitoring

using existing thresholds.) The set of parameters may be

any or all of the previously mentioned parameters for

which thresholds are or may be defined.

Throughout the learning period; the Network

Monitor sends "snapshots" of the network's performance to

the Workstation which, in turn, stores the data in a

performance history database 306 (step 304). The network

manager sets the length of the learning period.
I
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Typically, it should be long enough to include the full

range of load conditions that the network experiences so

that a representative performance history is generated.

It should also be long enough so that short periods of

overload or faulty behavior do not-distort the resulting

averages.

After the learning period has expired, the network

manager, through the Management Workstation, sends a stop

learning command to the Monitor (step 308). The Monitor

ceases automatically sending further performance data

updates to the workstation and the Workstation processes

the data in its performance history database (step 310).

The processing may involve simply computing averages for

the parameters of interest or it may involve more

sophisticated statistical analysis of the data; such as

computing means, standard deviations, maximum and minimum

values, or using curve fitting to compute rates and other

pertinent parameter values.

After the Workstation has statistically analyzed

the performance data, it computes a new set of thresholds

for the relevant performance parameters (step 312). To

do this, it uses formulas which are appropriate to the

particular parameter for which a threshold is being

computed. That is, if the parameter is one for which one

would expect to see wide variations in its value during

network monitoring, then the threshold should be set high

enough so that the normal expected variations do not

trigger alarms. 0n the other hand, if the parameter is

of a type for which only small variations are expected

and larger variations indicate a problem, then the

threshold should be set to a value that is close to the

average observed value. Examples of formulae which may

be used to compute thresholds are:

* Highest value seen during learning period;
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* Highest value seen during learning period +

10%;

* Highest value seen during learning period +

50%;

5 i Highest value seen during learning period +

user-defined percent;

* Any value of the parameter other than zero;

i Average value seen during learning period +

50%; and

10 * Average value seen during learning period +

user-defined percent.

As should be evident from these examples, there is a

broad range of possibilities regarding how to compute a

particular threshold., The choice, however, should

15 reflect the parameter's importance in signaling serious

network problems and its normal expected behavior (as may

be evidenced from the performance history acquired for

the parameter during the learning mode).

After the thresholds are computed, the Workstation

20 loads them into the Honitor and instructs the Honitor to

revert to normal monitoring using the new thresholds

(step 314).

This procedure provides a mechanism enabling the

network manager to adaptively reset thresholds in

25 response to changing conditions on the network, shifting

usage patterns and evolving network topology. As the

network changes over time, the network manager merely

invokes the adaptive threshold setting feature and

updates the thresholds to reflect those changes.

3c> xne_niagnostic_bhslxzer_nedulez .

The Management Workstation includes a diagnostic
analyzer module which automatically detects and diagnoses

the existence and cause of certain types of network

problems. The functions of the diagnostic module may

35 actually be distributed among the Workstation and the
r
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Network Monitors which are active on the network. In

principle, the diagnostic analyzer module includes the

following elements for performing its fault detection and

analysis functions. '

The Management Workstation-contains a reference

model of a normally operating network. The reference

model is generated by observing the performance of the

network over an extended period of time and computing

averages of the performance statistics that were observed

during the observation period. The reference model

provides a reference against which future network

performance can be compared so as to diagnose and analyza

potential problems. The Network Monitor (in particular,

the STAIS module) includes alarm thresholds on a selected

set of the parameters which it monitors.' Some‘of those

thresholds are set on parameters which tend to be

indicative of the onset or the presence of particular

network problems.

During monitoring, when a Honitor threshold is

exceeded, thereby indicating a potential problem (e.g. in

a TCP connection), the Network Monitor alerts the

Workstation by sending an alarm. The Workstation

notifies the user and presents the user with the option

of either ignoring the alarm or invoking a diagnostic

algorithm to analyze the problem. If the user invokes

the diagnostic algorithm, the Workstation compares the

current performance statistics to its reference model to

analyze the problem and report its results. (Of course,

this may also be handled automatically so as to not

require user intervention.) The Workstation obtains the

data on current performance of the network by retrieving

the relevant performance statistics from all of the

segment Network Monitors that may have information useful

to diagnosing the problem.
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The details of a Specific example involving poor

TCP connection performance will now be described. This

example refers to a typical network on which the

diagnostic analyzer resides, such as the network

illustrated in Fig. 25. It includes three segments

labelled SI, 82, and $3, a router R1 connecting 51 to $2,

a router R2 connecting 82 to SB, and at least two nodes,

node A on 81 which communicates with node B on 83. On

each segment there is also a Network Monitor 324 to

observe the performance of its segment in the manner .

described earlier. A Management Workstation 320 is also

located on 31 and it includes a diagnostic analyzer

module 322. For this example, the sympton of the network

problem is degraded peformance of a TCP connection

between Nodes A and B.

A TCP connection problem may manifest itself in a

number of ways, including, for example, e2cessively high

numbers for any of the following:

errors

packets with bad sequence numbers

packets retransmitted A

bytes retransmitted

out of order packets

out of order bytes

packets after window closed

bytes after window closed

average and maximum round trip times

or by an unusually low value for the current window size.

By setting the appropriate thresholds, the Honitor is

programmed to recognize any one or more of these

symptoms. If any one of of the thresholds is exceeded,
the Monitor sends an alarm to the Workstation. The

Workstation is programmed to recognize the particular

alarm as related to an event which can be further

analyzed by its diagnostic analyzer module 322. Thus,
v
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the Workstation presents the user with the option of

invoking its diagnostic capabilities (or automatically

invokes the diagnostic capabilities).

In general terms, when the diagnostic analyzer is

invoked, it looks at the performance data that the

segment Honitors produce for the two nodes, for the

dialogs between them and for the links that interconnect

them and compares that data to the reference model for

the network. If a significant divergence from the

reference model is identified, the diagnostic analyzer

informs the Workstation (and the user) about the nature

of the divergence and the likely cause of the problem.

In conducting the comparison to "normal" network

performance, the network circuit involved in

communications between nodes A and B is decomposed into

its individual components and diagnostic analysis is

performed on each link individually in the effort to

isolate the problem further.

The overall structure of the diagnostic algorithm

400 is shown in Fig. 26. When invoked for analyzing a

possible TCP problem between nodes A and B, diagnostic

analyzer 322 checks for a TCP problem at node A when it

is acting as a source node (step 402). To perform this

check, diagnostic algorithm 400 invokes a source node

analyzer algorithm 450 shown in Fig. 27. If a problem is

identified, the Workstation reports that there is a high

probability that node A is causing a TCP problem when

operating as a source node and it reports the results of

the investigation performed by algorithm 450 (step 404).

If node A does not appear to be experiencing a TCP

problem when acting as a source node, diagnostic analyzer

322 checks for evidence of a TCP problem at node B when

it is acting as a sink node (step 406). To perform this

check, diagnostic algorithm 400 invokes a sink node

analyzer algorithm 470 shown in Fig. 28. If a problem is
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identified, the Workstation reports that there is a high

probability that node B is causing a TCP problem when

operating as a sink node and it reports the results of

the investigation performed by algorithm 470 (step 408).

5 Note that source and sink nodes are concepts which

apply to those dialogs for which a direction of the

communication can be defined. For example, the source

node may be the one which initiated the dialog for the

purpose of sending data to the other node, i.e., the sink

10 node.

If node B does not appear to be experiencing a TCP

problem when acting as a sink node, diagnostic analyzer

322 checks for evidence of a TCP problem on the link

between Node A and Node B (step 410). To perform this

15 check, diagnostic algorithm 400 invokes a link analysis

algorithm 550 shown in Fig. 29. If a problem is

identified, the Workstation reports that there is a high

probability that a TCP problem exists on the link and it

reports the results of the investigation performed by

20 link analysis algorithm 550 (step 412).

If‘the link does not appear to be experiencing a

TCP problem, diagnostic analyzer 322 checks for evidence

of a TCP problem at node B when it is acting as a source

node (step 414). To perform this check, diagnostic

25 algorithm 400 invokes the previously mentioned source

algorithm 450 for Node 8. If a problem is identified,

the Workstation reports that there is a medium

probability that node B is causing a TCP problem when»

operating as a source node and it reports the results of

30 the investigation performed by algorithm 450 (step 416i.

If node B does not appear to be experiencing a TCP
problem when acting as a source node, diagnostic analyzer

‘322 checks for a TCP problem at node A when it is acting

as a sink node (step 418). To perform this check,

35 diagnostic algorithm 400 invokes sink node analyzer
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algorithm 470 for Node A. It a problem is identified,

the Network Monitor reports that there is a medium

probability that node A is causing a TCP problem when

operating as a sink node and it reports the results of

the investigation performed by algorithm 470 (step 420).

Finally, if node A does not appear to be

experiencing a TCP problem when acting as a sink node,

diagnostic analyzer 322 reports that it was not able to

isolate the cause of a TCP problem (step 422).

The algorithms which are called from within the

above-described diagnostic algorithm will now be

described. Referring to Fig. 27, source node analyzer

algorithm 450 checks whether a particular node is causing

a TCP problem when operating as a source node. The

strategy is as follows. To determine whether'a TCP

problem exists at this node which is the source node for

the TCP connection, look at other connections for which

this node is a source. If other TCP connections are

okay, then there is probably not a problem with this

node. This is an easy check with a high probability of

being correct. If no other good connections exist, then

look at the lower layers for possible reasons. Start at

DLL and work up as problems at lower layers are more

fundamental, i.e., they cause problems at higher layers

whereas the reVerse is not true.

I In accordance with this approach, algorithm 450

first determines whether the node is acting as a source

node in any other TCP connection and, if so, whether the

other connection is okay (step 452). If the node is

performing satisfactorily as a source node in another TCP

connection, algorithm 450 reports that there is no

problem at the source node and returns to diagnostic

algorithm 400 (step 454). If algorithm 450 cannot

identify any other TC? connections involving this node

that are okay, it moves up through the protocol stack
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checking each level for a problem. In this case, it then

checks for DLL problems at the node when it is acting as

a source node by calling an DLL problem checking routine

510 (see Fig. 30) (step 456). If a DLL problem is found,

that fact is reported (step 458). If no DLL problems are

found, algorithm 450 checks for an IP problem at the node

when it is acting as a source by calling an IP problem

checking routine 490 (see Fig. 31) (step 460). If an 1?

problem is found, that fact is reported (step 462). If

no IP problems are found, algorithm 450 checks whether

any other TCP connection in which the node participates

as a source is not okay (step 464). If another TCP

connection involving the node exists and it is not okay,

algorithm 450 reports a TCP problem at the node (step

466). If no other TOP connections where the node is

acting as a source node can be found, algorithm 450

exits.

Referring to Fig. 28, sink node analyzer algorithm

470 checks whether a particular node is causing a TCP

problem when operating as a sink node. It first

determines whether the node is acting as a sink node in

any other TCP connection and, if so, whether the other

connection is okay (step 472). If the node is performing

satisfactorily as a sink node in another TCP connection,

algorithm 470 reports that there is no problem at the

source node and returns to diagnostic algorithm 400 (step

474). If algorithm 470 cannot identify any other TCP

connections involving this node that are okay, it then

checks for DLL problems at the node when it is acting as

a sink node by calling DLL problem checking routine 510

(step 476). If a DLL problem is found, that fact is

reported (step 478). If no DLL problems are found,

algorithm 470 checks for an IP problem at the node when

it is acting as a sink by calling IP problem checking

routine 490 (step 430). If an IP problem is found, that

P
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fact is reported (step 482). If no IP problems are

found, algorithm 470 checks whether any other TCP

connection in which the node participates as a sink is

not okay (step 484). If another TCP connection involving

the node as a sink.exists and it is not okay, algorithm

470 reports a TCP.problem at the node (step 486). If no

other TCP connections where the node is acting as a sink

node can be found, algorithm 470 exits.

Referring to Fig. 31, IP problem checking routine

49o checks for IP problems at a node. It does this by

comparing the IP performance statistics for the node to

the reference model (steps 492 and 494). If it detects

any significant deviations from the reference model, it

reports that there is an IP problem at the node (step

496). If no significant deviations are noted;"it reports

that there is no IP problem at the node (step 498).

he revealed by examining Fig. 30, DLL problem

checking routine 510 operates in a similar manner to 1?

problem checking routine 490, with the exception that it

examines a different set of parameters (i.e., DLL

parameters) for significant deviations.

Referring the Fig. 29, link analysis logic 550

first determines whether any other TCP connection for the

link is operating properly (step 552). If a properly

operating TCP connection exists on the link, indicating

that there is no link problem, link analysis logic 550

reports that the link is okay (step 554). If a properly

Operating TCP connection cannot be found, the link is

decomposed into its constituent components and an I? link

component problem checking routine 570 (see Fig. 32) is

invoked for each of the link components (step 556). IP

link component problem routine S70 evaluates the link

component by checking the 1? layer statistics for the

relevant link component.
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The decomposition of the link into its components

arranges them in order of their distance from the source

node and the analysis of the components proceeds in that

order. Thus, for example, the link components which make

up the link between nodes A and B include in order:

segment 51, router R1, segment 82, router R2, and segment

33. The IP data for these various components are

analyzed in the following order:

IP data for segment 51

IP data for address R1

1? data for source node to R1

IP data for Si to 52

I? data for 52

IP data for address R2.

IP date for 33

IP data for S2 to 83

IP data for $1 to 53

As shown in Fig. 32, IP link component problem

checking routine 57o compares IP statistics for the link

component to the reference model (step 572) to determine

whether network performance deviates significantly from

that specified by the model (step 574). If significant

deviations are detected, routine 570 reports that there

is an 1? problem at the link component (step 576).

Otherwise, it reports that it found no IP problem (step

573).

Referring back to Fig. 29, after completing the IP

problem analysis for all of the link components, logic

550 then invokes a DLL link component problem checking

routine 580 (see Fig. 33) for each link component to

check its DLL statistics (step 553). " _
DLL link problem routine 580 is similar to IP link

problem routine 570. As shown in Fig. 33, DLL link

problem checking routine 580 compares DLL statistics for

Athe link to the reference model (step 582) to determine
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whether network performance at the DLL deviates

significantly from that specified by the model (step

584). If significant deviations are detected, routine

580 reports that there is a DLL problem at the link

component (step 586). otherwise, it reports that no DLL

problems were found (step 588).

Referring hack to Fig. 29, after completing the

DLL problem analysis for all of the link components,

logic 550 checks whether there is any other TC? on the

link (step 560). If another TCP exists on the link

(which implies that the other TCP is also not operating

properly), logic 550 reports that there is a TCP Problem

on the link (step 562). Otherwise, logic 550 reports

that there was not enough information from the existing

packet traffic to determine whether there was a link

problem (step 564)

If the analysis of the link components does not

isolate the source of the problem and if there were

components for which sufficient information was not

available (due possibly to lack of traffic over through

that component), the user may send test messages to those

components to generate the information needed to evaluate

its performance.

The reference model against which comparisons

are made to detect and isolate malfunctions may be

generated by examining the behavior of the network over

an extended period of operation or over multiple periods

of operation. During those periods of operation, average

values and maximum excursions (or standard deviations)

for observed statistics are computed. These values

provide an initial estimate of a model of a properly

functioning system. As more experience with the network

is obtained and as more historical data on the various

statistics is accumulated the thresholds for detecting

actual malfunctions or imminent malfunctions and the
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reference model can be revised to reflect the new

experience.

What constitutes a significant deviation from the

reference model depends upon the particular parameter

involved. Some parameters will not deviate from the

expected norm and thus any deviation would be considered

to be significant, for example, consider ICMP messages of

type "destination unreachable," IP errors, TCP errors.

other parameters will normally vary within a wide range

of acceptable values, and only if they move outside of

that range should the deviation be considered

significant. The acceptable ranges of variation can be

determined by watching network performanca over a

' sustained period of operation.

The parameters which tend to provide useful

information for.identifying and isolating problems at the

node level for the different protocols and layers include

the following.

I92

error rate

header byte rate

packets retransmitted

bytes retransmitted

packets after window closed

bytes after window closed

LIQE

error rate

header byte rate

_I_13

error rate

header byte rate

fragmentation rate

all ICMP messages of type destination
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unreachable, parameter problem,

redirection

ELL

errorkrate
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For diagnosing network segment problems, the above-

identitied parameters are also useful with the addition

of the alignment rate and the collision rate at the DLL.

All or some subset of these parameters may be included

among the set of parameters which are examined during the

diagnostic procedure to detect and isolate network

problems. '

The above-described technique can be applied to a

wide range of problems on the network, including among .

others, the following:

TCP Connection fails to establish

UDP Connection performs poorly

UDP not working at all

1? poor performance/high error rate

IP not working at all

DLL poor performance/high error rate

DLL not working at all

For each of these problems, the diagnostic approach would

be similar to that described above, using, of course,

different parameters to identify the potential problem

and isolate its cause.

odu _

Referring again to Fig. 5, the RTP is programmed

to detect the occurrence of certain transactions for

which timing information is desired. The transactiOns

typically occur within a dialog at a particular layer of

the protocol stack and they involve a first event (i.e.,

an initiating event) and a subsequent partner event or

response. The events are protocol messages that arrive
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at the Network Monitor, are parsed by the RTP and then

passed to Event Timing Module (2TH) for processing. A

transaction of interest might be, for example, a read of

a file on a server. In that case, the initiating event

is the read request and the partner event is the read

response. The time of interest is the time required to

receive a response to the read request (i.e., the

transaction time). The transaction time provides a

useful measure of network performance and if measured at

various times throughout the day under different load

conditions gives a measure of how different loads affect

network response times. The layer of the communicaton

protocol at which the relevant dialég takes place will of

course depend upon the nature of the event.

In general, when the RIP detects an event, it

transfers control to the ET! which records an arrival

time for the event. If the event is an initiating event,

the ET! stores the arrival time in an event timing

database 300 (see Fig. 34) for future use. If the event

is a partner event, the ETH computes a difference between

that arrival time and an earlier stored time for the

initiating event to determine the complete transaction

time.

Event timing database 300 is an array of records

302. Each record 302 includes a dialog field 304 for

identifying the dialog over which the transactions of

interest are occurring and it includes an entry type

field 306 for identifying the eVent type of interest.

Each record 302 also includes a start time field 308 for

storing the arrival time of the initiating event and an

average delay time field 310 for storing the computed

average delay for the transactions. A more detailed

description of the operation of the ET" follows.

Referring to Fig. 35, when the RT? detects the

arrival of a packet of the type for which timing
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information is being kept, it passes control to the ETH

along with relevant information from the packet, such as

the dialog identifier and the event type (step 320). The

ETH then determines whether it is to keep timing

information for that particular event by checking the

event timing database (step 322). Since each event type

can have multiple occurrences (i.e., there can be

multiple dialogs at a given layer), the dialog identifier

is used to distinguish between events of the same type

for different dialogs and to identify those for which .

information has been requested. All of the dialog/events

of interest are identified in the event timing database.

If the current dialog and event appear in the event

timing database, indicating that the event should be

timed, the ETH determines whether the event is a starting

event or an ending event so that it may be processed

properly (step 324). For certain events, the absence of

a start time in the entry field of the appropriate record

302 in event timing database 300 is one\indicator that

the event represents a start time; otherwise, it is an

end time event. For other events, the ET! determines if

the start time is to be set by the event type as

Specified in the packet being parsed. For example, if

the event is a file read a start time is stored. If the

event is the read completion it represents an end time.

In general, each protocol event will have its own

intrinsic meaning for how to determine start and end

times.

Note that the arrival time is only an estimate of

the actual arrival time due to possible queuing and other

processing delays. Nevertheless, the delays are

generally so small in comparison to the transaction times

being measured that they are of little consequence.

In step 324, if the event represents a start time,

the ETH gets the current time from the kernel and stores
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it in start time field 308 of the appropriate record in

event timing database 300 (step 326). If the event

represents an end time event, the ET! obtains the current

time from the kernel and computes a difference between

5 that time and the corresponding start time found in event

timing database 300 (step 328). This represents the

total time for the transaction of interest. It is

combined with the stored average transaction time to

compute a new running average transaction time for that

10 event (step 330).

Any one of many different methods can be used to

compute the running average transaction time. For

example, the following formula can be used:

New Avg. = [(5 * Stored Avg.) + Transaction

15 Time1/6.

After six transaction have been timed, the computed new

average becomes a running average for the transaction

times. The ETH stores this computed average in the

appropriate record of event timing database 300,

20 replacing the previous average transaction time stored in

that record, and it clears start time entry field 308 for

that record in preparation for timing the next

transaction.

After processing the event in steps 322, 326, and

25 330, the ETM checks the age of all of the start time

entries in the event timing database 300 to determine if

any of them are too "old" (step 332). If the difference

between the current time and any of the start times

exceeds a preselected threshold, indicating that a

30 partner event has not occurred within a reasonable period

of time, the ETH deletes the old start time entry for

that dialog/event (step 334). This insures that a missed

packet for a partner event does not result in an

erroneously large transaction time which throws off the

35 running average for that event.
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If the average transaction time increases beyond a

preselected threshold set for timing events, an alarm is

sent to the Workstation.

Two examples will now be described to illustrate

the operation of the ETH for specific event types. In

the first example, Node A of Fig. 25 is communicating

with Node B using the NFS protocol. Node A is the client,
while Node B is the server. The Network Monitor resides

on the same segment as node A, but this is not a

requirement. When Node A issues a read request to Node

8, the Network Monitor sees the request and the RTP

within the Network Monitor transfers control to the ETH.

since it is a read, the ETH stores a start time in the

Event Timing Database. Thus, the start time is the time

at which the read was initiated. H

After some delay, caused by the transmission

delays of getting the read message to node B, node B

performs the read and sends a response back to node A.

After some further transmission delays in returning the

read response, the Network Monitor receives the second

packet for the event. At the time, the ET! recognizes

that the event is an end time event and updates the

average transaction time entry in the appropriate record

with a new computed running average. The ETH then

compares the average transaction time with the threshold

for this event and if it has been exceeded, issues an

alarm to the Workstation.

In the second example, node A is communicating

with Node B using the Telnet protocol. Telnet is a

virtual terminal protocol. The events of interest take

place long after the initial connection has been

established. Node A is typing at a standard ASCII (VTlOO

class) terminal which is logically (through the network)

connected to Node B. Node B has an application which is

receiving the characters being typed on Node A and, at
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appropriate times, indicated by the logic of the

applications, sends characters back to the terminal

located on Node A. Thus, every time node A sends

characters to B, the Network Monitor sees the

transmission.

In this case, there are several transaction times

which could provide useful network performance

information. They include, for example, the amount of

time it takes to echo characters typed at the keyboard

through the network and back to the display screen, the

delay between typing an end of line command and seeing

the completion of the application event come back or the

network delays incurred in sending a packet and receiving

acknowledgment for when it was received.

In this example, the particular time being

measured is the time it takes for the network to send a

packet and receive an acknowledgement that the packet has

arrived. Since Telnet runs on top of TCP, which in turn

runs on top of IP, the Network Honitor monitors the TCP

acknowledge end-to-end time delays.

Note that this is a design choice of the

implementation and that all events visible to the Network

Monitor by virtue of the fact that information is in the

packet could be measured.

When Node A transmits a data packet to Node B, the

Network Monitor receives the packet. The RTP recognizes

the packet as being part of a timed transaction and

passes control to the ETH. The ETH recognizes it as a

start time event, stores the start time in the event

timing database and returns control to the RT? after

checking for aging. '

When Node 8 receives the data packet from Node A,

it sends back an acknowledgment packet. When the Network

Monitor sees that packet, it delivers the event to the

ETM, which recognizes it as an end time event. The ETH
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calculates the delay time for the complete transaction

and uses that to update the average transaction time.

The ETH then compares the new average transaction time

with the threshold for this event. If it has been

5 exceeded, the ETH issues an alarm to the Workstation.

Note that this example is measuring something very

different than the previous example. The first example

measures the time it takes to traverse the network,

perform an action and return that result to the

10 requesting node. It measures performance as seen by the

user and it includes delay times from the network as well

as delay times from the File Server.

The second example is measuring network delays

without looking at the service delays. That is, the ETH

15 is measuring the amount of time it takes to send a packet

to a node and receive the acknowledgement of the receipt

of the message. In this example, the ET! is measuring

transmissions delays as well as processing delays

associated with network traffic, but not anything having

20 to do with non-network processing.

As can be seen from the above examples, the ETH

can measure a broad range of events. Each of these

events can be measured passively and without the

cooperation of the nodes that are actually participating

25 in the transmission.

IhQ_AdQI§§E_II§§K§I_HQQDIE_LBIfll

Address tracker module (ATM) 43, one of the

software modules in the Network Monitor (see Fig. 5),

operates on networks on which the node addresses for

30 particular node to node connections are assigned

dynamically. An AppletalkO Network, developed by Apple

computer Company, is an example of a network which uses

dynamic node addressing. In such networks, the dynamic

change in the address of a particular service causes .

35 difficulty troubleshooting the network because the
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network manager may not know where the various nodes are

and what they are called. In addition, foreign network

addresses (e.g., the IP addresses used by that node for

communication over an IP network to which if is

connected) can not be relied upon to point to a

particular node. ATM 43 solves this problem by passively

monitoring the network traffic and collecting a table

showing the node address to node name mappings.

In the following description, the network on which

the Monitor is located is assumed to be an Appletalko

Network. Thus, as background for the following

discussion, the manner in which the dynamic node

addressing mechanism operates on that network will first

be described.

when a node is activated on the Appletalkfl

Network, it establishes its own node address in

accordance with protocol referred to as the Local Link

Access Protocol (LLAP). That is, the node guesses its

own nods address and then verifies that no other node on

the network is using that.address. The node verifies the

uniqueness of its guess by sending an LLAP Enquiry

control packet informing all other nodes on the network

that it is going to assign itself a particular address

unless another node responds that the address has already

been assigned. If no other node claims that address as

its own by sending an LLAP acknowledgment control packet,

the first node uses the address which it has selected.

If another node claims the address as its own, the first

node tries another address. This continues until, the

node finds an unused address.

When the first node wants to communicate with a

'second node, it must determine the dynamically assigned

node address of the second node. It does this in

accordance with another protocol referred to as the Name

Binding Protocol (NBP). The Name Binding Protocol is
v
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used to map or bind human understandable node names with

machine understandable node addresses. The NH? allows

nodes to dynamically translate a string of characters

(i.e., a node name) into a node address. The node

needing to communicate with another node broadcasts an

NBP Lookup packet containing the name for which a node

address is being requested. The node having the name

being requested responds with its address and returns a

Lookup Reply packet containing its address to the

original requesting node. The first node then uses that

address its current communications with the second node.

Referring to Fig. 36, the network includes an

Appletalko Network segment 702 and a TCP)IP segment 704,

each of which are connected to a larger network 706

through their respective gateways 708. A Monitor 710,

including a Real Time Parser (RT?) 712 and an Address

Tracking nodule (ATM) 714, is located on Appletalk

network segment 702 along with other nodes 711. A

Management Workstation 716 is located on segment 704. It

is assumed that Monitor 710 has the features and

capabilities previously described; therefore, those

features not specifically related to the dynamic node

addressing capability will not be repeated here but ‘
rather the reader is referred to the earlier discussion.

Suffice it to say that Monitor 710 is, of course, adapted

to operate on Appletalk Network segment 702, to parse and

analyze the packets which are transmitted over that

segment according to the Appletalko family of protocols

and to communicate the information which it extracts from

the network to Management Workstation 716 located on

segment 704.

Within Monitor 710, ATM 714 maintains a name table

data structure 730 such as is shown in Fig. 37. Name

Table 720 includes records 722, each of which has a node

name field 724, a node address field 726, an IP address
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field 728, and a time field 729. ATM 714 uses Name Table

720 to keep track of the mappings of node names to node

address and to IP address. The relevance of each of the

fields of records 722 in Name Table 720 are explained in

5 the following description of how ATM 714 operates.

In general, Monitor 710 operates as previously

described. That is, it passively monitors all packet

traffic over segment 702 and sends all packets to RTP 712

for parsing. When RTP 712 recognizes an Appletalk

10 packet, it transfers control to ATM 714 which ana1y2es

the packet for the presence of address mapping

information.

The operation of ATM 714 is shown in greater

detail in the flow diagram of Fig. 38. When ATM 714

15 receives control from RT? 712, it takes the packet (step

'730 and strips off the lower layers of the protocol until

it determines whether there is a Name Binding Protocol

message inside the packet (step 732). If it is a HEP

message, ATM 714 then determines whether it is new name

20 Lookup message (step 734). If it is a new name Lookup

message, ATM 714 extracts the name from the message

(i.e., the name for which a node address is being

requested) and adds the name to the node name field 724

of a record 722 in Name Table 720 (step 736).

25 If the message is an NBP message but it is not a

Lookup message, ATM 714 determines whether it is a Lookup

Reply (step 738). If it is a Lookup Reply, signifying

that it contains a node name/node address binding, ATM

714 extracts the name and the assigned node address from

30 the message and adds this information to Name Table 720.

ATM 714 does this by searching the name fields of records

722 in Name Table 720 until it locates the name; Then,

it updates the node address field of the identified

record to contain the node address which was extracted

35 from the received NBP packet. ATM 714 also updates time
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field 729 to record the time at which the message was

processed.

After ATM 714 has updated the address field of the

apprOpriate record, it determines whether any records 722

in Name Table 720 should be aged out (step 742). ATM 714

compares the current time to the times recorded in the

time fields. If the elapsed time is greater than a

preselected time period (e.g. 48 hours), ATM 714 clears

the record of all information (step 744). After that, it

awaits the next packet from RT? 712.

As ATM 714 is processing each a packet and it

determines either that it does not contain an NBP message

(step 732) or it does not contain a Lookup Reply message

(step 738), ATM 714 branches to step 742 to perform the

age out check before going on to the next paciet from RT?
712.

The Appletalk to IP gateways provide services that

allow an Appletalk Node to dynamically connect to an IP

address for communicating with IP nodes. This service

extends the dynamic node address mechanism to the 1?

world for all Appletalk nodes. While the flexibility

provided is helpful to the users, the network manager is

faced with the problem of not knowing which Appletalk

Nodes are currently using a particular IP address and

thus, they can not easily track down problems created by

the particular node.

ATM 714 can use passive monitoring of the IP

address assignment mechanisms to provide the network

manager a Name—to—IP address mapping.

If ATM 714 is also keeping IP address information,

it implements the additional steps shown in Fig. 39 after

completing the node name to node address mapping stapes

ATM 714 again checks whether it is an NBP message (step

748). If it is an REP message, ATM 714 checks whether it

is a response to an IP address request (step 750). IP
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address requests are typically implied by an NBP Lookup

request for an IP gateway. The gateway responds by

supplying the gateway address as well as an IP address

that is assigned to the requesting node. If the map

message is an IP address response, ATM 714 looks up the

requesting node in Name Table 720 (step 752) and stores

the IP address assignment in the IP address field of the

appropriate record 722 (step 754).

After storing the-IP address assignment

information, ATM 714 locates all other records 722 in

Name Table 720 which contain that IP address. Since the

I? address has been assigned to a new node name, those

old entries are no longer valid and must be eliminated.

Therefore, ATM 714 purges the IP address fields of those

records (step 756). After doing this Cleanup step, ATM

714 returns control to RTP 712.

other embodiments are within the following claims.

For example, the Network Monitor can be adapted to

identify node types by analyzing the type of packet

traffic to or from the node. If the node being monitored

is receiving mount requests, the Monitor would report

that the node is behaving like node a file server. If

the node is issuing routing requests, the Monitor would

report that the node is behaving like a router. In

either case, the network manager can check a table of

what nodes are permitted to provide what functions to

determine whether the node is authorized to function as

either a file server or a router, and if not, can take

appropriate action to correct the problem.
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XPPENDIX I

SN'M‘P HIB' Subset Supported

This is the subset of the standard MIB which oan be

obtained by monitoring.

Refer to RFC 1066 Management Information Base for an
explanation on the items which follow.

System group:
none

Interfaces group

inype

ifPhysAddress
ifOperStatus
ifInOctets

ifInUcasthts

ifInNUcasthts

ifOutOctets

ifOutUcasthts
ifOutNUcasthts

Address Translation group
none

IP group 3

ipForvarding U
ipDafaultTTL

ipInReceives

ipIanrErrors

ipInAddrErrors

ipPoeratagrams

ipReastequ

ipPragCreates

IP Address Table

ipAddress
ipAdEnthastAddr

IP Routing Table
none

ICHP group

icmpInMsgs
icmplnErrors

icmpInDestUnreachs

icmpInTimeExcds

icmpInParmProbs

icmpInSchuenchs

icmpInRedirects

icmpInEchoes

App. 1- 1
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W

Number of pages being transmitted (including cover sheet): 2—

Date:M
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Company Name Ué? I D

Facsimile Number 1 Z 0;) éns' — 392 I
Telephone Number 0 305-" I D

From Facsimile Number (617) 367-4656

Sender’s Name BUG. 36.554—

Original Documents Via /
First Class Mail Overnight E-Mail Not Sent

Comments 0r Instructions

This transmission contains confidential information intended for use only by the above-named

recipienL Reading, discussion, distribution, or copying of this message is strictly prohibited by

anyone other than the named recipient, or his or her employees or agents. If you have received

this fax in error, please immediately notify us by telephone (collect), and, return the Original

message to us at the above address via the US. Postal Service.

IF YOU DID NOT RECEIVE ALL OF THE PAGES OF THIS TRANSMISSION

OR IF ANY OF THE PAGES ARE ILLEGIBLE, PLEASE CALL

IMMEDIATELY AT (617) 367-4600

Our File Numbero) #—
Your File Number-(s)
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Boston, Mass. 02108 GROUP

Applicant: Glenn W. Hutton : Decision on Petition Under“ _
Filed: September 25,1995 : 37 CPR Section 1.48 (c)

Setial No. 08/533,115 '
For: Point to Point Internet Protocol

This is a decision on the petition filed on April 21, 1997 to add originally named inventors under

37 CPR Section 1.48(c). Applicants request that Shane D. Mattaway and Craig B. Strickland be

added to the above referenced Application as they contributed to the invention subject matter

added by preliminary amendment which was filed on April l0,1996, after the original filing of the

application.

The petition includes a verified statement of facts but does not include a statement that the error

was made without deceptive intention, as required by 37 CPR Section l.48(a). Also the consent

by the assignee is not acceptable at this time because it is not accompanied by a proper

certification under 37 CFR Section 3.73 (b). The consent must also include a statement specifying

that the evidential-y document (assignment paper) has been reviewed and that to the best of the

assignee’s knowledge and belief, title is in the assignee seeking to take action. The consent must

3.159.138 veri _ ed in the form of_a declaration. 7" _ "”‘“

Therefore, the petition is DENIEB. m; Séiiiiohiim} be resubi-nittedjs; prgfié} rem} to; " '
reconsideration.

Al sa H. Bowler

Supervisory Patent Examiner
An Unit 2302
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ATTORNEY DOCKET NO. NO 03/7000

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE
t. .. /

Applicant: Glenn W. Hutton /Serial No.: 08/533,115 fl M7
'.' _ r—a '1 1
L - I --

 
Filed: September 25, 1995 .

For: POINT-TO-POINT INTERNET PROTOCOL ( . .‘J . 2‘

Examiner: Richard J. Gregson, Esq. "i :3 -~
Art Unit: 2302 El", m xi

‘7‘ J J

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING UNDER 37 C.F.R. 51.8(a)

The undersigned hereby certifies that this document is being placed in the United States mail with

first-class postage attached, addressed to Assistant Commissioner for Patents, Washington, DC 20231 on

. the 2nd day of December, 1997.

Anna Maria Keel

Assistant Commissioner for Patents

Washington. DC. 20231

PETITIbN TO ADD TO ORIGINALLY NAMED INVENT'ORIS) UNDER 37 CFR1.48(c)

Sir/Madam:

Applicant respectfully requests that the above-identified application be amended

under 37 CFR 1.48(c) to add inventors for subject matter disclosed in the application but

previously unclaimed. This Petition to Add to Originally Named Inventor is being resubmitted

following denial of the originally submitted Petition as set forth in paper number 12. The

Applicant’s attorney has since discussed the subject matter and form of the Petition with

Special Petitions Examiner Ken Weider of the USPTO. Applicant’s attorney now believes

this Petition is in allowable condition. Examiner Gregson, as well as Supervising Patent

Examiner Bowler, are requested to contact Examiner Weider if any questions remain as to

the allowability of this petition.

g moat 09333115»
Si’ié’itg' ”1“”in
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Please add the following inventors:

Shane D. Mattaway
826 Periwinkle Street

Boca Raton, FL 33486

Craig B. Strickland
5713 NW 65th Terrace

Tamarac, FL 33321

Attached with this petition are the following:

A. A c0py of the Statement of facts verified by the original-named inventor

establishing when the error occurred without deceptive intent and the diligence

with which this petition and amendment is being made with respect to these I

facts. the original signed copy having been submitted to the USPTO on April 17,

1997;

B. A copy of the Declaration by each of the actual inventors as required under 37

CFR §1.63 as originally submitted on April 17, 1997‘, and -

C. Written assent of the assignee in the form of a Certificate under 37 CFR 3.73(b).

Payment of the $130.00 fee for this petition, as required under 37 CFR §1.17(h),

was paid with the submission of the original petition on April 17, 1997. lfthe fee is

insufficient, the balance may be charged to the account of the undersigned, Deposit

Account No. 02-3038. A duplicate of this sheet is enclosed

Respectfully submitted,

Bruce D. Jobse, Eifl
Reg. No. 33,518

KUDIRKA & JOBSE, LLP

One Beacon Street

Boston, MA 02108

(617) 367-4600
H :\BDJ\N0003\7ODO\PETCORR.WPD
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Attorney Docket No. N0003/7000

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 
APPLICANT Glenn W. Hutton 5" fl ' _’_‘

SERIAL NO.: 08/533,115 2 i 1-). 1;;
FILED: September 25, 1995 is . (-1

FOR: POINT-TO-POINT INTERNET PROTOCOL 53 Q ‘3
EXAMINER: R. Gregson e": '9
ART UNIT: 2302

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

I hereby certify that this correSpondence is being deposited with the United States Postal Service as first class mail in an

envelope addressed to: Assistant Commissioner for Patents, Washington, DC 20231, on December1;, 1997.

QQQR [11(3ng Lee/L «4..~
(Typed or printed name of person mailing correspondence) (Signature of person mailing correspondence)

Assistant Commissioner for Patents

Washington, DC. 20231

QERTIFIQAI E UNDER 37 C.F.R. 3-73lb)

NetSpeak Corporation, a Florida corporation, certifies that it is the assignee of the entire

right, title and interest in the patent application identified above byvirtue of a chain .of title from . .

the inventor as evidenced by a first assignment dated November 27, 1995 from Glenn W. Hutton

to the Internet Telephone Company, Reel 7981, Frame 0020,.and a second assignment from the

Internet Telephone Company to NetSpeak Corporation dated May 14, 1996, Reel 7981, Frame

0053, copies of which are attached.

The undersigned has reviewed all the documents in the chain of title of the patent

application identified above and, to the best of undersigned’s knowledge and belief, title is in the

assignee identified above.

The undersigned is empowered to sign this certificate on behalf of the assignee and to

consent to the addition of Shane D.Mattaway and Craig B. Strickland as inventors to the

application.

I hereby declare that all statements made herein of my own knowledge are true, and that

all statements made on information and belief are believed to be true; and further, that these

statements are made with the knowledge that willful false statements, and the like so made, are
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punishable by fine or imprisonment, or both, under Section 1001, Title 18 of the United States

Code, and that such willful false statements may jeepardize the validity of the application or any

patent issuing thereon.

1122477 Ar
Date tep n R. Cohen

Chief Executive Officer

NetSpeak Corporation
H:\BDJ\N0003\7000\ASSENTAS.WPD
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ATTORNEY’S DOCKET NO.: NQQOSITOOQ 
IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE r m “3‘

Z .' . .1 LA
\. 1- )

APPLICANT: Glenn w. Hutton ', f 1’ T1
SERIAL NO.: 08/533,115 r.» ‘9 3‘
FILED: September 25. 1995 2'." *-’?‘ '3
FOR: POINT-To-POINT INTERNET PROTOCOL C.- "

EXAMINER: Richard J. Gregson. Esq.
ART UNIT: 2302

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING UNDER 37 C.F.R. §1.8(a)

The undersigned hereby certifies that this document is being placed in the United States mail with

first-class postage attached, addressed to Assistant Commissioner for Patents, Washington, DC 20231 on

the 2nd day of December, 1997.

Anna Maria Keel

Assistant Commissioner for Patents

Washington, DC. 20231

Sir/Madam:

Transmitted herewith for filing are the following documents:

[X] Certificate under 37 C.F.R. 3.73(b)

[Xi Corrected Petition to Add to Originally Named |nventor(s)

[X] Copy of Statement of Facts - ‘

[X] Copy of Declaration

If the enclosed papers are considered inc0mplete, the Mail Room and/or the Assignment

Branch is respectfully requested to contact the undersigned collect at (617) 387-4600, Boston,
Massachusetts.

No fee is enclosed or believed due with this correspondence. Any fee may be charged to the

account of the undersigned. Deposit Account No. 02-3038. A duplicate of this sheet is
enclosed.

Respectfully submitted,

  
Bruce D. Jobse, Esq.

Reg. No.:33,518

KUDIRKA & JOBSE, LLP

One Beacon Street

Boston, Massachusetts 02108

Tel: (617) 367—4600
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DOCKET NUMBER: N0003/7000

DECLARATION AND POWER OF ATTORNEY FOR

PATENT APPLICATION 
As a below named inventor, I hereby declare that:

My residence, posr office address and citizenship are stated below next to my name: , i

i believe I am an original, first and joint inventor the subject matter which is claimed and for which a patent

is sought on the invention entitled POINT-TO-POINT INTERNET PROTOCOL, the specification of

which was filed on September 25, 1995 under Attomey’s Docket Number N0003/7000, now US. Patent

Application Serial No. 03/533,i 15. '

I hereby state that l have reviewed and understand the contents ofthe above identified patent application,

including the claims as amended by any amendment referred to above.

I acknowledge the duty to disclose information which is material to the patentability of this application in
accordance with 37 C.F1R. 1.56.

l hereby claim the benefit of foreign priority under 35 U.S.C. l 19 of any foreign application(s) for patent or

inventor’s certificate having a filing date befOre that ofthe application the priority ofwhich is claimed:

Prior Foreign Application(s): Priority Claimed

Yes No

(Number) (Country) ' (Filing Date)

I hereby claim the benefit of United States priority under 35 U.S.C. 120 of any United States application(s)

listed below and, insofar as the subject matter of each of the claims of this application is not disclosed in a

listed prior United States application in the manner provided by the first paragraph of 35 U.S.C. 112, l

acknowledge the duty to disclose information material to the patentability of this application as defined in 37

C.F.R. 1.56 which occurred between the filing date of the prior application and the national or PCT

international filing date of this application.

  

(Application Serial #) (Filing Date) (Status)

(Application Serial #) (Filing Date) (Status)

(Application Serial it) (Filing Date) _ (Status)

I hereby declare that all statements made herein of my own knowledge are true and that all statements made

on information and belief are believed to be true; and further that these statements were made with the

knowledge that Wilifill false statements and the like so made are punishable by fine or imprisonment, or both

under 18 USC. 1001 and that such willful false statements may jeopardize the validity of the application or

any patent issued thereon
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POWER OF ATTORNEY: As a named inventor, I hereby appoint the following attorneys and/or agents to _
prosecute this application and transact all business in the Patent and Trademark Office connected therewith.

Bruce D. Jobse Reg. No. 33,518 Paul E. Kudirka

Arthur Z. Bookstein Reg. No. 22,958 John F. Perullo

Philip L. Conrad Reg. No. 34,567 Steven G. Saunders

Paul J. Cook Reg. No. 20,280

Reg. No. 26,931

Reg. No. 36,265

Reg. No. 36,265

Send correspondence to Bruce D. Jobse, BOOKSTEIN & KUDIRKA, BC, One Beacon Street, Boston,

Massachusetts, 02108.

FULL NAME OF INVENTOR: Glenn W. Hutton

INVENTOR’S SIGNATURE: S 2 f: 224,-. 2 '7 2 DATE; ‘7’ 2 r ? 7
RESIDENCE: 9725 Hammocks Boulevard, #206, Miami, FL 33196

CITIZENSHIP: Canada

POST OFFICE ADDRESS: 9725 Hammocks Boulevard, #206, Miami, FL 33196

FULL NAME OF 1NVENTOR: Shane D. Mattaway

INVENTOR’S SIGNATURE: DATE:

RESIDENCE: 826 Periwinkle, Boca Rat0n, FL 33486
CITIZENSHIP: U.S.A.

POST OFFICE ADDRESS: 826 Periwinkle, Boca Raton, FL 33486

FULL NAME OF INVENTOR: Craig B. Strickland

INVENTOR’S SIGNATURE: DATE:

RESlDENCE: 5713 NW 65th Terrace, Tamarac, FL 33321

CITIZENSHIP: Canada

POST OFFICE ADDRESS: 5713 NW 65th Terrace, Tamarac, FL 33321

H:\BDJ\N0003\7000\DECL.WPD
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DEC Rm .- - *‘N AND POWER OF ATTORNEY FOR
PATENT APPLICATION

As a below named inventor, I hereby declare that:

My residence, post Office address and citizenship are stated below next to m) name: , .

I believe I am an origina!, first and joint inventor the subject matter which is claimed and for which a patent

is sought on the invention entitled POINT-TO-POINT INTERNET PROTOCOL, the specification of

which was filed on September 25, 1995 under Attorney’s Docket Number N0003/7000, now US. Patent

Application Serial No. 08/533,] l5. .

I hereby state that I have reviewed and understand the contents ofthe above identified patent application,

including the claims as amended by any amendment referred to above.

I acknowledge the duty to disclose information which is material to the patentability of this application in
accordance with 37 C.F.R. 1156.

I hereby claim the benefit Of foreign priority under 35 U.S.C. 1 19 of any foreign application(s) for patent or

inventor’s certificate having a filing date before that ofthe application the priority of which is claimed:

Prior Foreign Application(s): Priority Claimed

Yes No

(Number) (Country) (Filing Date)

I hereby claim the benefit of United States priority under 35 U.S.C. 120 ofany United States application(s)

listed below and, insofar as the subject matter'of each ofthe claims ofthis application is not disclosed in a
listed prior United States application in the manner provided by the first paragraph of 3S U.S.C. 112, I

acknowledge the duty to disclose information material to the patentability of this application as defined in 37

C.F.R. 1.56 which occurred between the filing date of the prior application and the national or PCT

internatiOnal filing date ofthis application.

 

(Application Serial #) (Filing Date) (Status)

(Application Serial #) (Filing Date) (Status)

(Application Serial it) (Filing Date) (Status)

I hereby declare that all statements made herein of my own knowledge are true and that all statements made

on information and belief are believed to be true; and further that these statements were made with the

knowledge that willful false statements and the like so made are punishable by fine or imprisonment, or both,

under 18 U.S.C. 1001 and that such willful false statements mayjeopardize the validity of the application or
any patent issued thereon.
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POWER OF ATTORNEY: As a named invenwr, I hereby appoint the following attorneys and/or agents to

prosecute this application and transact all business in the Patent and Trademark Office connected therewith.

Bruce D. Jobse Reg. No. 33,518 Paul E. Kudirka Reg.No.26,931

Arthur 2. Bookstein Reg. No. 22,958 John F. Perullo Reg. No. 36,265

Philip L. Conrad Reg. No. 34,567 Steven G. SaUnders Reg. No. 36,265

Paul J. Cook Reg. No. 20,280 '

Send correspondence to Bruce D. Jobse, BOOKSTEIN & KUDIRKA, P.C., One Beacon Street, Boston,

Massachusetts, 02] 08.

FULL NAME OF INVENTOR: Glenn W. Hutton

INVENTOR’S SIGNATURE: DATE:

RESIDENCE: 9725 Hammocks Boulevard, #206, Miami, FL 33 I96

CITIZENSHIP: Canada

POST OFFICE ADDRESS: 9725 Hammocks Boulevard, #206, Miami= FL 33I96

FULL NAME or INVENTOR: Shane D. Manawa

INVENTOR’S SIGNATURE:W DATE: / Z 3192
RESIDENCE: 826 Periwinkle, Boca Raton, FL 33486
CITIZENSHIP: U.S.A.

POST OFFICE ADDRESS: 826 Periwinkle, Boca Raton, FL 33486

 

FULL NAME OF INVENTOR: Craig 8 
 
 

[NVENTOR’S SIGNATURE:

RESIDENCE: 57I3 NW 65th Terrace, Tamarac, FL 33321
CITIZENSHIP: Canada _
POST OFFICE ADDRESS: 5713 NW 65!!! Terrace, Tamarac, FL 33321

H:\BDI\N0003\7000\DECL.WPD
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 ATTORNEY DOCKET NO. NOOO3/7000
 L)

E:

MESH? UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE
mAD/

Applicant: Glenn W. Hutton . , ‘
Serial No.: 08/533,115 : _

Filed: September 25, 1995 ‘4. y L _.
For: POINT-TO-POINT INTERNET PROTOCOL 5c I

Examiner: -- ‘ 23) L:
Art Unit: 2302 r‘; .’ I

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING UNDER 37 C.F.R. §1.8(a)

The undersigned hereby certifies that this document is being placed in the United States mail with

firsjclass postage attached, addressed to Assistant Commissioner for Patents, Washington, DC 20231 on6'0

3mm A -
Frances M. Cunningham
  

Assistant Commissioner for Patents

Washington, DC. 20231

STATEMENT OF FACTS IN SUPPORT OF PETITION

TO ADD INVENTORS UNDER 37 CFR §1.48(C)

Statement of Eacts

1. On September 25, 1995, patent application serial number 08/533,155,

entitled “Point-to-Point Internet Protocol" was filed on my behalf, as Sole inventor, by

Anthony J. Natoli, Esq., Reg. No. 36,223, of the law firm of Dilworth & Barrese,

Uniondale, New York, NY.

2. On November 27, 1995 I assigned alt right, title and interest in and to the

patent application to the lntemet Telephone Company, a Florida corporation having a

place of business at One South Ocean Boulevard, Suite 305, Boca Raton, Florida

33432.

3. In March of 1996, NetSpeak Corporation, parent corporation of the

Internet Telephone Company, retained the services of Bruce D. Jobse, Esq., Reg. No.

33,518, of the law firm of Bookstein & Kudirka, Boston, Massachusetts, to prosecute
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Serial No.: 08/533,115 -2-

the above-identified application.

4. On April 5, 1996 a preliminary amendment to the patent application was

filed adding claims 21-53, some of which were directed to subject matter previously

disclosed but not yet claimed.

5. l became aware of the preliminary amendment and the additional claims

during a telephone conversation with attorney Bruce D. Jobse sometime in late

November 1996.

6. On December 11, 1996 I received a copy of the above-mentioned

preliminary amendment filed April 5, 1996. I acknowledge that both Shane D.

Mattaway and Craig 8. Strickland contributed to the subject matter of at least one

currently pending claim of the above-identified application. The necessity of naming

Shane D. Mattaway and Craig 8. Strickland as inventors was discovered sometime

between my subsequent review of the copy of the preliminary amendment and the date

of this Statement of Facts. A diligent effort has been made to correct this error.

I hereby declare that all statements made herein of my own knowledge are true

and that statements made on information and belief are believed to be true and further

that the statements were made with the knowledge that willful false statements and the

like so made are punishable by line or imprisonment. or both under Section 1001 of

Title 18 of United States Code, and that such willful, false statements may jeopardize

the validity of the application or any patents issued therefrom.

GI nn W. Hutton Date

5W

972§ Hannoucs «cm #2 06
Citizen: Canada "7 "M l, Fu- 3 3' 9é
HZ\BDJ\N0003\7000\STMTFACT.WPD
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' PATENT: Mooosnooo

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE #71)“

‘3 ' : Glenn W. Hutton . 5
Serial NO.: 08/533,115

Filed. September 25, 1995 /%9
For: POINT-TO-POINT INTERNET PROTOCOL

Examiner: ' 'Richard J. Gregson, Esq.
Art Unit: 2302

 

KUDIRKA & JOBSE, LLP
p ,_ ._

One Beacon Street L E? "
Boston, MA 02108 E : I;

' x 2

TE NG E: "a It
I 1' t"‘1

c.) ' ‘—’

I hereby certify that the following Petition is being deposited with the United States Postal Servrce

as t'rst class mail In an envelope addressed to the Assistant Commissioner for Patents Washington D C

20231 on December 2, 1997. D
Bruce D. Jobse

Assistant Commissioner for Patents

Washington, DC. 20231

Sir/Madam:

P ON EX E 0 OF

Please extend the time for response to the Office Action dated'June 2. 1992 for

Three months to December 2, 1997. Enclosed is a check in the amount of $950 00 to

12/09/1997 fifin‘tfis‘ tsbfiofiliitofilsfsmg eXtens'on

01 FD.117 The Commigos‘ignn'gris hereby authorized to charge any other fees under 37

C.F.R. §1.16 and 1.17 that may be required, or credit any overpayment, to our Deposit

Account No. 02-3038.

ReSp ctfully submitted  

 
  Bruce D. Jobse,

Reg. No. 33,518

KUDIRKA & JOBSE, LLP

One Beacon Street

Boston, MA 02108

(617) 367-4600

H :\BDJ\N0003\7000\PEEXT.WPD
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ATTORNEY DOCKET NO. N0003/7000

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

Glenn W. Hutton

Filed: September 25, 1995

For:. POINT-TO-POINT INTERNET PROTOCOL

Examiner: Richard J. Gregson. Esq.
Art Unit: 2302

 
E AT MA

I hereby certify that the following correspondence is being deposited with the United States Postal

Service as first class mail in an envelope addressed to the Assistant Commissioner for Patents.

Washington, DC. 20231 on Decemberz, 1997. A
Bruce D. Jobse 

Assistant Commissioner for Patents

Washington, DC. 20231

DECLARATION OF PRIOR INVENTION IN THE UNITED STATES TO OVERCOME

CITED PATENT UNDER 37 CFR 1.131

Sir/Madam:

This declaration is to establish completion of the invention'in this application in

the United States at a date prior to May 23, 1995, the effective date of prior art patent

5,581,552, cited by the Examiner. The undersigned Declarant is the named Inventor in

the above-identified patent application. The Declarant‘s statements set forth below

establishes conception of the invention prior to the effective date of the reference

coupled with due diligence from prior to the effective date to filing of the application.

Exhibits A and B are submitted herewith to support the Declarant‘s statements. This

Declaration is submitted prior to final rejection of the application.

1. I am the named inventor in the United States Patent Application

08/533,115, filed Septembegzs. 1995, entitled “POINT-TO-POINT INTERNET

PROTOCOL”.
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a. I
2. in the early morning hours on a date prior to May of 1995, | conceived of

the subject matter disclosed in the above-identified patent application and memorialized

the concept in a word processing document entitled “webphdoc” on my computer

system, a copy of which is attached hereto as Exhibit A, including a printout of the file

properties, the dates of creation and last modification of which have been redacted.

3. The various aspects of the inventive subject matter are set forth in

sections 1-5 of Exhibit A, particularly sections 2—4.

4. l authored and edited the document into its final format on the same date

the document was created,

5. A number of weeks after the conception of the inventive subject matter,

and while refining the inventive concepts, I helped form, and became a principal in the

Internet Telephone Company, a Florida Corporation having a place of business at One

South Ocean Boulevard, Suite 305, Boca Raton, Florida 33432.

6. Following formation of the Internet Telephone Company, a detailed design

specification entitled "internet Telephone Company Webphone Design”, a copy of

which is attached hereto as Exhibit B, was generated to memorialize an

implementation of the inventive concepts and provided the basis from which coding and

testing of a working embodiment of the inventive concepts continued diligently until the

filing date of this patent application, September 25, 1995,

I hereby declare that all statements made herein of my own knowledge are true

and that all statements made on information and belief are believed to be true; and

further that these statements were made with the knowledge that willful false

statements and the like so made are punishable by fine or imprisonment, or both, under
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12/02/97 TUE. 18' 44 FAX ‘ ‘is - Q A

08/533,115 _3_ N0003/7000

Section 1001 of Title 18 of the United States Code, and that such willful false

statements may jeopardize the validity of the applicatlon or any patent issued thereon;

> f”%/ 12—2.97
Glenn W Hutton Date

Residence: 9725 Hammocks Boulevard. #208

Miami, Florida 33196

Citizenship: CANADA

Post Office Address: 9725 Hammocks Boulevard #206

Miami, Florida 33198

H:\BDJ\N0003\7DO_O\DLPRINV.WPD
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Super Phone mail
Global mail

Concept:

A multi purpose internet mailer package providing; E-maiL voice mail/mswering machine rial-time phone
connections over the internet and IRC real-time conversations, and picture mail and text to speech.

‘ Also users that do not have a sound card might be able to hear sound files played through their PC speaker
usingthe speaker sound driver."CI-£ECK on file size"

1. Basic E-mail package self explanatory.

2. Voice mail/Answering machine.

When the progam is first installed on the users machine their are prompted to record a short out going
message. The message is store on the POP server with a standard name such as outmsgau. When another
user 01115 via the internet phone the users is greeted with the msg and may then leave a voice message for
the person they are trying to reach.

[fthe user they are trying to reach is logged onto the network the users software would automatically log onto
the POP server and either ren the outmsg file or delete it from the sewer. This way When another user
tries to call him the msg would not be found and an e-mail would be sent to the receiver of the call. The
mail software would then send back to the calling party the IP address of the called party and a
connection could be made.

3. Real . Time Phone connections

Just like in the real world sometimes you call and no one is home. The same concept applies here. The setup
is a follows;

Thelparty to be called logs Onto the network and loads software. Approximately every 30 seconds it polls the

POP server to see if anyone has sent a- msg (like a query with a small amount ofdam i.e. the callers JP

addrus). If the program finds such a msg it response with a msg back to the caller POP server with its IP
address. New both parties haw each others [P eddrases and a real-time connection can be made.

4. Real - Time Phone connections 2

Similar to above however involves a dedicated server or posiblc network of servers. The setup is as follows;

The party log onto the network and loads the software. Similar to the POP server comcept the. phone

software will send a message to the connection server providing the sen/a" with the users‘isfiormation. ie‘
I? address, user name and other user information-L A record is kept on the server set with a flag

identifying that the user is on line. Again. like the PO? serva concept the email address oftlie user is the
primary identification for other use-rs to find if a user is on or off line. This interface like the POP server

concept does not require the user to be permently connected to the serva.

5. Text to speech for reading E—mail.

Just a simple plug in (Viewer) as most sound cards come with the software.

EXHIBIT A — PAGE 1 OF 2
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ATTORNEY DOCKET NO. N0003/7000WIN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE f

Applicant: Glenn W. Hutton

Serial No.: 08/533,115

Filed: September 25, 1995

For: _, POINT-TO—POINT INTERNET PROTOCOL

Examiner: Richard J. Gregson, Esq.
Art Unit: 2302 ‘

 

CE LING

I hereby certify that the following correspondence is being deposited with the United States Postal
Service as first class mail in an envelope addressed to the Assistant Commissioner for Patents,

Washington, DC. 20231 on December 2, 1997. Z D
Bruce D. Jobse I;

Assistant Commissioner for Patents

Washington, DC. 20231 m T(1‘) 'l
l. l'»". ‘

Sir: ‘—: i” 1,;[\3 — “-

AMENDMENT 8 ‘1 m
x D ‘5 LJ

I e itle

Please delete the title as filed and insert -- Method and Apparatus for

Establishing Point-to-Point Communications Over a Computer Network --.

cification

01/23/1998 W 2
01 “5:202 23%
02 “3:203 165.00 CH

  

 

 
- . Midfitterfacing" insert --to--.

18. change “by” to --to--.

Page j/ner
Page , lineWeed-any) to -random access-—;

, change “other" to —-another—-.ii ’

Page 1%:e 17, change “the connection server 26" to --a connection service
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provider--.

Page 13, l’ 6. change “the connection server 26" to —a connection service

provider--.

mm

Please amend the claims as follows:
 

22. (Amended) A computer program product for use with a comp -- r system,

the computer system having first .- . ssor - 9 - ivel ouled to . s ' ond crocessor

[and second processors] and a server [operatively coupled] ove . computer network,

the computer program product comprising:

\ a computer useable medium having program de means embodied in the
medium for establishing a point-to-poi commu’cations link between the first

processor and a second processor'over .- c puter network, the medium further

comprising:

program code means for tr 5 itting . E—mail signal comprising a network

protocol address [from]githe st proc- or to the second processor [server] over the

computer network;

program code '. eans for receiving a second network protocol address from the

second processo over the computer network; and

progr' code means, responsive to the second network protocol address, for

establish' 9 a point-to-point communication link between the first processor and the

seco . processor over a computer network.

M \\ 42. (Amended) The method of claim 41 wherein ents generated in”System A and B are graphic eleme
communication - o- oint link as described in step C is performed in response to a

 

 

e step of establishing a [point-to-

  Ipulating the graphic elements on the graphic user interface.
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Please add the following claims:

54. A method of locating a user over a computer network comprisin

 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 

steps of :

a. maintaining an Internet accessible list having a p rality of entries,

each entry comprising an electronic mail address and a corresp ding Internet protocol

address for a process currently connected to the Internet; a

b. in response to identification of one 0 he list entries by a requesting

process, providing one of the electronic mail address nd the corresponding Internet

protocol address of the identified entry to the requ sting process.

55. A method for locating users h ing dynamically assigned network protocol

addresses over a computer network. the ethod comprising the steps of:

a. maintaining in a mputer memory, a network accessible

compilation of entries, each entry mprising a network protocol address and a

corresponding identifier for a us r connected to the computer network;

b. in respo e to identification of one of the entries by a requesting

process providing one of t identifier and the network protocol address to the

requesting process.

56. The thod of claim 55 further comprising the step of:

c. modifying the compilation of entries.

57. he method of claim 56 wherein step c further comprises:

cl adding an entry to the compilation upon the occurrence of a

predeter ined event.

58. The method of claim 57 wherein the predetermined event comprises

n9 ification by a user process of an assigned network protocol address.

a
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59. The method of claim 56 wherein step c further 0 prises:

c.1 deleting an entry from the compilation pan the occurrence of a

predetermined event.

60. A computer program product for us with a server apparatus operatively

coupled over a computer network to one or m e computer processes, the computer

program product comprising a computer us 
 

 
 

Ie medium having program code

embodied in the medium the program co comprising:

a. program code con gured to maintain, in a computer memory, a

network accessible compilation of e ries, each entry comprising a network protocol

address and a corresponding iden ' ier for a process connected to the computer

network; and

b. program c de responsive to identification of one of the entries by a

requesting process and cont” ured to provide one of the identifier and the network

protocol address to the req esting process.

61. The comp ter program product of claim 60 further comprising:

c. pr gram code configured to modify the compilation of entries.

62. The omputer program product of claim 61 wherein program code

configured to mo ify comprises:

c. program code configured to add an entry to the compilation upon

the occurrenc of a predetermined event.

 The computer program product of claim 62 wherein the predetermined

event co prises notification by a process of an assigned network protocol address.

64. The computer program product of claim 60 wherein step 0 further

_4_
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comprises: /
0.1 program code co 0 delete an entry from the compilation

upon the occu  a predetermined event.  
  

 

 
 

  

  
 

65. A computer program product for use with a se operatively coupled

  
 

over a computer network to a plurali of processes e computer program product

comprising a computer usable medium avi rogram code embodied thereon the

program code comprising:

a. program co d to receive the current network protocol

address of one of the proc ses co pled t

b.

e network;

igured to receive an identifier associated with

said one proces and

program code configured to receive queries for one of the network

protoco ddress and the associated identifier of said one process from other processes

ove he computer network.

(\7 66. A computer program product for use with a computer syst mffhe/computer system including a first process operatively coupled fimputer network
to a second process and a server process , the comp program product comprising a

computer usable medium having computer re le program code embodied therein,

the program code means comprising:

a. program 0 configured to access a directory database, the

database having a netw protocol address for a plurality of processes having on-Iine

status with respect the computer network; and

 program code responsive to one of the network protocol addresses

and con ured to establish a point—to-point communication link from the first process to

the econd process over the computer network.
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67. in a first computer process operatively coupled over a co er network

to a second process and an address server, a method of es shing a point-to-point

communication between the first and second proce 5 comprising the steps of:

A. querying the address serve to whether the second process is

connected to the computer netwo

B. receiving a n ork protocol address of the second process from the

address server, whe e second process is connected to the computer network; and

esponsive to the network protocol address of the second process,

establish' 9 a point-to—point communication link with the second process over the

co uter network.

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

68. In a first computer process operatively co ed over a computer network

to a second process and an E-mai server, a 0d of establishing a point-to-point

communication between the first an se d processes comprising the steps of:

A. transmitting an E-m ‘ s nal comprising a network protocol address of

the first process to the seco process Ver the computer network;

B. receivin second etwork rotocol address from the second process

etwork; and

’ responsive to the second network protocol address, establishing a

 
 

 
point-to- oint communication link between the first process and the second process

' computer network.

REMARKS

'Applicant has considered carefully the Office Action dated June 2, 1997 and the

references cited therein. ln response, the title, specification, and claims have been

amended. Applicant respectfully requests reexamination of the application.

The title of the application has now been changed to "METHOD AND

APPARATUS FOR ESTABLlSHING POINT-TO-POINT COMMUNICATIONS OVER A

-6—
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COMPUTER NETWORK. Applicant asserts that the title as amended is indicative of

the invention to which the claims are directed.

Regarding the multiple information disclosures submitted prior to examination.

many of the submitted references were located during patentability searches not

performed by applicant’s current counsel. Applicant's current counsel submitted such

references under the continuing duty of candor under 37 CPR. §§56, 1.97. 1.98. The

Applicant is relying on the Examiner's expertise to determine the relevance of the

references to the claimed subject matter.

As requested by the Examiner, the applicant has checked the specification for

minor errors and has, in response. amended the specification as set forth herein. No

new matter is believed to be added by these changes to the specification.

Claim 22 has been amended to conform the claim language with the

specification. Such amendments are not required to distinguish the claimed subject

matter over any of the cited references, whether considered singularly or in

combination.

Claim 42 has been amended to correct a grammatical error and any potential

problems under 37 CPR. §112, second paragraph. Such amendment is not required

to distinguish the claimed subject matter over any of the cited references. whether

considered singularly or in combination.

Applicant submits herewith a declaration of prior invention under 37 CFR 1.131

to overcome the rejection ofall claims under 35 U.S.C. §103 as being unpatentable

over Civanlar et al. in view of Morgan et al. and/or further in view of December et al.

The declaration is submitted with a facsimile signature of the declarant inventor. The

original signed declaration will be submitted as soon as it becomes available. in light of

the declaration and acconpanying exhibits. all rejections based on the Civanlar et al.

reference are deemed moot.

In addition. Applicant has the following remarks. One of the major factors
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inhibiting dynamic communications over the Internet, and other computer networks, is

the inability to obtain the current dynamically assigned network protocal address of a _

user process connected to the network. This problem is analogous to trying to call

someone whose telephone number changes after each call. Appiicant’s invention

provides techniques for determining the current dynamically assigned network protocal

address of a user process connected to the network. The first technique utilizes a

dedicated server which acts as a network address/information directory from which

calling processes can obtain information When a first process connects to the

network, the process logs-on to the server and provides the server with the network

protocal address under which the first process is currently operating. A second process

wishing to establish communications with the first process, connects to the server and

request the network protocal address under which the first process is currently

operating. Upon receipt of the network protocal address of the first process, the

second process establishes communications with the first process directly, without any

intervenion from the address/ information server.

The Examiner has repeatedly indicated that Civanlar et al. in view of Morgan et

al. teach an address server and database utilized to initiate communications between

two nodes. Conversly, in the present invention, communications between two nodes,

e.g. processes, are initiated by soley by one ofthe processes. The address server may

have optionally supplied address information to one of the processes, but the address

server does not establish the point-to-point communication connection between the

nodes, Applicant has reviewed Civanlar et al. in view of Morgan et al, and has found

no disclosure or suggestion of this first claimed technique whether the references are

considered singularly or in combination

Applicant's invention provides a second techniques for determining the current

dynamically assigned network protocal address of a user process connected to the

network. In the second technique, a first process wishing to establish communications
E- \,

with a second process, sends, via E-mail, the network protocal address UDW

-8—
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the first process is currently operating to the second process. Upon receipt of the- E—

mail message, the second process sends to the first process, via E-mail, the network

protocal address under which the second process is currently operating. Upon receipt

of the network protocal address of the second process, the first process establishes

communications with the second process directly, without any intervenion from the

address/ infom'iation server. This second technique may be used in addition to or in

place of the first technique. As with the first technique, communications between two

nodes, e.g. processes, are initiated by soley by one of the processes. The address

"server does not establish the point-to-point communication connection between the

nodes. Applicant has reviewed Civanlar et al. in view of Morgan et al. and further in

view of December et al. and has found no disclosure or suggestion of this second

claimed technique whether the references are considered singularly or in combination.

Applicant respectfully traverses the rejection of claims 32—42 and 43-53 under 35

U.S.C. §103 as being unpatentable over Civanlar et al. in view of Morgan et al. and

further in view of December et al. Claims 32—42 are directed to a method for

establishing a point-to-point communication link from a caller processor to a callee

processor over a computer network by associating graphic elements representing

communication line and a first callee processor. Claims 43-53 essentially comprise a

computer program product claim counterparts to claims 32-42. Applicant has reviewed

the cited references in detail and can find no suggestion or disclosure of generating

graphic elements representing a communication line or a callee processor or

establishment of a point-to-point communication link by associating the graphic

element.

Applicant submits herewith new claims 54—68 to more particularly point out and

distinctly claim the subject matter which the Applicant regards as the invention. All

claims are believed allowable over any of the references cited by the Applicant, whether

considered singularly or in combination. Accordingly, Applicant believes this application

is in condition for allowance and a notice to that effect is reSpectfully requested. If the

-9-
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